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Abstract

Names and name-binding are useful concepts in the theory and practice of formal systems. In this thesis
we study them in the context of dependent type theory. We propose a novel dependent type theory with

primitives for the explicit handling of names. As the main application, we consider programming and
reasoning with abstract syntax involving variable binders.

Gabbay and Pitts have shown that Fraenkel Mostowski (FM) set theory models a notion of name

using which informal work with names and binding can be made precise. They have given a number
of useful constructions for working with names and binding, such as a syntax-independent notion of
freshness that formalises when two objects do not share names, and a freshness quantifier that simplifies
working with names and binding. Related to FM set theory, a number of systems for working with names

have been given, among them are the first-order Nominal Logic, the higher-order logic FM-HOL, the

Theory of Contexts as well as the programming language FreshML.
In this thesis we study how dependent type theory can be extended with primitives for working

with names and binding. Our choice of primitives is different from that in FM set theory. In FM
set theory the fundamental primitive for working with names is swapping. All other concepts such as

a-equivalence classes and binding are constructed from it. For dependent type theory, however, this
approach of constructing everything from swapping is not ideal, since it requires us to make strong

assumptions on the type theory. For instance, the construction of a-equivalence classes from swapping
appears to require quotient types. Our approach is to treat constructions such as a-equivalence classes
and name-binding directly, turning them into primitives of the type theory. To do this, it is convenient
to take freshness rather than swapping as the fundamental primitive.

Based on the close correspondence between type theories and categories, we approach the design of
the dependent type theory by studying the categorical structure underlying FM set theory. We start from
a monoidal structure capturing freshness. By analogy with the definition of simple dependent sums Z
and products FI from the cartesian product, we define monoidal dependent sums Z* and products Id*
from the monoidal structure. For the type of names N, we have an isomorphism Z^ = Flj^ generalising
the freshness quantifier. We show that this structure includes a-equivalence classes, name binding,
unique choice of fresh names as well as the freshness quantifier. In addition to the set theoretic model
corresponding to FM set theory, we also give a realizability model of this structure.

The semantic structure leads us to a bunched type theory having both a dependent additive con¬

text structure and a non-dependent multiplicative context structure. This type theory generalises the
simply-typed aA-calculus of O'Hearn and Pym in the additive direction. It includes novel monoidal
products FT and sums Z* as well as hidden-name types H for working with names and binding.

We give examples for the use of the type theory for programming and reasoning with abstract syntax

involving binders. We show that abstract syntax can be handled both in the style of FM set theory and
in the style of Weak Higher Order Abstract Syntax. Moreover, these two styles of working with abstract
syntax can be mixed, which has interesting applications such as the derivation of a term for the unique
choice of new names.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Names are an everyday tool in the theory and practice of formal systems. They appear as variable names

in the abstract syntax of programming languages, the ^-calculus models computation by name-passing,
references in ML are names of memory locations, to mention just a few examples. In these examples,
names are used as abstract place-holders and have very little structure of their own. All we know about
them is that they have an identity, i.e. we can compare them for equality, and that there are enough of
them, i.e. we can always find an unused one. Despite, or perhaps because of, the fact that such names

have so little structure, they have been found to be genuinely useful for working informally with formal
systems. On the other hand, the formalisation of informal arguments with names has turned out to be
surprisingly complicated.

Nevertheless, being able to work formally with names is very desirable. Of particular practical
importance is the mechanisation of abstract syntax. For an example, consider the development of pro¬

gramming languages. It is dominated by the verification of standard properties, often by straightforward
proofs. For instance, when designing a type system for a functional programming language one usu¬

ally wants to verify standard properties such as subject-reduction. The proofs of such properties are

usually routine verifications. Flowever, since programming languages are often quite large, verifying
such simple properties can be tedious and lengthy. Moreover the proofs are, due to their size, often hard
to read and it is hard to be completely convinced of their correctness. This makes the theory of such
formal systems a prime target for formal proof and proof automation. However, for the formalisation
of proofs about programming languages it is necessary to formally represent the abstract syntax of the
programming language. The treatment of names and name-binding in the abstract syntax presents a

major obstacle in the formalisation effort. The problem is not that it is intrinsically difficult to formalise
informal developments, but that formalisations require substantial additional effort. The goal of building
formal systems with names is to bring formal work with names as close as possible to informal work, in
order to make formalisations more convenient.

11
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The topic of this thesis is the design of one such formal system, a dependent type theory with names.

We propose a novel dependent type theory containing constructs for working with names and binding.
As the semantic basis for this type theory we develop a categorical formulation of name binding. In this
formulation, we characterise concepts such as a-equivalence classes and binding directly by means of
universal constructions. We derive the primitives for working with names and binding in the type theory
from this categorical structure, and we use bunches to build them into dependent type theory. As the
main application of the type theory, we consider programming and reasoning with abstract syntax.

In this thesis we concentrate on the use of names for the formalisation of abstract syntax. Due to

the practical importance of formalising abstract syntax, many other approaches have been proposed. We
review the most important of them at the end of this chapter, but until then we focus entirely on the use of
names. We focus on names because they are ubiquitous in familiar informal work with abstract syntax,
so that it is natural to use them formalisations. Furthermore, Gabbay & Pitts have recently proposed a

convincing set-theoretic approach of formalising abstract syntax that makes essential use of names [38].
This approach serves as the starting point for the design of our type theory.

In the rest of this chapter we review existing work for the formalisation of abstract syntax and give
an overview of the work in this thesis. Because we focus on formal systems with names, much of this

chapter is devoted to working formally with names. After a brief review of the use of names in informal
work, we sketch the kinds of challenges one faces in the formalisation, and give an overview of existing

approaches to working formally with names. This sets the scene for an overview of this thesis, given in
Section 1.4. Finally, in the last section of this chapter we overview other approaches to the formalisation
of abstract syntax that do not directly use names.

1.1 Names for Abstract Syntax

We take the syntax of the untyped A-calculus as a running example. This is a good minimal example,
since it is not far away from the syntax of real-world programming languages and since it gives rise to

many of the problems that appear for real-world programming languages.
When defining the syntax of the A-calculus, it is standard to first define a concrete version of the

abstract syntax.

Lam ::= var: N | app: Lam x Lam | lam: N x Lam

In this inductive definition, N is an appropriate type of variable names, such as the type of natural
numbers or the type of character strings. As usual, we write x for var(x), M N for app(M,N) and Ax.M
for lam (x,M).

Of course, the variable x in the term Ax.M is meant to be bound. The terms are identified under

(certain) renaming of bound variables. This means that the abstract syntax of the untyped A-calculus
is given by the quotient of Lam under a-congruence, where the a-congruence relation is the smallest
congruence relation generated by (Ax.M) ~a (Ay.M\y/x\) fory ^ FV{M) \ {x}.
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In informal work, we usually make the fact that the syntax is given by a quotient under a-congruence

as implicit as possible. Rather than working with equivalence classes, we work with particular repre¬

sentatives. This informal practice is captured by Barendregt's Variable Convention [9].

2.1.12. CONVENTION Terms that are a-congruent are identified. [...]
2.1.13. VARIABLE CONVENTION If M\,... ,Mn occur in a certain mathematical context
(e.g. definition, proof) then in these terms all bound variables are chosen to be different
from free variables. [... ]
2.1.14. MORAL Using conventions 2.1.12 and 2.1.13 one can work with A-terms in the
naive way.

Barendregt's Variable Convention is very successful. It is pervasive in the literature and greatly simpli¬
fies informal work.

The formalisation of informal work that uses Barendregt's Variable Convention, however, turns out

to be rather complicated. A large part of the formalisation is usually is spent on dealing with issues

concerning names. Of course, this raises the question why it is that informal work is so much easier than
formal work. Is it because informal work is imprecise and the details making formal work so much more

complicated are swept under the carpet? Evidence that the answer to this question is (for the most part)
no is given by the huge amount of existing informal work. There is little reason to doubt the correctness
of this informal work, at least not for its use of Barendregt's Variable Convention. It therefore seems

likely that informal reasoning is rigorous, but that the precise mathematical content of the informal
arguments has not yet been fully identified. What is, for example, the concept of name binding? Clearly,
there is more to binding than just the representation of a-equivalence classes. In informal work one also
uses the operation which, given a name n and a term x, produces the a-equivalence class n.x. Another
commonly used operation takes an a-equivalence class y and a sufficiently new name n and produces the
instance y@n of the class y at the name n. For another example, we should ask what the mathematical
content of Barendregt's Variable Convention is. A direct formalisation would require us to prove that
working with a-equivalence classes is really the same as working with instances chosen according to
the convention.

In this thesis we study the concepts underlying informal arguments with names and design a depen¬
dent type theory based on this understanding.

1.2 What are the problems in formalising work with names?

To give an idea what kind of problems we encounter in the formalisation of informal work with names,

let us look at a specific example. The example is the some/any equivalence identified by McKinna &
Pollack [69] and Gabbay & Pitts [38], It amounts to the observation that in informal work we often use

the following reasoning. Suppose we have proved a property <p(n) for some sufficiently fresh name n,

and later we want to prove <p(m) for some other fresh name m. We then usually say that in the proof
of <p(n) we could have used the name m instead of n, so that <p(m) holds as well. This amounts to the
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left to right direction of the equivalence below.

Bfresh name n. <p(n) 4=> Vfresh name n. cp(ri) (some/any)

Before giving a concrete example where such informal reasoning is used, let us first see why this rea¬

soning should be correct. An informal 'proof' of the equivalence might go as follows.

'Proof' of (some/any).

(=>) All we know about names is that there are infinitely many of them and that they can be compared.
Given this, there is no way <p(—) could possibly distinguish between two different fresh names.

This is the case because a fresh name n is different from all the other names in (p{n), so that any

equality test with n in (p{n) will always return false. Hence, if <p(n) holds for some fresh name n,

then so must <p(m) for any other fresh name m.

(4=) We can always find a fresh name.

□

Notice that in this 'proof' we did not have to look at the formula <p at all. Notice also that this 'proof'
relies essentially on the fact that little can be done with names. If names are encoded as, say, natural
numbers, then the informal proof breaks down, because in this case <p(—) could distinguish two new

names. This has an impact in practical applications. In McKinna & Pollack's development [69], for ex¬

ample, the information that little can be done with names is not available and the equivalence (some/any)
has to be re-proven for each property (p.

A simple concrete example for the use of (some/any) is given by Vestergaard in a short note entitled
'Some/Any is Easy, Effective and Necessary' [115], see also [114], The example is deciding whether or

not two A-terms in concrete syntax (not identified up to renaming of bound variables) are a-congruent.
To illustrate the use of (some/any), it suffices to consider just the very special case of terms of the form
Ax.M and Ay.N where neither M nor N contains an occurrence of A. To decide whether Ax.M and
Ay.N are a-equivalent, it obviously suffices to pick a name z not occurring in Ax.M or Ay.N and to
check the syntactic identity Az-M[z/x\ — Az.N[z/y\. In short, the algorithm computes the truth of the
predicate 3z.z £ Vars((fx.M), (Ay. A)) AXz-M[z/x\ = Az-N[z/y\. Call this predicate (p(Ax.M, Ay.N).
In order to prove that this algorithm really computes a-equality, we must, among other things, prove

that it is transitive. For this, we have to show <p(?iX.M,fz.R), given the assumptions

A u.M[u/x] = A u.N[u/y] Av.A[v/x] = A v.R{v/z\

for some u £ Vars((fx.M),(fy.N)) and some v ^ Vars((fy.N),(kz.R)). It is not obvious how to
show cp(fx.M,fz-R) directly from these assumptions, for example because u and z could be the same

variable. Using the some/any property, on the other hand, we know that (p(Xx.M,fy.N) is equivalent
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to Vz-Z & Vars((kx.M), (Ay.V)) AXz.M[z/x) = Az.N[z/y\. Write t/r(Ax.M, Ay.V) for this universally
quantified formula. Using the some/any equivalence, we can therefore make the assumptions

A u.M[u/x] = A u.N[u/y\ A u.N[u/x] = Xu.R[u/z]

for some u £ Vars((kx.M), (Ay.N), (Az-R)), thus making transitivity trivial.

Note that there also would have been a problem with showing transitivity if we had used t// instead
of <p in the first place. In order to prove y/(Ax.M, hz.R) from y/(Ax.M, Xy.N) and y(Xy.N,Xz-R), we

have to show Au.M[u/x] = Xu.R[u/z\ for all names u 0 Vars{(Xx.M), (Az-R)), and there is a problem
with using the assumption in case u — y holds.

Other examples of some/any equivalences can be found in [69]. It is important to note that, while
the above example concerns a-equivalence of terms, some/any equivalences are not only useful for a-

equivalence classes of terms. Even when terms are identified up to a-equivalence, some/any reasoning
appears, for example in the proof of the weakening property of pure type systems, see [69] and also the
discussion in [86]. In general, some/any equivalences occur whenever we have to deal with object-level

eigenvariables.

Formalising some/any equivalences is not the only challenge in the formalisation of informal work
with names. The representation of names themselves is another one. The example of the some/any

equivalence shows that it is essential for names to have very little structure. Because of this, it is
not at all clear how to represent them. Taking names to be natural numbers, as is often done, is not
ideal. Natural numbers have more internal structure than names, so that (some/any) does not always
hold. More generally, it does not appear possible to define the type of names as an inductive type. It
seems that the elements of any inductively defined type with infinitely elements will have more internal
structure than just their identity.

Another challenge with the formalisation of informal work with abstract syntax is the support of
inductive reasoning and recursive definitions. In informal work we commonly reason by structural
induction on terms, and functions like substitution are (claimed to be) defined by structural recursion. If
the abstract syntax does not contain binders, then these proofs and definitions can be formalised without
problem. With variable binders, however, the syntax is defined as a quotient of an inductive type, and
does not at first appear to be an inductive type. That it is really an inductive type has been shown in
different settings in [30, 38, 49].

Finally, informal work makes extensive use of Barendregt's Variable Convention. To support it in
formal work, we must identify terms up to a-equivalence, and we must (to some extent at least) be able
to work with the a-equivalence classes as if they were concrete terms.

The above mentioned problems are some of the most important and well-known problems in the
formalisation of names. There are likely to be more complications. For overviews of the problem and
criteria formalisations of names have to meet see [89] and [6].
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1.3 Approaches to the Formalisation of Names

Having outlined some of the challenges with the formalisation of names, we review representative ex¬

amples of existing formalisations of abstract syntax with named variables. In this section we consider
only approaches that use names; we refer to Section 1.5 for a discussion of other approaches.

1.3.1 Concrete Approaches

The first group of approaches is distinguished by the fact that the syntax is not identified up to renaming
of bound variables. Two well-known representatives of this group are the approaches of McKinna &
Pollack [69] and of Vestergaard & Brotherston [116]. In these approaches, names are represented by
natural numbers and an abstraction Xn.x is represented concretely, typically as a pair (n,x). Since the
syntax is not identified under renaming of bound variables, ct-conversion has to be taken care of explic¬
itly. Moreover, the induction principles of the concrete syntax are not quite what would be expected in
informal use. For example, neither McKinna & Pollack nor Vestergaard & Brotherston define capture-

avoiding substitution as a function in the way this is usually done in informal work. Instead, substitution
is possibly name-capturing but it is used only when it is safe to do so.

However, the fact that syntax is not identified up to a-conversion does not appear to be the main
limiting factor in these approaches. Rather, the use of natural numbers for names appears to cause

problems. McKinna & Pollack [69] show by using some/any equivalences that their approach can

formalise informal arguments very well. However, because they encode names as numbers they must

laboriously prove correct each instance of the some/any equivalences they use. As sketched above, in
informal reasoning with names we expect such equivalences to come for free. In fact, McKinna &
Pollack do not use any of the structure that numbers have over names, but they cannot exploit the fact
that names have little structure, as would be necessary in order to get the some/any equivalences for
free. Nevertheless, even with the problem of proving some/any equivalences, which may in the future
be overcome by means of proof automation, McKinna & Pollack's approach is one of the best currently
available for programming and reasoning with abstract syntax.

A big advantage of the concrete approaches is that everything we want to do with abstract syntax can

indeed be done. This is not the case for all other approaches, an example being Higher Order Abstract
Syntax described below.

There are proposals, similar in spirit to McKinna & Pollack's work, which address some of the
issues of that work. For instance, to address the problem that terms are not identified up to renaming of
bound variables, it is possible to work with an encoding of syntax that uses names for free variables but
de Bruijn indices for bound variables [67]. This is essentially the approach of Gordon & Melham [41],
being used, for example, by Norrish [78], Norrish [79] also shows that nice recursive definitions are

available for this encoding.
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1.3.2 FM Theory

Next we discuss the nominal approach of Gabbay & Pitts [38]. Characteristic of this approach is its
treatment of names. In the discussion of some/any equivalences we noted that it is important to model
names well. Gabbay & Pitts address this issue. In order to model names well, they move from standard
set theory to Fraenkel Mostowski (FM) set theory. In FM set theory there exists an infinite set whose
elements can be compared for equality, but nothing else can be done with the elements. This set models
names better than, say, natural numbers in standard set theory. For instance, Gabbay & Pitts show that
some/any equivalences come for free when we use this set to model names.

Gabbay & Pitts' technical development rests on name-swapping actions. By requiring constructions
to be invariant under name-swapping, they make available the fact that all we can do with names is
to compare them. To develop their ideas, Gabbay & Pitts utilise FM set theory, an existing theory of
sets with name-swapping actions. Gabbay & Pitts give a number of constructions that are useful in the
formalisation of informal arguments with names.

• There is a syntax-independent notion of freshness, that is a binary relation (—)#(—) which for¬
malises when two sets do not share names. It is syntax-independent because it is formulated using

name-swapping, without any reference to abstract syntax.

• There is a freshness quantifier l/l that captures some/any equivalences. The formula l/ln. (p(n)
expresses both 'for some fresh name n the property <p(n) holds' and 'for all fresh names n the
property <p(n) holds.' The quantifier l/l thus gives for free the equivalence (some/any) for arbitrary
propositions (p.

• Abstraction sets [N]B give a representation of a-equivalence classes. Using abstraction sets ab¬
stract syntax up to a-conversion can be defined as an inductive type. Just as freshness is syntax-

independent, abstraction sets can be used not only for terms but for arbitrary sets. A useful
operation with abstraction sets is the binding operation taking a name n £ N and an element x G B
to the a-equivalence class n.x.

As this brief list of construction shows, FM set theory addresses the issues with the formalisation of
names that we have mentioned in the previous sections. We therefore believe that this approach is very

promising—the development in this thesis is based on it.
The FM approach has the disadvantage that it requires us to move from a familiar universe, such

as set theory, to a relatively unfamiliar one, such as FM set theory. As a consequence, it is not readily

supported by existing theorem provers and programming languages. However, work is underway to

build logics and programming languages based on the ideas developed in FM set theory. This thesis,
in which we study how FM concepts can be built into dependent type theory, can be seen as part of
this line of work. The set-theoretic setting in which Gabbay & Pitts develop their ideas is, however,
not an ideal basis for this line of work. While a set-theoretic development may be advantageous for
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accessibility, it does not lend itself to generalisations to other settings. We address this issue in this
thesis by reformulating some of Gabbay & Pitts constructions categorically.

In the rest of this section, we give an overview of existing FM-related work.

Nominal Logic. Nominal Logic is a first order axiomatisation of the FM concepts that have been
found useful for working with names. These concepts are name-swapping, freshness, the freshness
quantifier and abstraction sets. Originally presented by Pitts [86] in a Hilbert-style axiomatisation,
Gabbay and Cheney have also given presentations of Nominal Logic in sequent and natural deduction
style [35, 37, 22]. While in Pitts' Hilbert-style presentation the main emphasis is on swapping, in the
sequent and natural deduction presentations the emphasis is shifted towards freshness and the freshness
quantifier. It is interesting to note that while the Hilbert-style presentation goes through very smoothly,
the formulation of sequent and natural deductions rules for the freshness quantifier has presented some

problems, as described by Cheney in [22].

By introducing Nominal Logic, Pitts shows that reasoning with names can be formalised in first-
order logic. Restricting attention to first-order has the advantage over higher-order approaches, outlined
at the end of this chapter, that problems are potentially easier to solve. One example for this is unifica¬
tion. In higher-order approaches to abstract syntax one often has to deal with higher-order unification,
which is known to be much harder than first-order unification.

Nominal Unification and a-Prolog. Urban, Pitts & Gabbay [112] show that unification up to a-

equivalence can be solved by a first-order unification algorithm. This unification algorithm is used
by Cheney and Urban [23, 20] as the basis of a version of Prolog in which one can work with syntax

up to a-equivalence. This programming languages implements logic programming with a version of
Nominal Logic.

FM-HOL. Just as Nominal Logic axiomatises the structure of FM set theory in first-order logic, FM-
HOL [34] axiomatises the structure of (a generalisation of) FM set theory in higher-order logic. Being
higher order, it suffices to take names and name-swapping as primitives and define everything else from
them, just as is done in FM set theory [38], Although FM-HOL is not yet implemented, it can be hoped
that it will make possible FM-style reasoning in theorem provers such as Isabelle/HOL.
FreshML 2000 and Fresh O'Caml. The concepts from FM set theory are also being studied in the
context of functional programming. Pitts and Gabbay [87] have developed a ML-like programming
language, FreshML 2000. In this language name-generation is treated in a side-effect free manner. This
means that a new name can only be generated if the compiler can statically guarantee that the particular
choice of name has no side-effect. The compiler guarantees the absence of side-effects by means of a

type system containing freshness assertions. Freshness assertions are invisible to the user and are used
only by the compiler. Practical experiments have shown that relying on the compiler to infer freshness
properties automatically is often quite restrictive [100], Since freshness assertions are invisible to the
user, there is moreover no possibility for the user to help the compiler by supplying additional type
annotations.
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Shinwell, Pitts and Gabbay [102, 100] found that it is not necessary to have the compiler show
absence of side-effects for name-generation. In [102, 101] it is shown that programming with syntax

up to a-equivalence can be realised when name-generation is implemented as a side-effect. Using side-
effects for name-generation appears sensible, since O'Caml also uses side-effects for other purposes

such as I/O and memory access. The resulting full-scale programming language Fresh O'Caml [100]
thus overcomes the problems of FreshML 2000.

Nominal Reasoning in Isabelle/HOL. All the FM-based systems described so far have the common

aim of making it possible to work inside FM set theory or a similar universe in which Gabbay & Pitts'
ideas can be developed. The development of Urban and Tasson [113] in Isabelle/HOL instead looks
at such a universe from the outside. This work may be seen as the construction of a FM-like universe
inside the higher-order logic of Isabelle/HOL, much in the way FM-Sets is constructed from Sets. This
approach has the advantage that one is not constrained to working inside the FM-like universe. Indeed,
in informal work with FM, such as [2, 101], such an external view on FM is often used. On the other

hand, it remains to be seen how manageable the constructions of [113] in Isabelle/HOL are in practice.
Initial experiments are encouraging.

Spatial Logic, Manipulating Trees with Hidden Labels. Names and FM concepts, such as the freshness
quantifier, have found applications in a number of other areas. They have been studied, for example,
in the context of spatial logics for concurrency theory [15, 17]. Here, we want to single out Cardelli,
Gardner & Ghelli's work on the manipulation of trees with hidden labels [16], which has influenced the
work in this thesis. We comment on the influence of this work in the description of our own approach
below.

1.3.3 Weak Higher Order Abstract Syntax

Weak Higher Order Abstract Syntax (WHOAS) is another popular approach to formalising syntax with
names in which terms are identified up to a-equivalence. The idea of WHOAS is to represent a-

equivalence classes as functions from names to terms [29, 51], Using this idea, the syntax of the untyped
A-calculus can be represented by the inductive type

Lam :var: N | app: Lam x Lam | lam: (N —> Lam).

With this encoding too, the problem arises of how the type of names N should be defined. Using
natural numbers for N is again problematic. If we use numbers then the function space (N —» Lam)
contains more than just a-equivalence classes. If numbers are used for names then Lam contains exotic
terms that do not represent A-terms, for example lam(A«. if n = 3 then var(4) else var(5)). One possi¬
bility of dealing with this problem is to use validity predicates to single out the functions in (N —> Lam)
that do in fact represent a-equivalence classes. This approach is taken in [29]. It comes at the price that
the abstract syntax corresponds only to a part of the inductive type Lam and that one has to deal with the
validity predicates.
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Another way of dealing with the problem that (N —> Lam) contains too many elements is to use a

more restricted definition of N than the natural numbers. The above example of an exotic term shows
that N cannot even have decidable equality. In fact, if (N —» Lam) is to contain only a-equivalence
classes then there must not be anything we can do with names when defining a function of this type. Re¬

stricting the type of names is the approach taken by Fiore, Plotkin & Turi [30], Hofmann [49] and Hon-
sell, Miculan & Scagnetto [51], among others. We discuss the approaches of Hofmann and Fiore et al.,
which are semantic in nature, in Section 1.5.3. Honsell et al. [51] introduce the Theory of Contexts [51],
a higher-order logic in which nothing at all can be done with names for the definition of functions in
(N —> Lam). However, if names were left completely unspecified then the resulting logic would not be
expressive enough for the formalisation of informal arguments. The solution proposed in the Theory of
Contexts is to add logical axioms for names, such as that any two names are either equal or different.
The result is a logic that can formalise logical reasoning in a way similar to Nominal Logic but that is
functionally weak in order to keep (N —> Lam) small. Hofmann [49] relates the Theory of Contexts to
Nomina! Logic by showing that both logics can be interpreted in the same semantic model. Although
the Theory of Contexts has several disadvantages when compared to Nominal Logic, for example that
the formulation of freshness is not syntax-independent and that the axiom of unique choice cannot be
added, it has the important advantage that it can be used in existing theorem provers such as Coq.

1.4 Names and Binding in Type Theory

Missing from the above list of formal systems with names is a dependent type theory. The topic of this
thesis is the design of such a dependent type theory with names.

A main reason for wanting such an integration is that dependent type theory is one of the most

successful approaches to formal proof. It is used widely in theorem provers such as Coq, LEGO, Agda
and NuPRL. Dependent type theory accommodates both functional programming and logical reasoning.
Such an integration of programming and reasoning is desirable for the formalisation of informal work
with names. When reasoning informally about abstract syntax, we often make use of functions like

capture-avoiding substitution or the function computing the free variables of a term. For the purposes of
this thesis we concentrate on first-order dependent type theory in the style of Martin-Lof [65, 77]. Under
the Curry-Howard isomorphism, first-order dependent type theory corresponds to intuitionistic first-
order logic. It has sum types Ex: A.B and product types Fix: A. B, which correspond to the propositions
3x: A.B and Vx: A.B of first-order logic.

To give a dependent type theory with names, we build on FM theory, which we believe best captures
the concepts underlying informal work with names. Our aim is to give a type theory that contains useful
FM constructions, such as abstraction sets and the freshness quantifier. The resulting type theory should
make it possible to extend the Curry-Howard isomorphism from first-order logic to (at least part of)
Nominal Logic. We approach the design of such a dependent type theory semantically, taking FM set
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theory as our starting point.

Giving a type theory with names and FM constructions does, however, not appear to be simply a

matter of replaying the definitions of Nominal Logic or FM-HOL. In type theory, we have to deal with a

new concept, freefrom types, that does not appear in Nominal Logic, since it coincides with weakening
there. Furthermore, existing FM-style logics are based on classical logic with extensional equality.
Dependent type theory, on the other hand, usually corresponds to intuitionistic logic and extensional

equality is known to be problematic [47], Of the FM-based programming languages, Fresh O'Caml also
does not appear to be a good model for a dependent type theory, since name-generation is modelled
as a side-effect. The only remaining FM approach is FreshML 2000, and the dependent type theory
presented in this thesis has some similarity to the type system of FreshML 2000.

Moreover, for dependent type theory it does not appear to be a good choice to take name-swapping as

the only primitive for names, as is done in FM set theory. For example, to define a type of a-equivalence
classes from swapping alone, it appears to be necessary to have extensional equality and some sort of
quotient type. Because extensional equality causes problems with dependent types, we do not want to

assume it just for the definition of a-equivalence. The alternative that we follow in this thesis is to treat

constructions such as a-equivalence classes directly, turning them into primitives of the type theory. In
addition to avoiding the above mentioned problems, a direct treatment of the FM constructs for names

also contributes to a better understanding of the essential properties of these constructs.

For a direct formulation of FM concepts for names, we reformulate them in terms of freshness
rather than swapping. This is not to be understood as an argument against swapping as such. The use

of swapping by Gabbay, Pitts and others, e.g. in [38, 86, 16], is convincing. We have simply found
freshness to be more convenient for the direct characterisation of FM concepts by universal properties.

1.4.1 Overview of our Approach

To build FM concepts into type theory, we begin by studying the categorical structure of the Schanuel
topos, the categorical version of FM set theory. This is a first step towards giving a type theory, since
there is a close connection between type theory and category theory, see e.g. [56].

We sketch the relevant categorical structure of the Schanuel topos and explain informally what it
means. The central concept of our constructions is the freshness relation (—)#(—) as defined in FM set

theory. Freshness gives rise to a monoidal structure * by the definition

A *B =f {(x,y): A x B \ x#y}.

Taking this monoidal structure as our starting point, we define all other concepts for working with
names by universal constructions in terms of it. In effect, there are only two constructions: non-standard
sums L* and dual non-standard products 0*. Constructs such as abstraction sets, the freshness quantifier
and unique choice of new names are all formulated in terms of L* and II*.

The non-standard sums and products £* and TP admit the following informal description. Recall that
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the dependent product type Tlx: A.B is a type of functions that map each argument M: A to an element
of type B[M/x]. The type TT*jc: A.B is a non-standard product type. It consists of partial functions
mapping each argument M: A that contains just fresh names to an element of B[M/x\. On arguments
that do not contain just fresh names, the partial functions in II*x: A.B are undefined. Being a sort of
function type, there are versions of functional abstraction and application for 11", denoted by X'x: A.M
and N@R. Now recall that the dependent sum type Zx: A.B is a type of pairs (M,N) where M: A and
TV: B[M/x]. The type L*x: A.B is a non-standard sum type. It consists of pairs M.N in which all the
names occurring in M have been hidden. This name-hiding can also be understood as name-binding: all
the names in M are bound in the pair M.N. The type E*jc: A.B is a dependent version of the abstraction
set introduced by Gabbay & Pitts. The operations for working with E*-types are similar to that for weak
E-types [56, §10], There are (in effect) a pair formation operation M.N and an elimination operation
(let M be x.y in TV). The computational intuition behind these operations is that M.N first forms the
pair (M,N) and then binds/hides the names of M in the pair, while (let M be x.y in TV) takes the pair-
with-hidden-names M of type E*x: A.B, replaces the bound/hidden names with new names and then
binds the components of the pair to the variables * and y in TV.

The main use of E* and II* is to encode a-equivalence classes. As in FM set theory, we have a

type N of names, the elements of which can be tested for equality, but nothing else can be done with
them. The type T\*n: N. Lam represents a-equivalence classes of terms, much in the spirit of WHOAS.
Notice that the standard function space Tin: N. Lam contains more than just a-equivalence classes since
names can be compared for equality. The non-standard sum type E*n: N.Lam consists of pairs n.t of
a name n and a term t such that n is bound in the pair. In this way, the type E*«: N. Lam also contains
a-equivalence classes of terms. It is nothing but the FM abstraction set. With IT being the dual of E*,
we can therefore say that WHOAS-style syntax is dual to FM-style syntax.

Categorically, E* and II* may be understood as monoidal versions of E and II. Standard sums

and products E and II are defined as left and right adjoints to weakening E^ H H FU, subject to a

Beck-Chevalley condition. The non-standard versions E* and II* arise if in this situation we replace
the weakening functor k*a by a non-standard 'weakening' functor Wa- This functor Wa is a lifting of
the monoidal structure *. In Chapter 2 we review the categorical structure corresponding to dependent

types and define E*, W and II* precisely. Following this, in Chapter 3 we construct concrete models of
this structure, namely the Schanuel topos and a realizability version of the Schanuel topos.

Based on this categorical analysis, we give a dependent type theory containing the normal dependent
sums E and products II as well as the non-standard monoidal sums E* and products IT. This is the topic
of Chapters 4-9. As in the semantics, the basis of our development is the monoidal structure *. We
build it into the type theory using bunched contexts [80, 91]. The definition of the basic type theory
appears in Chapters 4 and 5. In addition to the usual additive types, this type theory contains II*-types
and *-types. In Chapters 6 and 7 we then show it sound and complete for a categorical semantics. Our
use of bunches and IT-types was inspired by the work of Cardelli, Gardner & Ghelli [16].
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Having introduced IF-types, the introduction of £*-types is the topic of Chapters 8 and 9. First, in
Chapter 8 we introduce syntax for the functor W, as appears to be necessary for giving a syntax for L*.
The syntax for W takes the form of freefrom types. The freefrom type intuitively consists of
all elements of B that are free from the names in the value denoted by M: A. In the type system of
FreshML 2000 a similar use of freshness appears. The main difference to our approach is that with
type dependency freefrom types can be made first-class types, whereas in FreshML 2000 the freshness
assertions are visible only to the compiler. In FreshML 2000 the user has to rely on the compiler to infer
freshness automatically—and the compiler is not always able to do this. With first-class freefrom types,
on the other hand, the user has the option of supplying freshness properties explicitly.

The monoidal types IP and £* are the basis of our approach to working with names and binding
in type theory. In Chapter 10, we explain categorically how the concept of name-binding can be for¬
malised in terms of them. In order to do so, we give a categorical formulation of Barendregt's Variable
Convention. The central idea of this formulation is a categorical equivalence that formalises Baren¬
dregt's requirement that working with a-equivalence classes is essentially the same as working with
freshly named concrete terms. This equivalence amounts to an isomorphism L*n: N. B = IPn: N.B,
where N is the type of names. This isomorphism can be understood as a some/any equivalence. Under
the propositions-as-types reading, the type L*n : N.B expresses 'B holds for some new name n' and the
type n*n: N.B expresses 'B holds for all new names n.' The isomorphism then states that these two

propositions are equivalent, thus amounting to a some/any equivalence. This situation generalises the
freshness quantifier l/l of Nominal Logic. If we restrict to subobjects then L*n: N.(p and IYn \ N. (p

both specialise to l/ln. (p. Another way of understanding the isomorphism is by means of the fact that
both Z*n: N. B and YTn: N. B represent a-equivalence classes of elements of B with respect to a single
name n. If both represent a-equivalence classes, then there should of course be an isomorphism be¬
tween them. We show in Chapter 10 that this categorical structure includes a good deal of the structure
used for programming and reasoning with names in FM set theory. Our structure may be seen as a

propositions-as-types generalisation of Nominal Logic.

Having identified the conceptual structure of names and name-binding, in Chapter 11 we extend
the type theory with it. We incoiporate the isomorphism £*/?: N.B = n*n: N.B in the type theory by
means of hidden-name types Hn. B. The type Hn.B may be seen as being both L*n: N. B and n*«: N.B
at the same time1. Hidden-name types have the term constructors and destructors from both £* and n*.
There are isomorphisms {L*n: N.B) = (Hn. B) = (n*rc: N.B). The type H«.B thus plays the same role
as l/ln. <p in Nominal Logic.

Finally, in Chapter 12 we give some examples to illustrate how the type theory can be used for
working with names and binding.

A short description of the above approach has been published in a joint paper with Ian Stark [95].

1 The letter H, being half It and half It. is the ideal symbol for a type that is both a product and a sum. The name is also inspired
by the hidden-name quantifier of Cardelli and Gordon [17]. Due to differences in setting, the precise relation of hidden-name types
to the hidden-name quantifier is however not clear.
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1.5 Other Approaches to the Formalisation of Abstract Syntax

As motivated above, in this thesis we focus on nominal, i.e. FM-based, approaches to the formalisation
of abstract syntax. However, as previous work as well as the work reported in this thesis shows, the
design of nominal logics and type systems is not without problem. We should therefore keep in mind
other approaches to the formalisation of abstract syntax. In the rest of this section we review some of
these non-nominal approaches.

1.5.1 De Bruijn Indices

One of the most commonly used ways of encoding a-equivalence classes of terms is with Bruijn in¬
dices [14], In this approach, bound variables are represented by a natural number counting the distance
to its binder.

Lam ::= var: N | app: Lam x Lam | lam: Lam

Free variables can be treated by viewing them as being implicitly bound at the top level. It is also
possible to treat them separately using variable names, as in e.g. [67].

The advantages of de Bruijn's approach are that it identifies terms up to a-equivalence, it is available
in virtually all programming languages and logics, and it makes arbitrary operations with syntax possi¬
ble. The most important disadvantage of de Bruijn indices is that the formal treatment of syntax does
not correspond directly to the informal treatment. This makes the definition of basic operations such as

substitution complicated and error-prone. This may be no more than a nuisance in programming, since
such operations may have to be defined only once, perhaps even automatically, but it is a problem in
formal reasoning where humans are expected to work with particular terms.

For these reasons, we believe that de Bruijn indices are not the ideal solution for the representation
of abstract syntax. That said, syntax with de Bruijn indices can be very helpful as a technical tool.
For example, internal languages of categories are most naturally formulated with de Bruijn indices, see

e.g. Chapter 6.

1.5.2 Higher Order Abstract Syntax

The idea of Higher Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS), which goes back to Church [24], is to encode
variable binders using function spaces.

Lam ::= var: N | app: Lam x Lam | lam: (Lam —> Lam)

This encoding is extremely successful for the representation of formal systems in logical frameworks.
It is used in Isabelle [82], the LF logical framework [42] and AProlog [75], to mention just a few.
Such HOAS encodings of formal systems are very convenient, since properties such as closure under
weakening and substitution come for free.
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Higher Order Abstract Syntax is less successful if the aim is not just to represent the abstract syntax
but also to reason about it. In order for an HOAS encoding to work, the function space (Lam —> Lam)
should contain no more than a-equivalence classes of terms. This means that we cannot allow elements
of (Lam —> Lam) to be defined by primitive recursion. Moreover, because Lam occurs both positively and

negatively in (Lam —> Lam), the type Lam cannot be defined directly as an inductive type. Despeyroux
et al. [29] have introduced WHOAS, as discussed in Section 1.3.3, as a way of side-stepping this problem
and defining the syntax as an inductive type. A further important problem of using HOAS for working

formally with syntax is that HOAS has no notion of object-level variable. For example, it is not clear how
to the define the function that computes the free variables of a term. Informal arguments that explicitly
mention variables must therefore be reformulated, and it is not clear if this is always possible. Finally,
one of the advantages of HOAS for the representation of logical systems, that closure under substitution
comes for free, can also become a disadvantage, namely when the logical system to be encoded does not
have this property. For example, many properties of the ^-calculus are not closed under arbitrary name-

substitutions but only under injective ones. This problem has lead to the development of substructural
logical frameworks, see e.g. [92, 19].

We describe some of the existing solutions to some of the issues with HOAS.

1.5.2.1 Multi-level Reasoning

The problem that adding induction principles to a logical framework gives rise to exotic HOAS terms
can be avoided by moving to multi-level reasoning. The idea is to represent abstract syntax using HOAS
in a logical framework without induction or recursion and to use a second, separate, logical framework
to reason about the first one. In the second logical framework induction and recursion principles can be
added without problem, as they cannot be used to define elements of (Lam —» Lam) in the first system.

Multi-level reasoning is proposed in the logics FOAAN of McDowell & Miller [68] and FOAAV
of Miller & Tiu [73]. These closely related approaches use higher order abstract syntax in a simply-
typed A-calculus and support logical reasoning by means of a sequent calculus on top of the A-calculus.
Interestingly, FOAAV also contains a quantifier V that can be used to deal with eigenvariables. Using this
quantifier Miller & Tiu [73] can formalise reasoning with the 7T-calculus without the problem of non-

injective name-substitutions. Furthermore, induction and coinduction can be added to this setting [74],
A prototype implementation Line is being developed by Tiu.

Multi-level reasoning is also available in Twelf [97], a logic programming language with experi¬
mental theorem proving facilities.

At present, the existing multi-level approaches are closer to logic programming than to theorem
proving. None of the above approaches is intended for interactive proof. Furthermore, while these
multi-level approaches look very promising for a wide range of applications, they do not apparently
deal with the problem of HOAS that informal arguments making explicit reference to variables names

cannot be formalised directly.
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1.5.2.2 Modal Type Systems

In order to maintain adequacy of syntax encodings, HOAS theories like the above mentioned multi-level
approaches or the Theory of Contexts have a weak functional theory. Therefore, instead of working with
functions one can only work with functional relations.

A proposal to strengthen the functional theory without introducing exotic terms is the modal type

system of Schiirmann, Despeyroux & Pfenning [98], The aim of this type system is to allow structural
recursion, but to manage the definitions so that no exotic terms are introduced. This is achieved by
means of a modality □ on types. The function space (Lam —> Lam) has the same elements as before,
but ((DLam) —> Lam) also contains functions defined by structural recursion.

1.5.2.3 HOAS or Names?

Can we conclude by saying that HOAS or the nominal approaches are better than the other? At present,

we do not think this question can be answered conclusively, certainly not for all possible situations.
We do think the concepts underlying informal work with abstract syntax are best explained by nominal
approaches. The development of Fresh O'Caml is an example of the power of nominal approaches. On
the other hand, recent developments like the V-quantifier show that reasoning with HOAS can be both
simple and powerful. Furthermore, there appears to be some convergence of HOAS and nominal ap¬

proaches, as exemplified by the similar quantifiers V and l/l. We suggest a possible common framework
for understanding V and 1/1 in Chapter 10. Specifically, we believe that V and l/l are both instances of
Proposition 10.1.4, where V arises if we take (linear) species as the underlying category and l/l arises if
we use the Schanuel topos. The verdict on whether to prefer HOAS or nominal approaches is still out,

although it seems doubtful that one approach will turn out to be superior in all respects.

1.5.3 Semantic Approaches

Since the starting point of this thesis is the semantics of names and binding, we should also mention
other semantic approaches that have influenced the development.

In [49] Hofmann studies the semantics of HOAS, modelling induction principles, modal type sys¬

tems for structural recursion as well as the Theory of Contexts. His work clarifies the concepts of these
systems and their interrelation. He shows that these systems can be modelled in different presheaf cat¬

egories. By modelling the logic of Theory of Contexts in the Schanuel topos, he also provides a formal
link between WHOAS and FM theory.

Fiore, Plotkin & Turi [30] give an algebraic account of abstract syntax with variable binders, showing
that well-known theory from universal algebra can be generalised to work in the presence of variable
binders. Their solution is a version of WHOAS. The main focus of the work in [30] is on representing
syntax, implementing substitution and describing initial algebra semantics. A similar development for
linear binders is given by Tanaka [107],
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Power and Tanaka [90, 108] have unified the approaches in [30] and [107] and have given a universal
account of abstract syntax with variable binders and substitution.

Although the development in this thesis has greatly benefited from the understanding of these se¬

mantic approaches, there is a difference in purpose. In this thesis we consider the semantic concepts

of names and name-binding, while the above mentioned approaches focus on the representation of syn¬

tax with binding and the implementation of substitution. We further discuss the relationship to these
approaches in Section 10.4.

The concepts of names and name-binding, as they appear in FM theory, have been studied directly
by Menni [72]. His work has directly influenced the work reported in this thesis, and is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 10.

1.6 Synopsis

The content of this dissertation falls into two parts. In the first part, Chapters 2-9, we introduce and study
a bunched dependent type theory with n*-types and £*-types. We study this type theory in general,
leaving open the monoidal structure * from which n* and £* are derived. In Chapter 2 we start with
the categorical definition of TP and £*; in Chapter 3 we construct particular models for this structure;

in Chapters 4 and 5 we introduce a bunched dependent type theory with n*-types; in Chapters 6 and 7
we show soundness and completeness for this type theory; and in Chapters 8 and 9 we extend the type

theory with freefrom-types and £*-types.
The second part of this thesis, Chapters 10-12, is about names and name-binding in dependent type

theory. We show how the type theory from the first part can be used for working with names and binding.
In Chapter 10 we give a categorical description of names and name-binding in terms of n* and £*; in
Chapter 11 we use this categorical description to extend the type theory from the first part with names

and binding; and in Chapter 12 we give examples of how the type theory can be used for working with
abstract syntax.



 



Chapter 2

Fibrations, Dependent Types and
Monoidal Structure

In the first part of this dissertation, up to Chapter 9, we study how a monoidal structure can be built into

dependent type theory. We look at this problem both from a semantic and a syntactic perspective. In
the present chapter we start by studying the categorical structure of dependent types with a monoidal
structure; in Chapter 3 we construct specific instances of this structure; and in Chapters 4-9 we introduce
and study a syntax for it.

In this chapter we look at the categorical structure underlying dependent types. After giving basic
definitions for categories and fibrations, we consider how a monoidal structure fits into this picture. We
define monoidal sums £® and monoidal products II®, which are the basis of the later development.

2.1 Preliminaries on Categories

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts of category theory [63, 111].
We make the following notational conventions.

• Categories are denoted by B,C, D,E,..., objects by capital letters A,B,C,... and morphisms by
lower-case letters f,g,h,u,v, We write ida or simply id for the identity on A, and write go f
for the composition of /: A —> B and g: B —» C. The collection of morphisms from A to B in B is
denoted by B(A,B).

• Sets is the category of sets and functions.

• The aiTow category has as objects the maps in B. The morphisms in A—>B,g: C—> D)
are given by pairs (w: A —> C, v: B —> D) satisfying v o / = g o u.

29
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• The slice category B/A, where A is an object of B, is the subcategory of B-* in which the objects
are maps with codomain A and the morphisms have the form (ufd).

• We write Sub(B) for the category of subobjects in B. For an object A in B, we write Sub$(A) or

just Sub(A) for the poset of subobjects on A.

• The category of functors from B to C is denoted by C®. We often write Id for the identity functor.

• Cartesian products are denoted by Ax B. We write 7t\: Ax B —> A and 7i2: A x B —> B for the

projections. Given maps /: C —> A and g: C —> B, we write (f,g): C —> Ax B for the unique map

satisfying 7t\ o (f,g) = / and n2 o (f,g) = g.

• Coproducts are denoted by A + B. We write fCi: A —* A + B and k2: B —> A + B for the coprojec-
tions. We write [f,g]: A + B —> C for the copairing of two morphisms /: A —> C and g: B —> C.

• We use the notation (A =>■ B) for the cartesian closed structure, writing ev: (A => B) x A —> B
for the counit of A x (—) H (A =s> —). Given /: C x A —> 5, we write A/: C —> (A => S) for the
abstraction of /.

• We write F -\ U if F is left adjoint to U. The unit and counit are denoted by 77: Id —> UF
and £: FU —> /<i respectively. Given /: A —> UB and g: FC —> D, we write /": FA —> S and
^ : C —> CD for the adjoint transposes.

We follow the terminology of Mac Lane [63].

Definition 2.1.1. A category B has universal coproducts if it has binary coproducts and these are pre¬

served by pullback, that is if the two squares in the left diagram below are pullbacks then the top row is
a coproduct diagram. Coproducts are disjoint if the coprojections are mono and the square on the right
below is a pullback.

A *- B -* C 0 *B

*2

D ——-»■ D + E — E A—^A + B
K1 k2 Kl

We use the following formulation of Beck's theorem.

Theorem 2.1.2 (Beck). Let U : C —* B be a functor. Then U is comonadic if all of the following
conditions are satisfied.

1. U has a right adjoint.

2. U is faithful and reflects isomorphisms.

3. C has equalisers and U preserves them.

Proof. See e.g. [57, Theorem 1.1.2], □
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At some points (e.g. in Chapter 10) we will work with the subobject logic of categories. For our pur¬

poses, it suffices to use coherent logic, i.e. first-order logic with the connectives T, _L, A, V and 3.

Definition 2.1.3. A cover is a map c with the property that, whenever c — moc' holds for a monomor-

phism m, then m is an isomorphism.

Definition 2.1.4. A category B with finite limits is regular if each map factors into a cover followed by
a monomoiphism, and covers are stable under pullback.

In a regular category the covers are just the regular epimorphisms, that is epimorphisms that occur as

coequalisers.

Definition 2.1.5. A category B is coherent if it is regular and the following two conditions hold.

• For each object A, the subobject poset Sub(A) has binary joins V and these are preserved by
pullbacks.

• B has an initial object 0 and each arrow A —> 0 is an isomorphism.

See e.g. [57, 56] for more information on coherent categories.

2.2 Preliminaries on Fibrations

In this section we fix the notation on fibrations. All the information on fibrations needed in this thesis

can be found in Jacobs' book [56], from where the definitions in this section are taken. We (largely)
follow Jacobs' notation and terminology.

2.2.1 Fibrations

Definition 2.2.1 (Fibration). Let p: E —> B be a functor.

1. A morphism /: A —> B in E is cartesian over u: T —> A in B if pf = u holds and for every

morphism g: C —> B and every morphism v: pC —» F for which pg — uov holds, there exists a

unique map h: C —> A satisfying g — foh and v = ph.

2. The functor p: E —> B is a fibration if for each object B in E and each morphism u: T —> pB in B
there exists a morphism /: A —> B cartesian over u.

We say a map / in E is vertical if pf = id holds. For any object T in B we write Ep for the fibre over T,
that is the category of objects over T and vertical morphisms between them. For a fibration p: E —> B,
the categories B and E are usually called base category and total category respectively.

Of particular importance for this thesis is the codomain fibration cod: B-* —> B for a category B
having all pullbacks. In cod the cartesian maps are given by pullback squares. See [56] for more

examples of fibrations.
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Definition 2.2.2 (Cloven Fibration). A fibration p: E —> B is cloven if, for each object B in B and
each map u.T pB in B, we have a chosen map «(£): u*{B) —> B over u. The choice of lifting is
called cleavage.

The cleavage defines, for each map u: T —> A in B, a reindexing functor u*: E^ —> Ep. Following from
the fact that the maps u(B) are cartesian, there are canonical vertical natural isomorphisms Id id*
and v* ou* (u ov)* for all u: T—> A and v: A —> <t>, see [56, §1.4],

Definition 2.2.3 (Split Fibration). A cloven fibration is split if the canonical isomorphisms Id -a* id*
—

and v* ou* —»(uov)* are the identity.

In a split fibration, the choice of cartesian liftings is called splitting.

2.2.2 Change of Base

Given a fibration p : E —> B and a functor K\ C —> B, we can form a fibration K*p by change-of-base
of p along K. The fibration K*p is defined by the following pullback of categories.

If p is a split fibration then so is K*p. Examples of this situation can be found in [56, §1.5].
In this thesis we are concerned mostly with the special change-of-base situation where p is a

codomain fibration. This situation is known as gluing, see e.g. [110, §7.7]. It is given by the following
diagram.

Gl(K)

The category M/K is a comma category [63], Its objects are triples (A,5,/: A —» KB) in which A is an

object of B, B is an object of C and / is a morphism in B. Its morphisms from (A,£,/: A —> KB) to

(C,D,g: C —> KD) are pairs («: A —> C,v: D —> B) of morphisms in B and C for which gou = Kvo f
holds. The functor Gl(K) maps an object (A,B,f) to B and a morphism (w, v) to v. The functor L maps

(A, B,f) to / and («, v) to (u,Kv).

2.2.3 Categories of Fibrations

Definition 2.2.4 (Fibred Functor). Let p: E —> B and q\ D —> B be fibrations over B. A fibred functor
from p to q is a functor F: E —» O that satisfies q o F — p and that preserves cartesian maps. If both p
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and q are split fibrations and F preserves the splitting up to equality, i.e. F(u(B)) = u(F(B)) holds for
all u: r —> A in B and all B in E^, then F is called a split fibred functor.

Definition 2.2.5 (Fibred Natural Transformation). A fibred natural transformation T: F —> G between
fibred functors F,G : p —* q is a natural transformation from F to G whose components are all vertical.
We sometimes speak of a vertical natural transformation.

These definitions give rise to a 2-category Fib(B) of fibrations on base B. The objects (0-cells) are

fibrations, the morphisms (1-cells) are fibred functors and the 2-cells are fibred natural transformations.
If all this structure is required to be split, then this defines a 2-category Fibspu,(B). More information on
the structure of these categories of fibrations can be found in [45, 56, 44, 54],

2.2.4 Fibred Adjunctions

Definition 2.2.6 (Fibred Adjunction). Let p: E —> B and q \ D —> B be fibrations on B. A fibred adjunc¬
tion FPU is given by fibred functors U: /? —> q and F: q —■> p together with vertical natural transforma¬
tions 77: Id —» UF and e: FU —■> Id satisfying the triangular identities Ueorpj = id and £f oFt] — id.
If in this situation p and q are split fibrations and F and U are split fibred functors then we speak of a

splitfibred adjunction.

An example is the fibred terminal object functor 1: B —> E for a fibration p: E —* B. A fibration has
fibred terminal objects if each fibre has terminal objects and these are preserved by reindexing. This is
equivalent to saying that the unique fibred functor from p to the identity fibration id® '■ B —> B, which is
given by the functor p: E —> B, has a fibred right adjoint 1: p —»id^. This terminal object functor 1 is
just the functor 1: B —> E mapping T to the terminal object of Bp.

Lemma 2.2.7. Let p: E —> B and q\ D —» B be fibrations over B. A fibred functor U: p —> q has a

fibred left adjoint ifand only if the following two conditions hold.

1. For each T, the restriction t/p: Bp —» Dp of U to the fibre over F has a left adjoint Ff.

2. For each morphism u: F —> Ain B, the canonical transformation Fpt<* —> u*F& is an isomorphism.
This condition is known as a Beck-Chevalley condition.

If p and q are split fibrations and U is a split fibred functor then U has a split fibred left adjoint ifand
only if the above two conditions hold and the isomorphism in 2 is the identity.

See [56, Lemma 1.8.9] for a proof.
The 2-category Fib(B) provides us with the following notion of equivalence of fibrations.

Definition 2.2.8 (Equivalence of Fibrations). Two fibrations p : E —» B and q: D —> B are equivalent
if there are fibred functors U: p —> q and F : q —» p and vertical natural isomorphisms Id = UF and
FU = Id.
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We note that the notion of equivalence obtained from Fibsput(B) differs from the above insofar that not
only the fibrations p and q must be split but also the functors U and F.

Lemma 2.2.9. Two fibrations p: E —* B and <7: O —> IB are equivalent ifand only if there exists a fibred
functor U: p —> q which, as a functorfrom E to D, is full, faithful and essentially surjective on objects.

Proof. It p and q are equivalent then the existence of a suitable functor U is immediate.

In the other direction, we have to show that any functor U with the stated properties gives rise to an

equivalence of p and q. Consider the restriction Ur '■ Er —> Dp of U to the fibre over T. It is immediate
that Ur is full and faithful since U is. Now we show that Ur is essentially surjective on objects. Let B
be an object in Dp. Since U is essentially surjective, there exists an object A in E and a (not necessarily
vertical) isomorphism i: B —» UA in D. Then, the map qi in B is also an isomorphism, and, since
cartesian maps over isomorphisms are isomorphisms, so is (qi): (qi)*UA —» UA in ID. Hence, by the
universal property of cartesian morphisms, there exists an isomorphism j: B —> (qi)*UA in Dp. Since
U is a fibred functor, there exists an isomorphism (qi)*UA —* U(qi)*A in Dp. Noting that (qi)*A is an

object of Ep, we have thus shown that B is isomorphic (in Dp) to an object in the image of Ur, i.e. that
Ur is essentially surjective.

Since, for each T, Ur is full, faithful and essentially surjective, we obtain that t/p has a left adjoint Fp
and the (vertical) unit and counit of this adjunction are isomorphisms, see e.g. [63, §Theorem IV.4.1].
The result now follows from Lemma 2.2.7. The Beck-Chevalley condition holds because the canonical

map FTu* —+ u*F& is, by definition, such that it is an isomorphism if both the unit and counit of Fp A t/p
are. □

Note that this argument does not work for a split equivalence, since even if we assume p, q and U to be
split, we can only assume the map Fpw* —> u*F& to be an isomorphism and not the identity.

2.3 Comprehension Categories

In this section we give the definition of comprehension categories, proposed by Jacobs as a general
framework for modelling type dependency, see [54, 55] and [56, §10.4]. Comprehension categories
generalise the structure of locally cartesian closed categories [99], display map categories [110] and
many other approaches to the categorical formulation of dependent types, see [55] for more information.

Although in this thesis we consider, in essence, only the semantics of dependent types in locally cartesian
closed categories, comprehension categories are a convenient way of dealing with technicalities, such
as that substitution should be defined up to equality and not just isomorphism.

Definition 2.3.1 (Comprehension Category). A comprehension category is a functor &: E —> B^ such
that cod o&>: E —> B is a fibration and each cartesian map / with respect to that fibration is mapped
by & to a pullback square. The comprehension category & is full if the functor & is full and faithful.
It is called split if the fibration cod of? is split.
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For the purposes of this thesis, we consider just the following sub-class of comprehension categories.

Definition 2.3.2 (Comprehension Category with Unit). A comprehension category with unit is given by
a fibration p \ E —> B with fibred terminal objects such that the terminal object functor 1: B —> E has a

right adjoint { —}: E —> B. This data induces a comprehension category : E —> B-* by the mapping
^:Ah p(£a)> where Ea : 1 {A} —> A is the counit of 1 H {—}. The comprehension category with unit
is called full if & is full and faithful.

Given an object B in Er, we use the notation Kg: {5} —> T for the map 8PB in B.

Definition 2.3.3 (Products, Sums). A comprehension category with unit p: E —> B has products (resp.
sums) if, for each object A in E, there is an adjunction n*A H FU (resp. la H nA) satisfying the Beck-
Chevalley condition that, for each cartesian moiphism /: A —* 5, the canonical natural transformation

-> IM/}* (resp. LA{f}* ->(pf)*LB) is an isomorphism.
If in this situation p is a split fibration and the canonical natural transformation is the identity then

we say that p has split products (resp. split sums).

Definition 2.3.4 (Strong Sums). Sums in a comprehension category with unit p: E —> B are strong if
all the canonical injections k in

{B} {LAB}
Kb kzaB

("l—^T~~r
are isomorphisms.

Definition 2.3.5 (Closed Comprehension Category). A closed comprehension category is a full com¬

prehension category with unit that has products and strong sums as well as a terminal object in its base.

Examples of closed comprehension categories can be found in [56], Most important for us is the fact
that, for a locally cartesian closed category B, the codomain fibration cod: —> B is a closed com¬

prehension category with unit.

2.4 Dependent Types

We give a coarse outline of how dependent types are modelled by closed comprehension categories. We
refer to the literature, e.g. [56, 110, 105, 48, 53, 84], for more detailed descriptions.

Comprehension categories are a generalisation of display map categories [99, 110], in which de¬
pendent types are modelled as follows. Assume a category B. The objects of B correspond to contexts

of the dependent type theory. The morphisms in B correspond to simultaneous substitutions. A mor-

phism T —+ A in B represents a substitution using which one can go from a judgement in context A to a

judgement in context F. The types in context F h A Type are modelled as morphisms 7Za : A —> F taken
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from a distinguished class of display maps (in Seely's model in locally cartesian closed categories all
maps are display maps). The idea is that the display map A —» F represents the weakening substitution
(F, jc : A) —> r. Using this representation of types as display maps, terms can be modelled as sections,
i.e. a term T b M : A corresponds to a map M\ Y —► A in B for which kaom = id holds. Intuitively,
this means that the term M corresponds to a substitution Y —> (T, x: A) that is the identity on all vari¬
ables but x. With this interpretation, substitution is modelled by pullback. The substitution of a type
r b A Type along a map cr is given by the following pullback.

r,A[crl g > A, A

nA[a] M

For substitution of terms, the universal property of the pullback gives, for any section M of nA, a unique
section M[o] of nA[c\ for which ~o oM[o] = Mo a holds. For this implementation of substitution to
work, the category B must have pullbacks of display maps along arbitrary morphisms. Dependent sums

and products are interpreted by left and right adjoints to pullback along a display map: LA H n*A H HA.
If all maps are display maps then the existence of these adjoints just amounts to local cartesian closure.

Comprehension categories are a generalisation of display map categories. Instead of identifying
types and display maps, types are modelled as a separate entity that induces the display maps. In this
way closed comprehension categories better formulate the concept that types are indexed over contexts.
The fibration p: E —> B captures how the types are indexed over contexts and how substitution is imple¬
mented. The base category B corresponds to contexts and substitutions as before. The total category E
now consists of types and terms. The objects of E correspond to the types in context, i.e. an object A
in Ep represents a type Y b A Type. A morphism A —» B in Ep represents a term Y, x: A b M : B. The
comprehension describes how the types in E give rise to display maps. The display map for a type A
in Er is given by the map nA: {A} —> F. The requirement in the definition of a comprehension cate¬

gory that cartesian morphisms are mapped to pullback squares means that the notion of substitution that
is part of the fibration p is essentially the same as the pullback implementation of substitution in the
induced display map interpretation.

In a closed comprehension category terms can be described equivalently in several ways. The equiv¬
alence of different descriptions is given by the following part of Lemma 10.4.9 of [56],

Lemma 2.4.1. Let p\ E —> B be a comprehension category with unit. For all u: T —•> A in B and all B
in Ea there is an isomorphism B/A(u, Kb) = Ep( 1, u*B) natural in u and B.

By the display map interpretation, the term Tb M: A amounts to a section of ka, i.e. a map in Y$>/Y(id,ka).
By the lemma, the term also corresponds to a map lp —> A in Ep. More generally, assume types
T b A Type and Y b B Type. Terms of the form T, x: A b M : B correspond to maps 1 —* K^B in E^}-
By the lemma, this is the same as a map of type ka —> Kb in B/T. Since the comprehension functor is,
by assumption, full and faithful, this is the same as a map of type A —> B in Ep.
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Depending on the situation, any of these equivalent descriptions of can be useful. We will use the
most convenient one without further comment.

2.5 Monoidal Structure

In this thesis we study fibrations that have a monoidal base category. For comprehension categories with
a monoidal structure 0 on their base we have useful notions of simple monoidal sums E® and simple
monoidal products II®, whose definition is the purpose of this section. After recalling the definition
of monoidal structure, we first describe E® and n® in codomain fibrations and then generalise this
definition to comprehension categories.

Definition 2.5.1. A monoidal category consists of a category B, a functor cg>: B x B —» B, an object I in
B and natural isomorphisms (4 : /0A —>A,rA : A®I —> A, and Oa.b.C : {A 0B) 0 C —* A 0 (60 C) such
that the following diagrams commute

((A®B)®C)®D {A®B)®(C®D)
a<g>D a

(A®(B®C))®D —^A®((B®C)®D) -^/l®(fi®(C0D))

(A0/)0>5 2

A0B

Definition 2.5.2. A symmetric monoidal category is a monoidal category with an additional natural
transformation 54^ : A <g)B —> 50A making the following diagrams commute.

(A®B)®C -?-+A®(B®C) —(60C)0A

j®C a

(50A)0C—^B0(A0C) Br > 50(C0A)

A 0/ *- /0A A 05

A 50A—A 05

Definition 2.5.3. A monoidal closed category is a monoidal category B in which, for each object A, the
functor — 0A : B —■> B has right adjoint A —° — : B —* B.

Definition 2.5.4. An affine monoidal category is a monoidal category in which the unit I is terminal.
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In an affine monoidal category there are (natural) maps ii\: A® B —> A and fa: A®B —> B defined by

A<2>!H \A®B
A®B ^A®/SA A®B ——1® B = B,

where : A —> / and \b : B —► I are the unique maps to the terminal object I.

Definition 2.5.5. A strict affine monoidal category is an affine monoidal category in which, for any two

objects A and 5, the maps ft\ : A <g> B —> A and iti: A®B B are jointly monomorphic in the sense that,
for any two maps f,g: C —»A <g) B satisfying t\ of = it\ og and hi of = n2 og, we have f — g.

An affine monoidal category with binary products is a strict affine category if and only if, for all objects
A and B, the maps {n\, itf) '■ A®B >—> Ax B are monomorphic. We often write i for (n \ ^icf).

We will typically use the notation (®, —°) for a monoidal closed structure and (*,-*) for a strict
affine monoidal closed structure.

2.5.1 Monoidal Structure in a Codomain Fibration

We now consider the codomain fibration cod : —> B for a monoidal category B with pullbacks, and
show how multiplicative products It® and sums E® can be defined for this fibration. This definition of
Id® and L®, which makes sense only in a codomain fibration, will be the basis of the general definition
in the next section.

We first briefly recall simple products II and simple sums E in a codomain fibration; see e.g. [44]
for further details. Simple products and sums correspond to the types Tlx : A.B and Lx: A. B in which A
is a simple, or closed, type. For an object A of B one considers the reindexing functor n\: B/r —>

B/(r x A) for the first projection tt\ : T x A —> T. This functor is a fibred functor from the codomain
fibration cod: B~* —> B to the fibration Gl{— x A): B/(-xA)->B defined by the following pullback
of categories.

- x A) ^ B-*
J

GI(-xA) cod

Since, for each /: B —> T, the square

BxA
J

fxA

r xA

-xA

ka

B

r

is a pullback, the functor k*a : B/r —> B/(r x A) may be defined as taking an object /: B —> T to the
object / xA: BxA—> T xA. Simple sums are defined as a fibred left adjoint E^: Gl(— x A) —> cod to

nA. Simple products are defined as a fibred right adjoint 11^: Gl( — x A) —> cod to n*A. The importance of
having fibred adjunctions is that this includes the Beck-Chevalley conditions that the canonical natural
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transformations

La(uxA)*—>U*La U*Y1A—»^(MXA)'

are isomorphisms. The canonical natural transformations are given by the adjoint transposes of

(u x A)* > (u x A)*tcaLa
(u*Ayr\

7tiu*LA

n*Au*YlA (u xA)*nAUA :xA)*
(u*A)*e

Concretely, the functor LA may be defined by post-composition, taking the object /: B —> F x A to
the object nAo/: B —> F. If B is cartesian closed then the functor may be defined as taking an object
/: B —» r x A to the map flAf in the following pullback.

nAB-
J

nAf

r

-A=>B

A^f

=> (rxA)

This description of simple sums and products can be generalised to simple monoidal sums and
products simply by replacing the cartesian product x with the monoidal product 0. Instead of the
reindexing functor nA, we now consider the functor : B/r —> B/(r®A), defined by taking /: B—
to /<8>A: B® A —> F®A. We now assume that the functor — ®A : B —> B preserves pullbacks, which is

equivalent to WA being a fibred functor of type

With this definition, simple monoidal sums £® and simple monoidal products Id can be defined as

fibred left and right adjoints : G/(— <8>A) cod and fl®: GZ(— 0A) —» cod to WA.

This definition of L® and Ft® includes the Beck-Chevalley conditions that the following canonical nat¬
ural transformations are isomorphisms.

E®(« u*m n®(«

The definition of Z® and II® generalises that of L and II, since if we let ® be the cartesian product x

then we have WA = nA, which implies Zx = E and FIX = Id by uniqueness of adjoints.
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By analogy with simple products, the functor El0 can be constructed from a monoidal closed struc¬

ture by taking an object /: B —> T® A to the map fTj/ in the following pullback:

n?B ^ A —o B (2.1)A
J

n?/ A—of

(r®A)4

Conversely, a monoidal closed structure can be defined from n®:

Proposition 2.5.6. The functor WA has a fibred right adjoint Id® ifand only if — CPA preser\>es pullbacks
and has a right adjoint A —° —.

Proof. The if-direction is defined by the pullback above. It is routine to verify that this defines a fibred
right adjoint. It also follows from [60, Theorem 8],

For the only if-direction suppose that Wa has a fibred right adjoint FI®. That —<g) A preserves

pullbacks follows because Wa is a fibred functor. For the construction of a right adjoint, we observe that
the functor — ®A can be written as the composite

wA ' v

where Ei is the functor that acts on objects by post-composition with the map !: (1 ®A) —> 1. The
functor Ei is left adjoint to reindexing !*. Therefore, each functor in the composition has a right adjoint,
which implies that — <g> A must have a right adjoint.

n®

£,

□

In contrast to the additive case, multiplicative sums E® do not come for free. In Corollary 3.4.33 we

give an example of a codomain fibration that does not have all simple monoidal sums E®.

2.5.2 Monoidal Structure in a Comprehension Category

The definition of simple monoidal sums and products for the codomain fibration captures the essence

of the structure we are interested in. However, to account for the bureaucracy of the syntax of type

theory, we generalise this structure to full comprehension categories. This allows us to formulate simple
monoidal sums and products for split fibrations, in which the interpretation of the syntax of type theory
is much simpler than in non-split fibrations.

Perhaps the most obvious way of generalising simple monoidal sums and products from a codomain
fibration cod: —> B to a full comprehension category &: E —» B^ is by assuming a fibred adjunc¬
tion E® H Wa H n® between (— ®A)*p and p. In this adjunction, WA should behave like the correspond¬
ing functor on the codomain fibration in the sense that nwab is isomorphic to Kb <8> A in B/(r®A) and
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this isomorphism is natural in B. Indeed, we make such a definition at the end of this section. However,
the functor W/1 can be problematic. For example, it is not clear how to extend the term model in Chap¬
ter 7 so that it has Wa. It turns out that n®, at least, can be formulated without assuming Wa. This is
what makes the completeness argument in Chapter 7 possible.

Simple monoidal products If® can be defined without assuming the functor Wa- This means IF® can

be defined without the assumption that, for all objects B in Bp, there exists an object WaB in Ep®,4 such
that 7Iwab is isomorphic to kg®A. HWa exists, then we have Er®/i(W/iB,C) = B/(r®A)(kwab,kc) =

B/(r ® A)(kb ®A, Tit), since the comprehension is full and faithful. Hence, the adjunction Wa H n®
can be formulated by requiring a natural isomorphism Ep(5,FI®C) = B/(r®A)(7Ts <8>A, 7tc), subject to
a Beck-Chevalley condition. This definition, however, makes sense without the functor Wa. Of course,

this definition without Wa need not be very useful, because there may not be enough morphisms in E
mapped by the comprehension to morphisms in B/(r®A)(kb <8>A,71c), so that we could not use the
isomorphism when working with the interpretation of type theory in the fibration. However, in the
present case we have B/(r<8>A)(7Tfl ®A,Kq) — IE{B}®/tO{fl}(g>/tj(7rfi ®A)*C) by Lemma 2.4.1. This
means that the total category has enough structure to represent the whole of B/(r®A)(kb ®A,kc).
Therefore, we can define n® without the need for a functor Wa. The adjunction Wa A n® amounts to a

natural isomorphism Ep(fl,nfC) = E{b}®/i(1{b}®,4, (tzB ®A)*C).
For simple monoidal sums, this trick does not seem to work. For £® we would have a natural iso¬

morphism Er(£®#,C) = B/(r®A)(tib,Kc®A), subject to a Beck-Chevalley condition. But now there
appears to be no reason why we should be able to work with B/(T®A)(kb,7ic®A) in the comprehen¬
sion category.

In the rest of this section we first define simple monoidal products n® without Wa and then make
precise the definition of Wa and £® for full comprehension categories.

2.5.2.1 Simple Monoidal Products

Definition 2.5.7. Let 2?: E —> B~* be a full comprehension category and (g> be a monoidal structure

on B. In such a comprehension category, simple monoidal products n® are given by the following data.

• For any two objects F and A in B, a functor FI®: Er®/t —> Ep.

• For all objects T and A in B, all objects C in Ep and all objects B in Ep®4, an isomorphism

Ep(C,n®5) = B/(r®A)(nc ®A, Kb) that is natural in C and B.

• The Beck-Chevalley condition, that for all maps u in B the canonical map n*IF® —> n^>(n(2)A)*
is an isomorphism.

If the comprehension category is split and the canonical map n*IF® —> n®(n<g>A)* is the identity then
we speak of split simple monoidal products IF®.
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We spell out the definition of the canonical morphism «*n® —> II®(u®A)*. For B in Er®A< let
T-a.b '■ * kb un'fiue morphism in B/(r®A) corresponding to the identity II®B —> II®B.
Define the morphism e': rtu,noB <®A —> n^u(g)AyB to be the unique morphism making the diagram below
commute.

The canonical morphism u*n®£ —> n®(w®A)*B is the unique map corresponding to e' under the
isomorphism Er(C,IT^B) = B/(r ®A)(tic ®A,tzb).

For split simple monoidal products the canonical map u*T\®B —> II®(u®A)*B is the identity if and
only if both u*H®B = nf(w®A)*B and £a,b° ({«}®A) = {u®A}o£a^u®ayb hold for all u in B andfi
in ECod(u)®A'

For the interpretation of the type theory, we need substitution equations for the term constructors of
split simple monoidal products. We spell out these equations for reference.

Lemma 2.5.8. The following are equivalent.

1. For all objects F and A in B, all objects C in Er and all objects B in Er®A. an isomorphism
Er(C,n®£) = B/(r®A)(nc®A,KB) that is natural in C and B.

2. For all objects T and A in B and all objects B in Epg>A> a morphism £A,B\ 7TnoB®A —> nB
in B/(r®A) such that £A B is natural in B and. for each morphism m: TCc 0A —> nB in B/(r®A),
there exists a unique morphism m : C —> II®B in Er satisfying £A)B o ({nr } ® A) = m.

Proof. For 1 =» 2 take £Aji as in the definition of the canonical map above. The existence of rrt is imme¬
diate from the natural isomorphism Er(C,FI®B) = B/(r®A)(kc®A,kb), since both £A,b° ({n^} ®A)
and m must correspond to the same map.

For 2 =>■ 1 define a mapping fromEr(C,n®B) to B/(r®A)(7rc®A,7TB) by assigning n: C—>TlfB
to £a,b ° ({«} 0A). The universality of £ makes it evident that this defines an isomorphism. Naturality
follows from that of £A<B. □

Lemma 2.5.9. Let fjP be a split full comprehension category with split simple monoidal products II®.
If, for any morphism M: lr®A —> B in Er®A> we write X®M: lp —> TlfBfor the unique morphism in Er
satisfying £A B o ({2,®M} 0A) = {M}, then we have u*(X®M) = X®(u®A)*Mfor all u: A —> F in B.

Proof. We have w*(A®M) : 1A -> w*II®B = nf(w®A)*£ and A®(w®A)*M: 1A -> nf (k® A)*B. In
the diagram below, the topmost square commutes because the comprehension category maps the carte-
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sian map u to a pullback and is functorial. The middle square commutes because of the Beck-
under compre-Chevalley condition. The lowermost square commutes because it is the image of u

hension.
u®A „

A®A »- r®A (2.2)

{u*X®m}®a

{n®(«<g>A)*.8}<g>A
£a,(u®a)*b

{X®M}®A

{{u®A)*B}
J

n(u®a)*b

A® A —

£a.b

xb

-^r®A
u®A

Since {w*A®M} is a section of \.n®b = tt^®(u®a)*b and £a,(u®a)'b is a map from %o(Ha4).B®A to
n{umyB, it follows that the composite of the left column is the identity. Since {M} = £/pflo({A®M}®A)
holds by definition, and substitution is given by pullback, we can use the pullback property of the
lowermost square to obtain {(u®a)*m} = ea,(u®a)*b ° ({«*A®M} ®A). But since A®(w®A)*M is
defined as the unique map satisfying {(u®a)*m} = £a,(u®a)*b° ({A®(w®A)*M) ®A), this implies the
required A®(m®A)*M = u*A®M. □

Lemma 2.5.10. Let 2? be a split full comprehension category with split simple monoidal products. If,
for any morphism M: lp —> n®5 in Ep, we write appfM\ lpg^ —> Bfor the unique morphism in Ep^
satisfying ea.b ° {{m} ® A) = {app®M}, then we have (u ® A)*(appfM) = B(u*m) for all
morphisms u: A —» T in B.

In this lemma, the morphism appfM is uniquely determined because the functor & is full and faithful.
We will often write just app®M for appfM if the subscript is clear from the context.

Proof. Let M: lp —» nffi. Because we have {app®M} — £a,b ° ({A/} <8>A) and {app9&AyB{u*M)} =
£a,(u®A)*b° ® A), we can use the pullback square in diagram (2.2) to get {(w®A)*(appfM)} =

{app®u<SiAyB(u*M)}. The required equality follows because 2? is full and faithful. □
In the rest of this chapter, we use the notation A® and app® from the previous two lemmas.

Lemma 2.5.11. In a split comprehension category with split simple monoidal products, the following
equalities holdfor all M: lp^ —* B in Ep®^ andN: lp—> n®£.

app®(A®M) = M A® (app®AO = N

Proof. Straightforward unfolding of definitions. □

To simplify the syntax of the type theory, we will use a stronger Beck-Chevalley condition, as given by
the following definition.
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Definition 2.5.12. Let &: E —♦ be a split full comprehension category and ® be an affine monoidal
structure on B. In such a comprehension category, strong split simple monoidal products II® are split
simple monoidal products that in addition satisfy the following stronger Beck-Chevalley condition.

For all objects B in Er®,A and D in Ea®a and all maps M\ \\—> II®B in Ep, N: 1a —*• II®D in Ea,
u: <t> —+ r®A in B and v: <1> —> A®A in B that satisfy u*B = v*D, {fti ou)*M = {ft\ ov)*N and itiou =

712 0 v, we have u*(app®M) = v*(app®A^).

The above condition includes app®(m*M) = (i<<g>A)*app®M as a special case.

In the case where <g> is the cartesian product x, simple products IIx can be shown to be strong if
the functor flx is injective on objects, meaning that Il^B = Il^D implies B = D1. To see this observe
that, under the assumption of the definition, the maps u and v can be factored as in the diagram below,
in which w = (<I>, ^°w) = (<f>, ify ° v).

r x a $xA A x A
{n\0u)xA (7TI°V)XA

From the assumption (n\ ou)*M — {n\ ov)*N it follows that {k\ ou)*(n^B) = {n\ ov)*(njjD) holds.
Hence, we obtain {{n\ou)y.A)*B = {{n\ov)xA)*D using the Beck-Chevalley condition and injectivity
of nx. With this we have:

n*(appgM) = w*{{7t\ ou) x A)*(appgM)
= w*(app*(Wioa)xA),B((^i ou)*M))
= wt(app(x(7Cl0v)xA).o((^io v)*N))
= w*{{it\ ov) x A)*(app^N)
= v*(appxiV)

by above diagram

by Beck-Chevalley condition

by assumption

by Beck-Chevalley condition

by above diagram

In the case where <g> is not a cartesian product, this argument does of course not work anymore,

since the above factorisation makes essential use of the diagonal map. Interestingly, however, simple
monoidal sums £® can be used to obtain a similar factorisation that does not use the diagonal map.

Lemma 2.5.13. For any two maps u: 4> —> T ®A and v: 4> —> A ®A in B satisfying it2 ° u = it2 ° v, there
exist maps w, u® and \>: such that the diagram below commutes.

r®A A®A

1 This injectivity assumption should be inessential. It appears that we could change the definition of strong simple monoidal
products to include the additional assumption ((ttj ou)®A)*B = ((rti ov)®A)*D without essentially affecting the results in
this thesis. Although this would make the injectivity assumption here unnecessary, it would also require a technical reworking
throughout all of this thesis. Since we feel anyway that the assumption of strength for n® is not ideal and should be replaced by
a better definition, we leave it as it is for now.
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Proof. Let / be the object of B~" given by (!p ® A) o u: 4> —> 1 ® A. Now define <J>' =f dom{L®f) and
w = r\f, where 7] is the unit of the fibred adjunction E® H Wa- By definition of/, the morphism u defines
a map from / to (!r ®A) in B/(l ®A). Since (!r®>A) is the same as W^lr, this means that u is a map of
type / —> r in B/(l ®A). Taking the adjoint transpose of this map, we obtain w": E®/ —>!p in B/l.
The left triangle in the above diagram commutes by universality of T]f. Since the assumption fti ou =

it2°v implies / = (!r®A) o v, the same construction works for v". □

Proposition 2.5.14. Let 2P: E —■>B^ be a splitfull comprehension category with split simple monoidal
products II®. The split simple monoidal products are strong if® is affine and the following conditions
are satisfied.

• The codomain fibration on B has simple monoidal sums £®.

• For all objects T and A in B, and B and C in Er®/i, if II®B = II®C holds then so does B = C.

• For all objects T and A in B and each morphism f: F —> A® A in 1, the reindexing functor
—> Er is injective on objects and morphisms. Here, the map T}/ is the

counit of the adjunction E^1 H Wa on the codomain fibration, as in the diagram below.

Proof. Assume the data given in the definition of strong simple monoidal products. By the above lemma
we have morphisms w, n" and v" such that the following diagram commutes.

<t>

T®A ^ 4>'®A *- A® A
u»<8>A v»®A

Moreover, w is r/f for some /.
By assumption we have (n\ o«)*(II®B) = (h\ on)*(n®D) and also that II® is injective. Using

the above factorisation, we get (7t\ o (n" ® A) o w)*(II®B) = (7f) o (v® ® A) o vv)*(II®D). By naturality
of fti, this implies (w" o ft\ ow)*(II®B) = (v" o7fi ow)*(II®D). Since p: E —> B is a split fibration, this
is equivalent to {jt\ o vv) *(«")* (n®B) = (k\ ow)*(v")*(II®£>). Using the injectivity of (n\ ow)*, this
implies (n")*(II®Z?) = (v")*(II®D). By definition of simple monoidal products, we have (wlt)*(n®B) =

(n®(n"®A)*B) and likewise for the other product, so that we obtain (n®(n" ®A)*B) = (n®(v" ®A)*D).
By injectivity of II®, this implies (n"®A)*B = (v"®A)*D. Similarly, we obtain = (v")*A. Using
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this, we can mirror the reasoning above this proposition.

«*(app®M) = w*(w" 0A)*(appgM)

= w*(v" 0A)*(app^yV)
= v*(appgA0

2.5.2.2 Monoidai Weakening Structure

by above diagram

by Beck-Chevalley condition

by Beck-Chevalley condition

by above diagram

□

We now come to the definition of Wa and X® in a full comprehension category. First we consider
how Wa can be formulated in a full comprehension category. Let &: E —> be a full comprehension

category with underlying fibration p: E —> B and let A be an object of B. Consider the fibration defined
by change-of-base as in the diagram below

(-®AJ*E- • E

(-

Then, Wa should be a fibred functor of type p —> (— ®A)*p.

wA
(—0A)*E

Furthermore, on the morphisms given by comprehension, Wa should behave like it does in the codomain
fibration. This means we should have a natural isomorphism k.A : ° K o Wa = W£od ° £?: E —> B~^
satisfying cod{k.A) = id, where W™d denotes the codomain version of Wa. Spelt out, this means that,
for each object B in E, there is an isomorphism kA.B as in

{KWaB}
kA,B

{B}

(pB) ®A

and this isomorphism is natural in B. Notice that the codomain of KWAB) is indeed (pB) ®A, since
cod{&>(KWAB)) = {PoKoWA)B = ((- 0 A) o (- <g> A)*p o WA)B = {{-®A)op)B = (pB)®A. A
concise way of stating these requirements is by requiring the fibred functor KoWa over (— 0A) to be a

map of comprehension categories [54, Definition 4.1.4] from & to itself.
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Definition 2.5.15. Let E —> B~^ be a full comprehension category and <£> be a monoidal structure
on B. A monoidal weakening structure on the comprehension category is given by, for each object A
in B, a fibred functor Wa : p —i► (— ®A)*p together with a natural isomorphism : & ° K o Wa —

WAod o^: E-> B^ satisfying cocf(^) = id- If ^ is a split full comprehension category and Wa is a

split fibred functor then we speak of a split monoidal weakening structure.

In abuse of notation, we will usually denote the functor KoWa'- E —> E just by Wa- The two uses

of Wa are disambiguated by the types of the functors, e.g. when writing { Wa B} it is clear that we mean

{KWaB}, since { —} is a functor of type E —■» B.

Proposition 2.5.16. In a full comprehension category with monoidal weakening structure, the functor
Wa: p —> (— ®A)*p is determined up to vertical natural isomorphism.

Proof. Assume two fibred functors Wa , WA ■ p —> (—<8>A)*p and natural isomorphisms^: &oKoWA =

Wfod o g? and k'A : oK o W'A = WAod o g? satisfying cod(kA) = cod(k'A) = id.
To show that there is a natural vertical isomorphism between Wa and WA it suffices to give a natural

vertical isomorphism between KoWa and KoWA, since the fibration ( — ®A)*p is defined by the change-
of-base pullback and because (— ®A)*poWa = (—®A)*poW'A holds by assumption. From the assump¬

tions, we get a natural isomorphism k'Aokf]: LP oKoW[ = LP oKoWa- E —> B^. Since gP is full and
faithful, this gives us a natural isomorphism i: KoWa = K oWa: E —> E such that k'A o kf^ = g?(i)
holds. This isomorphism is vertical, since we have p(i) = cod(FP(i)) = cod(k'A °kf]) = id. □

We observe that, under certain assumptions, Wa enjoys a stronger substitution property than the
usual Beck-Chevalley condition (u®A)*WaB = Wau*B, which holds because Wa is a fibred functor.

Proposition 2.5.17. Let gP: E —> B~' he a splitfull comprehension category with split monoidal weak¬

ening structure Wa with respect to an affne symmetric monoidal structure (g>. Assume the following
conditions.

• The codomain fibration on B has simple monoidal sums E®.

• For all objects T and A in B and each f: T—> A<g>A in B, the functor (it\ o r]jj*: Edom(i.Af)
is injective on objects and morphisms. Here, r\f is as in Proposition 2.5.14.

Then, for all objects A in B, B in Ep and C in Ea and all maps u: <t> —> T® A and v: —» A® A in B
such that (h\ ou)*B = (h\ o v)*C and hi ou = hi °v hold, we have u*WaB = v*WaC.

Proof. Lemma 2.5.13 provides a factorisation u = (w® <8>A) ow and v = (v® ®A) o w, where w is Tjy for
some / in B~\ From (hi o u)*B = (h\ o v)*C, we obtain (h\ o (k® ® A) o w)*B = (h\ o (v® ® A) o w)*B.
Using (h\ o (n® <g>A) o w)*B = (m® o h\ o w)*B = (h\ o w)*(u^)*B and a similar equation for C, this gives
(h\ o w)*(«®)*5 = (h\ o w)*(v®)*C. Since w = rjf, the injectivity assumption implies (w®)*.B = (v®)*C.
Since Wa is a split fibred functor, we have (w® ®A)*WaB = Wa(u^)*B and (v® ®A)*WaC = Wa(v®)*C.
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With = (v®)*C we obtain («' <g>A)*WaB = (v" <g>A)*WaC. But this implies w*(u" ® A)*WaB =

w*(v" <8>A)*W^C and thus the required u*WaB = v*WaC. □

Finally, we show that W& allows us to lift the monoidal structure ® on B to Ej. This generalises the
situation in the codomain fibration, where such a lifting is available by means of® '■

Proposition 2.5.18. In any closed comprehension category with monoidal weakening structure, there
exists a monoidal structure *: Ej x Ei —> Ej and, for any two objects A and B in Ej, an isomorphism
Ia.b ■ {^} * {B} —> {A*B} that is natural in both A and B.

Proof. For objects A and B in Ei, define the object A*B in Ej to be LBi*W^A, where i: {B}
is the canonical isomorphism. Consider the following commuting diagram

{'}
{A} * {6} -4^ {W{B}A} 4^ {i*W[B]A} -4 {Ui*W[B]A}

*W{B]A *i'W{B)A

1 * {B} {B}

XZBi*W[B]A

1

1 * {B}

in which left triangle comes by definition of Wa, the centre square commutes by definition of compre¬

hension categories and the right square comes from the definition of strong sums that are part of a closed
comprehension category. The top row in this diagram gives the required isomorphism l,\ji-

It remains to define the morphism action of *. Note first that the comprehension {—}: Ei —» B is
full and faithful, since the comprehension category &: E —> B ' is a full and faithful functor that maps

Ei to B/l. Using the isomorphisms Ia,b and the fact that { —}: Ei —> B is full and faithful, we can
lift the morphism action of * to *. For /: A —* A' and g: B —> B', the morphism f*g is defined as the
unique morphism satisfying {/*g} — Ia'.b' ° ({/} * {?})°^j. That this defines a strict affine monoidal
structure follows from the fact that * is such a structure. □

2.5.2.3 Simple Monoidal Sums

Having defined Wa, we can now define E® as a fibred left adjoint of Wa. Furthermore, in presence the
of Wa, our earlier definition of n® can be simplified to a fibred adjunction A n®.

Definition 2.5.19. Let &>\ E —» be a comprehension category with monoidal weakening struc¬
ture Wa. The comprehension category has simple monoidal sums if Wa has a fibred left adjoint £®. It
has simple monoidal products if Wa has a fibred right adjoint n®.

When all the structure in this definition is split we speak of split simple monoidal sums and split
simple monoidal products.

It should be clear from the discussion at the beginning of this section that this definition of simple
monoidal products agrees with the earlier definition without Wa-
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There is a natural £®-analogue to strong n®-types. However, for our present purposes it is not

necessary to make such a definition; see the discussion in Section 9.2. Furthermore, it may be the case

that, due to the presence of Wa, the simple monoidal sums £® automatically satisfy a condition similar
to that for strong monoidal products nj, perhaps along the lines of Proposition 2.5.17.

2.5.3 Discussion and Further Work

In the definition of simple monoidal products n® and sums E® we have assumed a fibration with a

monoidal structure on its base. From a categorical point of view it would be more natural to consider
some kind of fibred monoidal structure. The reason for not considering such a fibred structure here is
that our particular models with names, to be constructed in the next chapter, do not have this structure.
We discuss this further in Section 4.5.

In further work, the definition of strong simple monoidal products n® should be clarified. At
present, the only justification for this definition is that it simplifies the syntax of the type theory in
Chapter 4. Proposition 2.5.14 gives some evidence that there may be a better way of understanding this
definition.

Another point not spelled out here is how, for a non-split fibration with n®, Wa and £®, we can

obtain an equivalent split fibration with that structure. It is known that the fibred Yoneda Lemma [56,
Lemma 5.2.4] can be used to turn any fibration into an equivalent split fibration. This construction is
spelled out in [46], where it is also shown that sums and products can be turned into split versions.
Using the same construction is should be possible to obtain split versions of LI® and £®. It is, however,
not immediately obvious how to obtain a split version of Wa. This can be illustrated using the splitting
of a codomain fibration. In the split fibration arising from a codomain fibration using the construction
in [46], the objects in the total category are maps Kb- B —> F that come equipped with a choice of
pullback f*ns: f*B —> A of Kb along any map /: A —> F. The obvious definition of Wa would be to
send /*7Tg: f*B —> A to (/*%) <g>A: (f*B)®A —> A <g>A. But this definition only gives us a choice of
pullback of Kb <8>A along maps of the form f<g>A: A® A —> T<g>A. For the definition of Wa, we need
choices of pullbacks along arbitrary maps g: 4> —> T g>A. Is there a canonical way of obtaining such
choices, so that Wa becomes a split fibred functor? We believe that Lemma 2.5.13 can be used to obtain
a positive answer. The reason is that by this lemma g can be factored as (g' <g> A) o wg. Moreover, if
in this way we factor any other map /:<&—» A®A as (/'<S>A) o\Vf, then wg = Wf holds whenever
ii2 o f = hi ° g does. What we do not know at present, however, is if it is possible to obtain strong
monoidal products n® using this splitting. For the purposes of this thesis, we use a different splitting,
see Section 3.5.



 



Chapter 3

Monoidal Models of Dependent Types

The handles we use to operate names and name-binding are a monoidal structure *, simple monoidal
sums £* and simple monoidal products II*. In this chapter we show what mechanism we wish to control
with these handles. We introduce specific categories that will be used throughout the rest of this thesis
as examples of categories with names. The puipose of this chapter is to define these categories and
construct in them a monoidal structure * as well as simple monoidal sums £* and products n*. The

prototypical category with this structure is the Schanuel topos, a categorical version of FM set theory.
It forms the basis of the construction of other categories in this chapter. In particular, we show how the
concepts from the Schanuel topos can be transferred to a realizability category to give a category with
names in which the morphisms are computable functions. We present the Schanuel topos in such a way

that the similarities between the constructions become clear.

3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1 Group Actions

The categories constructed in this chapter are categories of group actions, which we briefly review here.

Definition 3.1.1. A group object in a category B with finite products is given by an object G and
morphisms u: 1 —> G, m: G x G —> G and i: G —> G making the following diagrams commute.

G
<«,G>

GxG
(G,u)

G (G x G) x G
mxG

GxG
m

G

a

G Gx(GxG) ^GxGGxm
G

m

51
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GxG GxG GxG

1 1

The group object is commutative if in addition the diagram below commutes.

<7r2,7Cl>
GxG Gx G

GxG

Definition 3.1.2. A left action of a group object G on an object A of B is a morphism p : G x A —* G
for which the following diagrams commute.

(u,A) , . Gxu u
~ ' Gx(GxA) + GxA—^-A

(GxG)xA GxA
mxA ~ M

Definition 3.1.3. For any group object G in B, the category G-B of left G-actions in B has as objects the
pairs (A, where A is an object of B and Pa : G x A —> A is a left action of G on A. The morphisms
from (A,Pa) to (B,Pb) are the maps/: A —» B of B that make the square below commute.

Pa
GxA

Gxf

Gx B

f

B
Pb

From now on we consider only left actions, and we will usually just say action.
There is an evident forgetful functor U: G-B —> B mapping (A, Pa) to the underlying object A.

Proposition 3.1.4. For any group object G in B, the forgetfulfunctor U: G-B —> B has a left adjoint F.

If B is cartesian closed then U also has a right adjoint R.

Proof. The left adjoint F:

p= Gx(GxA) —

-> G-B maps A to the object (GxA,p) with the free action p defined by

(GxG) xA-^^GxA .

The right adjoint R maps an object A to (G => A,jti), where the action p: G x (G => A) (G => A)
is defined in the internal language of the cartesian closed category B by p(g,f) = kg'.f(m(g\g)). The
verifications are routine. □

For any group object G in a category B, the category G-B is by definition the same as the category
of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the monad arising from the adjunction F ~\U from Proposition 3.1.4.
Explicitly, this monad is given by the functor G x —: B —> B with unit and multiplication defined by

. ("cA>
T]A= A >■ GxA pA= Gx (GxA) (GxG) xA-^GxA
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Proposition 3.1.5. For a category B with a group object G, the category G-B is equivalent to the

category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the monad arising from the adjunction FPU from Proposi¬
tion 3.1.4.

If B is cartesian closed then we get an adjunction U P R from Proposition 3.1.4. The comonad
arising from this adjunction is given by the functor G =>• (—): B —■> B with counit defined by

and comultiplication 8a : (G => A) —> (G => (G => A)) defined to be the exponential transpose of

Proposition 3.1.6. For a cartesian closed category B with group object G, the category G-B is equiva¬
lent to the category of Eilenberg-Moore coalgebrasfor the comonad arising from the adjunction U PR

from Proposition 3.1.4.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Beck's theorem (Theorem 2.1.2). It is also straightforward
to verify directly, since G => — is right adjoint to G x —, so that we have a one-to-one correspondence
between maps G x A —> A and A —> (G A), which gives an equivalence of the two categories. □

3.1.2 Quasi-toposes

The categories constructed in this chapter are all quasi-toposes. For their construction, we find it con¬

venient to work abstractly with the quasi-topos structure, and to appeal to general constructions with
quasi-toposes. We stress, however, that we use quasi-toposes only for convenience in the construction
of particular categories. We do not use the quasi-topos structure for any other purpose. In this section we

fix the notation for quasi-toposes and state standard results; for more information see e.g. [117, 57, 64].

Definition 3.1.7. A strong monomorphism is a monomorphism m: A >—+ B such that, for each commu¬

tative square as below in which e is epimorphic, there exists a unique diagonal d making the whole
diagram commute.

£a — G => A
{'d,UG) (G=^A)xG-^>A

((G ^A)xG)xG ^ (G => A) x (G x G) (G=>A)xG A ■

C
e

D
/

/

A >■
m

B

All isomorphisms are strong monomorphisms, strong monomorphisms are closed under composition
and they are closed under pullback along arbitrary maps [117, Proposition 10.3].
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Definition 3.1.8. A weak subobject classifier is a map true: 1 —» Q. such that for each strong monomor-

phism m : A >—> B there exists a unique map %: B —* Q. making the following diagram a pullback.
1

—^ 1

B-^a

Definition 3.1.9. A quasi-topos is a locally cartesian closed category with finite limits, finite colimits
and a weak subobject classifier.

Definition 3.1.10. A regular monomorphism is a monomorphism that occurs as an equaliser.

Proposition 3.1.11. In a quasi-topos, a monomorphism is regular ifand only if it is strong.

Proof. See e.g. [117, Proposition 12.5], □

Definition 3.1.12. A category has weak partial map classifiers if, for each object A, there exist an ob¬
ject A_l and a strong monomorphism T]a '■ A >—> A± such that, for each strong monomorphism m : B >—» C
and each map f: B —> A, there exists a unique map % ■ C —> A± making the diagram below a pullback.

B 1 > A

Va

C-^AX

Proposition 3.1.13. Every quasi-topos has weak partial map classifiers.

Proof. See e.g. [117, §19]. □

Proposition 3.1.14. For any quasi-topos (respectively topos) B and any finite limit preserving comonad
G on B, the category ofEilenberg-Moore coalgebras for G is a quasi-topos (respectively topos).

Proof See e.g. [57, Theorem A4.2.4], □

Corollary 3.1.15. For any quasi-topos (respectively topos) B and any group object G in B, the cate¬

gory G-B of G-actions on B is a quasi-topos (respectively topos).

Proof. By Proposition 3.1.6 the category G-B is equivalent to the category of Eilenberg-Moore coalge¬
bras for the comonad arising from the adjunction U H R, where U: G-B —■> B is the forgetful functor.
Since both U and R are right adjoints, this comonad preserves limits, so that we can apply Proposi¬
tion 3.1.14 to get the required result. □
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Corollary 3.1.16. For any quasi-topos (respectively topos) B and anyfull andfaithfulfunctor I: C <—> B
that preser\>es finite limits and has a right adjoint, the category C is a quasi-topos (respectively topos).

Proof. Let R : B —> (C be a right adjoint to I. We use Beck's theorem (Theorem 2.1.2) to show that C
is comonadic over B with comonad arising from I H R. Since I has a right adjoint and since, being
full and faithful functor, I reflects isomorphisms, it suffices to show that C has finite limits (which are

by assumption preserved by I) to show that this theorem is applicable. Since I is full and faithful, the
unit of the adjunction I -\ R is an isomorphism Id = RI. For a diagram J: J —> C we therefore have
lim7 = lim/?/y = RMmlJ, since R preserves limits. Hence, C inherits limits from B. The proof is
completed using Proposition 3.1.14. □

3.2 Constructing the Monoidal Closed Structure

In this section we give a specific construction of a monoidal exponent —* for certain strict affine
monoidal categories. In all the categories we consider in the rest of this chapter, the monoidal closed
structure can be obtained using this construction. The construction generalises that of Menni [72, §4].

Throughout this section, we consider a quasi-topos B with a strict affine symmetric monoidal struc¬
ture *: B x B —> B. We assume that A is an object of B for which the following conditions hold.

(CI) For all objects B, the canonical map : B *A »-> B x A is a strong monomorphism.

(C2) For each map /: B * A —> C, which uniquely determines map /: B x A —> Cj_ as in the pullback
on the left, the square on the right is a pullback.

f (Af)*A ,

B*A-——C B*A> ^(A=>Cx)*A
J

tc

J

BxA--^C± BxA> WA=>C_l)xA/ (Af)xA V '

Here, A/ denotes the exponential transpose of /.

(C3) The functor (—) *A preserves exact sequences, that is coequaliser diagrams

B C —-**■ D
g

in which / and g are a kernel pair of h.

Proposition 3.2.1. For each object A, the functors — x A: B —> B and — * A: B —> B preserx'e strong

monomorphisms.
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Proof. That — x A preserves strong monomorphisms is a straightforward consequence of the fact that
strong monomorphisms are closed under pullback. For — *A, consider the topmost square in the diagram
below. We have to find a diagonal fill-in d: Y —> fi*A satisfying (m*A)od = g and doe = /.

_ . m*A _

B*A> C*A
Y

iBA ICA

„ . mxA „

fixA> *-CxA

Since strong monomorphisms are closed under composition and are preserved by — x A, we have that
(mxA)o(Sj, is strong. Therefore, there exists a map d: Y —> B*A satisfying f — doe and (m x A) o

>b,a °d = ic,a °g- Since the lower square commutes and ic,a is a mono, this implies (m*A)od = g.

Hence, d is the required fill-in. □

We come to the construction of a right adjoint A —* (—): B —> B to (—) * A: B —»B. First, let a and b
be the characteristic maps defined by the weak partial map classifier in the diagrams below. Notice that
the monomorphisms in these diagrams are all strong.

(A => fix)
712

-A
7C2

riA

(A => fix) x A - - 3-Ax

Now define a and j3 by exponential transpose:

a = Aa : (A => fi±)
def

fixA
" J

T]B XA 1)A

fix x A >- Aj

(A-

/3 = A(^o (ev,^)) : (A => fix) —► (A =» Ax)

Here we write ev: (A=^>fix)xA-»fix for the application map. Define the object E and the monomor-

phism m as the equaliser of a and /3.

(A =>■ fix) (A => Aj

Informally, the definitions of a and /3 read as

«(/) = Aa. |
P if) = Aa.{

a if a is fresh for /
J. if a is not fresh for /

a if /(a) € fi
-L if/(fl)^B
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Their equaliser therefore consists of all partial functions / in A => B± for which /(a) e B holds if and
only if a is fresh for /. Indeed, in the internal language, E may be defined as

E = {f: A^B± |Vo: A.f(a)eB f#a},

where we write / # a for the atomic proposition given by r: (A => fix) >—*• (A => Bj_) x A.
def

We define a morphism £o: E * A —> B by £o = 7Ti o e', where e' is the unique morphism making the
following diagram commute.

{A=>B±)xA >- S± x A Ax
(ev,^) o

We can use the pullback since we have j3 om = aom, which implies So (ev,7^)0 (m x A) =ao(mxA)
and further bo (ev,7^) 0(wi x A) ozg^ =uo(mx A)oiea = aoi^A=>B±^A o(m*A) = r)A °7t2-

Lemma 3.2.2. For each morphism g: C*A —> S f/zere exists a (not necessarily unique) morphism
g': C —> E making the following diagram commute.

C* A

E*A——^B
Co

Proof. Let g: C x A —»5X be the classifying map of the partial map (zc,a,g), and let Ag: C—>(A=»BX)
be its exponential transpose. To show the assertion, it suffices to show the existence of a map g': C —> E
satisfying m o g' = Ag, since we have:

mog' = Ag
=>• evo ((mog') x A) = g by universality of the exponent

evo((mog')xA)oiCtA = goiCA by precomposition
=* evo(mxA)oiEAo(g' *A) = goiCA by naturality of z

=> i)B°£o°(g' *A) = gozc>/1 by definition of £0

==> riB°£o°(g' *A) = t]Bog by definition of g

gpo (g'*A) = g since T]b is monomorphic

Since zn is the equaliser of a and j8, to show existence of g' satisfying mog' = Ag, it is enough to show
that Ag equalises a and j8.
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To see that Ag equalises a and j3, consider the following two diagrams.

Ag*A . . t ill
C *A *■ (A => 5X) * A *■ A

J

C x A
AgxA

i]A (3.1)

(A => B±) x A Aj

<81*2)
C* A — + BxA

xi

J J

risxA

CxA fix x A

1/t (3.2)

(1.^2) 6

In diagram (3.1), the right-hand square is a pullback by definition of a, and the left-hand square is a

pullback by condition (C2). In diagram (3.2), the right-hand square is a pullback by definition of b, and
the left-hand square is a pullback since in the following diagram the right-hand square is a pullback by
the properties of products and the outermost square is a pullback by definition of g.

C* A +BxA ——

<8>»2) J

T)BxA

(1^2)
CxA -ILli. b± x A

*1

is

■ B 1

Notice that the top rows in both diagram (3.1) and diagram (3.2) are equal to 712: C*A —> A. Therefore,
we can use the uniqueness property of the weak partial map classifier to get a o ((Kg) x A) = b o

(§,712). Now, we have (g,JT2) = (ev, tz^) ° ((Ag) x A), using which we get ao ((Ag) x A) = bo (ev,^)0
(Ag) x A. Since a and /3 are the exponential transposes of a and o (ev, ^2) respectively, this implies
a o (Ag) = j8 o (Ag). Therefore, Kg equalises a and j8, which completes the proof. □

We remark that (C2) is used essentially in the proof of this lemma to show that Kg: C —* (A => B±)
factors through m: E —> (A => Sx). In the internal language, the following sequent holds by definition
of Kg.

\/a: A.\/c: C. (Ag)(c)(a) & B 4=> c#a.

Hence, to show that Kg factors through m, we have to show

\/a: A.Vc: C. c # a 4=> (Kg)(c)#a,

which is precisely what condition (C2) amounts to.

To construct a right adjoint to (—) *A, we would like to strengthen the above lemma to the existence
of a unique map g'. To get uniqueness, it is necessary to take a quotient of E. For the definition of the
equivalence relation by which to take the quotient, we use the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2.3. There exists an object S such that, for each morphism f: B —> C, there exists a morphism
s.B—^S making the following square a pullback.

{f,s) *A
B*A (CxS)*A
"J

I I

BxA (CxS)xA
(f,s) xA

Proof. Let S be (A => Ax). Let itj'. B x A —> A± be the classifier of the partial map (ib,a>^2), and
let s : B —> S be the exponential transpose of itj. By condition (C2), the following square is a pullback.

B*A S*A> S*A
Y _I

1 1

BxA >- S x A
sxA

The assertion follows immediately. □

Let S be the object defined in the above lemma. Define e\ and e'2 to be the classifying maps as in the
following diagram, in which i = 1,2.

7ts*A £0
(E x E x 5) * A >- E * A B

1 m

(E x E x S) xA >■ B

def def
Let e\ — Ac'j and e2 = Ae'2, and define ro as their equaliser.

e\

Ro^-y-^ (ExExS) ^ (A => B±)°
«2

Now define r as the image of 7t\ o ro, as in the following diagram.

Ro -—
Y

ro r

ExExS ^ E x E

Writing r\ for K\or and r2 for n2 0 r, define the object (A —* B) by the following coequaliser.
r\

R " E (A -* B)
n

In the internal language, r: /? >—> E xE defines the following equivalence relation on E.

fRg «=> 3s: S.Va: A.((f,g,s) #a) =► (eo(/)(a) = 60(g)(0))

In this formula, we write (f,g,s) #a for the atomic proposition given by the strong monomorphism
1: (E x E x S) * A >-> (E x E x S) x A.
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Lemma 3.2.4. The strong monomorphism r: R >—» E x E is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry are immediate. We check transitivity. We use the internal logic of
the quasi-topos. We have to show /: E,g: E,h: E \ fRg, gRh b fRh. By the left rule for 3, it suf¬
fices to show /: E, g: E, h: E,s: S, s': S \ tp(f,g,s), (p(g,h,s') h fRh, where we write tp(f,g,s) for
fa: A.((f,g,s) # a) ==> (£o(f)(a) = £o(g)(a)). By Lemma 3.2.3, there exists a morphism t of type
ExExExSxS—>S such that the following square is a pullback.

(ni,n2,X3>0*A
(ExExExSxS)*A > (ExExExS)*A

J

i i

(ExExExSxS)xA »- (ExExExS)xA
(ni,n2,K3,t)xA

In the internal language, this pullback amounts to the sequent

/: E,g: E,h: E,s: S,s': S,a:A b (f,g,h,s,s')#a <=> (f,g,h,t(f,g,h,s,s'))#a.

Using (f,g,h,s,s') # a => (f,g,s) # a, we get (f,g,h,t(f,g,h,s,s')) #a => (f,g,s)#a. Similarly,
we get (f,g,h,t(f,g,h,s,s')) #a =3- (g,h,s') # a. We continue the above derivation, using the 3-right
rule with t(f,g,h,s,s'). Thus, it suffices to show

/: E,g: E,h: E,s: S,s':S\<p(f,g,s), <p{g,h,s') b tp(f,h,t(f,g,h,s,s')).

Using the rules for V and ==> on the right, it suffices to show

f,g,h: E,s,sS, a: A | (p(f,g,s), (p(g,h,s'), (f,g,h,t(f,g,h,s,s'))#a b (eo(/)(a) = £o{h)(a)).

Using the above implications, showing the following sequent is enough.

f,g,h: E,s,sS,a:A\ (p{f,g,s), <p(g,h,s'), (f,g,s)#a, (g,h,s')#a\~ (fio(/)(a) = £o{h){a))

This sequent follows immediately by using V-left with a and transitivity of equality. □

This lemma shows that
n

R ^ E —^ (A -* B)
r2

is an exact sequence, since in a quasi-topos any strong equivalence relation is a kernel pair of some map

[71, Prop. 4.3.3], and any such pair is also a kernel pair of its coequaliser [110, Lemma 5.6.6].

Proposition 3.2.5. The definition of A —* B extends to a functor A ——: IB —> IB right adjoint to
— * A i IB —> IB.

Proof. The proof generalises that of [72, Proposition 1.3]. By assumption (C3), the functor — *A
preserves exact sequences. Hence, c*A is a coequaliser. We use its universal property to define the
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counit £: (A —* B) *A B as the unique map making the diagram below commute.

r\*A
R*A

r2*A
E*A

c*A
B)*A

To show that the universal property of the coequaliser can indeed be used, we have to show £q o (r\ *A) =

£o o (n *A). Since rore is an image factorisation, the map re is a regular epi; hence re is the coequaliser
of its kernel pair. Since — * A preserves exact sequences, re * A is also a regular epi. Hence, to show
£o°(n *A) = £oo(r2*A) it suffices to show 6o°((7Ti oro)*A) = £o°((7r2°ro) *A). Since ro equalises e\

and e2, we have e\ o ro = e2 o ro, which implies A.{e\ o (ro x A)) = A((cj o (ro x A)), by definition and
naturality of the exponential adjunction, and further e\ o(ro x A) = e2o(ro x A), by the universal property
of exponentials. This implies e\ o (ro x A) o; = e'2 ° (ro x A) o i by precomposition. By naturality of i and
the definition of e\, we get ris°£o° ((tti oro) * A) = rjB oeo o ((jt2 °>"o) *A). Since r\B is monomorphic,
this implies the required £o o ((tti oro) * A) = £o o ((712 o ro) *A).

For universality of £, we have to show that, for each map g: C*A —* B, there exists a unique map

g. C —> (A B) making the triangle on the right commute.

C
l

8b 1
y

(A —* B) (A —* B) *A

Existence follows from Lemma 3.2.2. By this lemma there exists g': C —+ E satisfying £0 ° (g1 * A) = g.

By definition of £, this implies £ o ((cog') * A) = g. Define gb = cog'.
For uniqueness, suppose there are maps h,k: C —> (A —<* B) satisfying g = £o(/j*A) = £o (k*A).

Consider the pullback

C'

c

(h\k!)
■ExE

<M>
(A -* B) x (A -* B)

Since this diagram commutes, we have coh! = hoc' and cok! = koc'. By functoriality, this implies
(c*A)o(/?'*A) = (/r*A) o(c'*A) and (c*A)o(ld*A) = (k*A)o(c'*A). Since £0(h*A) = £0(k*A),
this implies £ o (c* A) o (h! * A) = £ o (c* A) o (k' *A), i.e. £0 o (h! *A) = £0 0 (k' *A). By Lemma 3.2.3,
there exists a map s: C' —> S such that the square on the left below is a pullback. The square on the right
below, in which i= 1,2, is a pullback by construction of e,.

C *A
"

J

(h',k' ,s) *A
(E x E x S)*A

-I

K:*A
E*A

60

C'xA.
<h\k',s)xA

(E x E xS) x A B 1
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By £q o (h! * A) = eq o (£' * A), we have £o o * A) o ((h',k',s) * A) = ° (712 * A) 0 ((h',k',s) * A).
Hence the top row in the above diagram is the same for both i = 1 and i = 2. By the universal property

of partial map classifiers, this implies e\ o ((h',k',s) x A) = e'2 ° ((h',k',s) x A). By naturality of the
exponential transpose, we obtain (Ae'j) o (h1 ,k!,s) = (Ae'2) o {h!,k*,s), i.e. e\ o (h',k',s) = e2 ° {h' ,k! ,s).
By the definition of ro as an equaliser of e\ and ^2. the map (h',k',s) therefore factors through ro. This

implies that (h',k') factors through r, i.e. there exists u with (h',k') = rou. Hence, we have h' = r\ ou

and k' = r2ou. Since c coequalises r\ and rj, this implies coh' — cor\ou = cor2 0u = cok'. Since
hoc' = coh' and koc' = cok1 hold and c' is epimorphic, this implies the required h = k. □

3.3 The Schanuel Topos

In this section we introduce the Schanuel topos, which is the prototypical example of a category with
bindable names. The Schanuel topos corresponds to FM set theory in the same way the category of sets

corresponds to ZF set theory. It may be thought of as a category of sets whose elements may somehow
contain names (or atoms). FM set theory formalises the concept of 'somehow containing names' by
equipping the sets with a name-permutation action. Following the presentation in [38, 87], we define
the Schanuel topos as a category of group actions in Sets.

There are many equivalent ways of describing the Schanuel topos. It may be described: (i) as a

category of continuous group actions; (ii) as a category of sheaves in Sets1; (iii) as the classifying topos

for an infinite decidable object; (iv) as a category of permutation algebras; and (v) as a category of
named sets. For further information on these descriptions, we refer to [64, §111.9] and [57, A2.1.11(h)]
for (i) and (ii); to [64, Exercise VIII.9] for (iii); and to [39] for (iv) and (v).

Let N be a countably infinite set, i.e. a set N that is isomorphic to the set of natural numbers. The
elements of N will be called names. The group A«r(N) is the group of automorphisms on N, i.e. the
group of bijective functions on N where the unit, multiplication and inverse are given by the identity
function, function composition and inverse function respectively.

Definition 3.3.1. The set N is the underlying set of the object (N, -n) of the category Aut (N)-Sets where
i'M« = n{n). We call this object the object ofnames, writing N for it.

Definition 3.3.2. Let (A, -a) be an object of Aut{N)-Sets and let a G A. A set X C N supports a if it
satisfies \/k G Ant(N). (Vx € X. k(x) = x) => (n-a a = a). The element a G A is finitely supported if
there exists a finite set supporting it. The object A has the finite support property if all its elements are

finitely supported.

Proposition 3.3.3. Let (A,-a) be an object ofAut (N)-Sets. Ifa G A is finitely supported then there exists
a finite set supp(a) C N such that supp(a) C X holds for every set X supporting a.

Proof See [38, Proposition 3.4]. □
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Definition 3.3.4. The Schanuel topos S is the full subcategory of Awf(N)-Sets consisting of all objects
that have the finite support property.

In concrete terms, the objects of § are sets A with a left Awt(N)-action -a : Attf(N) x A —> A such that
{A,-a) has the finite support property. A morphism f: (A,-a) —> (B, -g) is a function /: A —> B in Sets
that is equivariant, meaning that Vn £ Aut(N). VaSA. n -g (/(a)) = f(n a) holds.

Proposition 3.3.5. The following are true.

1. For all morphisms /: A —> £ /« § and all a £ A, we have supp(/(a)) C supp(a).

2. For all monomorphisms m: A y~> B in § and all a £ A, we have supp(m(a)) = supp(a).

Proof.

1. We need to show that any finite set X C N supporting an element a £ A also supports f{a).
Let a£A and let X be a finite set of names supporting a. Let n £ Awt(N) such that K (n) = n holds
for all n £ X. Then we have n ■ f(a) = f{n -a) = f{a), by equivariance and since X supports a.

Hence, X supports f(a).

2. From the first point we already have supp(a) D supp(m(a)) for all a£A. For the other inclusion it
suffices to show that, for all a £ A, if a finite set of names X supports m(a) then it also supports a.

Let a £ A and let X be a finite set of names supporting m(a). Let n £ A;<f (N) such that n{n) = n

holds for all n £ X. Then we have 7t ■ m(a) = m(a) since X supports m(a), and we have n ■ m(a) =

m(n ■ a) by equivariance of m. This gives m{a) = m(n ■ a), which implies a = n -a, since m is a

monomorphism. This shows that X supports a, thus completing the proof.

□

Proposition 3.3.6. For all objects A in § and all elements x £ A and n £ N, thefollowing are equivalent.

1. n£ supp(x) holds.

2. There exists m £ N \ supp(x) such that (m n)-xf=x holds.

3. For all m £ N \ supp(x), the inequation {m n) ■ x ^ x holds.

Proof. See [33, § 9.1]. □

Although we have given S the name Schanuel topos, we have yet to prove that it is indeed a topos. To
this end we give the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3.7. The full and faithful inclusion functor / :§<—> Auf(N)-Sets preserves finite limits
and has a right adjoint.

P

§ c t ~ Ant(N)-Sets
/
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Proof. The right adjoint p maps an object (A,Pa) to the object (pA.ppA), where the underlying set
is defined by pA = {a G A | a is finitely supported wrt. Pa } and the action pPA is the restriction of p,\
to pA. The counit £a : IpA —> A of the adjunction I H p is the inclusion function for pA C A. To see

universality of £, consider a map g: IB —+ A. Since B is an object in §, each of its elements is finitely
supported. By equivariance, supp(g(fi)) C supp(b) holds for all b € B. Hence, each element in the image
of g is finitely supported. Therefore, g induces a (necessarily unique) map g?: B —> pA by gb{b) = g{b),
for which g = £a °lgil trivially holds.

For preservation of finite limits, it suffices to show that I preserves finite products and equalisers.
Observe that, since 7 is full and faithful, the unit of the adjunction is a natural isomorphism Id = pi.
Since, as a right adjoint, p preserves limits, we have an isomorphism /(A x B) = I(pIA x pIB) =

7p(/A x IB), natural in A and B. To get a natural isomorphism /(A x B) = (IA x IB), it therefore suffices
to show that the natural transformation £iaxib■ IpiJA x IB) —> (7A x IB) is an isomorphism for all A
and B. This follows since 7A x IB has the finite support property, so that EiaxIb is in fact the identity.
That the so obtained isomorphism 7(A x B) = (7A x IB) is indeed an isomorphism of binary products
can be seen by observing that in the following commuting diagram the top row is, by triangular identity,
the identity.

7A IpIA - IpIA »- 7A

Ire i 'x\ Ipic 1 rc\

I (A x B) —I{piA x pIB) ^ 7p(7A x IB) IA x IB
1(17 XT7) e

Similarly, the terminal object is preserved since £i: 7p 1 —> 1 is the identity. Finally, for preservation of
equalisers, it suffices to show that Eg '■ IpE —► E is an isomorphism for any object E that is the domain of
a monomorphism of the form m: E ♦ 7A. This follows since it is easily seen from Proposition 3.3.5.2
that if the codomain of a monomorphism has the finite support property then so does the domain. □

The above proposition, together with Proposition 3.1.4, shows that we have the following situation.

§ r t . A«r(N)-Sets ■£/—y—*• Sets (3.3)
' '*

F

By Corollaries 3.1.15 and 3.1.16, we immediately get that S is a topos. Moreover, as can be seen from
the proofs of these two corollaries, the forgetful functor U is both monadic and comonadic and the
inclusion 7 is comonadic. We can use this information to calculate the structure of §.

We start with limits and colimits in Awt(N)-Sets. Since the forgetful functor U is both monadic
and comonadic, it creates limits and colimits in Awf(N)-Sets. Spelling this out, limits and colimits
in Aut(N)-Sets are calculated as in Sets and equipped with the canonical action on their components.
Before giving the general construction of limits and colimits in A«r(N)-Sets we give some frequently
used special cases.
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Terminal Object. The object (l,-i)> where i : A«f(N) x 1 —> 1 is the terminal map, is terminal in
Awf(N)-Sets.

Products. The product (A, -a) x (B, -g) in Awr(N)-Sets is (A x B, ■axb)> where Ax B is the product in
Sets and ft-AxB (a,b) = {n-Aa,7i -sb).

Pullbacks. The pullback of two morphisms/: (A, -a) —> (C, •<;) andg: (B, ■#) —> (C, -c) is given by

(A xcB,-axcb) —^

(A,-A) —(C, -c)

where A Xg B = {(a,b) E A x B \ f(a) = g(b)} and n -axcb (a,b) = (n -aci,k -b b) and 7Z\ and 7r2
are the evident projections.

Initial Object. The object (0, *o), where -o: Awf(N) x 0 —> 0 is the unique map of its type, is initial in
A«f(N)-Sets.

Coproducts. The coproduct (A, -a) + (B, -b) in Anf(N)-Sets is (A + B, -a+b), where A+ 5 is the coprod-
uct in Sets and n -a+b Ki («) = K"i {ft -a «) and n ■a+b ki{b) = -b b).

Coequalisers. The coequaliser of two morphisms f,g: (A, -a) —► (B, ■b) is given by

/

(A,-a)IZ: («.*) (E,-E),
g

def def
in which E and e are defined by E = B/„ and e{b) = for the equivalence relation ~ generated
by b ~ b' ■+=+ 3a £A.f{a) = b /\g(a) = b'. The action -g is given by n-g [ft]~ = [TC-gb],

In general, for a diagram /: J —> Aut{N)-Sets, limits and colimits can be defined as follows.

Iim7 = {p£ U]e0bmJ(j) | V(/: j-*k) eMor(J). pk =J(f)(pj))}
ft'limJP — hj. ft 'J(j) Pj

colim J = (ZjeobjwJU))/-
where (j,x) ~ (k,y) ++• 3(/: j-* k) £ Mor(J). y = J(f)(x)

ft 'colimy [(y5 = [(/> ft 'J(j) x)]~

We now consider limits in S. Let J: J —» § be a diagram of shape J in S. Since I is full and faithful,
the unit of the adjunction I h p is a natural isomorphism Id = pi. Since p is right adjoint, it preserves

limits, so that we have a natural isomorphism limJ = limp/7 = p(lim/7). This shows that § has all
limits which exist in A«f(N)-Sets and that limits in S are taken by first taking the limit in Awt(N)-Sets
and then restricting this limit to all the elements with finite support. In the proof of Proposition 3.3.7,
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we have seen that Ip acts as the identity functor on finite limits, which means that finite limits in § can

be taken exactly as in Aut(N)-Sets.
For colimits in S, we observe that the inclusion /, as a comonadic functor, creates colimits. There¬

fore, S has all colimits which exist in Aitf(N)-Sets. Moreover, since I is just the inclusion functor,
colimits in S can be defined exactly as in A«?(N)-Sets. For a diagram J: J —> S, the colimit colim/7
in A«r(N)-Sets has the finite support property, i.e. is an object in §, and is colimiting for J.

We come to the cartesian closed structure. In A«f(N)-Sets the exponent (A, -a) => (B,g) is given
by (A => B, -a^b), where A => S is the exponent in Sets and -a^b is the equivariant action k a^b f —

Xa. k b 'A a)). Note that the underlying set A => B contains all functions from A to B, not just
equivariant ones. To define the cartesian closed structure in §, observe that, for any map C x A —> B in §,
we have the following natural one-to-one correspondences.

CxA —> B
,. , „

—7——— — I is full and faithfulI(C x A) —> IB
I preserves finite limits

ICxIA —> IB t. , fexponential transpose
IC ■—> (/A => IB) I is left adjoint to p
C—> p (IA => IB)

The functor p(/A =4> /—) is therefore right adjoint to — x A, so that the exponent (A =>• B) in S can be
defined as p(/A => IB). It consists of all the functions in IA => IB that have finite support.

A subobject classifier true: 1 —> in both Ai/f(N)-Sets and § is given by the map K\ : 1 —> 1 + 1.
The unique classifying map Xm ■ A —> Q. of a monomorphism m: B >—»A as in

B 1

A - - CI
Jim

is given by xia) — M if G B.a = m{b)) and x{a) = *2 otherwise. The power object ^(A) is as

usual defined as (A => CI). In Auf(N)-Sets, the power object may be described as having underlying
set {A' | A' C A in Sets} and action n ■ A' = {n -a a \ a G A'}. In S, the above construction of the
cartesian closed structure implies that the power object <^(A) may be described as having underlying
set {A' | A' C A in Sets and supp(A') is finite} with action defined as in A«f (N)-Sets.

Partial map classifiers can be defined from the topos structure of §. For an object A of S, the
partial map classifier : A —> A j_ with the property that, for each monomorphism m: B >—► C and each
map /: B —+ A, there exists a unique classifying map X - C A± making the diagram

B f > A

r\A

C--Z~A±
a pullback, may be defined as Ax = A + 1 and t1a(a) = Ki («)• We write _L for the element £2(0) G Aj_.
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Remark 3.3.8. The above construction of S is an instance of a more general situation. Let G be a

topological group, i.e. G is a group object in the category Top of topological spaces. For a set A write
A5 for the set A equipped with the discrete topology. Let B(G) be the full subcategory of G-Sets
consisting of all the objects (A,pA) for which the action pA : G x A5 —> A5 in continuous, i.e. pA is a

morphism in Top. The category G-Sets appears as B(G5). With these definitions, we have the situation
R

P ■<

B(G) r t 3 B(G5) 1/—p—>■ Sets,
'

F

where U is the forgetful functor and I is the full, faithful and finite limit preserving inclusion. See [64,
§VII.3] for details on this situation.

The Schanuel topos § arises as B(G) when G is taken to be the group Awf(N) equipped with the
topology inherited from the product topology on N => N. Details appear in [64, §111.9] and [39]. □

Remark 3.3.9. In the definition of S, we could have used the group Autfk(N) of permutations with finite
support instead of the group Aut{N) of all automorphisms on N. A permutation n G Aut(N) has finite
support if it satisfies

3X G ^fin(N). Vh G (N\X). 7t(n) = n.

That finite support permutations are enough is a consequence of the finite support property. For an

object (A, -A) of S and an element a G A, the action of a permutation n on a is completely determined
by the values of n on the support of a:

V7T, n' G Awf(N). (Vn G supp(a). n(n) = n'(n)) => (n-Aa = n' -A a)

Since supp(a) is a finite set, the action on a of arbitrary permutations can therefore be reconstructed
from the action on a of finite support permutations. Details of the construction of S using finite support

permutations and a proof of the equivalence to the above presentation appear in [39].
It is a standard result of group theory that the group Awfn^N) is generated by all the swappings (n n'),

where, for n and n' in N, (n n') is the permutation defined by

{«' if m = nn if m = n'

m otherwise.

Finally, we note that the group Autfk(N) becomes an object of § when it is equipped with the ac¬

tion n ■/iM/fk(N) T = ttoron"1, i.e. the action of the exponent N => N. This does not hold for the full
group Attf(N), as it does not have the finite support property. □

3.3.1 Monoidal Closed Structure and Simple Monoidal Products

In this section we consider freshness and show that it gives rise to a strict affine symmetric monoidal
closed structure.
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Definition 3.3.10. Let A and B be objects of § and let a £ A and b £ B. We say that a is fresh for b,
written as a# b, if supp(a) n supp(fr) = 0 holds.

Proposition 3.3.11. For all objects A, B and C in S, and all elements a £ A, b £ B and c £ C, the
following are true.

1. a# b implies {n ■ a) # (n ■ b) for all permutations n.

2. a#o, where o is the unique element of 1.

3. a# b implies b# a.

4. a# b A(a,b) # c ifand only ifa#(b,c)Ab# c.

Proof Immediate from the definition of #.

By this proposition, the definitions

A*Bd= {{a,b) £ A x B \ a# b}

□

n-AtB(a,b) = (n-Aa,7t-Bb)

define a strict affine symmetric monoidal structure *: § x S —> S.

Proposition 3.3.12. For each object A in S, the functor — *A: § —> S preserves pullbacks.

Proof. This follows from the fact that (a, b)#c holds if and only if both a#c and b#c hold. □

We use the construction from Section 3.2 to show that this monoidal structure is closed.

Lemma 3.3.13. For each object A in S, the functor — * A: § —> S preserves exact sequences.

Proof. Let
n

R ' B—f^C
n

be an exact sequence, i.e. {r\,rf) is the kernel pair of c, and c is the coequaliser of r\ and rj. As any

kernel pair, (r\,rf) is an equivalence relation. By the construction of pullbacks, we can assume R C
B x B and r\ = 7t\ and r2 = ^2- We write bRb' if b and b' are related by R and [b\B for the equivalence
class of b under R. By the construction of coequalisers, we can assume both C = B/R and c(b) = [b]B.

We have to show that
r\ *A

R*A B*A ^ C*Ac*A
r2*A

is an exact sequence. In this diagram, R*A C (B*A) x (B*A) is the equivalence relation defined such
that (b,a)(R*A)(b',a') holds if and only if both a = a' and bRb' hold. That (ri *A,r2*A) is a kernel
pair of c*A follows directly from pullback-preservation of (—) *A. It remains to show that c*A is
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a coequaliser of r\ *A and r2*A. We have to define an isomorphism i: (B/R)*A —> (B*A)/(R*A)
satisfying i(([b]n,a)) = [b,a]RtA for all b € B and a € A for which b # a holds.

To define let ([£]«,a) be an element of (B/R) *A. Let n be a permutation that exchanges all names

in the support of a for fresh names and leaves all other names unchanged. Because of [b\R # a, we have
n ■ [b\n = [fi]/;. Since the permutation acts pointwise on equivalence classes, [n ■ £>]/? = n • [b\x = [fi]/?
holds. By definition of n, we also have (n-b) # a. Define ;'(([fi]«,a)) = [n ■ b,a}R*A. The definition
of R* A makes it evident that this definition is independent of the choice of b and n.

It just remains to show that i is an isomorphism. Its inverse i~1 is defined by 1 ([i>, = ([b]R,a).
Note that [bjn #a holds since the pointwise definition of the action on [b]^ implies supp([fi]«) Csupp(fi).
Showing that i and i~l are indeed inverses is straightforward. □

Proposition 3.3.14. For any object A of §, the functor — *A: S —> § has a right adjoint A —<* —: S —»§.

Proof. We use Proposition 3.2.5, for the application of which we need to verify properties (CI), (C2)
and (C3) for §. Property (CI) holds since in a topos any monomorphism strong. Property (C3) is shown
in Lemma 3.3.13. It remains to show property (C2). For/: B*A —> C, the map /: B x A —> Cj_ is given
by

f(b,a) if b#a holds
_L otherwise.

Kb,a) =

Furthermore, the map (A/): B —> (A =» C]_) is defined by (Af)(b) = Ac.f{b,c). For (C2) it suffices
to show that, for all b G B and all a £ A, we have b # a if and only if (Af){b) # a. The direction from
left to right follows by equivariance of (A/). In the other direction, suppose for a contradiction that we

have b e B and a G A with (Af)(b) #a and ->(b#a). Since the set of names is infinite and supp(a) is
finite, we can always find a permutation n that swaps all the names in supp(a) with fresh names and
fixes all the names in supp(fi) \supp(a). Then we have b# n-a. Since (Af)(b) # a, by assumption, and
supp((A/)(fi)) C supp(fi), by equivariance, we have supp((A/)(fi)) C supp(fi) \ supp(a). Since n fixes
all names in supp(fi)\supp(a), this implies n■ ((Af)(b)) = (Af){b). Then we have

_L = f{b,a) by definition, since —i(b # a)
— (Af)(b)(a) by definition
= (tt-(Af)(b))(a) since (A/)(fi) = n ■ ((A/)(fi))
= (Af)(n-b)(a) by equivariance of A/
= f(n-b,a) by definition
= f(n-b,a)£C by definition, since n ■ b # a

Since 1 G Cx is, by definition, different from any element c G C, we have therefore arrived at a contra¬

diction, so that our assumption (Af)(b) # a and ->(& # a) must have been false. Hence, property (C2)
holds. □

By Proposition 2.5.6, the monoidal closed structure (*,—*) provides us with simple monoidal prod¬
ucts FI* in the codomain fibration cod: —> S.
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Expanding the construction in Proposition 3.2.5, the object A —* B is defined as follows.

E = {fe(A=>B±) | VaeA.a#f <*=► f(a)?±}
~ =f {(/,#) e£x£ | VaGA. a# (f,g) => f{a)=g(a)}

(A -* B) d= E/ ~

Here, ~ is a simplification of the equivalence relation R used in the construction of Proposition 3.2.5.
The equivalence relation there amounts to:

R = {{f,g)£ExE\3s£(A=$A1).Va£A.a#(f,g,s) => f{a)=g{a)}

However, we have ~=£. The inclusion ~C R is trivial. For£ C~, assume fRg and a e A with a# {f,g).
From the assumption fRg we obtain s € (A =^Ax) such thatVa € A. a# (f,g,s) => f(a) =g{a) holds.
Let 7T be a permutation swapping the names in a for fresh names and leaving all other names unchanged.
Then we get n ■ f = f and n ■ g = g, which implies 7t ■ (f{a)) = f{n ■ a) and n ■ (g(a)) = g(n ■ a).
Since n a is fresh, in particular for {f,g,s), we get f(ic-a) = g(n-a) from the assumption. Hence, we

have n ■ (f{a)) = it ■ (g(a)), which implies f(a) = g(a), thus showing / ~ g.

Note that, by construction, R is a subobject of ExE, which implies that both R and ~ are equivariant
equivalence relations.

The elements of (A —* B), which are by definition equivalence classes, can also be described as

partial functions from A to B. By this we mean that (A -* B) is a subobject of (A => B±), as shown in
the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3.15. For all objects A and B in §, the following assignment defines a monomorphism
m: (A —* B) >—»(A =>• Bl) in S.

, , def. . / /(*) iff G c and f(x) ± -Lm(c) = Ax: A. <
I A. otherwise

Moreover, the diagram below commutes.

(A —* S) * A > *• (A B±) * A > *- (A => B±) x A

e ev

Proof. We start be showing that m is well-defined, i.e. that it is a morphism from (A —* B) to (A => fix)
in §. To this end we first show that, for all c £ (A —* B), m{c) is a partial function from A to B. We have
to show that, for all f,g e c, if f(x) _L and g(x) J. hold then so does f(x) = g(x). Suppose f,g e c

and f(x) X and g(x) X. Since f,g£E, this implies x# f andx#g, which further implies x# (f,g).
Since f,g G c, we have / ~ g, which by definition of ~ implies the required f(x) — g(x).

Next, it is straightforward to verify that m is equivariant. As a consequence of equivariance, the
support of m(c) is contained in the support of c. Therefore, m{c) is a partial function from A to B with
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finite support, i.e. an element of (A => fix). Putting this together we have shown that m is a morphism
in § from (A —* B) to (A => B±).

That m is a morphism in § can also be seen because it can be defined in the internal language as

partial function with graph(m(c)) = U/ecgraph(/)• The above argument that graph(m(c)) is the graph
of a partial function can be carried out internally.

Next we show that m is a monomorphism, i.e. if m(c) = m(d) holds then so does c = d. Sup¬
pose m(c) = m(d). Let / and g be arbitrary elements of the equivalence classes c and d respectively. By
definition of m and m(c) = m(d), we obtain that f(x) — g(x) holds for all x G A for which both f(x) _L
and g(x) 7^ J_ hold. Since both / and g are in E, this implies /(x) = g(x) for all x £ A with x # (f,g).
By definition of this implies / ~ g. But then the equivalence classes c and d are not disjoint and so

must be equal. This shows that m is a monomorphism.

Finally, it is straightforward to see that the diagram commutes. □

Next we show that, for an equivalence class c in (A —* B), the partial function m(c) not only repre¬

sents the equivalence class c but is in fact a canonical element of it. For this we use three sub-lemmas.

Lemma 3.3.16. For all objects A in § and all elements c G ^(A), we have ri;tscsuPP(x) ^ SUPP(C)

Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists an n G N with n G ffiec supp(x) but not n G supp(c).
This means that Vx G c. n G supp(x) and n supp(c) hold. Let m be a fresh name. By Proposition 3.3.6,
we have (m n) ■ c = c. By definition, we have (mn) -c = {(m n) x \ x G c}. Now, if n G supp(x) and
m/n then n g supp((m n) ■ x). By definition of (m n) ■ c and because we have assumed n G supp(x) for
all x G c, this implies n ^ supp(y) for all y G (m n) ■ c. But by assumption n G supp(x) holds for all x G c.

Therefore, c and (mn) -c cannot contain the same elements, giving (mn)-c c and thus the required
contradiction. □

Lemma 3.3.17. Let A be an object in S and ~ be an equivariant equivalence relation on A. For all
equivalence classes c G (A/ ~), we have supp(c) C fj;cec supp(x).

Proof. Equivariant equivalence relations in § amount to equivalence relations in the topos-theoretic
sense. Since in a topos quotients appear as coequalisers, there exists a map A —> (A/ ~) in § mapping x

to [x]_ By equivariance, this implies supp([x]^) C supp(x) for all x G A. Therefore we have supp(c) C
supp(x) for all x G c. But this implies the required inclusion supp(c) C f\6csupp(x). □

Lemma 3.3.18. Let A and B be objects of S and let rn: (A —>* B) >—> (A => B±) be the monomorphism
from Proposition 3.3.15. For each equivalence class c in (A —* B), we have supp(m(c)) = fjfee SUPP(/)-

Proof. We have supp(c) = D/ecsuPP(/) by Lemmas 3.3.16 and 3.3.17 and supp(m(c)) = supp(c) by
Proposition 3.3.5. □

Lemma 3.3.19. Let A and B be objects in S and let m: (A -<* B) >—> (A => Z?x) be the monomorphism
from Proposition 3.3.15. For each equivalence class c in (A —* B), we have m(c) G c.
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Proof. We start by showing m(c) G E, i.e. that x#m(c) <==> m(c)(x) y^ JL holds for all x G A. Let x G A.
From left to right, assume x# m(c). Let / be an arbitrary element of c. Suppose for a contradiction
that m(c)(x) — ± holds. Let n be a permutation that exchanges all the names in the support of x with
fresh names and that leaves all other names fixed. Since x # m{c), this implies n ■ (m(c)) = m(c).
Moreover, n-x is fresh for / and c. Since / is in E, this implies f(n-x) ^ _L. Therefore, we have

±5£f(n-x) since / G £ and n -x# /
= m{c){n-x) by definition of m(c)
= n ■ (m(c)(x)) since n ■ (m(c)) = m(c), which follows from x # m(c) by def. of n

= ± by assumption m(c)(x) = JL,

which gives the required contradiction.
From right to left, assume m(c)(x) y^ _L. By definition of m(c), there exists /6c such that/(x) y^ -L.

Since / is in E, this implies x# /. Since supp(m(c)) = D/scsuPP(/) holds by the previous lemma, this
implies x # m(c), as required.

Finally, m(c) G c follows since it is easily shown that m(c) ~ / holds for all / G c. □

By Proposition 3.3.15 and the previous lemmas we can now characterise the partial functions in the
image of m: (A -* 5) >—»(A => B±) as the maximally defined functions among all partial functions that
are defined just on fresh arguments. The following proposition makes this precise.

Proposition 3.3.20. For all objects A and B, the set (A —* B) has the following characterisation.

(A -* B) = {/ G E | Vg G E. f ~ g => dom(f) D dom(g)}
= {/G£|VgG£. /~g => supp(/) C supp(g)}

Proof. First we show (A —* B) = {/ G E \ Vg G E. f ~ g ==>■ dom(f) D dom(g)}. By Proposi¬
tion 3.3.15 and Lemma 3.3.19, each equivalence class c G (A —* B) has a canonical element m(c). By
definition of m and the equivalence relation the element m(c) must be maximally defined, i.e. satisfy
dom(m(c)) D dom(h) for all h G c. Moreover, the equivalence class c can contain at most one such
maximally defined element. Suppose / and g were two elements of c satisfying dom{f) D dom(h) and
dom(g) 2 dom(h) for all h G c. By letting h be / and g, this implies dom(f) — dom(g). Since both /
andg are in E and because oidom(f) —dom(g), we get x#/ <=£> /(x) y^ J_ g(x) y^ J_ 4=^ x#g
for all x G A. By / ~ g, this implies /(x) = g(x) for all x G dom{f) = dom(g). But for x £ dom(f) =

dom(g), we trivially have _L = /(x) = g(x), so that we have shown / = g, as required for uniqueness.
To show (A B) = {/ G E \ Vg G E. f ~ g => supp(/) C supp(g)} it suffices to show that, for

each c G (A —* B), m{c) is the element of c with the least support. Lemma 3.3.18 shows that m[c) has
minimal support of all the elements of c. By definition of ~, there can be only one such element of c,

thus showing the claimed isomorphism. □

For name-like objects A, a simpler characterisation of (A —* B) is available, see Proposition 10.3.11.
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Remark 3.3.21. The Schanuel topos § is equivalent to the category Setsj!,fcp of pullback-preserving
functors in Sets1, where I is the category of finite sets and injections, see e.g. [64, §111.9]. Using this

equivalence, the monoidal closed structure (*,—*) on § can (up to isomorphism) be defined by lifting
the disjoint union monoidal structure on I using Day's construction, see e.g. [4], Indeed, as a sheaf, the

object (A —* B) has the simple description (A —* B)(S) = Setslphp(A(—),B(SH—)), see [103]. It is not
clear whether or not this presentation can be used to simplify the above construction. The main reason

for preferring the above direct construction of —* is that it also works for assemblies in the next section,
for which Day's construction is not available. □

3.3.2 Simple Monoidal Sums

We now come to the construction of simple monoidal sums E*. It is instructive to consider first the
definition of E^ for the object of names N. In Section 2.5.1 we have defined simple monoidal sums E^
as a fibred functor E^: GZ(— * N) —> cod that is a fibred left adjoint to : cod —■» Gl{— * N).

S/(- * N) — ^ S"* (3.4)

As explained informally in the introduction, E^ generalises the abstraction set of Gabbay & Pitts [38],
Just as the abstraction set, E^ is constructed as a certain quotient. Let /: B —> T* N be an object of
§/( — *N). Write f\ and f2 as abbreviations for the maps fc\ of: B —* T and 7C2of: B —> N respectively.
The equivalence relation ~yC B x B with respect to which the quotient is taken is defined by

b~fb' «=> (3n € N. n # (b,b') A (n /2(b))' b = (n f2(b')) ■ b'). (3.5)

By the some/any property from [38], we also have

b~fb' <=>■ (Vn e N. n # {b,b') ==> (n /2(b)) b = (n fiib'))-b'). (3.6)

With this it is straightforward to see that an equivariant equivalence relation. We write [b\f for
the equivalence class of b with respect to this equivalence relation. Mirroring Lemma 5.1 of [38], the
equivalence class [£>]/ can be described as

[b}f = {(nf2(b))-b\neN A (.n = f2(b) V n#f2(b))}. (3.7)

We define the functor Ej(, directly. It maps an object /: B —» T*N to the object Ej^/: EJJjB —> T
given by EJ,S = {[b\f \ b £ B} with action 71[b\f = [n-Bb\f and (EJj/)([fc]/) = f\[b). A morphism
(«,v): / —+ g in S/(— *N), as given by

B "-+C (3.8)

/ s

r*N —A*N
v*N
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is mapped by Z^ to the morphism

E^S L*NC (3.9)

f En*

defined by (ZJj«)([fe]/) = [u{b)]g. We need to verify that Ej(j is well-defined. For the object part, we
have to check that the definition (£n/) ([£]/) = fx (b) does not depend on the choice of representative b,
i.e. we have to show f\(b) = fx(b') for all b and b' in B that satisfy [b\f = [b']j. To this end it suffices
to show that b b' implies f\(b) = f\(b'). \fb~fb' holds then there exists a name n G N, fresh for b
and b', such that (n fi(b)) b = {n fi(b')) ■ b' holds. This equality and equivariance of f\ imply

(nh{b))-(f\{b))=f\{(nf2{b))-b)=fx({nf1{b'))-b') = (n f2(b')) • (fx(b')). (3.10)

Since the codomain of / is T * N, we have f\(b) # f2 (b). Since f\ is equivariant, it follows from
n # b that n # f\(b) holds. Therefore, we have (n fiib)) ■ (fx (b)) = f\(b). By similar reasoning we

obtain (n fiib')) ■ (f\(b')) = f\(b'). With the above equation (3.10), this implies the required equation
fx (b) = fx (b'). Well-definedness of the morphism part follows similarly.

We now show that is a fibred right adjoint to W4. First we have to show that Zj^ is a fibred
functor.

Lemma 3.3.22. The functor Z^ as defined above is a fibred functor from Gl{— *A) to cod.

Proof. It is easy to see from the definition that ZJj makes diagram (3.4) commute. It remains to check
that preserves cartesian maps, which in this case requires to show that if (3.8) is a pullback then
so is (3.9). We describe the main proof idea informally; full details can be found in the proof of
Lemma 3.3.31. Assuming (3.8) to be a pullback means that, for all (y,n) S T*N and all c € C with
(v(/),n) = g(c), there exists a unique b e B satisfying u(b) = c and f{b) = (y,«). To show that (3.9) is
a pullback, we have to show that, for all y s T and all [c]g G ZjJjC satisfying v(y) = (Z^g)([c]g), there ex¬
ists a unique [b\f G E£,B satisfying (££,«)([£>]/) = [c]g and (Z^,/)([fc]/) = y. Given yG T and [c]g G Ej^C,
we would like to use the pullback (3.8) for (y,gi{c)) and c. However, this does not quite work since
(Y>82(c)) is an element of F x N but not necessarily of T*N. To use the pullback (3.8) we must find a

representative c' of the class [c]g such that (y,g2(c')) G T* N holds. Such an element c' can be found by
def

freshening c, that is by letting c' = (n gi(c)) -g(c) for some fresh name n. With this definition, we can

now use the pullback (3.8) to obtain the required element.
In essence, the construction of d by freshening c amounts to the usual practice that the bound name

in an a-equivalence is always assumed to be fresh. □

Proposition 3.3.23. The functor ZJ, is a fibred left adjoint to Wn.

Proof. We have already checked that both functors are fibred functors. Therefore, it suffices to show an

adjunction ZJj H Wn with a vertical unit. Let /: B —» T* N be an object of S/(— * N). We define the
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vertical unit r\f of the adjunction

WnEn#: (E^fi) *N

r*N:
WN^f N

r*N

by = ([b]f,/2(b)). This pair is an element of (Ej^S) *N since we have [b\f # f2(b), which follows
just as in Corollary 5.2 of [38]. It is straightforward to check that this defines a natural transforma¬
tion T] \ Id —> WnEJ^.

For universality, we have to show that for any morphism («,v): / —> Wn# in S/(—*N) there exists a

unique morphism («", v): E^/ —> g in with (u^*N,v)o(t]f,id) = (u,v), as in the following diagram.

If it exists, the map m" necessarily satisfies «"([&]/) = ic\{u(b)) and is therefore unique. To show ex¬

istence, it suffices to verify that m"([&]/) = fc\(u(b)) defines an equivariant function, i.e. that b ~y b'
implies ic\(u(b)) = 7C2{u{b)). Suppose b ~y b', which means that there exists a fresh name n such
that (n fi{b)) ■ b = (n fi(b')) ■ b'. By equivariance of iz\ ou, this implies (n {b)) ■ (fi\(u{b))) =

n1 (m((« fi{b)) -b)) = it\ (u((n fi{b')) ■ b')) = (n fiib')) ■ (n\ (u(b'))). Since the left square of the above
diagram commutes, we have K2{u(b)) = /2(b). By the codomain of u this implies fc\(u(b)) # /2(b),
and similarly K\ (u(b')) # fiib'). Since n was chosen freshly, we therefore have ti\ (u(b)) = (n /2(b)) ■

(tc\ (u(b))) = (n f2(b')) ■ (Tl\ (u(b'))) = h\ (u{b')). Showing equivariance of is routine. □

We spell out the construction of Ejy4 for a non-dependent type A, in order to show that it specialises to
the abstraction set of Gabbay and Pitts [38], Let A be an object of S. This object amounts to a closed
type h A Type. By weakening, we obtain a type o*(o: N) h A Type. It corresponds to the object
/: (1 *N) x A —> (1 *N) of §/(l *N) given by the first projection. Applying to this object gives us

an object E{^/ inS/1. We spell out E^/ to show that it is essentially the same as the abstraction set [N]A
of [38]. First we consider the equivalence classes of ~y. The relation is an equivalence relation
on (1 *N) x A, so that all its equivalence classes have the form [((o,n),a)]f for some n S N and a € A.
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Unfolding the definitions, and using (34) of [38] in the last step, gives:

[«o,n),a)]f = {((o,n'),a') | <(o,n),a) ((o,n'),a')}
= {((o,n'),a') | 3m. (m# (n,a,n',a')) A (m n) • ((o,n),a) = (m n!) ■ ((o,n'),a')}
= {((o,n'),a') | 3m. (m# (n,a,n' ,a')) A (mn) -a = (m n!) -a'}
= {((o,n'),a') | a1 = (« n) ■ a A (n = n' Vn! #a)}

This means that [((o,n),a)]y is, up to the superfluous component o, the same as the abstraction n.a
defined in (35) of [38]. Next we spell out the domain of £^((1 * N) x A) —> 1. It is defined to be

This amounts to the definition of the abstraction set [N]A in [38], again up to an inessential component
of unit type.

The adjunction £j^ A Wjy captures familiar constructions from [38]. The unit t]/:/—»
in §/(l * N) is defined by r]f(((o,n),a)) = ([((o,n),a)]f,n) G (£^((1 * N) x A)) * N. In this way, the
unit 7] contains the abstraction operation of [38], which maps n and a to n.a. The unit also contains the
freshness information n # n.a. In Lemma 6.3 of [38], a universal property of the abstraction set is shown.
This property corresponds to the universality of the unit of the adjunction £{^ A Wn- For simplicity, we
consider just the special case without a parameter context. In this case, Lemma 6.3 of [38] states that for
any map x: N x A —» B in § satisfying x(n,a) # n for all n € N and all a £ A, there exists a unique map

x": [N]A —> B in § such that x(n,a) = x^(n.a) holds for all n £ N and all a £ A. A map x: N x A —> S
in S for which x(n,a) # n holds for all n £ N and a£A corresponds uniquely to a map x' in S/(l * N) as

in the diagram below. This can be seen by letting x'(((o,n),a)) = (x(n,a),n).

The codomain of x! is ng * N = W^Kb. By the adjunction £^ H Wn, the map x' corresponds uniquely to
amap.v'': £^/ —> Kb in S/l satisfying x/"([((o,n), a)]f) = it\ (x'(((o,n), a))). In terms of Lemma 6.3
of [38], this corresponds to the existence of a function x" that satisfies x'(rc.a) = x{n,a). The more

general case with a parameter context follows similarly by using T * N instead of 1 * N.
We remark that not all the constructions that are used for abstraction sets in [38] are captured by

the adjunction £^ A Wn- For example, the concretion operation (n.a)@m of [38] is not given by this
adjunction. In Chapter 10, we show how concretion can nevertheless be captured in terms of £* and II*.

In the rest of this section we define £^ for an arbitrary object A. This definition directly generalises
the definition of £j^.
Definition 3.3.24. Let X and Y be finite sets of names. Define the set (X<-»T) C A«t(N) of swappings
of X and Y to consist of all permutations n £ Awf(N) that satisfy n{X) = Y, n(Y) = X, and, for all
z6N\(XUf),^)=z.

£n((1 *N) x A) = {[((o.nj.a)]/ | n £ NAa G A}.

((1 *N) xA) B*N

1*N
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Lemma 3.3.25. For any two finite sets of names X and Y, the set (X<->y) is not empty if and only
if \X\ = \Y\ holds.

We omit the straightforward proof.
For /: B —> T* A we define the relation ~/C B x B by

i .,
_ 3Xe<?hn(N).X#(b,b')Ab^fb (3.11)

3k G (supp(/2(b))<->X). 3k' G (supp(/2(i>'))<->X). k-b = k'-b'.

In the next four lemmas, we generalise the results of [38, §5] on name abstraction.

Lemma 3.3.26. For all b,b' G B we have

b~fb' ^ VX6^™(N)-X#(b,b') =►
37T G (supp(/2(fe))<->X). 37r' G (supp(/2(^/))+->X). k-b = k' -b',

where ^|supp (/2(fe))| (N) w f/ie sef o/a// subsets of N having the same number ofelements as supp(/2(£>)).

Proof. The implication from right to left holds because by the finite support property we can always
find a set X G ^2,|supp(/2(/)))|(N) of names that is fresh for both b and b'.

From left to right, suppose we haveX G ^fin(N), n G (supp(/2(b))<->X) and n' G (supp(/2(fr'))<->X)
with X # (b,b') and K-b — n' ■ b'. Lemma 3.3.25 implies |X| = |supp(/2(&))| = |supp(/2(&'))|. Let
^ e ^Isuppf/ili))!^) with Y # (b,b'). By Lemma 3.3.25, there exists T G (X<->K). By definition of the
set (X<-»y), we have (To7r)(supp(/2(Z>))) = Y. Since Y consists of names that are fresh for b and b', the
definition

{(T0 7T)(n) if n G supp(/2(b))(xo n)~* (n) if n G Y
n otherwise

therefore defines an element of (supp(/2(b))+-*y). Notice that k(n) — (t o n)(n) holds for all n G

supp(£>). This implies K-b = (tok) ■ b. Similarly, we define k' G (supp(/2(fe'))<-»y) such that k' ■ b' =

(ton')-b' holds. From n-b = n' -b' we therefore get k-b = r- k-b = T- k' -b' = k' -b', as required. □

Lemma 3.3.27. For any f: B —> T*A, the relation ~y is an equivariant equivalence relation.

Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry are immediate. Transitivity follows using Lemma 3.3.26. Verifying
equivariance is straightforward. For example, it can be seen because ~y can be defined in the internal
logic of S as a subobject of B x B, and so equivariance holds automatically. □

As before, we write [b\f for the equivalence class of b G B under ~y.

Lemma 3.3.28. For all f: B —> F * A and b G B, the following equivalence holds.

b~fb' <=>• 3k. (Vn G supp(fr)\supp(/2(&)). n{ri) = n) A k-b = b'
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Proof. The proof is a direct generalisation of the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [38].

From left to right, assume b ~fb'. Write X for supp(/2(£>)) and X' for supp(/2(b'))- By definition
of ~y, there exist a finite set of fresh names Y and permutations t G X+->y and t' € X'<-+y such that
Z ■ b = z' -b' holds.

First we show X' fl (supp(fe) \X) = 0. Suppose n € X'. We have

T/_1 (n) # b' since z'{Y) = X' and all names in Y are fresh for b'
=> z' • t'_i • n # z' ■ b' by Proposition 3.3.11

==> n # z • b since z -b = z' ■ b'

=>• t-' ■ n # t-' ■ z ■ b by Proposition 3.3.11

T-1 (n) #

Since t G X<-»y, it follows that t '(n) #b implies (n G X) V (n#b). Thus, we have shown that all n G X'
satisfy (n G X) V (n # b). In other words, X' n (supp(fr) \X) =0.

Now consider the permutation It maps X toX'. Flence, there exists a permutation n GX<->X'
such that 7t(n) = (t'_1 or)(n) holds for all n G X. By definition, n is the identity on at least N\ (XUX')
and t'-1 o x is the identity on at least N \ (YUX UX'). Since X' fl (supp(b) \X) = 0 and Y is fresh for b,
both permutations are the identity on supp(Z?) \X. Moreover, since by definition both permutations agree

on X, they therefore agree on the whole of supp(b). Hence, n-b = (t'_i o t) • b holds. Since we have
(t'—1 o t) • b — t,_1 • t • b = t,_1 • x1 ■ b' = b', this implies n-b — b'. Therefore, 7r is a permutation as

required to instantiate the existential quantifier in the left-to-right direction.
It remains to show the right-to-left implication. Let % be a permutation satisfying both n-b — b'

and (Vn G supp(b) \supp(/2(£>)). n(n) = n). We have to show b ~fb'. Write X for supp(/2(b)) andX'
for supp(/2(fc')). Observe that n b = b' implies |X| = |X'|. Let Y be a set of |X| fresh names. There
exist permutations T G X<->L and t' G X'<->y such that n(n) = (f/-1 o z)(n) holds for all n G X. For
b b' it suffices to show t • b = z' ■ b'. We now show that n and (t'_1 o t) agree on supp(b). Since
by definition they agree on X, it just remains to show that they agree on supp(i>) \X. By assumption,
we have Vn G supp(b) \X. n(n) = n. Since X' = n(X), this implies (supp(i>) \X)nX' =0. Since Y
consists of fresh names, (t,_1 o t) is also the identity on supp(b) \X. Hence n and (t,_1 o t) agree on

supp(b). From this we get n-b — (t/_1 on) -b. But with n-b = b', this implies b' = (t/_1 ot) • b, and
thus the required z' ■ b' = z ■ b. □

Corollary 3.3.29. For all f: B —> T * A and b G B, the equivalence classes of have the following
characterisation.

[b}f = {n-b | Vn G supp(b)\supp(/2(b)). n(n) =n}

Corollary 3.3.30. For all /: B —> T* A and b G B, we have supp([£]y) = supp(£>) \ supp(/2(£>)).

Proof. By Corollary 3.3.29, any permutation that fixes all names in supp(b) \supp(/2(&)) also fixes [b\f.
Hence, supp([A»]y) C supp(fe) \ supp(/2(Z>)). On the other hand, supp(^: ■ b) = 7r(supp(b)) holds for
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all 71 and b. Therefore, Corollary 3.3.29 implies supp(b) \supp(/2(b)) C supp(b') for all b' £ [b\f.
Lemma 3.3.16 gives the required supp(b) \ supp(/2(i>)) C supp([b]y). □

For any object A, we now define the fibred functor L!.

S/(— * A) (3.13)

Hpf
It maps an object /: B T*A to the object T.*Af\ TTAB —» T that is defined by I.AB = {{b\f \ b £ B},
x-L'.B [p}f =f and (2^/)([%) =' f\{b). A morphism (m,v): /->g in S/(— * A) as given by

def

is mapped by LA to the morphism

B

f

r *a

c (3.14)

V*A
■ A*A

(3.15)

defined by (£)jw)([£]/) = [w(£)]g. Well-definedness follows as for ££,■

Lemma 3.3.31. The functor is a fibredfunctor from G/(— * A) to cor/.

Proof. That ZA makes diagram (3.13) commute follows directly from the definition. It remains to check
that La preserves cartesian maps. We have to show that if (3.14) is a pullback then so is (3.15). To this
end, we can assume that, for all (y,a) £ T*A and all c £ C with (v(y),a) — g(c), there exists a unique
b £ B with u(b) = c and f{b) = (y,a). We have to show that, for all y e T and all [c]g e lfAC with
v(Y) = (^aSXMs)- there exists a unique [b\f £ L*AB with (L*Au){[b\f) = [c]g and {L*Af)([b}f) = y.

Let ye T and [c]g £ LAC with v(y) = (£^g)([c]g). We first show the existence of [b]f with the
required properties. Consider g2(c) and notice that g2{c) need not be fresh for y. However, we can

always find a set X € ^a|supp(g2(c))|(N) of fresh names and a permutation 7t £ X«-»supp(g2(<:))- By
definition of ~s, we have [n ■ c\g = [c]g. Since g has codomain A* A, we have gi(c) # g2(c). Since n
fixes all names not inXUsupp(g2(c)), andX consists of fresh names only, this implies n ■ g\(c) = gi (c).
Hence, we have g{n-c) = n-g{c) = n■ (g\{c),g2(c)) = (g\(c),z-g2(c)) = ((£^g)([c]g),7r-g2(c)) =

(v(y),g2(7r •c)). Since {y,g2{zz ■ c)) £ T*A, we can apply the assumption to get an element b £ B that
satisfies f(b) = (y,g2(7Z ■ c)) and u(b) = n ■ c. This gives (LAu)([b\f) = [u(b)]g = [n ■ c\g = [c]s and
(L*Af) = fi (b) = y, as required.
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For uniqueness, let ye T and [c]g £ £j(,C with v(y) = (E^g)([c]s), and suppose that there are b,b' £B
such that both (I£«)([%) = [c]g = (2»([*']/) and (^/)([%) = 7= (Efc/XM/) hold- We have
to show [b]f = [b1}/. Since, by definition, (E^w)([£]y) = [u(b)]g and (££,«)([£']/) = [u(b')\g hold, we
have [u(b)]g — [c]g = [u(b')]g, and thus u(b) ~g u(b'). By definition of this implies [supp(«(fc))| =

|supp(n(fc'))|. Let X be a set of fresh names of size |supp(g2(M(^)))| = lsuPP(g2("(b')))l- By (3.12) we

have permutations n € suppj^W?)))*-^ and n' £ supp(g2{u(b')))<r->X for which k ■ u(b) = n' ■ u(b')
holds. Define dd= n ■ u(b) and a =f g2(7t ■ u[b)) = g2{n ■ u{b')). By definition of 7t and equivariance,
we obtain supp(a) = X, which implies (y,a) € r*A since all names in X are fresh. We apply the
pullback (3.14) to d e C and (7,a) £ F*A. The following reasoning shows that it is applicable.

g[d) = g{n ■ u(b))
= {g\{n-u{b)),g2{n-u(b)))
= {n-g\{u(b)),a)
= (8\{u(b)),a)
= ((^g)([u(b)]g),a)
= <M([cW,«>
= (81(c),a)
= Mr), a)

since gi (u(b)) #g2(u(b)) = a and n £ supp(g2(w(fr)))*-*-^

by definition

by Hb))g = [c]g
by definition

Using pullback (3.14), there exists a unique bo £ B satisfying u{bo) = d and /(i>o) — (7>a)- We show
that both 7T ■ b and n' ■ b' have this property. First, we have u(n -b) = n ■ u(b) = d by equivariance and
definition. To show f{n ■ b) — (7,a) we first show n ■ f\ (b) = f\ (b). To this end, we have f\ (b) # fz(b)
by the form of the codomain of /. Since (3.14) commutes, we have f'2(b) = g2(u(b)), and this implies
f\(b) # g2{u{b)). By definition, n fixes all names not in X U supp(g2(w(b)))- Since X contains only
fresh names, this implies that n fixes all names in supp(/i(b)). Hence, we have n ■ f\(b) = f\(b). The
equation f(b\) = (7,a) can now be shown as follows.

f(n-b) = n-f(b) =n-(fx (b),f2{b))
= n-(fi{b),g2(u(b)))
= (/i(fe)>«)
= <(£&/) ([%),a>
= (y,a)

since (3.14) commutes

using n ■ f\ (b) = /1 (b)

by definition

by assumption 7= (££/)([&]/)
The equations u(n' ■b')=d and f(n' ■ b') — (7, a) follow analogously. By uniqueness of bo, this implies
k ■ b = bo = it! ■ b'. Using (3.11) we obtain b ~/ b', and thus the required [b\f — [b']f. □

Proposition 3.3.32. The functor Y.'A is a fibred left adjoint to Wa.

Proof. We have already checked that both functors are fibred functors. Therefore, it suffices to show
an adjunction H Wa with a vertical unit. Let /: B —> r*A be an object of §/(— * A). We define the
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vertical unit Tjf of the adjunction

B (L*AB)*A

by ri/(b) = ([b\f,f2(b)). This pair is an element of (XAB) since [b\f # f2(b) holds by Corol¬
lary 3.3.30. It is straightforward to see that this defines a natural transformation rj : Id —> W,\L*x.

For universality, we have to show that for any morphism (u, v): / —> in S/(— *A) there exists
a unique morphism («",v): X*Af —> g in satisfying («" *A,v) o {r\f,id) = (k,v), as shown in the
following diagram.

E*AB

r*A

C*A

g*A

A* A

c

r

If it exists, the map u" necessarily satisfies u\[b]f) = K\{u{b)) and is therefore unique. To show ex¬

istence, it suffices to verify that u^([b\f) = 7t\(u(b)) defines an equivariant function, i.e. that b b'
implies 7t\(u(b)) = Jt\{u(b')). Suppose b b'. Then there exists a set X of fresh names and permu¬

tations tz\ X <-> supp(/2(fc)) and n'\ X <-> supp(/2(fc')) such that n-b — n'-b' holds. By equivariance
of n\ o u, this implies n ■ (re\ (u(b))) = ii\ (u(n ■ b)) = tc\ (u(n' ■ b')) = K1 ■ (it\ (u(b'))). Since the left
square in the above diagram commutes, we have K2{u{b)) = f2(b). By the form of the codomain of
u this implies 7t\ (u(b)) # /2(b), and similarly h\ {u(b')) # f2(b'). Since all the names in X are fresh,
we therefore have ic\ (u(b)) = K ■ {it\ (u(b))) = 7c' ■ (^1 (u(b'))) = ii\ (u(b')). Equivariance of follows
straightforwardly. □

3.4 The Realizability Category Ass$(P)
In the previous section we have introduced the Schanuel topos and constructed n* and £* for it. If
we want to use these constructs for programming with names and binding, we must give an effectively
computable version of them. In this section we define the realizability category Asss(P), an effective
version of the Schanuel topos.

To endow a Schanuel sets with computability information, we proceed in a similar way to the con¬

struction of assemblies over sets, see e.g. [61]. Assume for the moment that our effective programming
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language has natural numbers as data and that programs are partial computable functions on natural
numbers. To make a Schanuel set into a data type in this programming language, we equip each of
its elements with a non-empty set of natural numbers consisting of the codes representing that ele¬
ment. We are then interested in computable morphisms between such sets, by which we mean mor-

phisms /: A —> B for which there is a program that maps each code for a £ A to a code for f(a) S B.
So far, this is just the well-known description of assemblies on sets. For example, the cartesian closed
structure of assemblies is such that A => B can be described as the set of all functions from A => B that are

computed by some program. In an effective version of the Schanuel topos, we should expect A => B to

consist of all computable functions with finite support, equipped with the action n •/ = \a.n-f(n~x -a).
Notice that the so defined function n- f has to be computable as well. Therefore, it is natural not only to

equip the underlying set of a Schanuel set with codes, but also to require the permutation action on the
Schanuel set to be computable. For this to make sense, we must also equip the group of permutations
with computability information.

This motivates the construction of Asss(P) as a category of internal group actions in the category Ass
of assemblies. An internal group object P in Ass is a group whose underlying set is endowed with
codes and whose group operations are computable. A left P-action in Ass is a pair (A, pA : P x A —> A)
satisfying appropriate conditions. Such a pair amounts to a set A equipped with codes and a computable
action pA on A. Since the Schanuel topos is defined similarly using actions in Sets, we may expect this
definition to give a computable version of the Schanuel topos.

Our presentation of Asss{P) is external in the sense that we work directly with assemblies and their
codes rather than using an internal language. This has the advantage that it is immediately clear what the
various constructions amount to in terms of the realizers, thus showing that the definitions correspond to

computational intuitions. One disadvantage is that it only gives us a quasi-topos, not a topos. A potential
route to obtaining a topos is to carry out the construction in the internal language of a realizability topos,

such as the effective topos Eff [52]. A stumbling block on this route is the fact that the internal logic of
the category of P-actions inside Eff is not classical; and the definition of support in the Schanuel topos
makes use of classical logic. It would nevertheless be interesting to see if the construction of an effective
version of the Schanuel topos can be carried out in the internal language of a realizability topos and how
such a construction relates to the category Asss(P) that we are about to define. Since the structure of a

quasi-topos is completely sufficient for our purposes, we settle with the external development, leaving
the internal development for future work.

3.4.1 Assemblies

We introduce the category of assemblies on sets following [61, 62], where a more in-depth study of this
category can be found.

Definition 3.4.1. A partial applicative structure ($?,-) is a set with a partial operation ■ from
x to 3£.
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For working with a partial applicative structure, we use formal expressions. A formal expression
on (SF, ■), is either a variable x, an element r £ SF or a formal application e e' where both e and e' are

formal expressions on (^T, •). Formal application associates to the left. For each formal expression e, the
set of free variables FV(e) is defined as usual. A formal expression e is closed if the set FV(e) is empty.
We write e[e'/x\ for substitution on formal expressions. Closed formal expressions are interpreted in SF
by interpreting the formal application by the partial operation •: SF x SF —> SF.

We use the following notation. For a formal expression e with FV{e) = {xi,...,x„}, we write e J.
if, for all r\,...,rn e SF, e[ri/xi]...[r„/x„] is defined. For formal expressions e and e' with FV(e) U

FV(e') = {xj,... ,x„}, we write e cr e' if, for all r\,... ,r„ € 3F, e[r\/x\\... [r„/x„] is defined if and only
if e'[ri /x\]... [rn/xn) is defined and if both are defined then they denote the same element of SF.

Definition 3.4.2. A partial combinatory algebra (PCA) is a partial applicative structure (SF,-) with
distinguished elements k,s G SF satisfying

kxyj, kxy~x, sxy|, sxjz~(xz) (yz).

Our intended example is the Kleene PCA. Its partial applicative structure is (N,-) having the natural
numbers N as underlying set and Kleene application as the partial operation •. The Kleene application
n ■ m is defined as the n-th computable partial function in N —>■ N applied to the number m. Further
examples of partial combinatory algebras can be found in [61].

Proposition 3.4.3 (Combinatory Completeness). For each formal expression e and each variable x,

there exists a formal expression Ax. e with FV (Ax. e) = FV (e) \ {x}, (Ax. e) J. and (Ax. e) x cr e.

Proof. See [61, Proposition 1.1.6], □

Combinatory completeness means that we have (Ax. e) r cr e[r/x] for all r £ SF. We should note that
Ax. e does not satisfy the general /3-equation in which r is replaced by an arbitrary formal expression e'.
Also, Kleene equality is not a congruence with respect to the meta-notation Ax.e, i.e. e ~ e' does not

imply Ax.e ~ Ax.e'. We refer the reader to [61, §1.1.2] for more information about these issues.
The next three propositions are almost exactly as in [62], where proofs can be found.

Proposition 3.4.4. Each PCA SF has elements pair, fst and snd satisfying

pair xy I, fst (pair x y) ~ x, snd (pair xy) cry.

Proposition 3.4.5. Each PCA SF has, for each n G N, an element h as well as elements succ, pred,
iszero satisfying

succ hcrn+ 1, pred 0 ~ 0, pred n + 1 ~ n,

iszero 0 —fst, iszero n + 1 ~ snd.

Proposition 3.4.6. Each PCA SF has an element z satisfying z x j and zy x cry (z y) x.
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Given the definition of numerals and recursion, it follows that a PCA is Turing complete. Making use of
this fact, we will often describe algorithms informally when it is clear that they are computable, rather
than giving specific codes for them.

Proposition 3.4.7. Each PCA SC has, for each finite list ofelements r\,..., rk £ SC with 0 < k E N, an

element [r\,..., rk] as well as elements cons, hd, tl, isempty, map satisfying

cons r[r\,...,rk\ ~ [r,ri,...,rt], hd [n,... ,rt+1] ~rj, tl [ri,r2,...,rk] ~ [r2,...,rk],

map s [n,..., rk\ ~ [s r\,..., s rk\ isempty [] ~ fst, isempty [r\,..., rk+\] ~ snd.

Proof. Using natural numbers, pairing and Turing completeness. □

We now define the category of assemblies on sets with respect to a partial combinatory algebra.

Definition 3.4.8. An assembly A is a pair (|A|, || • ||a), where |A| is a set and || • ||a is a function of type

|A| —> S?{3C) assigning a non-empty set to each element x E |A|.

Definition 3.4.9. A function /: A —> B is tracked by a realizer rE.SC if the following holds.

VxeA. Ma £ ||x||A. r-a { A r-a E ||/(x)||B

Definition 3.4.10. The category Ass^- of assemblies on 3C has as objects the assemblies on SC and the

morphisms from A to 5 are all functions /: |A| —> |fi| that are tracked by some realizer r E SC.

When clear from the context, we omit the explicit reference to the PCA SC, writing Ass for Ass,^-.
It is well-known that Ass^r is a quasi-topos. (It is equivalent to a category of separated objects in a

topos, see [56, §6], and any such category is a quasi-topos, see [57, Theorem A4.4.5].) For reference,
we recall the concrete construction of some of the structure of Ass^-, see [61] for more detail.

Terminal Object. A terminal object 1 may be defined by taking 111 = 1 and || o ||i = SC.

Pullbacks. The pullback of two maps /: B —> A and g: C —> A as in

no
B xAC

j

*i

can be constructed by letting |B xAC| = {(b,c) E |fi| x |C| | f{b) =g(c)} and ||(&,c)||bxac =

{pair r s \ r E ||fc||s A s E ||c||c}. The maps K\ and n2 are the evident projections.

Initial Object. An initial object may be defined by taking |0| = 0 and letting the realizability predicate
|| • 11o be the unique function || • ||o: 0 —»
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Binary Coproducts. The binary coproduct A + B may be defined by taking |A + B| — |A| + |B|, realized
by ||k"i(*)|U+s = {pair 0 r \ r E ||x||A} and ||K"2(y)||a+s = {pair I r \ r E ||y||B}.

Coequalisers. The coequaliser e as in the diagram below can be constructed by letting |C| = |#|/~ and
||c||c = Uyec Iblls, for the equivalence relation ~ generated by y y' «=> |A|./(x)=g(x).

f
A " B—^C

Cartesian Closure. The exponent (A =>■ B) may be defined by letting \A =>■ B\ = (|A| => \B\) and
l|/IU=#-fl = {r e X | r tracks /}.

Weak Partial Map Classifiers. A monomorphism m\ A B is strong if m is isomorphic, as an object
in the slice over B, to an object of the form mo'. Bo >—» B, where |Bo| C |B| and ||yo||s0 = Ibolls
for all yo € Bo.

Weak partial map classifiers exist in Ass by Proposition 3.1.13. For each object A, a weak par¬

tial map classifier is given by defining A_l by |Aj_| = |A| + 1, ||iei (a)|U± = \\Xx: 1.a||(i=^.>v) anc^
||k-2(o)|Ux = X, and defining t]a : A >—> Ax by rjA(a) — *1 (a)• That 774 is strong follows because
we have an isomorphism (1 =» A) = A in Ass. The universal property of t]a is given as follows.
Let m: Bo >—» B be a strong monomorphism. Without loss of generality, we can assume |Bo| Q |B|,
VB G |Bo|. ||B||s0 = ||B||g and that m is the canonical inclusion. Let/: Bo—>A. Then the unique
map / making the square

Bo ——A

Va

B- -,^AS

a pullback is defined by

Kb) Ki(f(b)) if B G |B0|
K2(0) otherwise.

This map is realized by the code r = Ax. Ay. s x where s is a code tracking /. To see this, suppose

B G |B0| and s' E ||B||s. Then r s' = Ay.s s' and this code evidently realizes Xx : 1 ./(B). Thus,
by definition of || • ||Ax, it is a realizer of xq (/(B)) E |AX|. If B E (|B| \ |Bo|) and s' E ||B||s then
r s' = Ay.s s' and this code, like any code, realizes xqjo) g |A_l|. Notice that Ay.s s' is defined
even when s s' is not, and this is the reason for using the set of realizers of 1 => A instead of A.

With this description of the weak partial map classifier, the exponent (A Bj_) is isomorphic to

the object (A —1 B) with underlying set |A —^ B| = |A => Bj_ j and

||/IU-s = {rG X \NaE |A|. VsG ||a||A. (f(a) G B) => (r s \[ ArsE ||/0)||s},

i.e. the realizers of / are the codes that track / where it is defined and that may have arbitrary
behaviour where / is undefined.
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Natural Number Object. An object of natural numbers is given by the pair (N, || • ||n) in which N is
the set of natural numbers and the realizers are defined by ||«||n = {"}> where h is as defined in
Proposition 3.4.5. With the maps z. 1 —► (N, || • ||n) and s: (N, || • ||n) —♦ (N, || • ||n) given by z = 0
and s(n) = n + 1, this object becomes a natural number objects, since primitive recursion can be
implemented using the fixed-point combinator z.

There is a forgetful functor | • |: Ass —■> Sets that maps an assembly A to its underlying set and that is
the identity on morphisms. It has a full and faithful right adjoint V: Sets —> Ass mapping a set B to the
assembly (|5|, || • ||p) whose realizability predicate is defined by ||x||b = Sfi for all x e B.

v

Ass t T sets
H

3.4.2 Permutation Actions on Assemblies

By analogy with the construction of the Schanuel topos as permutation actions in Sets, we construct the
realizability category Asss(P) as a category of permutation actions in Ass.

We define a group object (|P|, || • ||/>) of finite support permutations. The underlying set of P is the
set of automorphisms on N with finite support.

|P| = {p € Aut(N) | 3A 6 ^fin(N). Vn € (N\A). p{n) = n}

The restriction to permutations with finite support makes it easy to define realizers for the permutations.
As noted in Remark 3.3.9, this is no restriction, since the Schanuel topos may be defined using finite
support permutations alone. For p £ |P|, the set ||p||p of realizers for p can be taken to be the (finite)
non-constant part of the graph of p.

def
\\p\\p = {\pair n\m,■■■■,,pair \ NCGraph(p) = {(n\,mi),...,(nk,mk)}}

APf

NCGraph(p) = {(n,m) € N x N | n m A p[n) = m}

It is evident that, with this representation, the group operations u: 1 —> |P|, m: |P| x |P| —> |P| and
i: |P| —> |P| defined by u — id, m(p,q) = poq and i(p) = p~] respectively are all realizable, thus
making P a group object in Ass.

The category P-Ass is a computable version of |P|-Sets. An object of P-Ass is a set jA| with re¬

alizability information || • ||A together with a realizable action pA : |P| x |A| —> \A\. The underlying set
functor | • |: Ass —> Sets can be lifted to a functor | ■ |: P-Ass —> |P|-Sets which maps (A,pA: P x A —> A)
to the underlying |P|-set (|A|,\pA\ '■ |P| x |A| —* |A|).

Proposition 3.4.11. The underlying set functor | • |: P-Ass —> |P|-Sets preserves finite limits and has a

full and faithful right adjoint.
vP

P-Ass |P|-Sets
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Proof. The adjunction is defined using the adjunction

v

Ass t > Sets.
1-1

The right adjoint Vp maps an object (A, p.,4 : |P| x A —> A) to the object (VA,pA : P x VA —> VA). Note
that ^ can be viewed as both as a function |P| x A —> A in Sets and as a morphism P x VA —> VA in Ass.
It is routine to verify that | • | preserves finite limits and that Vp is full and faithful. □

As in the definition of Schanuel topos, we are interested only in objects with the finite support property.

We therefore restrict to those objects in P-Ass whose underlying |P|-set has the finite support property,
i.e. is an object of the Schanuel topos.

Definition 3.4.12. The category Ass(P) is the full subcategory of P-Ass defined by taking all those
objects A for which |A| has the finite support property.

The category Ass(P) relates to the Schanuel topos S in the same way as the category of assemblies Ass
relates to the category of sets. The underlying set functor | ■ |: P-Ass —» |P|-Sets restricts to a functor
| • |: Ass(P) —> § and we have:

Proposition 3.4.13. The underlying set functor | • |: Ass (P) —> S preserves finite limits and has a full
andfaithful right adjoint.

V/>

Ass(P) C T > §
H

Proposition 3.4.14. The following square is a pullback of categories.

Ass(P) —— >- §
J

/ /

P-Ass —yp- |P|-Sets
The point of this pullback is that it gives us two ways of viewing the objects of Ass(P). First, by
definition of Ass(P), an object is a triple ((|A|,|| • ||a),p) where (|A|,|| • ||a) is an object of Ass and
p is a morphism of type P x (|A|, || • ||a) —> (|A|, || ■ Ha) in Ass, such that (|A|, \p\: |P| x |A| —» |A|)
is an object in S. Because of the above pullback, we can also view the objects of Ass(P) as pairs
(H>ll ' llt//|/t|) where |A| is a Schanuel set (UI\A\,Pm\A\) and (£//|A|,|| • ||y/|A|) is an object in Ass
for which Pui\A\ 's realizable. We can therefore view the objects of Ass(P) as Schanuel sets that are
equipped with realizability information such that the permutation action is realizable. We will often use

this second view and leave implicit applications the forgetful functors, writing just (|A|,|| • ||a) for the
object (t//|A|, || • ||t//jA|) of Ass(P).

We have an analogue of Proposition 3.3.7 for Ass(P).
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Proposition 3.4.15. The full and faithful inclusion functor T. Ass (P) —> P- Ass presents finite limits
and has a right adjoint

Ass(P) r T 3 P-Ass.
/

Proof. The adjunction is defined as in Proposition 3.3.7. It is straightforward to verify that all maps

involved have realizers. □

The situation may be summarised by the following (non-commuting) diagram.

(3.16)

The right-hand column is the essentially the situation (3.3) for the Schanuel topos, only with finite-
support permutations, see also [39]. In the left column, P-Ass is both monadic and comonadic over Ass
and Ass(P) is comonadic over P-Ass.

Proposition 3.4.16. The category Ass(P) is a quasi-topos.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1.14 since Ass is a quasi-topos and Ass(P) is comonadic over

P-Ass, which in turn is comonadic over Ass, each with a finite limit preserving comonad. □

We may use the left-hand column in the above situation to calculate the structure of Ass(P). We give a

few constructions to illustrate the view of Ass(P) as a computable version of S.

Terminal Object. A terminal object in Ass(P) is given by (1, || • || i), where 1 is the terminal object in §
and || o ||i = ST. With this definition, the action on 1 is trivially computable.

Pullbacks. The pullback of two maps /: B —> A and g: C —> A as in

n2
BxAC -

J

B

C

can be defined by letting the underlying set |B x^ C| be {(b,c) £ |5| x |C| | f(b) = g(c)} with
action 7T-\bxac\ (^>c) = (n'\B\ b,n-\c\ c) and with realizability predicate ||(fc,c)||flX/lc = {pair r s \
r £ \\b\\B A s £ ||c||c}. The action on B xAC is realizable because the actions on B and C are. If r\

and r2 realize the action on B and C, then Tip. TLx.pair (r\ p (fst x)) (j2 p (snd *)) is a realizer
making the action -\bxac\ a maP of type P x (B xAC) —> (B x,i C) in Ass(P). The maps ni and k2
are the evident projections.
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Cartesian Closed Structure. The exponent (A,|| ■ ||a) =£> (B, || • ||b) in Ass(P) can be defined to be
(A => B, || • ||a=>b) where A => B is the exponent in § and ||/||a=>b = {r € 3£ \ r tracks /}. Recall
that the exponent A => B in § consists of all functions from A to B having finite support with respect

to the action -A^.B defined by n -A^B f = Xx. n -B (/(ft-*1 -a ■*))• Notice that -A=>B is realizable
because all of /, -4, -B and i: P —> P are realizable.

Natural Number Object. The natural number object N is defined as (Nasstn) where Mass>s the nat¬
ural number object in Ass, and : P x N —» N is the trivial action given by jt n = n.

Object of Names. The object of names N differs from the natural numbers N only in the definition of
its action. The object N is defined as (NaSs> -n) where NaSs is the natural number object in Ass and
the action is given by k -n « = 7t(n). By definition of the group object P, this action is evidently
realizable.

Weak Partial Map Classifiers. Strong monomorphisms have the same description as in Ass. Weak

partial map classifiers, too, have the same description as in Ass with the evident action. For each
object A, the weak partial map classifier T]: A —* A± from Ass becomes a classifier in Ass(P)
when A_l is equipped with the action n -a± Ki (a) = ktj (n -a a) and n -A± £2(0) = *2(0)- Recalling
the definitions ||fCi(a)||Ax = ||Ajc : l.all^^A) ar>d II^WlUx = this action -Al: PxAx —>Ax
is realized by the code A,p. Aa.Au. rA p (a u), where rA is a realizer for the action -A : P x A —> A.

As a special case, a weak subobject classifier is given by the map fCi: 1 —> VP2.

Monoidal Structure. We define a strict affine symmetric monoidal structure *: Ass(P) x Ass(P) —>

Ass(P) by letting (A, || • ||a) * (B, || • ||s) be the object (A *B, || • ||a*b) where A*B is the monoidal
product in § with A* B = {(a,b) € Ax B \ supp(a) fl supp(fe) =0} and n -AtB (a,b) = (7t-Aa,K-Bb)
and \\(a,b)\\MB = {pair r s \ re ||<2||a A s 6 ||&||b}.
For this definition of the monoidal structure, it is immediate that the monomorphism A*B >—* AxB
is strong for all A and B. Hence property (CI) of Section 3.2 holds. Since the underlying set A *B
is defined as in S, it is readily seen that property (C2) is inherited from S. However, property (C3),
that — * A preserves exact sequences, does not appear to transfer directly from the Schanuel topos.
In the proof of this property for the Schanuel topos (Lemma 3.3.13) we have made use of the fact
that we can always 'freshen' certain names in all elements without affecting any other names. In
the next section we see that such freshening is not available in Ass(P). This will lead us to the
definition of the subcategory Asss{P) of Ass(P) in which freshening is available.

3.4.3 Support Approximations

The main ingredient missing from the category Ass(P) is the possibility to choose fresh names effec¬
tively. We have restricted the objects of Ass(P) so that all elements have finite support, with the intention
that this makes it always possible to find fresh names. While this restriction allows us to always find
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fresh names externally, it is not sufficient to do so internally. Let A be an object of Ass(P) and suppose

we have an element a £ |A| for which we want to compute a fresh name. By this we mean that we

want a realizer c £ 3C such that, for any realizer r £ ||a||, the application c r is defined and is a realizer
of some name n such that [pair r (c r)) realizes (a. n) £ A * N. Note that this cannot be expressed as

a morphism of Ass(P), since the function that is realized by c is not equivariant and therefore not a

morphism in Ass(P). A code such as c is useful to realize constructions like (new n.M), which amounts
first choosing a fresh name n and then computing M using that fresh name. In general, Ass(P) does not
have such a code c, as the following example shows.

Example 3.4.17. We show that in general no code c with the above property exists. We show this for the
case where the underlying PCA of Ass(P) is the Kleene PCA. Consider the object (N => N) of Ass(P).
A realizer for an element / £ |N =*> N| is a natural number representing a total function N => N in Sets.
We show that if there is a code c generating fresh names for this type then we can solve the special
halting problem, i.e. we can decide whether or not a Turing Machine encoded by a natural number K
halts on input K.

For any code K for a Turing Machine, we define the following total computable function in N => N.

Note that fa can be obtained effectively, i.e. the function mapping A" to a code for is computable.
In order for fx to denote an element of N => N, it must have finite support with respect to the action

on N =» N. In the case where the Turing Machine K does not stop, fa is the identity and therefore
satisfies supp(/^) = 0. In the case where the Turing Machine K stops after exactly k steps, one can

show supp(/K) = {0,1,... ,k}.
Now, suppose we have a code c that, given a realizer for fa, computes a natural number n with the

property n g supp(/A-). Since fa is total and tracked by some code, we can then compute the value fa(n).
We show that fa(n) = n holds if and only if the Turing Machine K does not stop. Suppose fa[n) = n.

If n = 0 then the Turing Machine K does not stop, because otherwise we would have 0 £ supp(//<-), and
we have assumed 0 ^ supp(/^). If n ^ 0 then fa[n) = n implies that the Turing Machine K does not

stop after n steps. We use n 0 supp(fa) to show that K never stops. Suppose K stops, say after exactly k
steps. Since K has not stopped after n steps we have k > n. Then, by construction of fa, we have

supp(fa) = {0,...,k}. But since n £ supp(fa) this implies n > k, and this leads to the contradiction
k> n> k. Hence, if fa[n) = n then the Turing Machine K does not stop. Now suppose fa[n) ^ n. This
can only be the case if n / 0 and fa[n) = 0. But in this case, K stops after no more than n steps.

We have thus shown that c can be used to decide the special halting problem. Since this problem is
undecidable, no such code c can exist.

0 if n > 0 and the Turing Machine K stops with input K in < n steps

n otherwise

□

A consequence of the failure of Ass(P) to have a code for choosing fresh names is that Ass(P) does
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not have interesting £*-types. In fact, in Ass(P) even Wn does not have a fibred left adjoint ££,. The
reason for this failure is that Ej^-types can be used to implement unique choice of fresh names, as we
shall see in Chapter 11. Another consequence of the failure of Ass(P) to have a code for choosing fresh
names is that we cannot construct IP-types. It is not clear how to show that the functor — * N preserves

exact sequences, as it should if it were to be a pullback-preserving left adjoint. In contrast to £*-types,
however, we do not have a proof for the non-existence of n*-types.

We view the non-existence of a code for choosing fresh names as a defect of particular choices of the
sets of realizers || • ||^. In the above example, the object N N is realized by codes for total computable
function on the natural numbers. Given only such a code, one cannot expect to be able to compute the
support of the function / s |N => N| it represents. A more reasonable encoding for / would be a pair
(pair s r) where s is a support approximation encoding a finite set that contains the support of / and r

is a realizer of the function /. For such an encoding, choosing a fresh name is trivial: We can simply
return any number not in the finite set encoded by s.

To define support approximations formally, we consider the Schanuel set of finite name-sets and
equip it with realizability information to make it an object of Ass(P). The object ^fin(N) consists of all
finite sets of names. Recall from the discussion after Proposition 3.4.14 that an object of Ass(P) amounts
to an object of § with a realizability predicate || • || on its underlying set such that the permutation action
is tracked by some code. We define the realizability predicate || • ||^»fin(N) by encoding the finite name-
sets as finite lists

llAll^tin(N) = {["7, ■••,«*] I ifA is

The action on ^fm(N) is tracked by (map r), where r is a code tracking the action -n : P x N —> N. The
object ^2l(^,fin(N)) in § consists of all sets of finite sets of names. We make it an object in Ass(P) by
equipping it with the realizability predicate

l|S||3»(5»fi„(N)) = U llAll^fin(N)-
Aes

Note that the definitions of both the objects ^fin(N) and ^(^^(N)) in Ass(P) are not what one would
get using the weak subobject classifier. We do not use the weak power object A => £2 as it does not have
the right computability information in Ass(P). For example, the code for the identity Ax.x realizes all
elements of A => Q.

Definition 3.4.18. An objectA in Ass(P) has support approximations if the function /: A —> ^ (^an(N))
defined by f{x) = {5 G ^fin(N) | S 2 SUPP(-*)} is tracked by some realizer.

Definition 3.4.19. An object A in Ass(P) has computable support if the function supp: A —> ^fi„(N)
is tracked by some realizer.
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3.4.4 The Category Assy(P)

Definition 3.4.20. The category Asss(P) is the full subcategory of Ass(P) consisting of all objects that
have support approximations.

Proposition 3.4.21. The full andfaithful inclusion I: Asss(P) <—» Ass(P) preserves finite limits and has
a right adjoint.

S

Asss(P) r T a Ass(P).
t

Proof The right adjoint S maps an object A to the object ((|B|, || ■ ||b),Ms) where \B\ = |A|, Pb = Pa and

\\a\\B = {pair s r | X <E |^fin(N)| A X D supp(a) A J € ||X||^fin(N) Ar€||a|U}.

The counit £a : ISA —> A is given by the identity function |/5A| = |A| —> |A| and is realized by snd.
We show preservation of finite limits as in the proof of Proposition 3.3.7. As shown there, it suf¬

fices to show that, for all objects A and B in Ass${P) and all monomorphisms E >—> IA in Ass(P), the
morphisms £j: 751 —> 1 and Eiaxib ■ IS{IA x IB) —> (/A x IB) and £e : ISE —»E are isomorphisms. It is
easily seen that to find inverses of these morphisms it suffices to show that their codomains have support

approximations. We only consider the case for £e. Since there is a monomorphism m: E >-> IA, since
IA has support approximations, and since supp(e) = supp(m(e)) holds for all e £ |£|, we get a support

approximation for E by first mapping along m and then using the support approximation for IA. □

Corollary 3.4.22. The category Assj(P) is a quasi-topos.

Proof. Using Propositions 3.4.21 and 3.1.14 with the fact that Ass(P) is a quasi-topos. □

Although in general we can only approximate the support in Asss{P), there are classes of objects on

whose elements the support can be computed exactly.

Definition 3.4.23. An object A in Asss(P) has decidable equality if there is a morphism e: A x A —> 1 +1
in Asss{P) such that e(a,a') = K\ (o) holds if and only if a = a' holds.

Proposition 3.4.24. Every object A in Asss{P) with decidable equality has computable support.

Proof. Let a £ A. Since Asss{P) has support approximations, we can readily compute a finite set

containing the support of a. Moreover, we have n £ supp(a) 4=> (3n'. n' # (n,a) A (n' n) - a a) and
n £ supp(a) (3n'. n! # (n,a) A (n1 n) ■ a = a). Since the permutation is computable, equality is
decidable, and since we can generate a fresh name n! by choosing an arbitrary name not in the support

approximation of (n,a), we can therefore use this property to test which names in the (finite) support

approximation of a belong to the support of a. Hence, A has computable support. □

We spell out some constructions in Ass^(P).
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Finite Limits and Colimits. Finite limits and colimits can be constructed exactly as in Ass(P), since
finite limits and colimits always have support approximations. For example, because of the inclu¬
sion supp((a,fr)) C supp(a) Usupp(fc), a support approximation for (a,b) eAxB is given by the
union of the support approximations for a and b.

Cartesian Closed Structure. Given Proposition 3.4.21, the exponent A => B of two objects A and B in

Asss(P) can be constructed as S{IA => IB) using the exponent in Ass(P). This follows from the
coreflection IH S in the same way as the construction of exponents in the Schanuel topos.

Monoidal Structure. The monoidal structure * on Asss(P) is defined exactly as in Ass(P).

Proposition 3.4.25. Binary coproducts in Ass$(P) are disjoint and universal.

Proof. This follows in the same way as for Ass, see e.g. [13, Theorem 3.6.23] for a proof. □

Example 3.4.26. We reconsider Example 3.4.17, this time in Ass^(P). The exponent N => N in Asss(P)
is given by S(/N => IN), which means that it has the same underlying set as in Ass(P), but the realizers
of an element / G (N => N) are now pairs {pair s r) where s G SC encodes a finite set containing the
support of / and r G Stf is a code tracking /. To give a code that computes a fresh name for an arbitrary
element of N =>• N, it is enough to give a code that returns (a code for) the smallest natural number not
in the finite set encoded by s. This is of course possible, so that in Ass$(P) the previous undecidability
result of Example 3.4.17 does not apply. The point where the proof in Example 3.4.17 goes wrong

in AssS(P) is where we need to effectively compute a realizer for /k for a given K encoding a Turing
machine. In order to compute a realizer for /^, we need to compute a support approximation for it and
this amounts to giving an upper bound for the number of computation steps of the Turing machine K if
the Turing machine K stops. This is not possible, as we do not know whether K will stop at all. □

Example 3.4.27. In Ass${P) the object N => A has decidable equality whenever A has decidable equal¬
ity. The algorithm deciding whether two functions / and g in N =4> A are equal rests on the following
simple observation. Let X be a finite set of names satisfying supp(/) Usupp(g) C X. Let n be a name

not in X. Then, f = g holds if and only if the following property holds.

(Vm G X. f(m) = g{m)) A (f(n) = g{n)) (3.17)

To see this, let n! be any name. If n! G X then /(«') = g(n') is immediate. Otherwise, if n' $ X, then
{n n') ■ f = f and (n n') ■ g = g hold, as both n and n' are fresh for / and g. This implies

f{n') = ((n «') •/)(«') = ((" "')•/)((" n')-n) = {n n) • (/(«)) = {n n') ■ {g{n)) = g{n').

In Asss(P), we can compute a finite set X as above for arbitrary codes for / and g by computing the
union of the support approximations for / and g. Moreover, we can compute a name n not in X. Since
the objects N and A have decidable equality and since X is finite, the property (3.17) can then be checked
effectively. Thus, N => A has decidable equality.
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This situation in Ass$(P) is in contrast to the situation in Ass(P) where the object N => A (note that
this exponent is constructed differently) does not in general have decidable equality. For example, the
object N => N cannot have decidable equality, since otherwise we could solve the halting problem by

3.4.4.1 Simple Monoidal Products

Lemma 3.4.28. For each object A in Asss(P) having computable support, the functor — * A: § —> S
preserves exact sequences.

Proof. It suffices to show that all the maps in Proposition 3.3.13 have realizers. By the construction
of pullbacks and coequalisers, this is straightforward for all maps except i: (B/R) *A —> (B*A)/(R*
A). The morphism i is defined as taking an element ([b]r,a) £ (B/R)*A, computing a permutation n
that exchanges all the names in supp(a) with fresh names and leaves all other names unchanged, and
returning [k ■ b,a}R,A- By construction of coequalisers, we have ||c||(b*a/«m) = Uxec IMIb*a f°r a"
c £ (B*A/R*A). Therefore, to realize i it suffices to find a code r that realizes the mapping (b,a) »

(k ■ b,a). For this, it suffices to find a code s that, given codes for b £ B and a £ A, returns a code
for a permutation n £ P that exchanges all names in a for fresh names and that does not change the
names in b. Since A has computable support, we can compute the support of a. Since B has support

approximations, we can find |supp(a)| names that are fresh for both a and b. Using these two finite sets,
it is straightforward using Turing-completeness to construct a code for a permutation n £ P satisfying
the above requirements. □

Proposition 3.4.29. For each object A in Asss(P) having computable support, the functor — * A: S —> §
has a right adjoint.

Proof. We use Proposition 3.2.5. Of the conditions (CI), (C2) and (C3) required for this proposition,
(CI) and (C2) are as in the case for the Schanuel topos, and (C3) is given by Lemma 3.4.28 above. □

As observed in Proposition 2.5.6, the monoidal closed structure (*, —*) provides us with simple monoidal
products FI* in the codomain fibration cod: Asss(P)^ —* Asss(P)-

3.4.4.2 Simple Monoidal Sums

In this section we construct simple monoidal sums in Asss(P). The functor as in the diagram below
has on the underlying sets the same definition as in the Schanuel topos.

comparing the function fa in Example 3.4.17 to the identity function. □

Asss(P)/(-*A) Asss(P) (3.18)

Asss(P)
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An object f: B —+ F*A is mapped to the object IfAf\ L*AB —> T defined by LAB = {[b)f \ b E B},
it ■ [b\f = [it • b]/ and (F,Af)([b]f) = it\ (f{b)). This definition of LA is equipped with realizers in a way
which matches the usual definition of quotient types in realizability categories.

ml.s = um«
b£c

The action on LAB is realizable since it is given pointwise and since B, being an object of Asss{P), has
a realizable action. The morphism LAf in Ass$(P) is realizable since it\ and / are. Furthermore, LAB
has support approximations since, because of supp([b]y) C supp(b), we can simply use the support ap¬

proximations of B. The morphism part of LA is defined exactly as in Section 3.3.2. Since the morphism
action of given there is defined pointwise, it is easily seen that the morphisms are realizable.

With this definition we can ask the question when LA is a fibred functor. The proof of the following
lemma makes essential use of support approximations.

Lemma 3.4.30. IfA is an object of Asss(P) and A has computable support, then is a fibredfunctor
from g/( — * a) to cod.

Proof. We need to show that if the square on the left is a pullback then so is the square on the right.

,, L*.u
b —c l\b —^ rAc

f
J

Z'aI laS

r *a —a*a r
v*A

The proof goes essentially as the proof of Lemma 3.3.31. However, the existence statement in that
lemma now involves effectivity. We have to give an isomorphism i: LAB —> F xALAC satisfying 1fAf ■=

Tt\ o i and LAu = 7Tt oj, where we use the same notation as in the construction of pullbacks for Ass(P).
We define i([b\f) = (it\(f{b)),[u(b)]g). This map is evidently realizable and satisfies the two required
equations. Now we consider the inverse of i. By examining the proof of Lemma 3.3.31, we can infor¬
mally describe i~l as follows. Given (y, [c]g) E F xA£AC, find a permutation n such that [c]g = \it-c\g
holds and it2(g{it ■ c)) is fresh for y, use the left pullback for {f,it2(g{lt ■ c))) E T* A and it ■ c to ob¬
tain b E B, and return [b\f as the result. Note that we need to freshen c in the definition in order to
make use of the left pullback, since {y,it2{g{c))) need not be an element of T*A. There is only one

step in this description of ;_1 for which it is not trivial to find a realizer, namely to find a permuta¬
tion n such that [c]g = [it ■ c\g holds and it2(g{it ■ c)) is fresh for y. If we can compute the support of
it2(g(c)) E A and we can finitely approximate the support of (y, c) then we can effectively compute such
a it as follows. First, compute the support of jt2{g(c)) and an approximation of the support of (y,c).
Compute the first |supp(7T2(g(c)))| names that are not in supp(y,c). This always succeeds because ap¬

proximations are finite. Hence, we return (the finite graph of) a permutation that swaps supp(7T2(g(c)))
for these fresh names and leaves all other names unchanged. Under the assumptions of the proposition,
we can therefore realize (_1, making it a morphism of Asss(P)- Finally, that the morphisms i and i
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define an isomorphism then follows as in Lemma 3.3.31. Notice that in this argument it is necessary to

compute the support of 7t2(,g(c)) exactly, since we have [c]s = [n-c\g only if n fixes all the names in

Proposition 3.4.31. IfA is an object ofAsss(P) and A has computable support, then LA is a fibred left
adjoint to WA.

Proof The previous proposition shows that LA is a fibred functor. It suffices to show that all the mor-

phisms constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.3.32 are tracked by some realizer. First, the unit of the
adjunction is defined by t]f(b) = ([fr]/,/2(i>)). It is tracked by Ax.pair x (snd (ty x)), where ry is a
realizer for /, which exists since / is a map in Ass$(.P). The adjoint transpose h" of a map u is defined
by «s([b]y) = it1 (u(b)). It is tracked by Ax.fst (ru x), where ru is a realizer for u, which exists since u is
a map in Asss(P). □

We note that the assumption in this proposition that A have computable support is indeed necessary.

Proposition 3.4.32. If LA is a fibred left adjoint to WA : cod —■> Gl(— * A) then A has computable
support.

Proof. Since the proof is a little technical, we first explain the idea intuitively. Let A be an object of
Ass,$(,P) and x e |A|. We want to compute the support of x. Since we can find a finite approximation
of the support, it suffices to show that, for any given name n € |N|, it can be decided whether or not
n € supp(x) holds. Such a decision procedure can be obtained using L^N. Recall from the Introduction
the terms (M.N) and (let M be x.y in N) for £* and their informal interpretation. The following term in
this notation decides whether or not n e supp(x) holds.

This term can be understood as follows. First we take the pair x.n, which is essentially the pair (x,n)
but with all the names of x hidden. Then, we exchange the hidden names, but only those, in this pair
with fresh names, and match the result against the pair x'.n'. Finally, we return 'yes' if n = n! and
'no' otherwise. This function returns 'yes' if and only if n is in the support of x. To see this note that
if n G supp(x) holds then the name n is hidden (or bound) in x.n. Since the pair x'.n' is obtained by

freshening all the hidden names, this implies n ± n'. On the other hand, if n g supp(x) then n is not
hidden in x.n. Since we freshen only hidden names, this implies n = n'.

Let A be an object of Asss(P) and assume that Z*A is a fibred left adjoint to WA. We show that A has
computable support. Consider the map u in Asss(P)/(N * A)

SUpp(g)\sUpp(7T2(g(c))). □

let x.n be x'.n' in (if n = n' then yes else no)

(N *A)x N
U

(N x N) *A

N *A
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defined by

u(n,a,m) =
(n,0,a} if n = m

{.n,\,a) if n^m.

The codomain of u is, by definition of just WA(n\). We show that the adjoint transpose of u can be
used to compute the support on A.

Let / be the object of Ass.s(P)/(l *A) given by the projection (1 *A) x N —> (1 *A) and let g be the
object of Asss(P)/N given by the projection N x N —> N. Write !n : N —» 1 for the terminal map. We
have the following isomorphisms (the second one is in fact an equality).

(N* A) x N ■ {(!n *A)*/} (NxN)*A {WAS}

N*A N*A

By composing with these isomorphisms, the map u amounts to a map uq\ (!n *A)*f —> WAg. Let

«q : L^(!n *A)*f —> g be the adjoint transpose of «o- Since H Wa is a fibred adjunction, the following
diagram commutes in Asss(P)~\

On *A)*f

(3.19)

wAu'0

WAL*A((\N*A)*f) ■E*((!N*A)V)

i* y* fAJ

In this diagram, the unlabelled vertical morphisms are the canonical isomorphisms arising since all
functors in the diagram are fibred functors. The unlabelled horizontal maps are given by the natural
transformation which, for an object h in Asss(P)^, is the map WAh —> h given by the following projec¬
tion.

* l

{WAh} =

WAh

cod(WAh)

■■ {h} *A

h*A

{h}

cod(h) *A a- cod(h)

In the above diagram, the unit 7): / —> WAT,Af is a map of the form

(1 *A) x N ■ {E*/}*A

1 * A

For a € A and n € N, we write a.n for Tj((o,a),n).
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For the objects in the diagram (3.19) we have the following isomorphisms.

(Nx {E*/})*A ~ {(!N*A)*W^/}

N*A

N x{rAf} M!^/} (N x N) *A = *■ {Wag}

Using these isomorphisms the path (In *A)*f —■> (!n *A)*WA^*Af —»!J,E^/ —> g in the diagram (3.19)
amounts to a map

(N*A) x N —^ (N x {E*/}) * A —^ N x {E*/} —N x N

N *A : »- N
TT\

with v{m,a,n) = (m, {a.n), a) and wo7Ti o v = h\ on. It follows easily from these two equations that, for
all n,m G N and all a G A such that a is fresh for m, it holds that w(m,(a.n)) = (m,u(m,a,n)). Notice
that w is, up to composition with isomorphism, just tA

Using the map w, we now show

VaGA.VnG N. n G supp(a) 7T] (w(n, a.n)) = 1.

Let a G A and « G N. If n £ supp(a) then n # a and therefore

^2(w(n, {a.n))) = n2(^1 {u{n,a,n))) = 0.

Suppose n G supp(a). Let T be a permutation that exchanges each name in supp(a) with a fresh name

and leaves all other names fixed. Then, n# x a and x-n^n. Since the codomain of v is (N x {E^/}) *A,
we have a # {a.n), which implies a.n = X ■ {a.n). Using this we have

K2{w{n, {a.n))) = 7i2{w{n,x- {a.n))) = K2{w{n, {x ■ a.x ■ n))) = 7t2{7t\ {u{n, x ■ a,x ■ n))) = 1.

It therefore follows that the map Xa\ A.Xn \ N.7t2{w{n,{a.n)), which is easily seen to be tracked, can

be use to decide whether or not a given name n G N is in the support of an element a G A. Since Asss(P)
has finite support approximations, we can therefore compute the support of an element a of A by first
approximating its support and then testing which names in this approximation really belong to the
support of a. □

A consequence of this proposition is that not all E*-types need to exist in a codomain fibration. This is
in contrast to E-types, which in a codomain fibration always exist.
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Corollary 3.4.33. The category Ass$(P) constructed over the Kleene PCA does not have all £*-types.

Proof. First, we show that there exists an object that does not have computable support. We show
that N => N is such an object. Let K be a code for a Turing machine and let ho, hi G N be two names

with noy^n\. Consider the following function.

I no if K stops in no more than m steps
mm) = \

y n i otherwise

We have supp(fa) = {ho,hi} if K stops and supp(/*-) = {hi} if K never stops. Hence, the code
A.x. [no,iff] is a support approximation for fa. Therefore, given an (effective) encoding AT of a Tur¬
ing machine, we can effectively compute a code for fa in Asss{P). However, the object N => N cannot
have computable support, since if we were able to compute the support on N N exactly, then we could
solve the halting problem. Proposition 3.4.32 implies that Asss(P) does not have Z^^-types. □

That Asss{P) has £j[-types only when A has computable support should be expected. After all, LAB
consists of pairs a.b, where a £ A and b £ B, in which all the names in a have been hidden. It is not

surprising that if we are to hide the names in a, then we must at least be able to compute them. The
restriction that LA can only be formed for A with computable support also appears in FreshML. There,
the abstraction set [A]5, corresponding to T.AB, can only be formed if A is an equality type, i.e. has
decidable equality. We have seen above that all types with decidable equality have computable support.

We have given the definition of LA for the non-split codomain fibration, and we have seen in the
proof that LA is a fibred functor that the isomorphism u*ZA = £*(m*A)* requires us to 'freshen' the
elements of LA. We should point out that eventually we will be using a split version of £*, and, since for
split fibred functors there is an equality u*lfA = £*(w*A)*, this freshening of equivalence classes will
be part of the action of £^ on morphisms. Obtaining a split fibration is the topic of the next section.

3.5 Splitting the Codomain Fibration

Having constructed the relevant categorical structure in the codomain fibrations on S and Asss{P), we

now come to constructing equivalent split fibrations in which the syntax can be interpreted more easily.
As we have discussed in Section 2.5.3, for the commonly used splitting using the fibred Yoneda lemma it
is not obvious how to give a split version of all the structure, in particular strong monoidal products n*.
In this section we show that for quasi-toposes we can define a split version of all the structure using
the splitting construction of [56, §10.5.9], In essence, the interpretation of dependent types in this split
fibration corresponds to the well-known set-theoretic interpretation.
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3.5.1 Split Closed Comprehension Categories for Quasi-toposes

For each quasi-topos B we build a split closed comprehension category that is equivalent to the codomain
fibration B^ —> B. For toposes this construction appears in [56, §10.5.9]; we observe here that it
continues to work for quasi-toposes. Furthermore, we give a construction of split versions of and FI^
from a (certain) monoidal closed structure.

Let B be a quasi-topos. We define the split family fibration &: J£"(B) —+ B. We assume that we

have, for each map (p: X —* El, a choice of strong monomorphism mq, : {<p} >—> X classified by (p. Such a
choice is available in all the categories considered so far, since in all these categories we have a canonical
construction of pullbacks.

The total category J^B) of & is defined as follows.

Objects. An object of ^(B) is a triple (r,X, 9: T x X —+ O). Each such object determines a projection
map Kq, — Kyonitf,: {tp} >—♦ T x X —» T. We will frequently write just 9 for the triple (r,X, (p)
when r and X are clear from the context.

Morphisms. A morphism from (r,X, 9) to (A,y, y/j is a map from kv to in B~\

The evident projection functor &; «^"(B) —> B mapping the object (r,X,<p) to T is a fibration. The
cartesian maps for this fibration are those maps of J£"(B) that are given by pullback squares. The
fibration becomes a split fibration if, for a map u: F —* A in B and an object (A,X, cp) over A, we choose
the cartesian lifting to be the unique morphism (u((p),u) making the diagram below commute. This
means that reindexing is given by pre-composition: the object u*rp is just rpo(uxX): T xX —> £1.

{(po(uxX)} {<p}
J

m(po(uxX)

FxX —^ AxX
j uxX

r-

Proposition 3.5.1. The fibration ^ (B) —> B is equivalent to the codomain fibration cod:

Proof. One direction of the equivalence is given by the functor E: <^(B) —> B^ mapping (r,X, 9) to
the projection n(p: {9} —> F. On morphisms E, is the identity since the morphisms 9 —> in ^(B)
are, by definition, already morphisms Kq, —> in B-*. In the reverse direction, an object / : B —» T
is mapped to the triple (r,B,9) where 9 is the unique morphism of type that classifies
(f,B): B >-+ r x B. For this we have to check that (f,B) is a strong monomorphism. This is easily seen,

since, for all w: C —> B, v: D —» T xB and e: C—»D, the whole diagram below commutes whenever the
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outer square of it commutes.

C
e

D

U V

£>
(/.«>

TxB

The rest of the proof is as in [56, §10.5.9]. □

The split fibration j^"(B) —» B generalises the family fibration on sets, as illustrated by the following
examples.

Examples 3.5.2.

1. The fibration J^/Sets) —> Sets is equivalent to the family fibration Fam(Sets) —> Sets on sets.
The total category Fam(Sets) has as objects set-indexed families of sets (X,)ie/. The morphisms
from (Xi),-6/ to (Yj) jej are pairs (u, (/Die/) where u is a function of type I —> J and, for each i £ I,
fi is a function of type X, —> Yu^. The fibration & is given by the projection functor mapping an
object (X,),e/ to / and a morphism (u, (/Dig/) to u.

2. The fibration ^"(S) —> S may be described as the following family fibration Fam(§) —> S. The
total category Fam(§) has as objects pairs (/, (X,),-6/) where / is an object of S and (X,)ie/ is a set-

def
indexed family which comes equipped with a permutation action on the union X = (J/g/X,, such
that X has the finite support property and that, for each permutation n, the equality n ■ (X,) = Xn.j
holds. The morphisms from (/, (X,),e/) to (J, (Yj)jej) are pairs (u, (/Die/), where u is a morphism
of type / —» J in § and, for each i € /, /, is a function of type X,- —> Yugy satisfying n ■ fc{x) =

fn.i{K-x). The fibration is again given by the projection functor mapping an object (/, (X,)/e/) to I
and a morphism (n, (/i)ie/) to u.

3. The fibration ^"(Ass) —> Ass may be described as the fibration UFam(Ass) —> Ass of uniform
families of assemblies. The total category UFam(Ass) has as objects pairs (/, (X,)ie|/|) where I is
an object in Ass and (X,),e|/| is a set-indexed family of assemblies. A morphism from (/, (XD,-e|/|)
to (J,(Yj) y'e|y|) 's a Pa^r (M>(/Die|/|) where u is a morphism in Ass and (/l),e|/| is a set-indexed
family of functions /,: X, —» Yui^ which is uniformly realizable, meaning that there exists a real-
izer r £ 3£ such that for each i e |/| and each s G ||tj|/, r s is defined and realizes /,.

More information on the fibrations in 1 and 3 can be found in [56]. □

We prefer to work with the general description of the fibration J£"(B) —> B, since we find it simpler than
the specific descriptions above. For example, an explicit description of the fibration JF(Asss(P)) —*

Asss(P) is a combination of the points 2 and 3 above and comes out rather complicated.
We consider the construction of dependent sums and products from [56, §10.5.9]. The following

definitions of Ev\j/ and fl^t// are exactly the same as [56, §10.5.9], where they are given for toposes.
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Here we just observe that these constructions still work for quasi-toposes. Let <p: T x X —» D. and
y/: {<p} x F —» £2 be objects over T and {rp} respectively. The dependent sum Lvy/ over T is constructed
as the unique characteristic map in the diagram

mur mmxY

{y/}>—{9} xF —-(TxX) xF

1>-

r x (X x F)

I V
Y

Q.

Notice that the top row of this diagram is a strong monomorphism since strong monomorphisms are

preserved by products and closed under composition and isomorphisms are strong. The verification that
this indeed defines a dependent sum is routine.

For the product Tl^y/ we use weak partial map classifiers in the quasi-topos. Let (p and yr be defined
as the unique maps making the following squares pullbacks:

{<?} =
mv

V<p

r x x
i

i <p
v

{<P}±

{Wj>-

{v}:

nil/ , m/pxriY ,

—>- {(p} x F=—-U (r X X) X Fx
I
I V
Y

—Mv}±

Note that all the monomorphisms in these diagrams are strong, since the weak partial map classifiers p

are all strong. Define maps

a = (ii xX,evo(i2xX))
j3 = A(JL(tt2 o rri/p) o (p) o 7i\
y — A(±(7t2 o mv o nv) o yr o a)

(r x (X =4> Fx)) x X -> (r x X) x F±
r x (X => Fx) -+ (X => Xx)
r x (X Fx) -> (X Xx)

and define the product y/: T x (X => Fx) —► Q to be the characteristic map of the equaliser e.

Tx (X=>Fx) (X => X±)

The proofs that these constructions define split sums and split products are routine. The construction
of n amounts to the proof in [117, §18] that the local cartesian closed structure of a quasi-topos can be
constructed from weak partial map classifiers.

We come to the monoidal structure. Let B have a strict affine symmetric monoidal closed struc¬
ture (*,—*) with the property that, for each object A, the functor — *A: B —> B preserves pullbacks
and that, for all objects A and B of ®, the canonical inclusion A* B >-+ A x B is strong. Notice that the
monoidal structures in both S and Asss(P) have this property.
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First we give a split version of Wa- Let <p: T x B —> CI be an object over T. We define the object
Wa((P) : (r*A) x B —> 51 to be the unique characteristic map making the square below a pullback.

f 1 4 mf*'4 tr n\ a {K\*A,n2ot\){<p}*A> >- (rX B) *A> S
J

(r * A) x B
l
I wA<p
V

—^Q.

It is easily seen that the top row in this diagram is a strong monomorphism.

For the definition of the morphism part of Wa, we note that the definition of the object Wa{<p)
gives a canonical isomorphism i<p: ^wA(<p) — itq>*A in the slice category B/(r*A). Given a morphism

\ the morphism action Wa(u) is then defined by:

KwA(<p) —7t,p*A

WA(u) u*A

KWa(Y) —:—^
lv

With this definition, Wa becomes naturally isomorphic to the non-split version of WA defined in Sec¬
tion 2.5.1. In particular, since — *A preserves pullbacks by assumption, it follows that Wa preserves

cartesian maps, i.e. it is a fibred functor from & to (—*A)*&.
To show that the thus defined Wa is a split functor, it remains to verify that, for any morphism

u: A —> r in B and any object <p: T x B —> Q. over T, the morphisms Wa(u((P)) and (u*A)(Wa(P) are the
same. The morphism Wa{u((P)) is, by definition, given by the top row in the diagram below. To show
the required equality, we first show that the outer part of this diagram is a pullback.

{WA((po(MxS))} {(po(uxB)}*A "tA > {(p}*A -
Y —' Y

m(p*A

(A*A) x B •
(.u*A)xB

{WA(<P)} (3.20)

(uxB)*A
, ,

. (A xB)*A >• (TxS)*A .

m(wA(,<po(UxB))j\ _j v / mwA(<p)

(r*A) xB

That the topmost inner square is a pullback follows immediately since — * A preserves pullbacks. That
the lower square is a pullback follows because in the diagram below the outermost square is a pullback,
by pullback preservation of — * A, and the lowermost square is a pullback, by properties of the cartesian
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product, so that the topmost square must also be a pullback.

(uxB)*A
(A x B) *A (r x B) *A

(A*A) x B
j (u*A)xB

(r * A) x B

A *A ■ r*A

Since both inner squares in diagram (3.20) are pullbacks and since iZl and iy0(ux.B) are isomorphisms, it
follows that the outer part of diagram (3.20) is a pullback. Hence, because WA((p) ■ (r*A) xB —> fl and
WA(cpo (m x B)): (A*A) x B —+ £1 are the characteristic maps of m(wA(<p)) and m{wA{<po(UxB))) respectively,
we have WA(<p o (u x B)) = WA{(p) ° ((u*A) x B). Since reindexing is defined by precomposition, this
implies the equality of the objects WA(u*(p) = (u*A)*W(cp). Furthermore, since mWA^ is monomor-
phic, any map from {WA(cpo (u x 6))} to {WA((p)} making the outermost square of (3.20) commute
must be equal to the top row of (3.20). By definition, (u*A)(W((p)) is such a map, so that, since the top
row of the diagram is just WA(u((p)), we have WA(u((p)) = (u*A)(W (<p)). This shows that WA preserves

the splitting.

Next we come to the construction of a split version of n*. Let <p: (T * A) x B —> Q. be an object
over T*A in First note that A , being a right adjoint, preserves equalisers and therefore by
Proposition 3.1.11 also strong monomorphisms. Note also that strong monomorphisms are closed under

pullback. These two facts imply that all the monomorphisms in the diagram below are strong. Define
the object n^<p: T x (A —<* B) —* Tl over T to be the classifying map of the strong monomorphism m

given by the following pullback.

C ■ ^ —* {<p} (3.21)

A-*m0

T x (A -* B)
J

*1

■ A —* ((r*A) xfi)

A—*n\

a —* (r *a)

In this diagram, a is the exponential transpose of (it\ *A,£o(^2*A)): (T x (A —* B)) *A —> (T*A) x B.
The lower square is a pullback: given two maps /: C —> F and g: C —> (A —* ((T *A) x B)) that satisfy
77 of = (A -* ^1) og, we take h = (/, (A -* K2) og): C —> T x (A -* B) as the pullback mediator. The
verifications are routine.

Hence, diagram (3.21) is a pullback, which immediately shows that n* as defined above is, up to
the equivalence of fibrations Fib and cod, naturally isomorphic to the non-split version of n* defined
by the same pullback (2.1). We use this fact to define the morphism part of n* and to obtain that it
is indeed a fibred functor from (— *A)*^ to just as we have done for WA above. Explicitly, a
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morphism u: y/ —> (p over v* A: A*A —> T*A is mapped by 11^ to the unique map I\*Au over v making
the following diagram commute.

{n
*-J

K(n\v) A -* {)//} A *" > A -* {<p}

in>}

a~*7cy A—*7l(<p

A -* (A*A) *■ A -* (r*A)

To see that 11^ is a split fibred functor, it suffices to show that, for each morphism u: A —» T and
each object tp: (r * A) x B —> 51 over T* A, the square

rn (u*a)
{h^(m*A)>} ——I {n^(<p)}

-J

m(n*(u.A)'<p)

A x (A —* B)

"(n\<f)

T x (A -* B)
ux(A—*B)

is a pullback. That this is a pullback can be seen by considering the diagram

{n*(«*A)>}

A x (A ^ fi)

x A-*(u*A) r _

A —* {{u*A)*(p} A —* {(p}

\n»

aA

u x(A—*B)

A-*(mtp)

"(n*W)

■ r x (A -* fi)

ar

A —* ((A*A) x B) »- A -* ((r*A) x B)
A—*((u*A)xB)

in which a& and ap are defined in the same way as a above. The diagram commutes by definition.
The three squares in the front are all pullbacks, by definition and since A —* —, being a right adjoint,
preserves pullbacks. By the pullback lemma, this implies that the square in the background is a pullback.

Proposition 3.5.3. The functor II* as defined above gives strong split simple monoidal products for the
fibration —► B.

Proof. We have already shown that IP defines split simple monoidal products. It just remains to show
them strong. Assume objects B in Ep*,4 and D in Ea*/i and maps M: lp —> njjfi in Bp, A: 1A —> II^D
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in Ea, u : <P —> T*A in B and v: <3> —> A*A in B that satisfy u*B = v*D, {k\ ou)*M = (n\ ov)*JV
and 712 om = ^2 °v. We have to show u*(app*M) = v*(app*N), where app* is defined as in Section 2.5.2.

dcf def
We use the abbreviations u, = 7T,- o u and v,- = 7t, o v for i = 1,2.

The objects B and D are given by maps f5 : (r* A) x B' —> Q and 5: (A*A) x D' —> CI. The ob¬
jects u*B and v*D are given by j3 o (w x B') and 5 o (v x D') respectively. Since u*B = v*D holds by
assumption, we have /3 o (m x B') = 8 o (v x D'), so that B' = D' holds. Let E d= B' = D'. The ob¬
jects U\B and n\D are defined to be morphisms /3p: T x (A -* E) —> Q. and 5P: A x (A -* E) -> CI¬
As in any comprehension category, the maps M and N correspond uniquely to sections sm and of 7tpp
and 7igp respectively. These sections are uniquely determined by maps M' and N' as in the triangles
below.

r x (A -* E) A x (A -* E)

By definition of reindexing, the map u\M corresponds uniquely to a section su-M of itspo(ui Xid) f°r which
the following diagram commutes.

4> x (A —* E) Tx(A-*E)
u\xid

For v\N we have an analogous diagram. From the assumption u\M = v\N, it follows that su*M = sv»N
holds. This implies M' o u\ = N' o v\.

By definition, the morphisms app*M: lr*A —» B in Ep*A and app*AL lr*A ~^> D in Ea*a correspond
uniquely to sections sapp*M and iapp'/v of Ttp and Kg respectively making the following triangles com¬
mute.

mp

sipp*N
A*A >- {o}

m$

(r *A) x E (A*A) x E

In these diagrams, we write £: (A —* E) * A E for the evaluation map. By definition of reindexing,
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w*(app*M) corresponds uniquely to a section V(app*/W) making the following diagram commute.

x E 9- (r * A) x Euxid

For v*(app*/V) we have an analogous diagram.

To show the required w*(app*M) = v*(app*N), it suffices to V(app»M) — V(app*w)- Since j3 o (u x B') =
5 o (v x D') and since mp0(uxBi) is monomorphic, it suffices to show £ o (M' * A) o u — £ o (N' *A) o v.
Using the equation M' ou\ =N' ov\ established above, we get K\ o(M' *A)ou = M'ori\ ou = N' oii^ov =

7Z\ o (W * A) o v. Furthermore, using the assumption K2 ° u = ii2 0 v we get ii2 o (M'*A) ou — ^ou —

712 0 v = 7T2° (N'*A) °v. We can therefore make use of the fact that * is a strict affine monoidal structure
to obtain (M' * A) o u = (N' * A) o v. This implies the required £ o (M' *A)o« = £o (N' * A) o v, thus
completing the proof. □

3.5.2 A Split Fibration for the Schanuel Topos

The above construction of the family fibration ^"(S) —> § gives us a split closed comprehension category

equivalent to the codomain fibration on § together with split versions of WA and n^. It remains to show
that Ejj can be turned into a split functor on this split fibration.

First, we spell out the construction of split WA and FI^ in terms of the internal logic of S. For an

object <p: F x B —> Q. over T, the object WA{(p) : (r*A) x B —> over r*A is given by the predicate
dpf

WA{(p)(y,a,b) 4=> <p(Y,b) A a#b.

For an object if/: (r*A) x B —■» Q. over T*A, the object n^(t//j: r x (A —* B) —» Q. over F is given by
the predicate

muv)(y>/) ^ VaeA.a# (y,f) => yr(y,a,f(a)) .

Next we come to defining a split version of E*. To distinguish the split version of E* on the split
fibration ^"(S) —> § from E* on the codomain fibration, we write E* for the split version on ^"(S) —> §
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and write £* for the non-split version on the codomain fibration. To define £* we first fix some notation
for the special case of LAB where B corresponds to a closed type. Let A and B be objects of S. Consider
the map / =f (unito it\): A x B —> 1 * A and the object of S/l. We write [A)B for the domain of

which is defined to be

[A\B — {[a,b\f | a £ A A b £ B}.

Here, [a,b]f is the equivalence class of (a,b} under the relation defined in (3.11). Since / is deter¬
mined by the objects A and B alone, we also write [a.b]^^ for [a,b\f.

For an object <p: (T * A) x B —> Q. over T* A, the object T-*sA((p): T x [A]B —> Q. over T is given by
the predicate

Ka(<P)(y>c) Va e A. VB e B. (a# (y,c) A (a,b) £ c) => tp(y,a,b).

For the definition of the action on morphisms, we note:

Proposition 3.5.4. For each object <p: (r*A) x B —» Q. over T* A, there is an isomorphism iv making
the following diagram commute.

Proof. Spelt out, the set EA{(p} is given by

Z*a{<P} = {{y^Mncf I ((Y,a),b) G (r* A) X B A tp(y,a,b)}

and the map LjjTfy maps [y,a,b\nip to y.
The map iv is defined as iv([y,a,b]n<p) = (y,[a,b}^A]B). Its inverse i^1 maps (y,c) to [y,a,b\nipt

where a and b are such that c = [a,b\i^B and a is fresh for y. To show that this definition of iZ1 defines
a function, first note that for the equivalence class c we can always find a representation [a,b\{A\B such
that a is fresh for y. By definition of L*A, we then have (p(y,a,b). For well-definedness of we first
show that the choice of representative does not matter. Suppose we have (a,b) ~[a]b (a\b'). By (3.12),
we can assume n ■ (a,b) = n' ■ (a',b') for permutations it £ (supp(a)<->X) and it' £ (supp(rz')<->X),
where X is a finite set of fresh names. Since X contains fresh names and because we have y # a and
y # a! by construction, the permutations it and it' act as the identity on all names in the support of y.

Hence, we have it - ((y,a),b) = it' ■ ((y,a'),b'), which gives [y,a,b\n<j) = [y,a\b']K<p. This shows that
the choice of representative is not relevant. Since is moreover easily seen to be equivariant, i^1
therefore defines a morphism in S. Finally, we check that i<p and are indeed inverses. First we have
'V('V([r.a,&]**)) = 'pUTi [«>%]/;) = [Y,a,b]n<p. Second, i<p{iyl{y,c)) = iv{[y,a,b]n<t), where a and
b are chosen such that c = [a,b]^B and y#a hold, and further ijp([y,a,B]^9) = (y,[a,b]^B) = (y,c).
Hence, iy defines an isomorphism. □
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Like for the split versions of Wa and n^, we use this proposition to define the morphism part of £*A. A
morphism u overv in the total category (— *A)*J£"(§), as given by a diagram

{<P}

(r *A) x B

X\

r*A
v*A

{v}

(A*A) x C

*1

• A*A,

is mapped to the unique morphism ~L*Au making the following diagram in commute.

^a71<p
L'.u

K^saV)

YZ.u

nmAv)

With this definition, L*A preserves pullbacks because E* does. Hence, £*A is a fibred functor. If
we consider {<p} and {y/} as subsets of (r*A) x B and (A*A) x C respectively, then the morphism
Ej^w: {E*/l((p)} —> {E*A(t/^)} can be described directly as mapping (y,c) to (v(y),[a,7t2(u(y,a,b))}),
where a & A and b £ B are such that c — [a, b]^B and a is fresh for y.

It remains to check that E*A is a split fibred functor. Let v: T —» A be a morphism in § and let
y/ : (A*A) x C —> 51 be an object over A*A. We have to show that the morphisms L*A((v*A)(y/)) and
v(£*Ay/j are equal. That the objects L*A((v * A)* y/): T x [A]B —> 51 and v*(E*i4 y/): T x [A]B —> 51 are

equal, follows immediately since both correspond to the predicate % defined by

X(Y,c) (yaFA.Vb £ B. (a#(y,c) A (a,b) £ c) =>• (p(v(y),a,b)).

To show the morphisms v(L*Ay/) and L*A((v*A)(y/)) equal, we can always assume that all monomor-

phisms are subset inclusions. The morphism v(I,*Ay/) maps (y,c) £fx [A\B to (v(y),c). Since the
morphism (v*a)(yr) maps (y,a,b) to (v(y),a,b), the above explicit description of the morphism action
of E* implies that £*A((v*A)(y/j) maps (y,c) to (v(y),c). Hence, £*A is a split fibred functor.

3.5.3 A Split Fibration for Asss(P)

Similar to the argument for S, we can construct a split fibration that is equivalent to the codomain
fibration on Asss(P). The construction of the family fibration ^"(Ass^P)) —> FP provides us with a

split fibration having split Wa and strong split n^.
For the definition of £*, recall that Asss(P) has only those E^-types where A has computable support.

For such an object A with computable support, the definition of E*A is just as for the Schanuel topos
above. We need to verify that this defines a split version of E* in Asss(P). In addition to the construction
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of £* for the Schanuel topos, we now have to give realizers for all the maps used in the construction.
The only point that requires attention in the definition of these realizers is where we make choices of
the representatives of elements of [A]B. In the above definition of L* for S, we frequently need to find
for a given element c £ [A]B a pair (a,b) £ c such that a is fresh for some given set of names. Making
use of support approximations and the fact that A has computable support, such choices are realized in
the same way as in Lemma 3.3.31.

3.6 Related and Further Work

There are a number of directions for further work. In one direction, we can ask for generalisations of
the constructions in this chapter. We are, for example, confident that the construction of the Schanuel
topos and n* and L* goes through if we replace the countably infinite set of names and the finite support

property by an uncountably infinite set of names and a countable support property, as used in [36, 86].
More generally, we believe that our construction continues to work for Cheney's generalisation of the
Schanuel topos, in which the support is defined not using finite sets of names but by abstract support

ideals [20]. Somewhat more ambitiously, one can ask if the construction of the Schanuel topos in
Section 3.3 still works if we replace Sets by, say, a boolean topos B with a natural number object. It may

also be possible that by means of such a generalisation the constructions of § and Asss(P) can be unified
to become instances of a more general construction. For example, we have arrived at the definition of

support approximation (Definition 3.4.18) directly by pragmatic considerations. However, the definition
looks like it may be equivalent to stating 'for each element there exists a finite set supporting it' in
some internal logic. Some evidence that a construction analogous to that of the Schanuel topos can be
generalised from Sets to a boolean topos B is Urban & Tasson's work on formalising nominal reasoning
in Isabelle/HOL [113]. Urban & Tasson construct an axiomatic type class of objects with permutation
action and the finite support property inside the higher-order logic of Isabelle/HOL, and show that the so

constructed objects behave as expected. This construction takes place in the boolean topos underlying
Isabelle/HOL and appeai-s very similar to the development in Section 3.3.

Rather than looking for other models, there is a lot of structure left to explore in the categories

presented in this chapter. For example, realizability categories are prime examples of models for poly¬

morphism, and we believe that Asss(P) models impredicative polymorphism.
We end by pointing out that in the splitting construction we have not used all the structure of a quasi-

topos. The construction is likely to go through for partial cartesian closed categories with equality [96],
which may be described as cartesian closed categories with representable regular partial monomor-

phisms in which regular monos are closed under composition.
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A Bunched Dependent Type Theory

In the previous chapters we were concerned with the categorical structure that forms the basis of our

type theory with names and binding. This structure is built around a fibration modelling a dependent

type theory with at least dependent sums £ and products n. The main additional feature is a monoidal
structure * on the base of the fibration, using which we have defined simple monoidal sums £* and
simple monoidal products TP.

In this chapter, we begin to study a syntax for this categorical structure. We begin with a dependent
type theory containing additive £ and Fl-types as well as simple monoidal products Fl*. We choose to

add only n* at first because the resulting type theory remains relatively close to standard dependent type

theory. For instance, the type theory with Id* is formulated without the need for commuting conversions.
From the next chapter onwards, when we add types for the monoidal structure *, we have to deal with
commuting conversions. Moreover, introducing only FI* at first makes it easier to compare the type

theory to other substructural type theories, such as those in [19, 92], which also extend additive type

theory just with multiplicative function spaces.

The purpose of this chapter is to define the type theory BT(l,£,FI,n*) and to show some of its basic
properties. All the type systems studied in this theses are extensions of BT(l,£,n,FP).

The main difficulty in defining BT(l,£,FI,n*) is the integration of the two function spaces FI and
FT in a single type theory. For simple types, the problem of integrating two function spaces in a single
type theory has been considered by O'Hearn and Pym [80, 91]. O'Hearn and Pym address the question
of designing a typed A-calculus corresponding to a category that is both cartesian closed and monoidal
closed. This question is closely related to giving a type theory with both FI and IT\ since the special
case of FI and FT in a codomain fibration amounts to a category that is both locally cartesian closed and
monoidal closed.

O'Hearn and Pym propose to use bunched contexts, or bunches, to integrate the two closed structures

in a simple type theory. The basic idea is to have more than one way of concatenating contexts. In
normal simple type theory we can take contexts Y and A and combine them to form a new context T, A.

111
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This corresponds to the cartesian product of contexts. In bunched contexts the comma is not the only
way of combining contexts. For example, there may be a context combination r * A corresponding to a

monoidal structure1. These different ways of combining contexts may be combined in any way, so that
one can form, for example, the bunch (((*: A,y: B) * (z'■ B)), u: D)*(v: E,w: F).

To see how bunches can be used to integrate a cartesian closed with a monoidal closed structure,

consider the adjoint one-to-one correspondences for the closed structures.

rxA —>5 F*A —> B

r —► (A =» B) T —> (A —* B)
These correspondences give rise to the following introduction rules.

r,x:AFM.B r *x:A\~M:B
rb Ax: A.M : A => B ThA*x: A.M :A-* B

The premises of these rules differ only in their use of different context combinations. Bunches are the
canonical way of making available in the type theory this difference between these two rules.

Pym and O'Hearn's analysis of bunches as a means of integrating => and —* in a simple type theory
leads us to use bunches to integrate El and II* in a dependent type theory. A motivating special case of
our semantics is that of a category B that is both locally cartesian closed and monoidal closed. Recall
from Proposition 2.5.6 that in this case IT is equivalent to monoidal closure. For FI and FT we have the
following adjoint correspondences.

r,A,b r*a
M

(r *a),b

r*A

r,(nAs)
I'M

r,(n*B)

These correspondences are special cases of the adjoint correspondences for n and IT where we con¬

sider only maps with domain idr- The general correspondences can be recovered from these using
Lemma 10.4.9 of [56]. The correspondences lead us to the following introduction rules.

T, x:A\-M:B F *x:A\~M:B
FF kx\ A.M :Flx: A.B TP A*x: A.M :Yl*x: A.B

Let us examine the structure of the bunches needed for these two rules. First notice that the object
T,A is formed using comprehension (the domain functor in this case) on the object 71& in B/r. Hence,
in the context T, x: A, the type A should be allowed to depend on the variables in T. The comma in
the context T, x: A should therefore have the same meaning as in normal dependent type theory. The

1 Our notation differs from that in [80, 91], where the connectives that we denote by , and * are written as ; and , respectively.
We have chosen our notation so that it fits with the standard use of , in dependent type theory as well as with the categorical
notation.
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object r*A, on the other hand, is formed by multiplying the objects T and A of B using the monoidal
structure *. Hence, the semantics accounts only for contexts V*x: A in which A does not depend on the
variables in T. The bunches needed for the above two introduction rules for n and IP must therefore at

least have the normal dependent context extension of the form T, x: A as well as a context extension of
the form r*x: A, in which A is a closed type. Furthermore, we also want to be able to substitute terms for
all variables in a context. In particular, we would like to be able to substitute a term M for the variable x

in a judgement of the form r*x: A F ^. For example, if we have a term F F M : n*x: A.B then, by
adjointness, we get a term T*x: Ah app*(x.A)B{M,x) : B corresponding to application of the function M
to the variable x. If we want to apply M to arguments other than variables then we must be able to

substitute a term N for x. A term A h N : A of a closed type A corresponds to a map (N/x): A —> A in B.
Substituting N for the variable x in a judgement r * x: A h J* then corresponds to substituting along the
map r* (N/x): T* A —> F *A. To account for such substitutions, we need a syntactic representation for
the domain of this map. We are therefore lead to considering contexts of the form T* A, where both F
and A are contexts. Note that if we require both F and A to be contexts then there can be no dependency
across the * in Y * A.

This train of thought takes us to the simplest form of bunches that can be used to work with FI and n*
and that allows substitution for all variables. These bunches are built from the empty bunch using the
usual dependent context extension F,x: A as well as a non-dependent context multiplication F* A. We
discuss other possible choices for the structure of bunches at the end of this chapter.

4.1 The System BT(l,E,n,n*)

In this section we present the bunched type theory BT(l,E,n,n*). It is a first-order dependent type

theory with unit types 1, dependent sums £, dependent products FI and simple monoidal products FI*.
There are many ways of presenting dependent type theories. Definitional equality can be presented

as judgemental equality or by means of an external conversion relation. Terms can be monomoiphic,
i.e. terms have enough type annotations so that types can be inferred from terms, or polymorphic, i.e. the
same term may be given different types. Different choices with respect to the presentation lead to differ¬
ent systems whose interrelations are non-trivial [94, 105, 40], The choices made for the presentation of a

dependent type theory have an impact on its suitability for certain purposes. For example, polymorphic
presentations with an external conversion relation are arguably well-suited for implementations but less
well-suited for studying the relation to categorical formulations, while it is the other way around for
monomorphic presentations with judgemental equality. Since in this thesis we are mainly interested in
the relation of the type theory to the categorical formulation, we present BT(l,£,FI,n*) as a monomor¬

phic dependent type theory with judgemental equality. Obtaining other presentations of this type theory
is an important direction for further work.
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4.1.1 Syntax

The syntax of the types and terms is given by the grammar below. We use x,y,z,... to range over a

countably infinite set of variables.

Contexts T ::= o | r*T | T, x: A

Types A ::= .. ,M„) | 1 | Lx: A.A | Fix: A.A | FPx: A. A

Terms M ::= x \ .. ,Mn) | unit

I I fst(x,a)b{M) | snd{x:A)B(M)
| Xx\ A.M\app(xA]B(M,M)
\X*x: A.M\app\xA)B{M,M)

We use r, A, . to range over contexts, A, B,C,... to range over types and M,N,R,... to range over

terms. We make the assumption that in a context T no variable is declared more than once. We write v(r)
for the ordered list of variables declared in T. We do not write the symbol for the empty context when
the empty context is extended with the additive context extension, i.e. we write (x: A) for (o, x: A).

For convenience, we introduce a syntactic category of contexts with exactly one hole.

r0 ::= oIr0*r|r*rc |r0,x: A

Given a context-with-hole ro and a context A, we write T(A) for the context obtained by replacing the
hole in T0 with A. The context T(A) is again subject to the assumption that no variable is declared more

than once.

The set of free variables of types and terms is defined inductively as follows.

FV(1) = FV(unit) = 0

FV(T(M{,Mn)) = FV{f{Mx,... ,M„)) = FV(Mj) U • • ■ U FV(Mn)

FV{Lx:A.B)=FV{Ux:A.B) = FV(U*x: A.B) = FV(A) U (FV(B) \ {x})

FV{x) = {*}

FV{pair{x.A)B(M,N)) = FV{A) U (FV(B) \ {x}) Lt FV(M) L)FV(N)
FV(fst{x:A]B(M)) = FV(A) U {FV(B) \ {*}) U FV{M)

FV(Snd{x:A)B(M)) = FV(A) U (FV(B) \ {x})UFV(M)
FV{Ajc: A.M) =FV(A)U(FV(M)\{X})

FV(app{x.A)B(M,N)) = FV(A) U (FV(B) \ {x}) U FV(M) U FV(N)
FV{X*x\ A.M) =FV(A)U(FV(M)\{x})

FV(applxA)B(M,N)) = FV (A) U (FV(B) \ {x}) U FV (M) U FV (N)
All variables that are not free are bound variables. We identify types and terms up to renaming of bound
variables. We write Y[M/x], A[M/x] andN[M/x\ for the usual capture-avoiding substitution.
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When the variable x is not free in the type B, we write (A x B) for (Ex: A.B) and (A —> B) for
(Fix: A.B) and (A -* B) for (FFx: A.B).

The type annotations on the terms can sometimes be hard to work with. In order to make terms

more readable, we will frequently omit type annotations on terms. Nevertheless, this is just notational
convenience: we assume the annotations to be there, even though we do not show them. We strip the
type annotations as follows.

strip(pair{x.A)B(M,N)) = {M,N)
strip(fstix:A)B{M)) = fst(M)

strip(snd(x:A)B(M)) — snd(M)

strip(appix.A)B(M,N)) =MN

strip(app*{x.A)B(M,N)) =M@N

4.1.2 Judgements

The type theory has six kinds of judgements.

b r Bunch The context T is well-formed.

r b A Type The type A is well-formed in context F.
V\- M : A The term M has type A in context F.
h r = A Bunch The contexts T and A are equal.
r\-A = B Type The types A and B in context F are equal.
r b M = N : A The terms M and N of type A in context F are equal.

We write r b ^ to range over any of the judgements (r b A Type), (F-M: A), (T F A = B Type) and
(FhM = JV:A). We call a type A closed if the judgement b A Type is derivable and we call a term M
of type A closed if the judgement h M : A is derivable. The judgements for equality define definitional
equality.

The derivability of judgements is defined by mutual recursion. The inference rules are given be¬
low. In order to be able to derive non-trivial judgements, there are rules for introducing type and term
constants as well as equational axioms. These constants and axioms are declared in a theory fif.

4.1.3 Dependently Typed Algebraic Theories

The natural theories to consider for a first-order dependent type theory are generalised algebraic theo¬
ries [18], also called dependently typed algebraic theories in [85], These theories generalise many-sorted
equational theories.

The constants and axioms defined in a dependently typed algebraic theory are typed. In the formu¬
lation of a theory SF we want to allow only well-formed types. Because the inference rules for typing
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judgements (r F A Type) are defined by mutual induction with the rules for all the other statements,
and the theory ST itself provides the constants and axioms for the inference rules, we cannot define the
theory ST independently of the derivation of judgements. To avoid this circularity, we allow possibly
non-wellformed judgements in a dependently typed algebraic theory, but formulate the rules of inference
so that only well-formed judgements can ever be used. This is the approach taken in [85, 106].

Definition 4.1.1. A dependently typed algebraic theory ST is given by the following data.

• For each context T a collection ^(r) of type constants, such that T £ S"(T) and T £ ST {A)
implies V — A.

• For each context T and each term A a collection ST(F;A) of term constants, such that f £ ST(Y\A)
and f £ ST (A;£) implies T = A and A = B.

• For each context F a collection STg(T) of type equality axioms T F A = B Type.

• For each context F and each term A a collection ^g(T\A) of term equality axioms TF M = N :A.

This definition is in fact more general than the rules for constants in the next section. The rules are

formulated only for a context with a single variable (x: A). We make this restriction for simplicity. It
allows us to formulate the type theory without having to give a syntax for simultaneous substitution
at the same time. Note, however, that using £-types we can encode constants in contexts of the form
{x\ : Ai,... ,xn : A„). With *-types, introduced in the next chapter, we can encode constants in arbitrary
bunched contexts, so that the restriction is not essential.

4.1.4 Rules of Inference

In the structural rules we use double lines for rules that can be used both from top to bottom and also
from bottom to top.

We emphasise our convention that no variable may occur more than once in a context T. This
convention adds implicit side-conditions to the rules. For example, the rule (Weak) is subject to the
condition that the variable x is not declared in T or A.

Rules marked with | will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.1.4.1 Bunches1

(Bu-Empty)
F o Bunch

(Bu-Add)
TEA Type

F r, x: A Bunch

(Bu-Mult)
F r Bunch F A Bunch

F r * A Bunch
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4.1.4.2 Structural rulesf

r b A Type
(Proj)

(Weak)

r, x: A b x : A

r(A)b J AbAType
r(A,x: A)b^

, r(A) b J _ s r(A*<t>) b J _ N r((A*<D)*V)b
(Unit) = (Swap) ===== (Assoc)

r(A*o)bt/ r(o*A)b</ r(A*(<i>*¥))b£/

4.1.4.3 Substitution

T(A, x: A)b/ A b M : A
(SUBST)

r(A) [M/x] b S [Mix]

T(A,x: A) b BType Ab M=N:A
r(A) [M/x] b B [M/x] = B [A/x] Type

r(A, x: A)\~ R : B Ab M = A:A
r(A) [M/x] b R[M/x\=R [N/x] : B [M/x]

4.1.4.4 Conversion rules

b A = TBunch Tb ,/
(Bu-Conv)

(Subst-Ty-Cgr)

(Subst-Tm-Cgr)

(Ty-Conv)

(Ty-Eq-Conv) ■

Ab/

TbM:A Tb A = B Type
r\-M :B

r b M = A : A r b A = B Type
E b M = A : B

4.1.4.5 Equations for bunches

b T Bunch
(Bu-Refl)

(Bu-Sym)

(Bu-Trans)

(Bu-AEQ) -

(Bu-MEQ) -

b r = r Bunch

b F = A Bunch

b A = T Bunch

b r = A Bunch b A = <£> Bunch
bF = $ Bunch

br = ABunch rbA = BType
b (r, x: A) = (A, x: B) Bunch

b r = A Bunch b <£> = T1 Bunch

hr*f& = A*T/ Bunch
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4.1.4.6 General equations for types

r h A Type
(Ty-Refl)

(TY-Sym)

r I- A = A Type

r h A = B Type

(ty-trans)

r I- B = A Type

T\- A = B Type rhB = CType
r I- A = C Type

4.1.4.7 General equations for terms

_ _ . rh M -.A
(TM-Refl)

(Tm-Sym)

r\~M = M:A

Tt-M = N:A

(Tm-Trans)

Th N = M:A

T\-M = N\A ThN = P\A

Th M = P:A

4.1.4.8 Rules for constants and axioms

Congruences

. T\~M\A h*:ABunch ..

(C-Ty) T G SA[x\ A)
Th T(M) Type

x rh M-.A x: A\- B Type „ ^./

(C-Tm) f G SA{x\ A; B)
rh f(M):B[M/x] v '

(C-Ty-Cgr) ——— kt:a bunch T G &{x\ A)
Th T(M) = T(N) Type V '

^ . F\-M = N:A x:AhSType
(C-Tm-Cgr) / € &{x: A; B)

r h /(M) = f(N) : B[M/x\

Axioms

ThM:A x:Ah6Type x:AhCType , ^„,(TY-EQ-AX) yy y-T— rAhB = CType G &*(x: A)Th B[M/x] =C[M/x\ Type v ' v '

„ ,.rhM:A x:A\~N:B x: Ah P: B .

,(Tm-Eq-Ax) — —— —— —— (x: Ah N = P:B G &8 {x\ A\B)r h N[M/x\ = P[M/x\ : B[M/x\ v ' K '
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4.1.4.9 Rules for 1 -types

Formation

Introduction

Equations

4.1.4.10 Rules for n-types

Formation

Introduction

(1-Ty)
F r Bunch

r F 1 Type

(1-1)
F T Bunch

T F unit: 1

(1-EQ)
T F M : 1

TFM = unit: 1

(n-TY)

(n-i)

TFAType T, x:AFBType
TF Fix: A. B Type

r,x: AFM:B
F\~ Xx: A.M :FFk: A.B

Elimination

Congruences

(n-E)

(FI-Ty-Cgr)

(n-i-cgr)

T, x: A F B Type F\- M : Fix : A. B F\~ N :A
EFapp{x.a)b(M,N):B[N/x\

TFAi=A2Type T, x: A\ F B\ = B2 Type
F\- F\x: A\.B\ =11x: A2.B2 Type

TFAi=A2Type T, x: A\ F M\ — M2 : B
TF Ax: A\.M\ = Ax: A2.M2 : Fix: A\.B

(n-e-cgr)

TFAi=A2Type TF M\ = M2 : Fix: A\.B\
T, x: Ai F Si = Bi Type TF = /V2 : A1
rh aPPM,)B,{M\,NX) = app{x;A2)B2(M2,N2) : B\[N\/x]

Equations

(n-/3)
F,x:AFM:B TF A:A

(n-rj)

rF appM)B((Ax: A.M),N) = M[N/x] :B[N/x}

T,x: AFBType F\~M:F\x:A.B
TF Ax: A. (app^:/4)B(M,x)) =M : fix: A.B
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4.1.4.11 Rules for E-types

Formation

(E-Ty)
r h A Type T, x: A F B Type

Introduction

Elimination

(£-1)

F F Ex: A.B Type

r, x: A F B Type F\~M:A TFN:B[M/x)
FF pah^x.A^B{M,N) : Lx: A.B

F. x: A F B Type T\~M:Lx:A.B
(F-El)

(E-E2)

Congruences

(E-Ty-Cgr)

ri- fst(x-a)B(M) : A

r,x: AFBType Y\-M:Lx:A.B
FF snd(x:A)B(M) : B[fst(jKA)B(M)/x]

rFAj=A2Type T, x: Ai F B\ — B2 Type
TF Lx: A\.B\ = Ex: A2.B2 Type

(E-I-Cgr)

TF Ai = A2 Type

r, x: A\ F B\ = B2 Type

TFM] =M2:A\

TFiVi =N1:Bx[Ml/x]

PairM!)B,(MGM) =pairM2)B2(M2,iV2): Ex: A,.B,

(E-EI-Cgr)

TF Ai = A2 Type

r, x: A) F B\ = B2 Type TF Mi = M2 : Lx: Ai.Bj

TF fst(rA])Bl (Mi) =fstM2)B2(M2) : A,

Equations

(E-E2-CGR)

(E-pi)

r F Ai = A2 Type
r, x: A) F Bj = B2 Type FFM, =M2:Lx: Ax.Bi

(E-/32)

rF snd(x:Al)Bl(Mi) = snd(r^2)fl2(M2): Bi[fst(x:Al)B|{Mx)/x\

T, x: A F B Type T F M : A T\~ N : B[M/x]
rl" fst(xA)B(pair(x:x)s(^>^)) = M : A

T,x: AFBType T\~M:A T\-N:B\M/x\
T F snd(jc:A)B(pair(jc:A)B(M,AO) = N : B[M/x]

s T,x: AFBType T\~M:Lx:A.B
(L-rj) —

FFM = pair(v:A)B(fst(rA)s(Af),sndM)B(M)) :Ex: A.B
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4.1.4.12 Rules for strong IP-types+

Formation

Introduction

(IP-TY)
I-A Type r*x:AhfiType

r h IPx: A. B Type

Elimination

Congruences

(IT-I)
V*x: A\-M:B

T\- X*x\ A.M \U*x\ A.B

(IP-E)
r * x: A\- B Type M\U*x\ A.B A\~ N \A

T* A h aPPU)B(M>N):B[N/x)

(IP-Ty-Cgr)

(ip-i-cgr)

hAi=A2Type T* x: Ai h B\ = B2 Type
Th IPx: A\.B\ — IPx: A2.B2 Type

FAi=A2Type r*x: A\ h M\ = M2 : B
Y h A*x: A\.M\ = A*x: A2.M2 : IPx: A,.fi

(IP-E-Cgr)

h A\ = A2 Type
rhffx: A\.B\ = IPx: A2.B2 Type
r h S, [Af] /x] = B2[N2/x\ Type

r^app^^M!,^):^/*] ThM, = M2 : iPx: A,.5,

t rh app*{x.A2)B2(M2,N2) : B2[N2 /x) Th N\ =N2:A\
rh aPPMOB,^!'^) =aPP(x:/i2)s2(M2,Ar2) : Si[^i A]

Equations

(IP-J3)
r *x: AY M : B A\-N:A

T*Ah app^)fl((A*x: A.M),N) = Af [JV/x] : S[7V/x]

r * x: A h S Type ThMT'xA.B
(Il-r)) —"

TYX*x\A.{<ipp*(x.A)B(M,x))=M-.irx:A.B
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4.2 Example

We give a simple example to demonstrate the use of the rules for bunches and the structural rules. We
show that, given an element of type Lb:: A.B, we can obtain an element of type IFx: A.B. If we think
of n* as a type of partial functions then this expresses that any total function can be restricted to a partial
function.

("-tv) <p*o„ ^h Tlx: A.B Type ; ' r: Ahr:A
/: fix:: A.B\~ f: FLr: A.B ; T) x: A*o h x : ANI

(/: Tlx: A. B) * o f : Tlx: A. B E x: A*{f: Ux: A.B)h x: A
(Weak) . r „ r (Swap) v ;(/: Tlx: A.B)* x: AT f : Tlx: A.B v ' (/: Fix: A. B) *x: A h x : A

I) (/: Ybc\ A.B)*x\ A\~ app(X(4)s(/,x): B
f: rLc: A. BY- A. app((./4jB(/,x) : n*x: A. B

This derivation relies on the rule (Unit) by which the empty context is a unit for *. In the left branch of
the derivation, (unit) is used in conjunction with (weak) to obtain a multiplicative weakening from
the context (/: Ux\ A.B) to the context (/: Tlx: A.B)*x\ A. More generally, we have the following
principle of multiplicative weakening.

Lemma 4.2.1. The following rule is admissible.

b<I> Bunch r(A)b J
(*-weak) —f 2—

r(A*$)b j

Proof. By induction on the structure of <5>, using (unit) and (weak). □

As a consequence of this lemma we get arbitrary weakening.

Lemma 4.2.2. The following rule is admissible.

T(A) b J b 4>(A) Bunch
(gweak)

r(<J>(A)) b J

Proof. By induction on <J>0, using (weak) and the previous lemma. □

4.3 Discussion

The rules for the additive types such as II and L are completely standard. The rules for II, for example,
differ from those in [105] only in that in the rule (II-/3) we omit the assumption T, x: Ah B Type, which
can be inferred from F,r:AbM:B.

Other additive type formers such as binary sum types and identity types can be added to the type

theory using their well-known formulation. As an example consider the elimination rule for binary
coproducts. This rule is usually formulated as follows, see e.g. [81], where, for simplicity, we only
show the special case of the rule where z is not substituted for.
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F,x: A\~ M \ C[k\{x)/z\
T,z: A+5 EC Type T,y: B h N : C[k2{x)/z]

^ ^
r, z: A + B h case z of (/Ci (x).M, K2(y).N) : C

This rule makes the assumption that the variable z occurs at the end of the context, i.e. there can be
no parameter context following z. In practice, however, one would like to use a rule with parameter

contexts, such as the following.

T(x: A)[jq(x)/z\ h M : C[k\(x)/z]
T(z: A + B) 1" C Type T(y: B)[k\(x)/z] I- N : C[ki{x)/z\

(+-E2)
T(z: A + B) F case z of (tq (x).M, K2(y).N) : C

In the usual additive dependent type theory with ri-types, the second rule can be derived from the first
rule. For example, suppose the context T(z: A + B) is z: A + fi, w: D. If we write C\ for C[k\ (x)/z\,
Ci for C[k2(>>)/z], D\ for D[k\(x)/z\ and di for D[k2(y)/z], then the first rule can be applied to the
sequents x: Ah Xu: D\.M : Tlu: D\.C\ and y: B F Xu : D2-N : nu: £>2. C2 to derive

z: A + B b case z of (k\(x).Xu: D\.M, k2(y).Xu: D2-N) : Tlu: D.C.

Using weakening and application we can therefore get

z: A + B, u: D b app(u.D)C(casezof (tci(x).Xu: D\.M, ^(y).Xu: D2-N),u) : C,

as required for the second rule. Note, however, that this derivation gives us a more elaborate term than
the second rule.

In BT(l,Z,n,n*) we cannot always derive the second rule from the first rule. If the context

T(z: A + B) has the form r'(z: A + B)*u: D, then it is possible to use n*-types in a similar way as

Id-types above to get to the context T'(z: A + B). But if the context T(z: A + B) is (T, z: A + B)*
{(+. D*u: E),v: F), then there is no way in which we could use Tl-types and IP-types to eliminate the
parameter context.

We remove this defect in the next chapter by introducing *-types, using which we can transform the
context (T,z: A + £)*((r: D*u: E),v: F) into a context of the form (T, z: A+B) * (p: (Lq: D*E.F))
for which we can use IP-types as described above. Another possibility of removing this defect is to
restrict the bunches such that P*x: A is the only allowed form of bunch multiplication. Then, clearly, II
and n* suffice to eliminate the parameter contexts. For instance, in his formulation of Nominal Logic,
Cheney [20] only needs such a restricted form of bunched contexts. Here we do not make this restriction
as it would force us to restrict substitution for x in order to maintain this form of restricted context. It

would however be interesting to consider such a restricted system, as it should be simpler than the
present one.

At this point, it is fair to ask why we do not use the rule (+-E2) with parameter contexts in the
first place. The main reason for preferring (+-E1) is that it allows fewer derivations of the same term
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than (+-E2). Without parameter contexts, the position of the variable z in the context is determined
by the rule. In the rule with parameter contexts, however, there may be many positions in the context
where z could occur, which means that there may be many derivations of the same term. That the rule
with parameter contexts allows more derivation makes the semantic interpretation more complicated.
To prove soundness of the interpretation of the syntax, we have to show that two derivations of the same

sequent have the same interpretation, and this is more difficult the more derivations of the sequent there
are. In fact, we are not aware of any such proof of soundness for a rule with parameter contexts. Notice
that in the above derivation of (+-E2) from (+-E1), the terms contain additional information that
allows us to distinguish different derivations that would receive the same term in the rule (+-E2). For
example, if, in the above derivation of (+-E2) from (+-E1), we consider for the context r(z: A + B)
the cases (z: A + B, u: D) and (u: D, z: A + B), then we obtain different terms in each case, while the
rule (+-E2) gives us the same term in both cases.

Coming to the rules for bunches in Section 4.1.4.1, we remark that the present rules make bunches
asymmetric. For example, we can form a bunch of the form ((r* A), x: A) but we cannot form a bunch
of the form (x: A, (r* A)). Indeed, our semantics does not explain what it would mean to multiply two
contexts in presence of the assumption x : A, i.e. it does not explain x: A h T* A, as would be necessary

to form (x: A, (T* A)). The asymmetry of context concatenation is also present in normal dependent
type theory. There, contexts are just lists of assumptions, which means that they are generated from the
empty context by the extension that takes T to T, x: A. The notation (x: A, (r, A)) is just a short-hand
for the concatenation of lists. To make available sequents of the form (x: A, (r * A)) in the bunched type

theory, it is possible to add a cartesian product of contexts. Then we could write ((x: A) x (T * A)). This
is not necessary here, since in the next chapter we introduce *-types. Using *-types and E-types, we can

internalise contexts as types. For example, the contexts (y: B, z: C)*(u: D) and w: (Ly: B.C)*D are

isomorphic. By internalising T* A we can therefore get essentially the context ((x: A) x (r* A)).
The structural rules in Section 4.1.4.2 make * a symmetric monoidal structure. Moreover, by rule

(Unit) the empty context o is a unit of the monoidal structure *. This makes the monoidal structure *

affine. Apart from the fact that affineness is desired when * is a monoidal structure capturing freshness,
there is also a technical reason for assuming * to be affine. It has to do with proving soundness of the
categorical semantics of the type theory and is sketched in Section 6.2.

As is the case for O'Hearn and Pym's aA-calculus, the structural rules are not admissible. The

following judgement, taken from [80], is derivable, but not without weakening.

((/: A -*B)*(x: A)),z: C\~ app*[x.A)B(f,x): B
As argued in [80], this example also shows that it is not enough to build the structural rules into the
projection rule, as is usually done in non-bunched type theory. Even if we replace (PROJ) with the
(admissible) rule

h T(A) Bunch A h A Type
T(A, x: A) P x : A
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the above sequent still requires an application of weakening after (n*-E).

The rules for FT-types are similar to the rules for -* in O'Hearn and Pym's aA-calculus. In the
rule (IT-Ty), the type A must be a closed type, since (f T*x: A Bunch) is derivable only for a closed
type A. This corresponds to the fact that FT-types represent simple monoidal products. Of the other rules
for FT, the congruence rule (JfT-E-Cgr) requires some comment. Perhaps one would have expected the
following rule instead.

(FI*-E-Cgr')

h Ai = A2 Type T\- M\ = M2'■ n*x: A\.B\
r*x: Ai h B\ = B2 Type A(- N\=N2'.A\
F* A h app^i)Bi (M, ,7V,) - app^2)S2(M2,7V2) : fi, \Nx/x]

It is easy to show that (EP-E-Cgr') is admissible from the rule (IP-E-Cgr). From the assumptions
of (IF-E-Cgr'), we have derivations

m ^ F*x: A\ h Si = B2 Type
( "TY" GR)

rhIPjc: Ai.fli = FI*x: At.Bo Type
Lemma 4.2.2 ——

rj, —- — ——r*Ah FI x: A\.B\ — EI x: Ai.Bi Type

r*x: A\ h B\ = B2 Type

and

Lemma 4.2.2 ■

T*(A,x: Ax)\-Bx=B2 Type A h N\ = Ni : A\
(Subst-Ty-Cgr) — ^r — i lr * A E Si [TVi /x] = B2 [N2/x] Type

by means of which we get the necessary assumptions for (FP-E-Cgr). The reason for choosing the
rule (FF-E-Cgr) over (FP-E-Cgr') is that in (FP-E-Cgr) it suffices to show the equations M\ = Mi
and N\ = Ni in the current context and not in some smaller context. This makes (FP-E-Cgr) easier to

use. Moreover, the rule (IP-E-cgr) is the justification for annotating the term app*x.A^B(M,N) with the
types A and B but not with information on the contexts in which M and N were originally formed, since
these contexts are not relevant to the identity of app^^M,N). If we only have the rule (FF-E-Cgr'),
then to relate appjL^^ and app^ (M2,7V2) we need information about the contexts in
which Mj and Nx were formed. In general, there seems to be no way of relating these contexts without
including them in the annotations for app*. This problem also appears in the semantic interpretation,
where we need to assume strong FT-types if we do not want context annotations on app*-terms. The
congruence rule (FP-E-Cgr) corresponds to the assumption that the FT-types are strong. We conjecture
that in a type theory with strengthening, such context annotations are not necessary.

4.4 Basic Properties

As a sanity check for the rules of the type theory, we check some of the basic properties that one expects

of a type theory.

Lemma 4.4.1. The following are true.
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1. IfYYA Type then FV{A) C FV(T).

2. IfYYM:AthenFV{M)UFV(A) CFV(T).

3. If YY A = B Type then FV(A) UFV(fl) C FVQT).

4. IfYYM = N:AthenFV(M)UFV{N)UFV{A)CFV(Y).

Proof. By straightforward induction on derivations. □

Lemma 4.4.2. Let a be an injective variable renaming. Then we have:

1. If Y r Bunch then Y T[a] Bunch.

2. 7/Tb J thenY[a) b J[a\.

Proof. By straightforward induction on derivations, since all rules are closed under injective variable

Lemma 4.4.3. The following are true.

1. If b T(A) Bunch then b A Bunch.

2. If b T(A) Bunch and A b A Type then b T(A, x: A) Bunch.

3. If b T(A, x: A) Bunch and A b M : A then b Y(A)[M/x] Bunch.

4. If b r * A Bunch then b A * T Bunch

5. b (r* A) * 4> Bunch ifand only ifY T* (A* <t>) Bunch.

Proof. The first three points follow by induction on the size of T0. The last two points follow using
inversion. □

Lemma 4.4.4 (Type inversion). The following are true.

1. If Y b T(M) Type then there exists A such that T b M : A and b x: A Bunch and T S ST{x\ A).

2. If r b A*B Type then b A Type and b B Type.

3. If r b Tlx: A.B Type then Y b A Type and T, x: A b B Type.

4. IfYYTLx-. A.B Type then Tb A Type and Y,x\ AY B Type.

5. If T b fl*x\ A.B Type then b A Type and Y*x: A b B Type.

renamings. □
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Proof. We consider 3, the other cases are similar. A derivation of the judgement fh Tlx: A.B Type
must end with an application of the rule (TI-Ty) followed by a number of applications of the rules (Bu-
Conv), (Weak), (Subst), (Unit), (Swap) and (Assoc). We continue by induction on the number
of uses of these rules. If there are no applications of these rules then we are done, since the required
judgements T b A Type and r b Tlx: A.B Type are immediate premises of (IT-Ty). For the induction
case, we consider just the case where the derivation ends in an application of (Bu-Conv) with the
equality h A = TBunch. By induction hypothesis, we can derive Ah A Type and A,x: A b B Type. By
(Bu-AEq) we have b (a, x: A) = (r, x: a) Bunch, so that we can use (Bu-Conv) to derive the required
r b a Type and t, x: a b B Type. The other cases follow similarly. □

Lemma 4.4.5 (Syntactic Validity). The following are true.

1. If T\~ ^ then b T Bunch.

2. If r b A Type then b T Bunch.

3. If r b M : A then b T Bunch and T b A Type.

4. If b F = a Bunch then b T Bunch and b a Bunch.

5. If r b A = B Type then b T Bunch and T b A Type and T b B Type.

6. If r b M = N : A then b T Bunch and T b A Type and T b M : A and T b N : A.

Proof. By simultaneous induction on derivations. We give some representative examples showing that
all the rules from Section 4.1.4 preserve properties 1-6.

• Case (TI-E).

r, x: A b 6 Type TT M :Ux: A.B T\~N:A
rbapp{x,a)b(M,N):B[N/x}

We can derive the required T b B[N/x] Type using (Subst).

• Case (IT-E-Cgr).

rbAi=A2Type F b M\ — Mi: Tlx: A\. B\
r, x: A\ b B\ — Bi Type TTN\=N2'.A\

(FLE-Cgr) 7—t-j—rh aPPM,)B, (Ml,All) = app{x.A2)B2{M2,N2) : Bx\Nx/x\

By induction hypothesis we have b F Bunch and T, x: A\ b B\ Type and Fb N\ \A\ and Tb M\ :

Tlx. A\.B\. By (subst) we get T b B\ [N\/x} Type. By (FI-E) we get T b app(A..A|)B| (M\ ,N\) :
B\[N\/x). Using the induction hypothesis we furthermore get T, x: A] b Bi Type, Fb M :A|
and TT M2 : Fix: A\.B\. Using (Bu-AEq) and (Bu-conv) we obtain T,x: a2 b Bi Type.

Using (FI-Ty-Cgr) we get T b FLr: A\.B\ = fix: A2.62 Type. Using (Ty-Conv) this implies
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r b W2 : A2 and Tb M2 : Tlx: A2.B2. By (FI-E) we get T b app(x;/l2)B2(M2,7V2) : B2[A^2/ji:]. Using
(Subst-Ty-Cgr) we get t b B\[N\/x] = lh[/V2/x] Type. By symmetry and type conversion we

finally get T b app(X/42)B2(M2,fV2): B\ [N\/x\, thus completing the case.

□

For the formulation of properties of the type theory, we introduce a notion of subcontext up to structural
congruence. This is given by the binary relation > between bunches defined by the following rules.

b T Bunch $ A A T

T>T T

A^ r T* > <£> A^r AbA Type
A*^>r*<F (A,jc: A) !?= (r,x: A)

r b A Type
(r,x: A) r

b r Bunch b T Bunch

r*oi?=r r> r*o

b r Bunch b A Bunch

A*r^r*A

b r Bunch b A Bunch b <f> Bunch

r* (a*4>) (r* a) *<3>

b r Bunch b A Bunch b <I> Bunch

(r * a) * <& > r * (a * <f>)

We write T = A for the conjunction of T !>= A and A !>= F. Note that T = A means that T and A are identical
up to structural rearranging, while provable equality b T = A Bunch means that, without structural
rearrangement, T can be obtained from A by replacing types with provably equal ones.

Clearly, the following rule is equivalent to all of (unit), (swap), (weak) and (assoc).

Ab j r>A
(Cong) -

p̂b J?
Lemma 4.4.6. If T A(<I> * T) then there exist A'0, 4>' and T' such that <t>' > and T' ^ T and
r = A'(<f>'*T").

Proof. By induction on the derivation of T A(<t> * T'). □

Lemma 4.4.7. If V A(<t>, x: A) then there exist A!0 and <f>' such that <$»')?= <t> and T is A'(<I>', x: A).

Proof. By induction on the derivation of T !>= A(4>, x: A).

Lemma 4.4.8. If b T = A Bunch and F' ^ T then there exists A' such that A' ^ A and b F

□

= A' Bunch.
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Proof. By induction on the derivation of V V? T. □

Lemma 4.4.9 (Term inversion). The following are true.

1. If TV- f(M) Type then there exist A and B with Th M : A and x: A h SType and f € SA(x \ A;B).

2. If r b Ax: A. M : C then there exists B such that V b C = ELr: A.B Type and T,x\ AP M : B.

3. If T P app^x.A^B(M,N) : C then T h C = ELr: A. B Type and Th M : IIx: A.B and V P N : A.

4. If TV- pair(j.A)B(M,/V) : C then T b C = Ex: A. 6 Type and T\- M : A and TV- N : B[M/x].

5. If TV- fst(j.A)B(M) : C then T P C = A Type and TP M :Lx: A.B.

6. If TV- snd(A::A)fi(M) : C then ThC = B[fcfx.A)B(M) /x] Type and TP M :Ix: A.B.

7. If rP A*x: A.M : C then there exists B such that Th C = IPx: A.B Type and T*x: AP M : B.

8. If TP app*^x.a<b(M,N) : C then there exist A0, "J* and such that T = A(<t>**T) and <t>*x: A P
B Type and TP C = EEx: A. 6 Type and <t>P M : TEx: A.B and T* P N : A.

Proof. The cases for n-types and L-types are standard. We consider the case for app*. Any derivation
of r P app\x-A)B{M,N) : C must end in an application of (EE-E) followed by a number of applications
of the rules (Bu-Conv), (Ty-Conv), (Cong) and (subst). We continue by induction on the number
of application of these rules. If the last rule is (EE-E) then the assertion is immediate. For the induction
step there are four possible cases for the last rule:

• (BU-conv), say with equality P T — T' Bunch. By induction hypothesis, we have Aj,, <J>' and
A" with T' = A'(4>'*T"), <t>'*x: AP B Type, T' P C = EEx: A.B Type, <t>' P M : EEx: A.B
and ¥' h JV : A. By Lemma 4.4.8 there exists a context 0 with I- 0 = A'(4>' * *P') Bunch and
0 = E. Since bunch equality does not manipulate the bunching structure, 0 must have the form

A(0**T) and h 4> = Bunch and h T* = T' Bunch. The assertion then follows, since using
bunch conversion we can derive <t>*x: A h B Type, ThC = EEx: A.B Type, <4> h M : EEx: A.B
and fh/V:A.

• (Ty-Conv). Immediate from the induction hypothesis and transitivity of type equality.

• (cong), say with T T'. By induction hypothesis, we have a'0, <£' and t1' with e's a'(<e'
4>' *x: AP B Type, EhC= Tl*x: A. B Type, <t>' h M : EEx: A.B and f'hiViA. By transitivity
of we get T )p A'(<3>' * ¥'). By Lemma 4.4.6, there exist A, <t> and T* with h A(<J> * T') Bunch,
•J1 ^ <t>', T SP' and E = A(<I'*lf/). Using (CONG) we can derive the required <S>*x: AP B Type,
EhC = EEx: A.SType, T> P M : EEx: A.B and A'P N :A.
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• (Subst), say where T is r'(r", u: D) and the substituted term is T" h R : D. By induction
hypothesis, we have A'0, <£' and VP' with r^r", u: D) = **¥') as well as <J>' *x: A I- B Type,
r' I- C — FT*: A. B Type, $'hM: H*x: A.B and T*' b N : A. By Lemma 4.4.7, there exist A0 and
T'" > r" such that A'(<t>' **P') is A(F"', u: D). By (CONG), we have V" h R .D. The assertion
follows by case distinction on whether u occurs in A'0, <£>' or lB', and in each case substituting
appropriately.

□

At several points in later chapters, arguments can be simplified or generalised if the type theory has
the strengthening property. Although we will not rely on strengthening, we give a definition of it here,
so that we can state its consequences precisely.

Definition 4.4.10. A type theory has strengthening if, for all derivable judgements F\- JF Type and
r> 4> with FV(J?) c v(<t>), it holds that <E> I- ^ Type is derivable.

Not all type theories have this property. It can be violated by an appropriate choice of constants and
axioms. For example, with constants h A Type, h B Type, h / : A and axiom x: B t~ A = B Type, we

can derive x : B h / : B by weakening and type-conversion, but b / : B is not derivable.

4.5 Related and Further Work

There are other possibilities for defining bunched dependent type theories. The motivation for the defi¬
nition of bunches in this chapter was to find the simplest kind of bunches that allows us to work with n
and IP and that allows us to substitute for all variables. It is not strictly necessary to allow substitution
for all variables. Cheney [20], for example, gives a sequent calculus for nominal logic over a simple type

theory which uses only context multiplication of the form r*x: A. It may be interesting to investigate
how useful a type theory with such restricted bunches would be.

Rather than restricting bunches even further, one may also ask for more expressive bunches. For
example, one may ask for the context multiplication * to be dependent to some degree. In [91, §15.15],
Pym outlines a bunched type theory in which * is dependent. The reason we propose a different system

here is that in Pym's calculus the context operation * has to be fibred. Although assuming * to be fibred
is natural from the type theoretic perspective, it excludes the models that we are interested in. For * to be
a fibred monoidal structure, it would have to be a monoidal structure on all the slices categories B/r, not

just on B. In addition, it would have to be preserved under reindexing, i.e. a*(A *B) = (c*A) * (o*B).
In the intended semantics in the Schanuel topos, there is no way to extend the monoidal structure for
freshness to a fibred monoidal structure. Suppose we had a fibred monoidal structure * for the codomain
fibration on S, such that on S/l = § it coincides (up to isomorphism) with the monoidal structure for
freshness from Section 3.3.1. To see that no such fibred monoidal structure * can exist, consider the
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slice category S/N and the following morphism in it.

N »-NxN

N

This morphism has the type 5: !* 1 —>!*N in S/N, where !: N —> 1 and where we consider the object N of
S as an object of S/l. Using the monoidal structure * on §/N, we get a morphism 8*8: (!*1)*(!*1)—>
(!*N)*(!*N) in S/N. Since a fibred monoidal structure is preserved by reindexing, this amounts to a map

!*(1 * 1) —>!*(N*N) in S/N. Note that the monoidal structure * used in both the domain and codomain
of this map lives in the slice S/l = S. By assumption, in the slice S/l, the monoidal structure * is
just the monoidal structure for freshness defined in Chapter 3. As a consequence, we get 1 * 1 = 1.
Hence, the map !*(1 * 1) —>!*(N *N) amounts to a map !*1 —>!*(N * N) in S/N. Spelled out, this gives
a commuting triangle of the following form in S.

N 9- N x (N*N)

N

Note that this triangle would give us a map of type N —> N * N in S. It is an easy consequence of
Proposition 3.3.5 that there exists no map of this type in S. Hence, the monoidal structure for freshness
in the Schanuel topos cannot be extended to a fibred monoidal structure.

This semantic argument shows that calculi relying on the monoidal structure being fibred, such as

the one of Pym [91, §15.15], cannot be used to work with the monoidal structure for freshness in S. The
problem is not that forgiven objects A and B in S/T there are no sensible choices ofA*B in S/T. Rather,
the problem is that no such choice can be functorial. Since functoriality is essential for substitution in
bunches, it is likely that some approach other than bunches is needed to make this work.

Ishtiaq & Pym [92] define a dependent type theory containing both a linear and an additive function
space. It is not clear what the precise relation of their type theory to the type theory presented here
is. For example, to handle linearity Ishtiaq and Pym allow variables to be defined more than once in
a context and need a binding strategy to determine by which variable in the context a free variable is
bound. Besides the syntactic differences, the calculus in [92] has context extension rules

F h A Type F h A Type
F, x: A Context F, x\A Context

in which x\A corresponds to a linear variable. The dependencies in theses rules suggest that linearity is
interpreted in a fibred way, and we have argued above that there is a problem with interpreting this in
the Schanuel topos.

Another linear dependent type theory is the linear logical framework of Cervesato and Pfenning [19].
This type theory extends the LF logical framework with a linear function space A—°B that is both more
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and less dependent than IP. It is less dependent because in A —° B the type B is not allowed to depend
on A, but it is more dependent because in A —° B the type A need not be closed. Again, the dependencies
in the context formation rules suggest that linearity is interpreted in a fibred way.

The dependent type theory in this section may be considered a generalisation of the aA-calculus of
O'Hearn and Pym. The aA-calculus is a type theory for a category that is both cartesian closed and
monoidal closed. Since BT(1,L,II,IP) is a type theory for a category that is locally cartesian closed
and monoidal closed, it may be considered as extending the aA-calculus in the additive direction. The
aA-calculus relates to BT(l,L,n,IP) in the same way the simply-typed A-calculus relates to first-
order dependent type theory. In this relationship, there is a mismatch between the way contexts can be
formed, because, with dependent types, the additive context extension (r, x: A) is asymmetric, while
in the aA-calculus whole contexts can be joined additively (r, A). For the relation of the simply-
typed A-calculus to standard dependent type theory, this mismatch can be ignored: The simply-typed
context (x: A, (y: B,z: C)), which is not available in dependent type theory, can simply be transformed
to the context ((x: A,y: B),z: C), which is available. With bunches we have to be more careful. In
BT(l,E,n,n*) we do not directly have the context T* (y: B, z. C) of the aA-calculus. As discussed
earlier, this context can nevertheless be encoded as F* (z: B xC). With *-types, that we will introduce
in the next chapter, we can use this idea to encode the aA-calculus in BT(*, l,L,n,n*). We can also
make BT(*, l,£,n,n*) a direct super-system of the aA-calculus by adding the following rules for
cartesian products. Although not formally checked, we believe that these rules are sound and form a

conservative extension of BT(*, l,E,n,n*).

b r Bunch b A Bunch
(Bu-Cart)

h r x A Bunch

r(A)b J F(Ax$)b
(Unit-Cart)=^= (Swap-Cart)

r(a x«)h / r(<£> xa)i-/

T((A x4>)xT)f / r(AxA')h /
(Assoc-Cart) (Diag) v ; ^

r(A x (<t> x T>)) b J r(A) b J [v(A')/ v(A)]
With this extension, the rules of (a version with type-labelled application of) the aA-calculus become
derivable. Abstraction and application, for instance, can be derived as follows.

Tx(x: A)hM:B
(Unit), (Unit-Cart), (Weak) —

(r,x: A)x(r,y:A)bM[y/x]:5

(n-I)
Tb Ax: A.M: A -> £

... . .... . T b M: A —> B A\~N:A
(Unit), (Weak) —— , — (Unit), (Weak)r xAbM :A—>5 v ' T x A b A : A

TxAbapp{x.a]b(M,N):B
For further work, we believe that it should not be hard to show decidability of type-checking for

BT(l,Z,n,TT) by adapting well-known type-checking techniques for logical frameworks [43, 25, 3].
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Monoidal Pair Types

In this chapter we extend the type theory BT(l,£,n,n*) with *-types. We show that *-types can

be used to internalise context multiplication T * A in the same way that £-types can be used to inter¬
nalise additive context concatenation (r, x: A). Thus, by adding *-types we remove some of the defects
of BT(1,£, n,n*) that we have discussed in the last chapter. In this chapter we also introduce a rep¬

resentation of simultaneous substitution for the bunched type theory with *-types and give substitution
lemmas for it. This representation of substitution is used to make precise the internalisation of contexts.
It will also be used for showing completeness in Chapter 7.

5.1 The System BT(*, 1 ,Z,n,n*)

5.1.1 Syntax

We extend the syntax of BT(l,£,n,II*) with the following types and terms.

Types A ::=••• | A*A

Terms M ::= ■■■ | pair*A A(M,M) \ let M be x\A*x:A in M

FV(A*B) = FV{A)UFV(B)

FV(pair^ = FV{A)\JFV{B)\JFV(M)\JFV(N)

FV(let M be x\A*y\B in N) = FV(A) U FV(B) UFV(M) U (FV(N) \ {*,?})

We frequently omit type annotations for notational convenience.

strip(pair^ b(M,N)) = M*N

strip{let M be x:A*y:B in N) = let M be x*y in N

133
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We use the following notation for the derivable inclusion of A*B in A x B and the resulting projections.

i(M) =f let M be x:A*y:B in (x,y)
Hpf

ii\ (M) = let M be x\A*y:B in x
Hpf

Ki(M) — let M be x:A*y:B in y

5.1.2 Rules for Monoidal Products

Rules marked with f will be discussed in the next section.

5.1.2.1 Rules for *-types

Formation

Introduction

, b A Type h B Type
(*-TY)f LA pth A* B Type

I- A Type b B Type r b M : A A\~ N \ B
(*-I)

Elimination

(*-E)t

r* A b pair^ B(M,N) : A*B

T(z: A*B) b C Type
Ab M :A*B

T{x: A*y: B)[pa.vc*AB(x,y) /z\ b N : C[p<ar*A B{x,y)/z)
r(A) [M/z] b let M be x:A*y:B inN :C [M/z}

Congruences

(t TYCoR) ^.=^ypeF r A\*B\ = A2*^2 Type

(*-I-Cgr)

bAi=A2Type r\~M\=Mi:A\
b B\ — B2 Type T b N\ = N2 '■ B2

r|-Pair4,.5,(^1^1) =PairA2.B2(M2,Af2) '-A\*B\

(*-E-Cgr)

b A] = A2 Type
b B\ = B2 Type T(z: Ai*fii) b C Type

Ab Mi =M2 : A\*B\ T(x: A\ *y: 5i)[pair^l Sl{x,y)/z\ bN\ =N2 : C[pair^ Bl{x,y)/z\
T(A)[Mi/z] b let M\ be x'A\*y:B\ in N\ = let Mi bex:A2*y:52 in ^2 : C[M\/z\
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Equations

(*-/3)
Tl-M:A A\-N:B

<f>(z: A*B) I- C Type
<£(x: A*y: B)\ptiv*AB(x,y)/z] H R : C\p&ix*AB(x,y)/z]

4>(r* A)[pair^B(M,.lV)/z] I- (let pair^s(M,N) bex:A*y:B in R) = (R[M/x] [N/y]) : C[pair^g(M,Af)/z]

(*-T])
Ah M:A*B Y(z: A*B)h N :C

T(A)[M/z) h N[M/z} = let M be x:A*y:B in (N [pair^ B(x,y)/z}): C[M/z}

T h M:A*B

YYN :A*B

(Inject)1

Th ii\ (M) = iz\(N) : A
Th 7C2(M) = 7C2^N) : B

r\- M = N :A*B

5.2 Discussion

The rules for *-types are such that the type A*B can be formed only for closed types A and B. Since *

corresponds to a monoidal structure, it would be reasonable to expect the following type formation rule.

(*-Ty-Wrong)
T h A Type Ah B Type

T * A h A*B Type

In the codomain fibration, this rule would take the objects kA'. A —>T and nB: 5 —» A to the object
KA*rtB: A* B —> T * A. The reason for not allowing this more general rule is that substitution on the

type A*B does not behave well. Consider just the special case of a substitution inside the context F.
Clearly, it should not make a difference if we first do this substitution in Y h A Type and then apply
rule (*-Ty-Wrong) or if we first apply the rule (*-Ty-Wrong) and then do the substitution. Seman-
tically, this means that, for any map <j : C —> T, the objects (a*7tA)*7tB and (a * A)** nB) in the
slice over T' * A should be isomorphic. In the Schanuel topos, however, this is not the case.

N*N ■

(o"7tA)*7tB

N* 1
(7*1

1 *N

KA*ltB

1*1

The objects (cr*^) * nB and (c* 1)*(7^ * nB) are not isomorphic, since the left two squares are pullbacks
while the right square is not. In this example, the map o is in fact just a weakening map.

This shows that substitution on open types of the form (A*B) cannot be defined in the naive way.

Given the semantics of (*-Ty-Wrong), one could argue that the type (A*B) should be annotated with
the contexts in which A and B are formed, i.e. we should write Ay * BA. Then the above problem with

weakening disappears, since permuting weakening and (*-Ty-Wrong) then changes the judgement in
the conclusion. However, such annotations would make the term calculus quite complicated, which is

why we do not consider them further. Nevertheless, we will meet a special case of (*-Ty-Wrong) in
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the shape of freefrom types in Chapter 8. In this special case, A is a context declaring a single variable
and B is the unit type.

It should be pointed out that in the subobject logic of the Schanuel topos the above mentioned
problem with substitution does not exist. If, for monomorphisms <p and if/, the two squares on the left
are pullbacks then so is the one on the right.

A' B' B A'*B' - A* B

o*<p
_] J J

(p T* V V (o* y) cp* y/

r A' r'*A' r*A

The rule (*-E) for *-elimination also deserves comment. We choose to formulate (*-E) with pa¬

rameter context as opposed to the following rule without parameter context.

(*-E')
Ah M:A*S

T*z: A*B h C Type
T*x: A*y: B\~ N : C[pair^ B(x,\y)/z)

T * A h let M be x\A*y:B inN :C \M/z\

The main reason for choosing (*-E) over (*-E') is that (*-E) allows us to derive the display property
that terms T(A) h M : A are in one-to-one correspondence with terms Ah M1: A1 for some type A', see
Section 5.6 below. Because of this property, we can omit the parameter contexts in the rules for all other
type formers. Rules with parameter contexts become admissible. As a consequence, we have to deal
with the problems arising from parameter contexts only once, for *-types. This helps, for example, in
simplifying the semantic interpretation, which is easier in the absence of parameter contexts.

One problem caused by parameter contexts is that the rule (*-E) cannot always be permuted with
substitution. This is a problem because it means that showing substitution is admissible is not straight¬
forward, although we show in Section 7.2.3 that substitution can nevertheless be eliminated up to com¬

muting conversion. To see why substitution and *-elimination can not always be permuted, consider the
following derivation.

(*-E)
z: A*B b M : A*B (x: A *y: B),u: C[x*y/z] b N : D[x*y/z]

z: A*B, u: C[M/z\ b let M be x*y in N : D[M/z}
(subst)

z: A*B b R : C[M/z]
z: A*B b (let M be x*y in N)[R/u\ : D[M/z][R/u]

It is not always possible to transform this derivation such that (Subst) is applied before (*-E). To
apply the substitution before the ^-elimination, we would have to find a termx: A*y: B\- R' \ C[x*y/z]
(satisfying some conditions) which to substitute for u. The existence of a term z: A*B b R : C[M/z]
does not imply the existence of an appropriate term R'. For example, let both A and B be the type

(1 + 1) in the Schanuel topos. Let the type C(z) be such that C(K\ (unit) * jci (unit)) is the empty type
and C(jC2(unit) * ^(unit)) is the unit type. Then, there can be no termx: A*y: B\- R1 : C[x*y/z], since
substituting (unit) for x and y would give an element of the empty type. Note that we can take M
to be ^(unit) * jc2(unit), in which case the term R is just the unique element of the unit type. This
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shows that the rules (Subst) and (*-E) in the above derivation cannot be permuted. The rule (*-E')
without parameter contexts, on the other hand, does not have this problem. Substitution is easily seen

to commute with it.

The problem that substitution does not commute with ^-elimination is not unique to dependent types.
In the simply typed aA-calculus of O'Hearn and Pym it also exists in the form that ^-elimination does
not commute with contraction. For example, the term (let z be x*y in (x,z)) is derivable by:

(x: A *y: B) x (u: A*B) h (jc, u) : A x (A*B)
(z. A*B) x (u.: A*B) h let z be x*y in (x,u) :Ax(A*B)

z: A*B h let z be x*y in (x,z) '■ A x (A*B)

In this derivation, contraction and (*-E) cannot be exchanged. Without type dependency, the problem is
nevertheless simpler than the problem with substitution above, since contraction is the only substitution
that does not commute with (*-E). In other words, the problem appears also for simple types, but it can

be simplified by adding a contraction rule. With type dependency we can still add a contraction rule, but
this simplifies the problem only if we also restrict the rule (*-E) so that the type C cannot depend on 2.

In general, adding a contraction rule does not simplify the problem.

Since the let-terms introduced in (*-E) are a special kind of explicit substitution, and substitutions
can, in general, not be permuted, it should not be unexpected that not all substitutions can be pushed
through the rule (*-E). With normal substitutions, however, the fact that they cannot in general be
permuted is not a problem, since for any given term we can always just perform them in order. This
leads one to expect that let-terms can be moved out of the way of the substitutions. Take, for example, the
above term (let z be x*y in {x,z)). It is not derivable without doing a substitution after a *-elimination.
Using commuting conversions derived from the equations for *-types, we can prove this term to be
equal to (let z be x*y in jc, let z be x*y in z) and further to (let z be x*y in x,z)■ The last term is derivable
without using substitution after *-elimination, so that by commuting conversion we have moved the let
out of the way of the substitution. In Section 7.2.3 we will generalise this informal argument and show
that, up to commuting conversion, we can remove substitution after (*-E).

In Section 7.2.3 we show that it is possible to give a formulation of *-types with the elimination
rule (*-E') instead of (*-E) that is essentially equivalent to the formulation in this chapter.

Leaving aside the technical details of the rule (*-E), it is reasonable to ask why we use let-terms
at all. Since we assume the monoidal structure * to be affine, we have projections ft\: A*B —> A and
Tt2 : A * B —> B which could be added to the syntax directly.

FhM: A*B n-M:A*B

r h jti (M) : A T h ii2 (M) : B

This formulation is weaker than that with let-terms. For example, the above two elimination rules are

not sufficient to derive a term corresponding to the functoriality of *. With let-terms, the functoriality
of * is derivable as follows.
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(*-E)
Z: A*Bb z:A*B

(*-I)
b C, D Type x:A\~M:C y:BPN:D

x: A *y: B b M*N : C*D
z: A*B b let z be x*y in M*N : C*D

The corresponding term with affine projections would be

z: A*B b (M{n\(z)/x})*(N[n2(z)ly\) : C*D,

but this term is not derivable. This problem could be fixed by using the following alternative elimination
rule for the affine projections. This rule is just a version of (*-E).

However, this rule is not very natural for the affine projections. First, it is not syntax-directed. The term
in its conclusion may have any term constructor as its outermost connective. For example, there is a

derivation of

having the above elimination as last rule. Furthermore, even though the term {M[k\(z) /x\)*(N[jt2(z)/y\)
has * as its outermost constructor, there is no derivation of it using (*-I) as the last logical rule. This is
the case since (*-I) can only derive terms M*N in which the free variables of M and N occur in separated
parts of the context. In contrast, the formulation with let-terms is syntax-directed and all terms of the
form M*N are derived with (*-I) as the last logical rule; see the inversion lemma below.

In the formulation with let-terms it is also easier to understand why a given term is typeable. For

example, with let-terms we can type a term of the form M*N only if the free variables in M and N occur

in separated parts of the context. The context can be manipulated using let. Therefore, it can be read
off the terms why separation assertions hold. The price to pay for this is that let-terms make the terms

larger. In the formulation with projections, on the other hand, it is harder to understand how a term has
been typed. In the term (M[fc\(z)/x\)*{N[ji2{z)/y\), for example, the projections Jti(z) and Ki{z) may

occur anywhere and repeatedly in the terms M and N. The term (M[n\ (z)A])*(7V[^2(2)/}']) itself does
not tell us how M[7fi(z)/x] and N[ii2{z)/y\ were separated—we have to guess the separation. Another
good example is the term derived in Section 11.3.3.3, for which without let-terms it would not be clear
at all how to derive it.

A final reason for choosing let-terms is that at present we do not know how to state the equations for
the version with projections. It may well be the case that we can just take the usual /3 and rj-equations,
but this remains to be worked out.

Having given reasons for preferring let-terms, we point out that the formulations with projections
also has its uses and should not be discarded altogether. It will be a useful tool for proving soundness
in the next chapter. The reason why it is useful there is that the translation (let M be x*y in N) i-»

N[ii\(M)/x)[it2(M)/y] maps terms that differ only up to commuting conversion to equal terms. In the
next chapter we will use this translation and show soundness both for the system with let-terms and

T(z: A*B) b CType Ab M:A*B T(x: A*y: B)[x*y/z\ b N : C[x*y/z\
r(A) [M/z] b N[7tl{M)/x][7r2(M)/y] :C[M/z]

z: A*B b {M[it\(z)/x])*{N[7C2{z)/y]); C*D
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the system with projections. Because the translation identifies terms that differ only up to commuting
conversion, there may be other uses of the formulation with projections. For example, we hope that
it may help in giving an algorithm for deciding equality that does not have to deal with commuting
conversions, see the further work section of this chapter. Finally, it should also be pointed out that a

let-free formulation has been used in the type system of FreshML 2000 [87].

Regarding the equations for *-types, we highlight the rule (Inject). This rule, whose premises
are typeable only with (Unit), amounts to the information that the canonical maps A * B —> A x B are

monomorphic. Hence, the rules (unit) and (inject) make the monoidal structure * strict affine.

5.3 Basic Properties

The basic properties, Lemmas 4.4.1-4.4.5, continue to hold for BT(*, l,E,n,IT*).

Lemma 5.3.1 (Term Inversion). In addition to the cases from Lemma 4.4.9 the following are true.

1. If T h pairA b(M,N) : C then there exist A0, <£>, T1 such that T = A(<E> * T*) and h A Type and
F B Type and FbC = A*B Type and <1> F M : A and T* F N : B.

2. If T F let M be x:A*y:B in N : C then there exist A0, <J,) N' and D such that the judgements
A'(z: A*B) F D Type, $FM: A*B and A'(x: A*y: B) [pair^ g(x,y)/z] F N': D[pairAB(x,;y)/z]
are derivable, and V F let M be x:A*y:B in N :C can be derivedfrom these sequents by first using

(*-E), followed by a number of uses of type conversion, substitution and the structural rules.

Proof. The case for pair*AB(M,N) is like that for app|j..A^g(M,Af) in Lemma 4.4.9. The case for let
follows because bunch conversion commutes with all other rules. □

5.4 Eliminating *-types over Types

In this section we define a let on types, i.e. we define (let M be x:A*y:B in C) where C is a type. We
show that rules analogous to (*-E), (*-/?) and (*-rj) are admissible for this let on types.

We define (let M be x:A*y:B in C) by induction on the type C.
def

let M be x:A*y:B in 1 = 1
Hpf

let M be x.A*y:B in T(N) = T(let M be x:A*y:B in N)

let M be x:A*y:B in C*D =f C*D

let M be x:A*y:B in Hz: C. D =f Fb: (let M be x:A*y:B in C). (let M be x:A*y:B in D)
dpf

let M be x:A*y:B in £z: C.D — Lz: (let M be x:A*y\B in C). (let M bex:A*y:B in D)
Hpf

let M be x:A*y:B in FEz: C.D = n*z: C. (let M be x:A*y:B in D)
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Having defined let on types, it is natural to extend the definition to contexts as well. Using let on types,

any context r(x: A*y: B) can be transformed into a context r'(z: A*B) by replacing each type C in ro
that may depend on x and y by the type (let z be x:A*y:B in C). More precisely, the context-with-hole F£,
is obtained from ro by means of the following extension of let to contexts-with-hole.

let M be x:A*y:B in O = O

let M be x:A*y:B in (ro * Iv) = (let M be x:A*y:B in ro) * U
let M be x:A*y:B in (r* Tj,) = T* (let M be x:A*y:B in rj,)

let M be x:A*y:B in (ro, u: C) = (let M be x:A*y:B in ro), u: (let M be x:A*y:B in C)

In the rest of this section we show that the definition of let on types makes type versions of the rules
(*-E), (*-E-Cgr), (*-j8) and (*-rj) admissible. The rules are summarised at the end of this section.
We give a series of lemmas leading up to these rules.

The first lemma contributes to the rules (*-E-Ty) and (*-j3-Ty) at the end of this section.

Lemma 5.4.1. If b T(z: A*B) Bunch and T(x: A *y: B) [pair^B(x,y)/z] b C Type then the following
judgements are derivable.

T(z: A*B) blet z be x:A*y:B in C Type

T(x: A*y: B)\pwc*AB(x,y)/z\ bC = (let pair^B(x,y) bex:A*y:B in C) Type

Proof. The proof goes by induction on the type C.

• C is 1. This case is trivial, since (let M be x:A*y:B in 1) is defined to be 1.

• C is C*D. This case is immediate since (let M be x:A*y:B in C*D) is defined to be C*D.

• C is T(M). By Lemma 4.4.4, we have T(x: A*y: B)[pair^s(x,y)/z] b M \D and b u.D Bunch
and T G I?(u: D). Then FV(D) = 0 holds, so that D is Z)[pair^B(x,y)/zj. We can therefore use

(*-E) to derive T(z: A*B) b let z be x:A*y:B in M : D. Using (C-Ty), this gives T(z: A*B) b
T(let z be x:A*y:B in M) Type. But this type is the same as (let z be x:A*y:B in T(M)), so that
we have the first of the two required judgements. Since we have T(x: A*y: B)[pair^ B(x,y)/z\ b
M = let pair^ B(x,y) be x:A*y\B in M : D by (*-)3), the second judgement follows using the con¬

gruence rule (C-TY-CGR).

• C is EIm: C.D. By Lemma 4.4.4, we have derivations of T(x: A*y: S)[pair^ B(x,y)/z] b C Type
and T(x: A*y: S)[pair^ s(x,y)/z], u.C\~D Type. From the induction hypothesis we get

T(z: A*B) b let z be x:A*y:B in C Type

T(x: A*y: 6)[pair^B(x,y)/z] b C = let pair^B(x,y) bex:A*y:B in CType

We write F' for T(x: A*y: B)[pair^B(x,y)/z] and C' for (let z be x:A*y:B in C). Using the rule
(Bu-AEq) we get b (T', u: C) = (r', u: C'[pair^ B(x,y)/z]) Bunch. By bunch conversion we
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obtain r',u\ C'[pair^g{x,y)/z\ b D Type, to which we can apply the induction hypothesis. It
gives

r(z: A*B), u: C' V let z be x:A*y:B in D Type

T*,u\ C'[pairjjB(x,y)/z] b D = let pair^ B(x,y) be x:A*y:B in D Type.

We write D' for (letz bex:A*y:5 in D). Rule (TI-Ty) gives r(z: A*B) b The C'.D' Type, which
by the definition of let on ff-types is just the first required judgement. The second judgement fol¬
lows, since (TI-Ty-Cgr) allows us to derive T' b Tlu: C.D = (nu: C'.d')[pair^,B(x,y)/z] Type.

• C is Lu: C.D. Similar to the previous case.

• Cis FPw: C.D. Lemma4.4.4gives b CType and r(x: A*y: fi)[pair^ g(x,y)/z] *w: Cb DType.
We get FV(C) = 0, so that C\pa\r*A B(x,y)/z) is C. We can therefore apply the induction hypothesis
to obtain the following sequents, in which we write T' for r(x: A *y: 5)[pair^ B(x,y)/z].

r(z: A*B) *u: C b let z be x.A*y:B in D Type

r' * u: C b D = let pairjj B(x,y) be x:A*y:B in D Type.

We write D' for (let z bex:A*y:B in D). Rule (IP-Ty) gives T(z: A*i5) b Y[*u\ C.D' Type, which
by the definition of let on TP-types is just the first required judgement. For the second judgement,
we use (TP-Ty-CGR) to derive the required T' b TPw: C.D= (TPk: C.D')[pair^ B(x,y)/z] Type.

□

Next we state a lemma justifying the rule (*-tj-Ty) at the end of this section.

Lemma 5.4.2. If T(z: A *B) b C Type then the following sequent is derivable.

T(z: A*B) bC = (letz be x:A*y:B in C[pair^B(x,y)/z]) Type

Proof. The proof goes by induction on C.

• The cases where C is 1 or D*E are immediate, since in both these cases the type C must be closed
and (let z be x:A*y:B in C) is defined to be C.

• C is T(M). By Lemma 4.4.4, we have T(z: A*J3) b M : D and b u.D Bunch and T G Sf(u \ D).
By (*-T|) we have T(z: A*B) b M = let z be x:A*y:B in M{pair^ s(x,y)/z] : D. Since, by defini¬
tion, (let z be x:A*y:B in T(M)[pair^_B(x,y)/z]) is just T(let z be x:A*y:B in M[pairjjtB(x,y)/z]),
the assertion then follows using (C-Ty-Cgr).

• C is Llw: C.D. By Lemma 4.4.4, we have T(z: A*B) b C Type and T(z: A*B), u: C b D Type.
From the induction hypothesis we get

T(z: A*B) b C = let z be x:A*y:B in C[pair^ B(x,y)/z] Type

T(z: A*B), u: C b D = let z be x:A*y:B in D[pairjj.g(x,y)/z] Type.
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Since (let z be x:A*y:B in (Eh/: C.D)[pair^ B(x,y)/z]) is defined to be

(IE/: (let z be x:A*y:B in C[pairjj B(x,y)/z]). (let z be x:A*y:B in Z3[pairjj B(x,y)/z])),

the assertion follows using (II-Ty-Cgr).

• The cases where C is Lu: C.D or IT//: C. D are similar to the previous case.

□

The previous two lemmas for let on types can be lifted to let on contexts.

Lemma 5.4.3. If b T(x: A *y: B) Bunch then the following judgements are derivable.

b (let z be x:A*y:B in ro)(z: A*B) Bunch

b (let pairjj B(x,y) bex:A*y:£ in ro)(x: A *y: B) — T(x: A*y: B) Bunch

Proof. Each of the judgements follows by induction on the context-with-hole ro, using Lemma 5.4.1.
□

Lemma 5.4.4. If b T(z: A*B) Bunch then the following judgement is derivable.

b T(z: A*B) = (let z be x:A*y:B in ro[pair^ s(x,y)/z])(z: A*S) Bunch

Proof. By induction on the context-with-hole ro, using Lemma 5.4.2. □

To complete the rules for let on types, it just remains to show the congruence equation for let on types.
For this we need the following substitution lemma.

Lemma 5.4.5. If T(x: A * y: B)\~ M :C and u: C b D Type then

(let z be x:A*y:B in ro)(z: A*B) b let z be x:A*y:B in (D\M/u\) = D[let z be x.A*y:B in M/u] Type.

Proof. In the proof we write 4> for (let z be x:A*y :B in A(ro))(z: A*B) and Mz for (let z be x:A*y:B in M).
We show the stronger result that if the judgements T(x: A *y: B) b M : C and A(u: C) b D Type are

derivable then so is the sequent 4> b let z be x:A*y:B in (D[M/u\) — D[Mz/u\ Type. Note that A(u: C)
is a context only if C is a closed type. The proof goes by induction on D.

• The cases where D is 1 or E*F follow easily, since D is closed and (let z be x:A*y:B in D) is
defined to be D.

• D is T(N). By Lemma 4.4.4 we have A(u: C) b N : E and b v: E Bunch and T £ ST{y \ E). Using
Lemma 5.4.3 and the rules (*-t]), (*-/3), (*-E-Cgr) and (Subst-Tm-Cgr), we get

<1> b N[Mz/u} = let z be x:A*y:B in N[M/u] : E.

Since, by definition, (let z be x:A*y:B in T(N[M/u])) is just T(let z be x:A*y:B in N[M/u}), the
assertion then follows from this equation and (C-TY-CGR).
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• D is riv: E.F. By Lemma 4.4.4 we have A(u: C) F E Type and A(u: C), v: E h E Type. From
the induction hypothesis we get

<& h let z be x:A*y:B in E[M/u) = E[Mz/u} Type

4>, v: (let z be x:A*y:B in E) F let z be x:A*y:B in F[M/u] — F[Mz/u} Type.

Since (let z be x:A*y:B in (Tlv: E.F)) is defined to be

riv: (let z be x:A*y:B in E). (let z be x:A*y:B in F),

the assertion follows using (TLTy-Cgr).

• The cases where D is Em: E. F or LPtf: E.F are similar to the case for flw .E.F.

□

Using this lemma, we can now show congruence for let on types.

Lemma 5.4.6. If\rA\ = A 2 Type, F B\ = ZL Type and T(x: A] *y: B\)\- C\ =Ci Type then

(let z bex:A\*y:B\ in ro)(z: A\*B\) F let z bex\A\*y\B\ in C\ = let z bex\A2*y.Bi in C2 Type.

Proof. We show that, for any derivation of some sequent A F D\ = Di Type, from which we can

derive the sequent T(x: A] *y: B\) h C\ = C2 Type using only the structural rules, substitution and
bunch conversion, the judgement (let z be x:A\*y:B\ in F0)(z: Ai*B]) h let z be x\A\*y\B\ in C1 =

let z be x:A2*y.B2 in C2 Type is derivable. The assertion follows as a special case. In the rest of this
proof we use P. to abbreviate (let z be x:Aj*y:Bj in T0)(z: Aj*Bj), where 1 £ {1,2}. The proof goes by
induction on the size of the derivation of A h D\ = D2 Type. We continue by case distinction on the last
rule of that derivation.

• In the case where the derivation ends in a structural rule, substitution or bunch conversion, the

induction hypothesis can be applied directly.

• (TY-REFL), (Ty-Sym), (Ty-Trans) are straightforward.

• (Ty-Eq-Ax). The last rule is

A \- M : A u : A F B Type u: A F C Type „,
— (u:AEB = C Type £ 3As(u: A)

A F B[M/u] = C[M/u\ Type

where D\ is B[M/u] and D2 is C[M/u\. We apply to the left premise the structural rules, sub¬
stitution and bunch conversion that lead from the conclusion to Cj = C2. From this we obtain a

derivation of T(x: A\*y: Bi) F M': A for some M' (note that A must be closed). Now note that C\
is B[M'/u] and C2 is C[M'/u], By (Ty-Eq-Ax), we have

r' F B[let z be x\A\*y-.B\ in M'/w] = C[let z be x:A\*y:B\ in M'/u] Type
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Using (*-E-Cgr) and (Subst-Ty-Cgr), this implies

r] b S[let z be x:A\*y\B\ in M'/u] = C[let z bex:A2*y:B2 in M'/u] Type

By Lemma 5.4.5 we have

rl b let z be x\A\*y.B\ in (B[M'/u]) = 5[let z be x:A\*y.B\ in M'/u] Type

r2. b let z be x\A2*y.Bi in (C[M'/m]) = C[let z be x:A2*y\B2 in M'/u] Type.

It is a straightforward induction on T0 to derive h T' =Fj Bunch. Hence, transitivity gives the
required equation

r' b let z be x:Ai*y:Bi in (B[M'/u]) = let z be x:A2*y:B2 in (C[M'/h]) Type.

• (II-Ty-Cgr). The last rule is

„ ^ ^ Ab£i = £2 Type A, v: E\ b F\ = F2 Type
( -Ty-Cgr)

A b riv: Ex.Fx =nv: E2.F2 Type

where D] is TIv: E\.F\ and D2 is TTv: Ez-F2- Using the induction hypothesis, we can derive

T] b let z be x:A\*y:B\ in E[ = let z be x:A2*y.B2 in E'2 Type
r', v: (let z bex\A\*y.B\ in E[) b let z be x:A\*y:B\ in F[ = let z be x:A2*y.B2 in F{ Type,

where E\ and F/ arise from E, and F, by applying the substitutions that are applied after the
rule (II-Ty-Cgr) in the given derivation. Hence, C\ is nv: E[.F[ and C2 is Tlv: E^.Fj. By
using (H-Ty-Cgr) and the definition of let on n-types, we therefore obtain the required equation

b let z bex\A\*y.B\ in C\ = let z bex:A2*y:B2 in C2 Type.

• The cases for the other congruence rules are similar to the case for (n-TY-CGR).

By means of the above lemmas, we have shown admissible the following rules.

Ab M:A*B r(x: A *y: B) b C Type

□

(*-E-Ty)

(*-E-Ty-Cgr)

(let M be x:A*y:B in ro)(A) b (let M be x:A*y:B in C) Type

bAj=A2Type A b M\ = M2 : A\*B\
b B\ — Bi Type T(x: A\ *y: B\) b C\ = C2 Type

let Mi bex:Ai*y:fii in Ci
(let Mi be x:A]*y:5i in ro)(A) b Type

= let M2 be x\A2*y.B2 in C2

r b M : A Ab N:B 4>(x: A *y: B) b C Type
<f»(r* A) [M/x] [N/y\ b (let pair^B(M,A^) be x:A*y:B in C) = (C[M/x] [Af/>»]) Type
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_ . AI~M:A*B T(z: A*B) F CType
(*-77-TY) —

T(A) [M/z] I- C[M/z\ = let M bex:A*y:B in (C[pm*AB(x,y)/z\) Type

A I- M : A*B T(x: A*y: B) \~ N : C(— |"^ '\ — ——. —.

(let M be xA*y:B in ro)(A) F let M be xA*y:B in N : (let M be xA*y:B in C)

For example, to derive (*-E+) from the above lemmas, we first use Lemma 5.4.3 and (Bu-Conv) to

obtain the sequent (let pair^ B(x,y) be xA*y:B in ro)(x: A *y: B)\~N:C. By Lemma 5.4.1 and (Ty-
Conv), we get (let pair^ g(x,y) be xA*y:B in F0)(x: A *y: B) F N : let pair^ B(x,y) be xA*y:B in C.
We can now apply the rule (*-E) to derive

(let z bexA*y:B in ro)(z: A*B) h let z be xA*y:B in N : (let z be xA*y:B in C).

The conclusion of (*-E+) then follows using (SUBST).

The importance of the above admissible rules is that, for any judgement T{x\ A*y\ B)\- ^ and any
term AbM: A*B, we can derive the judgement (let M be xA*y:B in ro)(A) F let M be xA*y\B in ^,
no matter what the form of J? is. We can therefore view 'let' as a special kind of substitution. The
semantical counterpart of this view is that let is interpreted by substitution along the inverse of the map

[Pair4,s(^y)/z]: (*: A)*(y- B) -> (z- A*B).

5.5 Representation of Substitution

In this section, we introduce a syntax to represent substitutions in the type theory. Such a syntax for
substitutions is useful, for example to formulate the display property in the next section. It will also be
used in the construction a term model for BT(*, l,£,n,n*) in Chapter 7.

The representation of substitution for the bunched type theory is more complicated than for normal
dependent type theory, where simultaneous substitutions have a simple representation also known as

telescopes [28]; see [110, 48]. One reason for the additional complexity is that not all the structural
rules are admissible in BT, so that composition cannot be eliminated completely. Another reason why
the representation of substitution for BT is more complicated is that we view 'let' as a substitution. This
is because, in contrast to the other terms, 'let' cannot be described in terms of an ordinary substitution.

Making 'let' a substitution is necessary for showing completeness of the syntax.

We define a representation of simultaneous substitution, the additive part of which is similar to the
representations in [110, 109, 32],

Substitutions cr ::= () | (M/x) \ (M/x\ A*x: A) \ ooo

The substitution (M/x) represents an ordinary substitution (—)[M/x\, while (M/x\ A*y: B) represents
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a let-term (let M be x:A*y:B in (—)). The free variables are defined by

FV«» = 0

FV((M/x)) = FV(M)\j{x}

FV((M/x: A*y: B)) = FV(M) U {x,y}

FV(oot) = FV(cr) UFV(t)

We define the action of the representation of substitution on types and terms by

f[(M/x)\ = J [M/x]

^[{M/x: A*y: B)] = letM bex:A*y:B in JF

where J? may be a type A, a term M, or a context-with-hole T0. Note that in this definition we make use
of the let on types and on contexts-with-hole defined in the previous section. Note also that J? [M/x]
denotes ordinary syntactic substitution and not an explicit substitution.

Of course, not all substitutions o are well-formed. There is no reason why, given a derivable judge¬
ment r b , the judgement Ah jF[o\ should be derivable. It is not even clear what A should be.
Therefore, we next the define a judgement c: A —► T whose derivability ensures that A b JA [c] is
derivable whenever T b JF is.

T , b r Bunch „ . a: T—>A r:A—> <t>
(Sub-Id)— (Sub-Comp)

(): Toa:

(Sub-*) g:rtra^ hrtbrch fv(r'ct'a)nfvw = 0g \ (r * <f>) —> (A * T>)

cr: T-+A AbA Type
(Sub-Lift) — —— yp x $ FV(T,g, A)

a: (F,jc: A[o]) —> (A, jc: A)

(sub-sub) 7t~ * £ fv(h
(M/x): L —» (L, x: A)

, „ r b M : A*B(Sub-Let) x^y
M/x: A*y: B): T-> (x: A)*(y: B)

,r'^=r a:r—>a a^a'
(Sub-Str) —

(Sub-Bu-Conv)

<7: T' —»A'

b r' = r Bunch a: L-+A b A = A' Bunch

G: r -> A'
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The side-conditions on the rules (Sub-*) and (Sub-Lift) are important. Consider, for example, the
substitution (z/y) ° (x/z): x: A —> y: A, which makes use of a temporary variable z. We do not want to
allow this substitution to be lifted to a substitution of type (*: A) * (z: B) —> (y: A) * (z: B), since any

such lifted substitution should leave z untouched, and this is not the case for the given substitution.

Lemma 5.5.1. The following rule is admissible.

It should be clear that (subst+) subsumes the rules (Subst), (Weak), (Unit), (Swap), (Assoc),

(*-e+) and (Bu-conv).

We define equality of substitutions.

Definition 5.5.2. Two substitutions o: T —> A and T: T —+ A are equal, written o = X: T —> A, if for all
contexts-with-hole <f>0 such that the all variables declared in <t>0 are fresh for T, A and a, the following
two conditions hold.

1. For all types <F(A) b A Type, we can derive (<t>0[c7])(r) b A [a] —A[x] Type.

2. For all terms <f>(A) hM:A, we can derive (rFofajXr) b M[a] = M[t] : A[cj].

By this definition, two substitutions are equal if they give equal results in all situations. The require¬
ment that <t>0 declares only fresh variables is necessary to ensure that both (<f>0[c])(r) and <I>(A) are valid
bunches and that names of temporary variables in a (i.e. the variables in FV(o) \ (FV(T) UFV(A)))
do not collide with the names of variables in <F0. The requirement that <F0 declares only fresh variables

corresponds to the side-conditions on the rules (sub-*) and (Sub-Lift). An example where the re¬

quirement is important is for the 'garbage collection' equation (x/z) = (): (x: A) —> o. We can show
this equation, but only because <f>0 can be assumed not to contain z.

Next we show that the representation of substitutions enjoys familiar properties of substitution, as

in e.g. [110].

Lemma 5.5.3. For any o \ F—> A, the following are true.

• If A b A = B Type then Y b A[a] = B[o] Type.

• If A b M =N : A then Y b M[o} = A[a] : A.

Proof. Using the congruences (Subst-Ty-CGR), (*-E-Ty-Cgr), (Subst-Tm-CGR) and (*-E-CGR).

(subst+)
o: T —> A Ab/

Fb Jf{a]

Proof. By induction on the derivation of <7. □

□

Lemma 5.5.4. Equality ofsubstitution is an equivalence relation with the following properties.
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• if o = o1: F —> A and x = %': A —> <t> then (x o cr) = (t' o a'): T —> 4>.

• cy = ao{) = (}oa: r -» A for all o: V A.

• p o (t o cr) = (p o t) o a: r —> A for all o: T —> T>, x: <J> —> T' and p: —> A.

Proof By definition of the substitution action (—)[ff] and using Lemma 5.5.3. □

Lemma 5.5.5 (Substitution Lemma). For any substitution a: T —> A, any term A F M : A and any fresh
variable x, we have {M/x) oo = oo (M[o\/x): T —> (A, x: A).

Proof. We show the assertion by induction on the substitution a.

• a is (). The assertion holds trivially since ] = J?.

• o is a" o cr'. Let A h M : A and let x be a fresh variable. It follows by inversion that there exists <3>
such that cr': T —> <f> and a": —> A are derivable. Furthermore, we can assume that x is fresh

not only for a but also for <F, because if neither cr' nor o" mention x, then any occurrence of x

in can be replaced with a fresh variable. The assertion then follows at once from the following
diagram, both subsquares of which commute by induction hypothesis.

T ^ <T> »- A

(M[<T"K]A>

T,x: A

(M[c"]/x) {M/x)

a"}\a'] —A{°"\—a

a is (N/y). This case follows from the normal syntactic substitution lemma that ^[M/x\[N/y\ =

/y\[M\N/y\/^ holds wheneverx ^ FV{N), see e.g. [110, Chapter VIII].

a is (N/u: C * v: D). Let A \~ M :A and let x be a fresh variable. The derivation of a: F —> A must
end in an application of (Sub-Let) followed by a number of applications of (Sub-*), (Sub-
Lift), (Sub-Str) and (Sub-Bu-Conv). These rules can be permuted so that the derivation
ends in a number of applications of (sub-*) and (Sub-Lift) followed by a number of applica¬
tions of (Sub-Str) and (Sub-Bu-Conv). This implies that there exist derivable judgements F
r = r" Bunch, r" > (<$>0[(N/u* v)])(r') and C* v: D) > A, and that we have T' h N : C*D.

We have to show R[(M/x)][(N/u: C*v: D}] = R[(N/u: C*v: D)][M[(N/u: C*v: D)\/x) for all
terms ^(A, x: A) h R : B, where T'o declares only fresh variables. From now on we omit the
types C and D for readability. Consider the following derivation.

AhM: A
(Cong)

<S>(u: C*v: D)FM:A
Lemma 4.2.2

W(«:C*v:D))h]M:A
0-E+)

(xF(<I>o)[(z/u* v)])(z: C*D) I- M[(z/u*v)\ : A[(z/u* v)]
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We then have the following derivation, in which we use the abbreviations

*Pi =¥(<I>o,x: A)[(z/u*v)](z: C*D)
= ^[(z/m*v)](<t>0[(z/"*v)](z; C*D),x: A[(z/u*v)\)
dJ=f >P(cj>0)[(z/u*v)}(z: C*D)[M[(z/u * v)]/x\

f3 = xi'(<S>a)[(N/u*v)}(F')[M{(N/u*v)]/x}
= V0[(N/u * v>] (<J>0 [(N/u * v)] (f)) [M[(N/u * v)]/x]

^4 = [(N/u * v)] (r") [M[{N/u * v)]/x) = [{N/u * v) o (M[{N/u * v)]/jc)](r")

vp5 4|f *po[(yv/n* v) o (M[(N/u * v)]/x)](T)

T^A, x: A)F R: B
(Cong)
(*-E+)f ¥(<&(«: C*v: D),x: A)\-R:B
st hR[(z/u*v)} :B[(z/u*v)}

¥2 h (R[(z/u*v)])[M[(z/u*v))/x) : B'
(*-7?)

T3 h R[(N/u* v)][M[(N/u* v)]/x) = R[(u*v/u * v)] [M[(u*v/u * v)]/x] [(N/u * v)] B"

^4 h R[(N/u* v)][M[(N/u* v)]/x] = R[(u*v/u * v)][M[(u*v/u * v)]/x][(N/u * v)] B"

*P5 h R[(N/u*v)][M[(N/u* v)]/x] = R[(u*v/u * v)] [M[(u*v/u * v)]/x] [(N/u* v)] B"

(Cong)
(Bu-Conv)

Using (*-/3) and the congruence rules, this equation can be simplified to

R[(N/u*v)][M[(N/u*v))/x) = (R[M/x))[(N/u * v}].

A corresponding equation for the types can be derived similarly. Note that the context ¥5 is
just as required in the definition of equality for substitutions. By definition of the substitution
action (—) [cr], this is just the required equation.

□

Lemma 5.5.6. If o: F —> A and A h B Type and x is a fresh variable, then T, x: S[cr] hx = x[<j] :

Proof The proof goes by induction on a. The interesting case is where a is (N/u: C*v: D). As
in the previous lemma, it follows by inversion that there exist derivable judgements h F = T" Bunch,
T" (<3>0[(N/u* v)])(r') and <!>(«: C* v: D)^= A, and that we have Th/V: C*D. The required equation
can be derived as follows.

„ _ Ah B Type
(Cong)

<t>(n: C* v: D) h B Type
(Proj) —-4 — ——

<J>(w: C * v: D), x: B h x : B
(*-E+)

(<f)o[(z/n* v)])(z: C*D),x: B[(z/u*v)] h x : B[(z/u*v)\
tenure cRn rnMvt * v)D(r*: B[(N/u * v)] h x = x[(N/u *y)] : B[(N/u * v)]

T,x: B[(N/u*v)] F x = x[(N/u*y)) : B[(N/u*v)] □

Lemma 5.5.7. For all a: T —> A and t: <f> —> T1 that satisfy FV(T, cr, A) PiFV(<t>, t,T*), the equality of
substitutions (dot) =(to cr): T* <J> —> A * *T holds.
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Proof. Although this lemma is trivial for normal substitution, in the presence of let-terms it requires
commuting conversions. The proof goes by induction on t. In the case where x is (M/x: A *y: B) we

use (*-77) and (*-/3) as in the previous lemmas to derive (letMbex*y in (/?[cr]) = (letM bex*y in/?)[<r],
which gives the required property. □

Lemma 5.5.8. If we have <T = x: T —> A and A I- A Type and x is a fresh variable, then the equation
a = x: (F,jc: A[c]) —> (A,x: A) holds.

Proof. Immediate from the definition of equality for substitution. □

Lemma 5.5.9. If x: T —* (A, x: A) and a: T —> A are such that a = X: T —> A holds, then we have
X = (z/x) o (jo (x[t]/z) : r —> (A,x: A), where z is some/any fresh variable.

Proof. Let z be fresh. From a = x: T —> A we get a — x: (T, z: A[cr]) —> (A, z: A) by the previ¬
ous lemma. Since (x[t]/z): T —> (T, z: A[ct]), this implies 00 {x[x\/z) = To (x[x]/z): Y —> (A, z: A).
By Lemma 5.5.5, we have (x/z) o x = x o (x[t]/z): T —» (A, x: A, z: A), which implies (x/z) ox =

to <jc[t]/z) : r —» (A, z: A). Using transitivity, we get cto(x[t]/z) = (x/z) ° x: F —> (A, z: A). By
composition, we have (z/x) o cro (jc[t]/z) = (z/jc) o (x/z) ot: t-> (A,jc: A), which gives the required
(z/x) o cro (x[t]/z) — t: t —> (A, x: A). □

5.6 Internalising Contexts and Display Property

In the presence of *-types, E-types and 1-types, each context can be represented by a type. The repre¬

sentation is induced by the following isomorphisms.

(unit/;) j{x,y)/z) <X*y/z)
o > (z: 1) (x:A,y:B)

c > (z: Ex: A.B) (x:A)*(y:B) . (z: A*B)
0 (fst(;)A)°<snd(z)/T> (z/x*t)

Making repeated use of these isomorphisms, each context T can be represented as a context declaring
a single variable. The isomorphisms are used inside-out, so that, for instance, to represent the context

(x: A) * (A, y: B) we first obtain an isomorphism a: (z: |_AJ) = A, which we then lift to an isomorphism
between (x: A) * (A,y: B) and (x: A) * (z: [AJ,>>: B[cr]). It should be clear how to use the above
isomorphisms to internalise the resulting context.

Formally, we define for each context T a type |_FJ and a substitution o(z,r): (z: |_FJ) —> F simulta¬
neously by induction on the structure of T.

|oJ = l o(z,o) = ()

[r*AJ = |_rj * [AJ o(z,T*A) = o(M,r) oo(v,A) o (z/u: [TJ*v: |AJ)

|T,x: Aj =Ez: [rj.A[o(z,r)] o(z,(r, x: A)) = o(u,T) o (fst(z)/u) o (snd(z)/x)

In these definitions, u, v and z are arbitrary fresh variables. The choice of fresh variables is irrelevant
with respect to equality of substitutions.
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To give an example, we internalise the context in ((x: A*y: B),u: C) * (v: D)\- E Type:

((x: A *y: B),u: C) * (v: D)\~ E Type
(a: A*B, u: C[(a/x*y)\) * (v: D) \~ E[(a/x*y)\ Type

b: (La: A*B.C[(a/x*y)}) * (v: D)\~ £[(fst(fc)/;c*y)] [snd(fi)/w] Type
c: ((La: A*B. (C[(a/x*y)\))*D) h E[(fst(6)/jc*y)] [snd(fi)/w][(c/£>* v)] Type

To define an inverse of o(z,r), we define a term T h i(T): [TJ satisfying

for all types T I- A Type and z: [TJ h B Type, all terms T \- M : A and z: [rj h AC B, and all fresh
variables z. The definition is given inductively by:

i(o) = unit

Notice that for well-typedness in the last case we need the equality A[o(z,r)] [i(r)/z] = A, given by the
induction hypothesis. The verifications are routine.

Proposition 5.6.1 (Display Property). For each type F(A) I- A Type there exists a type Ah B Type such
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between terms T(A) h M : A and Ah N : B. Precisely, this
means that, for each term T(A) h M : A, there exists a term Mr such that A h Mr : B is derivable, and,
for each term Ah N : B, there exists a term Nr such that F(A) h Nr : A is derivable. Moreover, these
assignments are such that T(A) hM = (Mp)r : A and Ah N = (Nr)p : B holdfor all terms T(A) h M : A
and A h N : B.

Proof. By induction on ro, using internalisation together with FI and FT-types. The base case where ro
is O follows trivially by letting B be A. If ro is r'0, x: C then we can derive r'(A) h FLr: C.A Type. By
the equations for Fl-types, the assignment M v-> Ax: C.M gives a one-to-one correspondence between
terms of type T(A) h A Type and terms of type r'(A) h Tlx: C.A Type. Its inverse is application
The assertion follows by using the induction hypothesis for F'(A) h FLr: C.A Type. If ro is r'0 * <E> then
we can derive T'(A) *z: h A[o(z,<&)] Type and further r'(A) h FI*z: [4>J.A[o(z,tI>)] Type. The
assignment M <-* X*z: [<I>J.A/[o(z,<l>)] is then a one-to-one correspondence between terms of type A
and terms of type FFz: -A[o(z,d>)]. Its inverse is N N@ i(4>). The assertion follows by using the
induction hypothesis for C(A) h FFz: [4>j.A[o(z,<&)] Type. Since, using this argument and (Swap),
the case where F is * r'Q follows as well, this completes the proof. □

Using the above proposition, we can omit parameter contexts in the formulation of elimination rules, as

discussed in Section 4.3. We are therefore in essentially the same situation as in additive type theory,
where elimination rules are also usually formulated without parameter contexts.

rb A[o(z,r)] [i(r)/z] = A Type

FbM[o(z,r)] [i(T)/z] = M : A

z: |_rj t" £[i(F)/z][o(z,r)] = B Type

z: [rj hiV[i(r)/z][o(z,r)]=iV:B

i(r*A) = pair[rJlAJ(i(r),i(A))
i(r,x: A) = pair(z.lrJM[o(Zir)|(i(r),x)
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5.7 Strong n*-types

The rules for n*-types that we have given so far are sound but may not be complete. The source

of incompleteness is the definition of strong simple monoidal products IT* (Definition 2.5.12), which
relates two terms of the form (M\ @*)[c"i] and (M2@x){a2} for arbitrary substitutions C\ and cr2. The
congruence rule (TP-E-cgr), however, does not account for substitutions of the form (N/u*v). In
order for BT(*, l,£,n,n*) to be complete, we strengthen the rule (TP-E-Cgr).

h A\ = A2 Type
Ai h M\ : Tl*x: A\.B\ Th (n*x: A].Bi)[o"i] = (TT;c: A2.B2)[o2] Type
A2 h M2 : U*x: A2.B2 T h B\ [<n] = B2 [cr2] Type
<Ti: r-> (Ai *jc: Ai) T P Mx[ox\ = M2[o2] : (IT*: A^Bi)^,]
o2: T —► (A2 *x\ A2) Tbx[(Ji] =x[a2}:Ai

(n*-e-cgr+) rh (aPPM,)s, (Mi,*))M = (app^2)B2(Af2,*))[o-2] :BI[<TI]
That (IP-E-cgr) derives from (FI*-E-Cgr+) can be seen by taking <7i = (N\/x) and a2 = (N2/x).

5.8 Further Work

The most obvious omission from this chapter is an algorithm for type-checking. As usual in dependent
type theories, the main work for giving such an algorithm goes into showing decidability of defini¬
tional equality. Deciding equality for BT(*, l,£,n,n*) is complicated by the presence of let-terms
and their commuting conversions. It may, however, be possible to exploit the extra assumption that *

is strict affine to avoid commuting conversions in an algorithm. In the next chapter we will show that
it is sound to replace let-terms with the affine projections, that is to translate (let M be x*y in N) to

N[A]{M)/x\[7C2(M)/y\. This translation identifies, in particular, any two terms that are the same up to

commuting conversion. In 7.2.2 we show that any two terms having the same translation are provably
equal. This suggests that it may be easier to decide equality on the translated terms with affine pro¬

jections. Perhaps, it is even possible to take as equations simply K\(M*N) = M, tc2(M*N) = N and
R = fci (R) * tc2(R), where R is of type A*B. An algorithm based on these equations should be no more

complicated than an algorithm for BT(1, E, EI, II*). It would evidently be complete, i.e. it would be able
to show all equations. But would it be sound?



Chapter 6

Interpretation and Soundness

In this chapter we define the semantic interpretation of the type theory from the previous chapter and
show soundness. The main difficulty in doing this is how to deal with the multiplicative types * and IP.
The additive types, on the other hand, present no more problems than in the interpretation of standard

dependent type theory. We therefore consider only Il-types in detail, leaving out 1-types and E-types for
brevity. Hence, in this chapter we define the interpretation for BT(*,n,IP), for which write just BT.

6.1 Semantic Structure

There are well-known coherence problems with the interpretation of dependent types in, say, compre¬

hension categories [46], The problem is that the substitution laws given by Beck-Chevalley conditions,
such as c*(n,4,B) = (nCTM{<7}*5)> hold only up to isomorphism and not equality. As a result one has to
solve coherence problems for the interpretation of substitution. Curien shows how to treat 'substitution
up to isomorphism' [26]. A simpler solution is to require the isomorphism cr*(n,4S) = (nff./i{o:}*S) in
the semantics to be the identity, i.e to work with split fibrations. This is the solution most often adopted
in the literature, see e.g. [105, 48, 85]. By considering split fibrations, the coherence problem is shifted
to the semantics, where we now have to find split fibrations for the models we are interested in. In
Section 3.5.2, we have shown how to do this for our models with names.

We interpret BT(*, l,E,n,n*) in the following structure.

Definition 6.1.1. A (*, 1,E, Yl,T\*)-type-ccitegory is given by the following data.

1. A split closed comprehension category with unit p: E —» B.

2. A strict affine monoidal structure * on B, together with, for any two objects A and B in Ej, an

object A*B in Ei and an isomorphism Ia b '■ {A} * {5} —> {A*fl} in B.

3. Strong split simple monoidal products IP with respect to the monoidal structure *.

153
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6.2 Overview

Although the interpretation and the proof of soundness are essentially straightforward, the technical
development is rather lengthy. This is already the case for normal dependent types. Streicher's detailed
proof of soundness for the calculus of constructions takes up 50 pages in [105], Therefore, before we

dive into the details, we give a brief overview of the interpretation.
An obvious first idea to define the interpretation of BT is by induction on the derivations. This,

however, does not readily work with dependent types. To see the problem, consider the application rule.

V,x\ A V- B Type rhM:Ilt:A.B Tb N:A
( ~E)

rbapp{x:A)b(M,N):B[N/x]
The idea would be to use the induction hypothesis to obtain interpretations of the premises and then
interpret the term in the conclusion by the map 1 —> n^S = N*n)Il/\B —> N*B in Er, where
£a is the counit of H IX4. There are at least to problems with this idea. First, because the type theory
allows different derivations of the same judgement, there is, a priori, no reason why the A in the type
of M should have received the same interpretation as the type of N. But as the argument types might
not match, we cannot use the semantic application. One possible solution to this problem for normal
dependent type theory is to restrict the rules so that each judgement has effectively only one derivation.
For BT it is not clear how to formulate the rules in such a way, for instance because weakening is
not admissible. The second problem is that we must relate substitution in the syntax to reindexing in
the semantics. In order for N*£a,b°M to be an interpretation for the conclusion of the above rule, its
codomain N*B must be the interpretation of the type B [N/x], but this information is not available.

A possible solution to these problems is to prove that the interpretations of any two derivations of the
same judgement are in fact the same. This is the approach we take in this chapter. It addresses the second
of the above issues because the substitution rule is interpreted by semantic reindexing. Notice that,
because of the problems illustrated with application above, we cannot easily define the interpretation of
derivations first and then show that two derivations of the same judgement are equal.

As a way of working with the semantics, we first introduce a dependent type theory ES that corre¬

sponds directly to the semantics. Since substitution and the structural rules correspond to uses of rein¬
dexing functors in the comprehension category, a type theory corresponding to the semantics is naturally
given by an explicit substitution type theory with de Bruijn indices. The treatment of the semantics as an

explicit substitution calculus is folklore. For example, Cartmell's categories with families [18, 105, 48]
may be viewed as a formulation of type theory with explicit substitutions and de Bruijn indices; other
examples can be found in [26, 93]. We mention here just the treatment of *-types in the explicit substi¬
tution calculus. For *-types we have an isomorphism U,b ■ {A} * {fi} —> {A*B}. In suggestive notation,
this morphism corresponds to the substitution (x*y/z) ■ {x: A) * (y: B) —> (z. A*B). Its inverse, which
we denote by (z/x*y), corresponds to the let-term for *-elimination, see also the previous chapter.
Thus, the let-terms in the *-elimination become a special case of substitution. In the next section, we

formulate the type theory ES with explicit substitutions and give a sound semantic interpretation for it.
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Having defined the explicit substitution type theory ES for working with the semantics, the problem
of defining the semantic interpretation of BT can be reduced to interpreting BT in ES. This means that
we would like to translate derivations in BT to derivations in ES. Of course, this translation should be

reasonable, so that the constructions in BT are mapped to the corresponding constructions in ES, e.g that
Id-types in BT are mapped to Id-types in ES. From any judgement K with explicit substitutions in ES we

can obtain a judgement J in BT, essentially by replacing the explicit substitutions with actual syntactic
substitutions. Let us write K JJ. J if J is obtained from K in this way. That the translation from BT
to ES is reasonable then means that a derivation of a judgement J in BT is translated to a derivation of a

judgement K in ES satisfying K JJ. J. In defining such a translation, we encounter the problem outlined
above, that we must show that two derivations of the same judgement J in BT receive provably equal
interpretations in ES. To show this it suffices to prove that K' JJ. J and K" JJ. J implies K' — K" in ES.

Showing that K' JJ. J and K" JJ. J implies K' = K" in ES takes up most of this chapter. However,
the idea is quite straightforward. The proof goes by induction on the combined size of K' and K". For

example, consider the induction case for n-types. If K' JJ. TXx: A.B and K" JJ. ELv: A. B then K' and K"
can be assumed to be of the form (FL4'.6')[ct"] and (TL4".B")[a"] respectively, such that A'[a'} J) A
and A"[<t"] JJ. A and B'{o'.] JJ. B and B"[a".] JJ. B, where ( —). denotes lifting of substitutions in a larger
context. All these types are smaller, so that we can use the induction hypothesis to obtain A'Jct'] =

A"[a"] and B'[a',] = B"[o",\. By the congruence rule and the substitution equation for n-types, we

can conclude K' = K". A second case worth mentioning is that where we have K' JJ. pair*AB(M,N) and
K" JJ. pair*A B(M,N). In this case, K' and K" can be assumed to be of the form (pairjj, B,(M',N'))[o'}
and (pair-*A„ ,N"))[o"] respectively. To prove (pair^, B/(M',A'))[<7'] = (pair*A„ B„(M",N"))[a"]
we make essential use of a version of the rule (INJECT). By this rule it is enough to prove M'[^(][a'] =

and A'[7r(][a'] = A"[^'][a"], where n[, n", n'2 and K'{ are weakenings used to bring the
terms in the right context (Note that M' and M" could occur in different contexts). These equations
can be proved by the induction hypothesis, since the fact that both K' and K" translate to pairjj B(M,N)
allows us to assume that M'[7t[][cr'] and M"[k"\{o"] both translate to M, and analogue facts hold for A, B
and N. We point out that for this argument to work we need the assumption that the monoidal structure *

is strict affine. Just like in these two cases, it can be seen that all cases for term constructors amount to

pushing the substitutions o' and a" inside the terms. Note that we consider let-terms as substitutions,
so that lets are being pushed inside the terms as well. In the end we have to handle the case of variables.
Since substitutions contain lets, we have to consider variables under a number of lets. Consider, for

simplicity, just the special case where K' and K" translate to a term of the form (let M be x:A*y:B in z).
Because z is a variable, we can assume that M is typeable in the current context and not just in some

not uniquely determined sub-context. Then we can use the induction hypothesis for M to show the
equality K' = K".

For the additive type formers, this argument is implicitly contained in the Streicher's proof of sound¬
ness for the calculus of constructions. In [105], Streicher essentially shows that each derivation of a

type/term in ES can be brought in a normal form having the same interpretation. In the normal forms
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the only kinds of substitutions are weakenings and these weakenings occur only on variables. It follows
from this that K' -Ij. J and K" -IJ. J implies K' — K". Note that in our case such normal forms need not

exist, for example because weakening is not admissible.

Already from the rough proof sketch above, it can be seen that the only kind of let-term we have to
deal with are of the form (let M be x:A*y:B inz). If z is different from both x and y then this term equals z,

i.e. we can remove the let. The other two cases (let M be x:A*y:B in x) and (let M be x:A*y:B in y) are

just the affine projections A* B —> A and A*B —» B. Therefore, it is technically convenient to remove

the let-terms altogether from BT and replace them with the two projections.

6.3 Let-free Syntax

The syntax of BT(*, l,L,n,n*) contains let-terms for the elimination of *-types. As discussed in the
previous chapter, the choice of let-terms is motivated by syntactic considerations. From a semantic
point of view, however, let-terms contain more information than necessary. For instance, a commuting
conversion should correspond to an equality in the semantics. For the semantic interpretation, it is more

convenient use the two projections A*B —* A and A * B —> B as eliminations for *-types.

We now introduce the let-free syntax. It differs from the syntax of BT(*, l,E,n,n*) only in that
let-terms for *-types are replaced with two projections Ia,b(M) and

Contexts F ::= o | F*F | F, x: A

Types A ::= .. ,M„) | 1 | A*A |£x:A.A|rix:A.A| Tl*x: A. A

Terms M v.— x \ \ unit

| pair*aa{M,M) \ Ia,a{M) | rAA(M)
I Pair(x:A)A(M'M) I fSt(x:A)/t(M) I Snd(xa)a{M)
\Xx: A.M\app{x.A)B(M,M)
\ X,*x: A.M \ app*{x.A)B(M,M)

We identify terms up to renaming of bound variables.

There is an evident translation | — | from the syntax of BT(*, 1,Z,Id,TP) to the let-free syntax, in
which each let is replaced by the two projections.

\T(M\,...,Mn)\ = T(\Mi\,...,\Mn\)

111 = 1

|A*S| = |A|*|S|

|Tlx: A.B\ =Ux: |A|.|5|

|Ex: A.B\ =Ex: |A|.|5|

|rTx: A.B\ = n*x: |A|.|fi|
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|unit

\pair*A

| (M * N)

!Pair{xa)b(M,N)
|fst(x-a)b(M)

|snd(x-a)b(M)
\Xx: A.N

laPP (x-.a)b(M,N)
|A*x: A.N

laPP (x-A)B(M'N)
|let M be x:A*y:B in N

- x

■nm\,
■ unit

,\Mn\)

:Pair|A|,|s|(lMM^I)
: |M| * |iV|

:Pair(x:|A|)|B|(I^M^I)

: snd(Ar:|A|)|S|(|Af|)
: Ax: \A\.\N\
: app(x:|A|)|S|(|7W|, |/s7|)
X*x: |A|.|A|

:apP(rW)|B|(|W|,|^|)
■■\N\[lA,B(\M\)/x\[rA,B(\M\)/y]

Note in particular that two terms M and N in BT(*, l,£,n,n*) that differ only up to commuting con¬

version translate to equal terms under | — |.
To each term M in the explicit substitution calculus, we assign a term in the let-free syntax, es¬

sentially by replacing explicit substitutions with actual syntactic substitutions. In order to define this
assignment, we need a representation of simultaneous substitution for the let-free syntax. We follow
Stoughton [104] in our treatment of simultaneous substitution. A substitution % is a function from vari¬
ables to let-free terms. We use X and % to range over simultaneous substitutions. We write id for the
identity substitution.

A special case of substitutions are renamings, which are functions from variables to variables. We
use a and P to range over renamings.

Given a set of variables V and substitutions x and £, we use the notation x{%/V} for the substitution
defined by:

% (x) if x € V,
X(x) otherwise.

For a term M, a variable x and a substitution x> we write ^{M/x} for the substitution defined by:

(*{S/V})(x) =

{x{M/x}){y)
M ifx = y,

X(y) otherwise.

We abbreviate id{^/V} and id{M/x} by {E,/V} and {M/x} respectively.
Given a set of variables V, we define a binary relation =v on substitutions as follows.

X =v Z Vxev.£(x) = £(x) (6.1)
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The action of a substitution x on types and terms, denoted by A % and M % respectively, is defined
inductively by the following equations.

x A = X(x)

unit X — unit

P™a,b(m<n) A = Pair^ X<B X{M x,N x)
Ia,b(m) X = U X,B x(M X)
rAfi{M) X = M x,B x(M x)

Pair(x-a)b(m,n) X = pair(y:(A x))B x{y/x}(M X,N x) y fresh
fst(^)B(M) x = fstWA x))(B x{y/*})(M X) y fresh

sndM)5(M) x = snd(y:(A x))(B X{y/X})(M x) y fresh
(Ax: A.M) x - Xy: (A X)-(M X{y/x}) y fresh

aPP(x-.a)b(m,N) X = app^ x))(b X{y/x})(M X,N X) y fresh
(A*x: A.M) X — X*y: (A X)-(M X{y/X}) y fresh

aPP*x-.a)b(M'N) X = aPP(y:(A X))(B x{y/x})(M X,N X) y fresh
Because types and terms are identified up to renaming of bound variables, the choice of the fresh vari¬
able y in the above definition does not affect the result.

Composition of substitution is defined by (A ° <■>)(*) — AM <=• N°te that this composition is the
other way from that in [104]. In particular, for renamings a and jS, we have (a o /3)(x) = /3(a(x)).
We take this definition in order to agree with composition in the semantics and such that we have
J (X °£) = (J X) <3- Our definition of composition agrees with that in [49].

Lemma 6.3.1.

1. For all substitutions X rind all name sets V, we have id o x =v A =V id o X-

2. For all substitutions Xi, Xi< A3 and all name sets V, we have X3 0 (A2 ° At) =v (A3 ° A2)0 Ai•

3. For a bijective renaming a, we have (FPx: A.B) a = n*a(x): (A a).(B a). An analogous
property holds for all binders.

A proof is straightforward.

T(Mu...,Mn)X = T(Mi X,---,MnX)
1 A = 1

{A*B) x = (Ax)*(B A)

(rix: A.B) x =ny: (A *). (5 *{y/x})

(Ex: A.B) x =£y: (A %)• (B A{?/*})

(n*x: A.B) X = n*y: (A X)-(B X{y/X})

y fresh

y fresh

y fresh
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6.4 An Intermediate System with Explicit Substitutions

In this section we introduce ES, the explicit substitution calculus with de Bruijn indices that corresponds
directly to the semantics. Since the purpose of introducing this calculus is as a vehicle for proving
soundness of BT(*,n,n*), we formulate the rules of inference for ES so that they already contain a

translation to the let-free syntax.

The syntax for ES is given as follows.

Contexts r :=© r*r F, jc: A

Types A := T( o) A*A I riA.A I XTA. A

Terms M :=1 M pair*AA(M,M) | AA.M | app[A]A(M,M) I A*A.M aPP[/t]/t(M'M)
Substitutions o := x Goo cr * ct a. | (M) | (M/A * A)

Structural maps X := id TOT T*T T. | w | unit unit- | swap | assoc assoc"
-l

We include variable names in the contexts. This is in order to simplify the translation of the explicit
calculus to the let-free syntax and in order to be able to state concisely a coherence lemma for structural
morphisms (Lemma 6.5.3). We write FV(T) for the set of variables in T and v(T) for the ordered list
of variables in T. For brevity, we will often omit FV, e.g. writing just Tn A for FV(T) nFV(A). As
for BT, we make the convention that no variable may be declared more than once in a context.

We define dependently typed algebraic theories S? in ES just as in Definition 4.1.1, only now using
the above explicit substitution syntax.

The judgements for ES are the kinds judgements of BT(*, n, IP) as well as judgements for substitu¬
tions and structural maps. Moreover, the judgements contain information about the syntactic translation,
where we write J jj. K to mean that the statement J in the explicit substitution syntax translates to K in
the let-free syntax. Thus, in the following judgements, T, A, A, B, M, N, o and x are formed in the
explicit substitution syntax, while A', M' and % are formed in the let-free syntax.

h T Bunch

T1- A 1J. A' Type
T h M JJ. M' : A
I- T = A Bunch

T1- A = B Type
F\- M = N :A

CT ii-X- r -> A
T: r=> A

cr = T: T —> A

The context T is well-formed.

The type A is well-formed in context T and A translates to A!.
The term M has type A in context T and M translates to M'.
The contexts T and A are equal.
The types A and B in context T are equal.
The terms M and N of type A in context F are equal,
a is a substitution from F to A and <7 translates to X-

X is a structural map from T to A.
(7 and X are equal substitutions from T to A

In the rest of this chapter, unless otherwise stated, all judgements are in the explicit substitution sys¬

tem ES. When we are not interested in the syntactic translation we will omit it from the judgements,
e.g. writing T h A Type for T h- A jj A' Type.
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We formulate the rules using the following notation: ^ can be one of (A Type), (A = B Type),
(M: A), and (M = N: A). We write J? [c] for the obvious application of the explicit substitution cr, for
example (M = N: A)[a] means M[o\ = Af[a]: A[cr]. For the explicit substitution calculus we do not
need a notation for contexts with holes.

6.4.1 Rules of Inference

In the rules we frequently make use of substitutions !p: T —> o. In all rules where !p is used, the
premise !p: T —> o is implicit. Because of the rule (Str-oEq), it is clear that, for each context T,
there is a unique substitution of that type. Furthermore, for contexts F and A, use the abbrevia¬
tions 7t[~'A = unit-1 o (/r/*!A) and 7t^'A = unit-1 o (id*!p) oswap, which correspond to the projection
maps r*A-+r and T* A —> A. Again we assume that any rule that mentions 7t["'A or 7tTA has an im¬
plicit premise ;r["'A: F * A —» T or ,A: r* A —> A. When clear from the context, we omit the context
annotations, writing just ft\ and it2.

Since we make the convention that no context may declare a variable more than once, we implicitly
assume side-conditions ensuring that all the contexts mentioned in the rules have this property.

6.4.1.1 Bunches

hrjjr'Bunch ThAJJ-A'Type
(BU-EMPTY) — — (BU-ADD)

(Bu-Mult)

6.4.1.2 Projection and Substitution

F o JJ. o Bunch I- T, y: A Jj. T', x: A' Bunch

F r IJ. r' Bunch F A jj. A' Bunch
F r * A JJ. r' * A' Bunch

T F A Type TF J K <T4*:A-»r
(PRQJ) — — (SUBST) ^

T, x: A F 1 lj.x: A[w] A F ^ [cr] JJ. K x

6.4.1.3 Structural maps

(STR-lD) h/BU"C1t! (STR-COMP) a-r=>A T:A=^$ml: T => T T o a: T

(Str-*) g:r^A T:4)=»>F 0= (ruA)n(4>u>p)
<7* t: r * <f> =2- A * T* v ' v '

(j:r=>A AFAType
(Str-Lift)

(Str-Weak)

<7.: (r,x: A[a]) => (A,x: A)

r F A Type
w: (r,x: A)=>T
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h r Bunch TT J h r Bunch(STR-Unit)—:—-—- (STR-UNIT-1)
unit: r => rh -

(Str-Swap)

unit: r=> r*o unit-1: T*o => T

h r Bunch I- A Bunch

(Str-Assoc)

(STR-ASSOC"1)

swap: T*A=> A*T

I- r Bunch h A Bunch h 4> Bunch

assoc: (T * A) * <J> => T * (A * <f>)

h r Bunch h A Bunch h <t> Bunch

assoc 1: T * (A * <&) => (r * A) *

The reader may want to compare these rules for structural maps to those for T )= A in Section 4.4.

6.4.1.4 Substitutions

/c c x t:T=»A crJJ.y:r—>A t)J.£:A-+<1>
(Sub-STR)—, ' —— (SUB-COMP) A bt-IJ-(): r —»a v—toooX)/*>}■■ r-o

o^rr^A a = (ruA)n(4>uT)
ct * T JJ- %/T*}: T* <J> —> A *

cr -IJ. y: T —> A ALA Type
(Sub-Lift) a ^

(Sub-Sub)

cr.i}.x: (r,*: A[o}) -> (A,x: A)

rt- MJJ.M' :A
(M) 1J. {M'/x}: T->(r,jc: A)

6.4.1.5 Types

(C-TY) F^AWT T e ^(A), V(A) = (*!,...,*„)rh T{o) JJ. T(x\,...,xn) X Type

h A 1J. A' Type h B JJ. B' Type h T Bunch
(*"Ty) „ m

(fl-TY)

(II*-TY)

rh A*BJJ.A'*S' Type

ThAJJ-A'Type T, a: : A b B JJ. B' Type
r h TL4. B J). TLy : A' .B' Type

A JJ. A'Type T*y: A h B 1J. B' Type
T h n*A. B JJ. ll*x: A'.B' Type

6.4.1.6 Terms

(C-TM) rA^T^£.Y g^;r7fA] / e <^(A; A), v(A) = (x,,... ,xn)rh f(o) Ij. f(x\,...,xn) X ■ A[<t]
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bAJJA'Type b B JJ. B' Type Y b M JJ. M' : A[!r] A b N JJ. N1: fi[!A]
r*Ab pmrA B(M,N) JJ.pairA, B,(M',N') :A*B

b A JJ. A' Type bBJl-fi'Type rbMJJ.M':A*B
(*-E)

(n-1)

rt- A jl A' Tvi
(n-E)

(M/A*B)H{rAl}B,(M')/y}{lA,tBl(M')/x}: Y-> (*: A)*(y: B)

rb A JJ.A' Type Y, x: A b M JJ.M': B
YYXA.M^-Xx-.A'.M'\Y\A.B

r b A Jj. A' Type Y, x: A b B Jj. B' Type YY M ^ M' :T1A.B YYNi\.N':A

(n*-i)

r I" ®PP[A}B(m,n) JJ- aPP{x-a')B'(m'>n') '■ Bl(N)]
b A JJ. A' Type Y * x\ A\~ M M' \ B

rb A*A.M JJ. X*x: A'.M': IPA.fi

(n*-E)
r*Ab

b A Jj. A' Type Tb M JJ-A/' : ITA.fi
Y*x: A b fi Ji-fi'Type Ab A JJ.A': A[!a]

app^Af.W) JJ. app*(x.A,)B,(M',N') : B[id* ((!A). o (N))}

6.4.1.7 Conversions

Tb J b r = A Bunch TbM:A T b A = fi Type
(BU-Conv) — ——- (TY-CONV)

(Ty-Eq-Conv)

(=>-bu-conv)

(—>-Bu-Conv)

AY J v ' r b M:fi
rbM = iV:A rb A = fi Type

(—>-Eq-Bu-Conv)

YY M = N : B

b<J> = T Bunch a:T=>A b A Bunch

a:

b 4> = r Bunch cr JJ. £ : T —> A b A = T Bunch
a Jl*:

b 4> = r Bunch ct = T:T-+A bA = *E Bunch

ct = t: <I> —► *E

6.4.1.8 General equations

Tb/ t: T—>A a:A-^<f> Ob J cr = T:r—>A Ab
YY J [id] = J rb/[ff][T] = /[ffoT] rb/[cr] = /[T]

6.4.1.9 Equations for Bunches

(reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity)

„ br = ABunch TbA = BType(Bu-AEQ) JV

(Bu-MEq)

b (r, x: A) — (A, x: B) Bunch

b r = A Bunch b$ = T Bunch

br^$ = A*T Bunch
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6.4.1.10 Equations for Substitutions

(reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity)

(Sub-oEq)
cr: To t: T o

cr = t: T —> o

(Sub-AEq)
cr, t: T —+ (A, x: A) wo<j = wot: T -+A Th 1 [cr] = 1 [t] : A[w][cr] = A[w][t]

a = t: T —> (A, x: A)

(Sub-MEq)
cr, t: r —> (Aj * A2) K\ o a = K\ o t : T —» A\ 7f2 o cr = 712 o t : T —> A2

a = r: T —> (Ai * A2)

a: T —> A
(Cat-Id) —

(Cat-Cmp)

id o o = o o id = o: T —> A

ciT—>A t:A—> <t> p : <f> —> T'
(por)o(j = po(to(j): T —> *E

, h F Bunch h A Bunch
(*-ld) —id * id = id: T * A —> T * A

, nii„n, cr: r —> A g'^-tA' t:A-><1> t/:A/-><&/ „ , _ . /

(to cr) * (t' ocr') = (t* t') o (cr* cr'): T* T' —> <f>*~

TEA Type
((-).-lD) —

((-).-Cmp)

id, = id: T,x: A —> T,x: A

<7: F —> A T: A —> 4> <thA Type
(tocr). = t. 00,: T, x: A[t][ct] —> <E>, x: A

We state the rest of the equations for substitutions in diagram form. In addition to the usual definition
of commutation that any two paths with the same start and end are equal, we also presuppose that all
the morphisms in the diagrams are derivable. For example, the next diagram presupposes a: T —> A,
A h M : A and x £ T, A.

r *- a

: A [<7]
<T.

(M)

A,x: A

A

unit

r*o ■
G*id

unit swap

■ A*o

(r*A)*4>(-^-^(*E*©)*:E
swap ,ss

r*(A*4>) ^*E*(©*E)
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In addition, we assume the commuting diagrams from Definitions 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 stating that * is a

symmetric monoidal structure. Finally, we also assume equations stating that unit-1 and assoc-1 are

inverses of unit and assoc respectively.

Because of the rule (sub-str), we can speak of equality also for structural maps. When referring to

equality involving a structural map T => A, we mean the equality of type T —> A that arises by implicitly
inserting (Sub-Str).

6.4.1.11 Equations for Types

(reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity)

Substitution on types

A I-7"( cr) Type t: T—>A
(C-SUB) —

T I- T(<t)[t] = r(croT) Type
, _ N AbA*fiType a: T—>A
(*-SUB) ————————————

T b (A*fi) [cr] = A*B Type

(n-SUB)
r[_ ^ = (nA[cr].S[(T.])Type

A bfIA.fi Type cr: T—>A

TIT* SUB)V '
rb (n*A.B)[cr] = (J\*A.B[o*id\) Type

A b TFA.fi Type ct:T->A

Type congruences

(C-Ty-Cgr)

(*-Ty-Cgr)
b A\ = Ai Type b B\ = B2 Type

T b A1 *fii = A2 *fi2 Type

(TI-Ty-Cgr)
TbAi=A2Type T, x: A\ b B\ = Bi Type

Tb TL4i.fi! = IIA2.B2 Type

(TF-Ty-Cgr)
bAi=A2Type r* x: Ai b fii = B2 Type

rbn*A|.fii =n*A2.fi2Type

Type axioms

„ s Tb A Type TbfiType ,
(ty-axiom) —— — A = B e &S[Y)T b A = fi Type
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6.4.1.12 Equations for Terms

(reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity)
Substitution on terms

TEM-.A

Th 1 [(M)}=M:A

O: r —► A Ah A Type
r,x: A[ct] h 1 [cr.] = 1 : A[w][<r.] (=A[a][w])

Ah /(g): A tT-^A
rh/(a)[r] =/(ctot) :A[t]

hAType rhM:A[!r] cr:r'-^r
h B Type AhiV:B[!A] t:A'->A

r' * A' h (pairAB(M,A))[c7* t] = pairA s(M[c],A^[t]) : A*B ^
h A Type h B Type AhiW: A*B o: T —> A

(M/A*B) off = {M[o]/A*B): T —> (x: A) * (y: B)

A,x:A\~M:B c: T—>A
Th {XA.M)\a\=XA[a].M[a,] : (1TA.B)[<t]

A, x: A h £ Type A h M : YIA.B A h N : A A
rh (apP[A]S(A/,AT))[cr] = app^^js^.j(A^[cr],//[cr]) : S[(7V)][a]

A*x:A\~M\B cr: T —>A

rh (X*A.M)[o\ = \*A.M[o * id] : (TPx: A.fl)[cr]

cD*^h (appj>/t]B(M,^V))[a*T] =app^]B[CTtI.rf](M[cr],iV[T]) :B[a*((!4/).o(7V[T]))]
F*x:Ah5Type rhMT'A.B Ah/V:A cj: <!>->r t: A

0 = rnA

Term axioms

(Axiom)
r h M : A r h A : A

I - A/ AAA
m = n e 3rs{r-,a)

Equations for *-terms

(*-I-CGR)
T*Ah pair*AB(M,N) = pair*A,B,(M ,N) :A*B

h A = A' Type rhM = M':A[!r]
\- B = B' Type A h A = A': S[!A]

_ % h A = A' Type h B = B' Type T\-M = M'\A*B
(*-E-Cgr) — —

(M/A*B) = (M'/A' *B'): T —> (x: A) * (y: B)
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E A Type E B Type r E M : A A I- N : B
^

(P™a.b(m>n)/a*b) = ((!r).°(M))*((!A).°(AO): T*A-> (x: A)*(y: B)

E A Type E B Type ThM: A*B
(*-77)

Th (1*1 )[(M/A*B)]=M :A*B

(Inject)

E A Type ThM: A*B V I- 1 [nx ° (M/A * 5)] = 1 [tcx o (N/A * B)} : A[!r]
E B Type Th N:A*B T E 1 \ii2 ° (M/A * B>] = 1 [k2 ° (N/A * 5)] : B[!r]

V\- M = N : A*B

Equations for El-terms

TI-Ai=A2Type T,x: A\ E M\ = M2 : B
(n-i-CGR)

F E AA1. M\ = XA2 ■ M2 ■ Tlx: A1. B

(fi-e-cgr)

(EI-/3)

r h Aj = A2 Type T\~ = M2 :UAl.Bl
T,x: Ai E B\ = B2 Type FhlVi = N2 : A\
r!" aPPlAjs,= app[A2]B2(M2,N2) : Si[(M)]

V, x: A\- M : B T\-N:A
r E app,a]b(XA.M,N) = M[(N)] : B[(N)}

T,x: A\- B Type T\- M : FL4.B
(n-rj)

r h xa. (app[A]B(M, 1))=M:YIA.B

Equations for IT-terms

EAi=A2Type r*x: A\ E M\ = M2 : B
(IT-I-Cgr)

TE A*A 1.M\ = X*A2.M2\Yl*A\.B

(IT-e-cgr)

(n*-j3)

E A\ =A2 Type

Ti I-Mi :ITAi.fli <I>E Bi[cr] =B2[t] Type
t2 e m2 : n*A2.B2 ^ f" (n*Ai. B\)[jti o <t] = {Yl*A2.B2)\jt\ o t] Type
cr :<£>-> Ti *x: Ai <f> E M\ [ic\ o <7] = M2[k\ qt] : (n*Ai.Bi)[jfci °cr]
t: <1> —> F2*x: A2 \ [k2 00] = \ [n2ox] : ai [!d>]

(apP^js,(^i'1))^] =(aPP[A2]B2(M2,l))[T] :5i[cj]

r *x: A\~ M : B AEAFA

r* A E appIa]b((X*A.M),N) = M[id* ((!A). o (N))} : B[id* ((!A). o (N))]

T*x: A E BType FEM: II*A. B
(II -Tt)'

T E A*A. (app*A]g(M, 1)) = M : II*A.B
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6.4.2 Basic Properties

We state some basic properties of ES, which are proved in the same way as in Chapter 4.

Lemma 6.4.1. If TP IL4.B JJ. Tlx: A'.B' Type then T b A (J. A' Type and T, x: A b B JJ. B' Type.

Lemma 6.4.2. If T b EPA. B JJ. Yl*x: A' .B' Type then b A Jj. A' Type and T*x: A\- B B' Type.

Lemma 6.4.3 (Validity).

1. If TP J* then b T Bunch.

2. If b r = A Bunch then b T Bunch and b A Bunch.

3. lfTPA=B Type then T b A Type and Tbfi Type.

4. If r b M : A then T b A Type.

5. IfTPM = N:A then TbM:A and FbiV:A.

6. If a : r —> A then b T Bunch and b A Bunch.

7. If o = T: r —> A then o: T —> A and x: T —> A.

8. If cr: r => A then b T Bunch and b A Bunch.

Lemma 6.4.4.

1. If id: T —> A then b T = A Bunch

2. If too : V —> A then there exists a context <P such that o: V —> <J> and x: <t> —> A.

3. If a. : (F, jc: B) —> (A, x: A) then a : T —> A and T b B — A[ct] Type.

4. If (M/A * B) {rAyB»(M")/y}{lA>:B,(M')/x) : V -> A then A' = A", B' = B" and M' = M", as
well as b A -1} A' Type and b B-lj. B' Type and Tb M J). M': A*B and bA=(r: A) * (y: B) Bunch.

Proof. We show the last case. The other cases follow by similar examination of the derivations.

Any derivation of (M/A * B) JJ. {rA"]B"(M")/y}{lA'tBi(M')/x}: F —> A ends in (*-E) followed by
zero or more applications of (—>-Bu-CONV). By reflexivity and transitivity of bunch equality we may

assume that it ends in (*-E) followed by exactly one application of (—>-Bu-Conv). By examining these
rules we get A' = A", B' — B" and M' = Mas well as derivations of b A JJ. A' Type and b B J) B' Type
and b r = F Bunch and b (x: A) * (y: B) = A Bunch and F b M JJ-M': A*B 1J. A'*B', thus completing
this case. □
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6.4.3 Properties of the Syntax-Translation

For the following lemma, we extend substitution with a bijective renaming a in the evident way to
contexts T in ES.

Lemma 6.4.5 (Closure under bijective renaming). For any bijective renaming of variables a, the fol¬
lowing hold.

• If b T Bunch is derivable then so is b (T a) Bunch.

• If T b J 4 K is derivable then so is (T a) b J JJ. (K a).

• If o %: r —* A is derivable then so is a Ij. (a-1 ojoa): T a —> A a.

Moreover, the resulting derivations have the same shape and size as the original derivations.

Proof. By induction on derivations. We consider representative cases.

• For the rule (FI-Ty), the induction hypothesis gives us (r a) b A jj. A' a Type and (T a), a(x): A b
B JJ- B' a Type. For a bijective renaming a, we have (Fix: A.B) a = na(r): (A a). (B a) by
Lemma 6.3.1. Using (FI-Ty) we can therefore derive the required (T a) b (FLx: A.B) a Type.

• For the rule (Subst), we have T a b y JJ. K a and cr jj. (a-1 o^oa): (A a) -+ (T a) by induction
hypothesis. Using (Subst) we can therefore derive A a b J jj. K a (a-1 o % o a) which, by the
properties of syntactic substitution, is the same as the required A a J K X &■

• For the rule (Sub-Comp), the induction hypothesis gives o 4 (c<_1 op«): (r a)-f(Aa) and
t -IJ. (a"1 o^ oa): (A a) —> (4> a). The required sequent follows using the rule (Sub-Comp)
and the (general) equality (a-1 o ({^/T'}) oa) = {(ou1 ox ° a)/a(*F)}.

• For the rule (Sub-*), we make use of the general equality (a~'o^oa){(a"1o^o a)/a(T')} =

a_1°(;({^/T})oa.
□

The following two lemmas are shown by straightforward induction on derivations.

Lemma 6.4.6.

/. If F\- A A' Type then FV(A') C FV(T).

2. If T b M jj. M': A then FV(M') C FV(T).

3. cr Jj- ^ : r —> A then FV(x{x)) Q FV(r) holds for all x € FU(A).

4. If a X'-^ ~* A then x{x) = x holds for all x §( FV (A).

5. If a: T =» A then FV{A) C FV(T).
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Lemma 6.4.7.

1. IfET Bunch then v(r) is a list ofpairwise distinct variables.

2. If b r = A Bunch then v(r) = v(A).

3. If a: r => A and o : <I> =4> then v(r) = v(<I>) implies v(A) = v(xB).

We now show that the syntactic translation in the rules for ES is unique, so that is makes sense to speak
of the syntactic translation of a substitution/type/term/bunch.

Lemma 6.4.8.

1. If o JJ- ^: L —» A and a j| : r —> A then x = x! ■

2. If r b A 1]. A' Type and T H A -IJ. A" Type then A' = A".

3. If r\- M h\.M' \ A and TP M f M" : A then M' = M".

Proof. The proof goes by simultaneous induction on the derivations of the respective statements. In
order to deal with conversion rules and composition of substitution, we strengthen the induction hy¬

pothesis to:

1'. If <7 J)- X '■ r —> A and a Ij. x' '■ ^ ^ with v(T) = v(<t>), then there exists a bijective renaming a

satisfying v(xF) = v(A a-1) and x! =¥ a 0 X-

2'. If T b A JJ- A' Type and A b A JJ. A" Type and v(T) = v(A) then A' — A".

3'. If T b M JJ. M': A and A b M ^ M" : B and v(T) = v(A) then M' = M".

We show these points by simultaneous induction on the size of the derivations. The induction is on the
size because we may need to apply the induction hypothesis to renamed derivations.

1'. Suppose we have derivations of o Jj- X '■ U -*A and o JJ. x' '■ ^ » T1 with v(r) = v(<f>). If either
derivation ends in (—>-Bu-CONV), then, by Lemma 6.4.7, we can immediately use the induction
hypothesis. Since the other rules are syntax-directed, we can therefore assume that both derivation
end in an application of the same rule. Case distinction on the last rule.

• (SUB-STR). Both X and X' are 0 and, by Lemma 6.4.7.3, v(A) = v(A'). The assertion
follows with a = id.

• (Sub-Comp). We have <72 o 0\ JJ. Xi °X\ '■ U —» 0 —» A and 02° 0\ l}-X2°Xi '■ —» T1.
By induction hypothesis, we have a such that v(E) = v(0 a-1) and a°X\ =s x!\- Using
Lemma 6.4.5, we get a derivation of 02 -D- a~X °X2oa: (S a) —> a) to which we can

apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a renaming j8 such that v(*P a) = v(A j3-1) and
j8 °Xi =xv a_1 °X2oa- Then we have ccof}ox2°X\ =yv °X2°a°X\ =*p X2°a°

X\ ="vX20X'\- Hence, we take a o/3 as the required renaming. Notice that v(A (a o j3)_1) =

v(A (a-1 o/3-1)) = v(A or1 p~l) = vf¥) holds.
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• (SUB-*). We have 0\ JJ Xi : Tj —» Ai, Ob JJ Xi '■ ^2 —» A2, cq 4 X\ '■ ^1 —>' ^1 as well
as 02 JJ X2 ; "^2 ~> ^2. where T = Tj * F2, A = Ai * A2, = <J>i * <$2, T* = ^1 * ^2 and
0 = (Ti UAi)n(r2UA2) = (<E>1 UlPi)n(<I>2UvP2)- Moreover, % = X1CC2/A2} and x' =

Xi {^2/^2} hold. By induction hypothesis, we have d\ and c<2 such that, for i = 1,2, both
v(vfJ) = v(A,- oc~') and %[ =4r a, ox, hold. Since 0 = *Pi 0^2 = Ai DA2, the function cto
defined by

. . / 0£i(jc) ifjte'F,ao{x) = <
[ a2(x) ifxeV2

maps each element of Tfi U ^2 bijectively to an element of A\ U A2. This function cto can

be extended to a bijection a on all variables. This gives v(T'i *xf,2) = v((A[ *A2) a-1).
Furthermore, we have (0! oX;)(jc) = (a, ox,)(x) for any x € A,, using which we obtain the re¬

quired equation aox =4»,*<P2 a 0 (Xi {X2/A2}) =>p1*4'2 («°Zi){0!oZ2/a"1(A2)} =4',*>i'2

(aoxi){a 0x2/^2} =*,.*2 («i °*i){«20X2/^2} =*,*«P2 X'AXi/^i} =vi*v2 x!■
• (Sub-Lift). In this case we have a' JJ %: V —> A' and a' JJ. x': 4>' —>where a = cr'#,

r= (r',x: A[<y']), A = (A'.jc: A), 4> = (ct>', y■ B\e'\) and = (¥',y: 5). The (implicit)
side-condition on (SUB-lift) gives x qL r',A' and y g 4>',*F'.

From the assumption v(T) = v(<J>) it follows that v(r') = v(<£>') and x — y hold. By induction
hypothesis, we get an a satisfying v(vF/) = v(A' a-1) and a ox =4" x'■ Since x £ A'U1?' and
a(FV(vF')) = FV(A') hold, there exists abijective renaming /3 that agrees with a on A'LBF'
and for which /3(x) = x holds. Therefore, we have )3 ox =4" x'■ Using Lemma 6.4.6.4, we

get ()3 ox)(*) —x and x'M ~x- Hence, we can conclude /3 °x =m\X: b x'> as required.

• (Sub-Sub). In this case we have r h M JJ M' : A, h M JJ M" : B, A is (r, x: A), is
(<t>, y: B), X is {M'/x} and x' is {M"/y}. By assumption v(r) = v(4>) holds, so that we

can use point 3' to obtain M' — M". The assertion can then be satisfied by taking a to be the
swapping (ry).

• (*-E). As for (Sub-Sub).

2'. Suppose we have derivations r h A JJ A' Type and A I- A JJ A" Type with v(r) = v(A). The rules
are syntax-directed, so that we can assume that both derivations end in the same last rule. The
proof continues similarly to 3'.

3'. Suppose we have derivations F h M JJ M' : A and A b M JJ M" : B with v(r) = v(A). If either
derivation ends in (Bu-Conv), then, by Lemma 6.4.7, we can immediately use the induction

hypothesis. If either derivation has (Ty-Conv) as its last rule then we get the assertion directly
from the induction hypothesis, since we only need to consider the term but not the type. As the
other rules are syntax-directed, we can assume that both derivations end in the same last rule.
Case distinction on this last rule.
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• (Subst). From the first derivation we get cr 1J- x: T —> Ti and Ti F M\ Jj. M[ : A\ and
M' = M[ X- From the other derivation we get cr JJ- E,: A —> Ai and Ai F M\ M" : B\ and
M" = M" By assumption, v(r) = v(A) holds. We need to show M' — M". First, by 1' we

get a bijective renaming a such that v(ri) = v(Aj a)andao^=Al hold. By Lemma 6.4.5
we get a renamed derivation (ri a~l)\- M\ JJ.MJ a~x :A\ of the same size as the derivation
of T] F M\ JJ. M\ : A\. Since v(r 1 a-1) = v(Ai), we can apply the induction hypothesis to
obtain M[ a-1 = MSince a ox =a, £ and because FV(M[') C FV(A\), by Lemma 6.4.6,
this implies M[ a-1 {a ox) = M" i.e. M' =M[ X = M" t; — M", as required.

• (C-Tm). From the first derivation we get a fj. x ■ T —> A and M' = f(x\,... ,xn) x> where
v(A) is x\.. .xn. From the other derivation we get a JJ. % : T —> <4> and N' = f(y\,. ■ ■ ,ym)
where v(<f>) isyi ...ym.

By induction hypothesis 1', we have a such that v(4>) = v(A a"1) and aox =<t> We note
that f(y\,... ,ym) a = f(xu... ,xn). Therefore, M' — f(x\,... ,xn) X = f(yi, ■ ■ ■ ,ym) (*X =

f(y 1»• • • ,ym) % = N', as required.
• (*-I), (FI-I), (Fl-E), (FI*-I), (FF-E) follow directly from the induction hypothesis.

To get the assertion of the lemma it now suffices to show that 1' implies 1. To this end, suppose

a JJ- X '■ F —> A and cr fj. x' '■ T —> A. By 1' we obtain a bijective renaming a satisfying v(A) = v(A or1)
and aox =a x!■ Because of v(A) = v(A a"1), a must be the identity on v(A). This implies x =a

and from this we get the required x — X* by Lemma 6.4.6.4. □

We define when two explicit substitutions denote the same syntactic substitution.

Definition 6.4.9. Define a = t : T —> A to hold whenever there exist x and such that cr JJ. x '■ T —» A
and t JJ. t,: Y —> A are derivable and X =a £, as defined in (6.1), holds.

Because of the equality rules, provably equal explicit substitutions may translate to different syntactic
substitutions. The converse, that explicit substitutions that translate to the same syntactic substitution
are provably equal will follow from the Main Lemma 6.5.26.

Lemma 6.4.10. The syntactic translations ofsubstitutions have the following properties.

1. If o = T: r —A and a JJ. %: Y —> A and X JJ. £ : Y —> A then X =A %.

2. (—) = (—): F —> A is an equivalence relation.

3. If a = x: Y —> A and br=F Bunch and h A = A' Bunch then a = T: T' —> A'.

4. If a = t : F —> A and o' = x': A —» then o' o a = x' o x: Y —> <t>.

5. If a: Y —> A and a': A —> and a": —> T1 then (a" o a') o a = a" o (a' o cr): F —+ T1.

6. If o = T: r —> A and a' = x': Y1 —» A' and we have 0 = (T U A) fl (T' U A') then we also have
(cr * a') = (t* t') : F* F' —> A* A'.
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7. If o = T : r —> A and Ah A Type and x £ TU A then a. = x. : T, x: A[cr] —> A , x: A.

8. If a: r —» A and t: <t> —> T7 then we have (a * x) = (o * id) o (id * x): T* —> A * T7, provided
that 0 = (TU A) fl (<t>UvI') holds.

9. If r h M : A then w o (M) = id: T —> T.

Proof. The first point follows from Lemma 6.4.8. The other points are straightforward properties of
syntactic substitution. □

6.4.4 Interpretation and Soundness of ES

The explicit system ES is interpreted in a (*, l,£,n,n*)-type-category. The interpretation of the term
and type constants in this category is given by a (*, l,£,n,n*)-structure, the definition of which is
adapted from [85].

Definition 6.4.11. A (*, 1 ,L,n,Tl*)-structure for a theory Sf is given by the following data.

1. A (*, l,E,n,n*)-type-category. We denote the fibration by p: E —> B.

2. For each type constant T in an object in B and an object At in Ery.

3. For each term constant / in t7(Y\A), an object Tf in B, an object Ay in Em and a morphism
Mf\ 1 —>Ay in Ery.

To define the interpretation of the syntax in this structure, we first define an, a priori partial, interpre¬
tation. It then follows by a straightforward induction on the derivations that this defines a total function
and a sound interpretation. Because the type system ES has explicit substitutions and structural rules, we

do not need to establish weakening and substitution lemmas before showing correctness, as is necessary

in [105, 85],

The interpretation is defined by induction on the derivations. Since it is mainly standard, we only
give the cases for *-types and IT-types and some cases for substitutions here. In the following defini¬
tions, we follow the convention that if an expression has an undefined subexpression, or if the types of an

expression do not match the requirements, then the whole expression is undefined. We write !#: B —> 1
for the terminal map. Given an object F in B and an object A in E], we write weakrtA ■ {IfA} —> {A}
for the morphism in B given by {!r(A)}.

(*-TY). ||r;A*5|| =!j|r|i(||o;A||*||o;5||)
(*-I). ||ri * T2;pair^ B(M,N)\\ = s where s: l||r1*r2|| —>^'*5' is the unique map satisfying

{!||ri*r2||(A'*fl')}°M =lAl,B'°{,({M'}°weak\\Tl\\Al)*({Nl}oweakWllB,)),

provided thatM' is ||Fi;A/||, N' is ||P2;A7||, A' is ||o;A|| and B' is ||o;Z?||.
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(IP-I). ||r;A*A.M|| = A*||r*x: A;M|| where x is some/any fresh variable.

(n*-E). ||r, *r2;appj>i4]s(M,Af)|| = (W||ri||*({||r2;iV||}owa/:||r2||i||0;/i||))*(app*||r1;M||)
(Str-Id). ||id: r -» A|| = idM

(STR-Weak). ||W : (T, x: A) —> A|| = 7t||r;A||

(STR-*). || ct* T: n *r2 —> Ai *A2|| = || ct: Ti -> Ai|| * ||T: T2 -> A2||

(Sub-Lift). ||ct.: r,x: A -> A,x: S|| = {||a: T-> A||(||A;£||)}

(Sub-Sub). || (M): F -> A, x: A|| = {||A;M||}

(*"E). || (M/A * B): T - (x: C) * (y: D)|| = ° {!||r|| (||o;A||*||©;B||) o ||r;M||}
Definition 6.4.12. A (*, l,£,n,n*)-structure is a (*, l,£,n,FF)-7nodel for S? if the following hold.

1. For each type constant T in &(T) for which I—es T Bunch is derivable, the interpretation ||r|| is
defined and equal to Ty.

2. For each term constant / in 3T(T;A) for which T I—es A Type is derivable, the interpretations ||F||
and ||T;A|| are defined and equal to Ff and Af respectively.

3. For each axiom T Fes A = B Type in {V) for which both r Fes A Type and T Fes B Type are

derivable, both ||F;A|| and ||F;S|| are defined and denote the same object of E||e|| -

4. For each axiom T Fes M = N: A in 3?S(T\A) for which T Fes M :A and TFes M: A are derivable,
both ||T;M|| and ||F;A^|| are defined and denote the same morphism of type 1 —> ||F;A|| in E||r||-

Proposition 6.4.13 (Soundness). For any (*, 1,£, Tl,Yl*)-model, the following hold.

• V ^~ES r Bunch then ||r|| is an object of B.

• If F Fes A Type then ||r|| is an object of B and ||F;A|| is an object of E||n|.
• If r Fes M '■ A then ||r|| is an object of B, ||F;A|| is an object of E||r|| and ||F;Af || is a map of

type 1 Iim -* IInAII in E|jr||.
• If o: r —> A or c:r=^A then ||r|| and ||A|| are objects of B and || or: F —> A|| is a map of type

l|r|| —> ||A|| in B.

• If Fes T = A Bunch then ||r|| and ||A|| are the same object of B.

• If F Fes A = B Type then ||r|| is an object of B and ||F;A|| and ||F; #|| are the same object of the
fibre category E||e||-

• If TFes M = N:A then ||r|| is an object of B, ||F;A|| is an object of E||r|| and ||r;M|| and ||F\N||
are the same map of type Fjrj| —> ||F ;A|| in E||r|j-

Proof. By simultaneous induction on the derivations. □
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6.5 Interpretation and Soundness of BT(*,n,IT*)

In this section we define the translation from BT to ES. As explained at the beginning of this chapter,
the main effort goes in the proof of a Main Lemma stating that two judgements in ES with the same

translation in the let-free syntax are provably equal. The following lemmas contribute to the proof of
this Main Lemma.

We start by considering the different ways of applying the structural rules after the projection rule,
i.e. we consider derivations of judgements of the form r F 1 [5] : A[w] [5] where 5 is a structural map.

Such sequents correspond to sequents of the form T(A, x: A) I- x : A in BT(*,n,n*).

Lemma 6.5.1. If o : T => A,x : A and x: T =>■ <F,x: B then both T F A[w][cr] = S[w][t] Type and
T I- 1 [a] = 1 [t] : A[w] [cr] are derivable.

For the proof of this lemma we need some auxiliary notions. First, for any F T Bunch with x € T, we

define a structural morphism xp : T => r(x), x: A(r,x) by induction on the derivation of F T Bunch.

• r cannot be o since x € T.

• r is r',y: A. If x = y then xp = id : T =>■ T, and if x then xp = xp o w: T —> r'(x),x: A(r',x).

• T is T' * T". If x e r' then xp = xr/ o it\, and if x € F" then xp = xr« o ^2-

It is immediate from this definition that if h T Bunch and x G T hold then T(x) F A(r,x) Type.

Lemma 6.5.2. Let a : T A and x £ A. Then there exists a structural map x : T(x) =3> A(x) such that
the following diagram commutes.

=> A

r(x),x: A(T,x) ■ A(x), x: A(A,x)

Proof. The proof goes by induction on the derivation of cr : T => A. We continue by case distinction on

the last rule.

• (=>-Bu-Conv). We know that h T = T' Bunch, a: T' => A' and h A' = A Bunch are deriv¬
able. From the bunch equality judgements, it is straightforward to show I- r(x),x: A(T,x) —

r'(x),x: A(r',x) Bunch and F A(x),x: A(A,x) = A'(x),x: A(A',x) Bunch. Using the induction
hypothesis, we have

r =4> A'

xr xa

r(x),x: A(T,x) : r'(x), x: A(r',x) A'(x),x: A(A',x) A(x), x: A(A,x)

The outermost vertical maps are typeable using (=>-Bu-Conv). Therefore, we can use the rule
(=4>-Bu-CONV) with T. to get the required result.
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• (Str-Id). We know that cr is id, that b T Bunch is derivable and that T and A are identical.

Therefore, we take x to be id: F(x) => r(x).

• (Str-Comp). We have that o is a" o o', where cr' : T =£• and cr" : => A. The induction

hypothesis yields

=> A

XT X<f> x<$> XA

r(x),x: A(r,x) / > <i>(x),x: A(<t>,x) <I>(x),x: A(<F,x) > A(x),x: A(A,x)
r.

We can paste these diagrams using (x" o t'). = t". o x'..

• (Str-*). In this case, a is a' * o" where a': T' => A' and cr" : F" A". Without loss of generality
assume that x £ FV(A') C FV(r') holds. Using the induction hypothesis, we have:

r =

K\ n\

r •A'

r'(x), x: A(r',x) t > A'(x), x: A(A',x)

The upper square is easily constructed, and the lower square follows from the induction hypothe¬
sis. Since the vertical composites are just xp and xA, we are done.

(Str-Lift). We know that a is a',. There are two possible cases. First, A is A',x: A. In this
case, both xp and xA are the identity, so by taking x = id we are done. If A is A', y: A for y ^ x,

then we continue using the following diagram, the lower half of which is given by the induction
hypothesis.

T,y:B-
tr.

■A,y: A

=> A

*r xa

r(x), x: A(r,x) > A(x), x: A(A,x)
r.

Again, note that the vertical maps are just the projections X(rj: g) andx(A >,. Ay The upper diagram
commutes by definition of the equations for substitution.

• (Str-Weak). In this case a is w, and we can take x to be the identity.
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• (Str-Swap). The structural map a is swap and the contexts T and A are of the form <I>* and
T * <t> respectively. Without loss of generality we may assume x G FV(<f>) C FV(T). Then we

have:
swap

*1

id

7C2

=><!>

JC<J>

<T>(jc), jc : A(<f>,x) id.

JC<J>

• <I>(jc), JC: A(<F,x)

That the upper square commutes follows easily from the coherence assumptions in the defini¬
tion of symmetric monoidal categories, see e.g. the proof of coherence theorem for symmetric
monoidal categories [63], The lower square commutes because of the rule ((—).-Id). The as¬

sertion follows because the vertical composites in the above diagram are just x<j>*»j< and

respectively.

• The remaining cases for (Str-Unit), (Str-Unit-1), (Str-ASSOC) and (Str-Assoc-1) are

similar to the case for (str-swap).

□

Proof of Lemma 6.5.1. This proof now follows directly from the previous lemma. First note thati(Ax: Aj

and x^ x. B) are both the identity. Hence, by the lemma, there exist maps a' and z' making the following
diagram commute.

A,x: A

a'.

r^=>r(*),x: A(r,*)

F.

x: B

Then we have F(jc),jc: A(T,x) F A[w][ct'.] = A[<r'][w] = A(r,x)[w] = 5[t'][w] = S[w][t'.] Type. In
this step we use the fact that if p.: <F, x: B => Tfi x: A is derivable then so is <f> F fi = A[p] Type, as

established in Lemma 6.4.4. In the above case, we can thus derive T(x) F A[a'\ = A(r,x) Type. We
furthermore have r(x),x: A(r,x) F 1[ct'.] = 1 : A(r,x)[w] and r(x),x: A(r,x) F 1 [t'.J = 1 : A(r,x)[w],
Substituting these equations along xp finishes the proof:

rF A[w][<t] = A[w][cr'.][xr] =S[w][t'.][xt] = S[w][t] Type

TF 1 [cr] = l[cr'.][xr] = l[*r] = = 1 [t] : A(r,x)[w][xr] = A[w][cr]

□
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We obtain the coherence lemma that any two structural morphism of the same type are equal.

Lemma 6.5.3. The following rule is admissible.

(STR-EQ) g: r=?> A T: A
o = z: T —> A

Proof. By induction on the structure of the bunch A.

• A is o. Immediate by (Sub-oEq).

• A is A', x: C. By (Sub-AEq) it suffices to show wocr = wot: r=> A' and 1 [cr] = 1 [t]: C[w][cr] =

C[w][t]. The first point follows from the induction hypothesis. The second point follows from
Lemma 6.5.1.

• A is Ai * A2. By (Sub-MEq) it suffices to show hj o a = hi o z: T —> A,-, where hi: Ai * A2 => A,-,
for all i E {1,2}. Both assertions follow from the induction hypothesis.

□

We should point out that this lemma is much easier to prove than the coherence theorem for symmetric
monoidal categories [63] because of the assumption that * is strict affine. Note also that this lemma
makes use of the named variables in the contexts. Using the names in the contexts we obtain that
two structural morphisms of the same type automatically have the same graph, in the sense of cate¬

gorical coherence [59]. For example, the named variables are essential in order to avoid identifying
swap: (x: A) * (y: A) => (y: A) * (x: A) and id: (x: A) * (y: A) => (x: A) * (y: A) in this lemma.

The next lemma establishes a form of extensionality for substitutions.

Lemma 6.5.4. Let a: F —* A and t: T —> A.If, for all structural maps 5 : A=>4>,r: A, we can derive
r h 1 [5] [cr] = 1 [5] [t] : A [w] [5] [a] = A [w] [5] [t], then o = z: T —> A is derivable.

Proof By induction on the structure of the bunch A.

• A is o. Immediate by (Sub-oEq).

• A is A',x: C. By rule (Sub-AEq), it suffices to show w o cr = wot: T —> A' and 1 [cr] =

1 [t] : C[w][(j] = C[w][t]. For the first point we use the induction hypothesis as follows. Assume
an arbitrary structural map 5: A' => <t>, x: A. For each such 5 we have 5ow: A=J-4>,x: A. By
assumption we have F F 1 [5 o w] [cr] — 1 [5 o w] [t] : A[w] [5 o w] [<t] = A[w] [5 o w] [t] , which gives
EF 1 [5][wo ct] = 1 [5][wot] : A[w][5][wocr] = A[w][5][wot]. Since 5 was arbitrary, we can use
the induction hypothesis to conclude woo = wot : F —> A', as required. The second point follows
from the assumption by taking 5 = id.

• A is Ai * A2. By (Sub-MEq) it suffices to show ft, o a = h, ox: F —> A,-, where hp. A\ *At => A;,
for all i G {1,2}. Both assertions follow from the induction hypothesis as in the previous case.

□
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Next we define a measure on types, terms and substitutions. The proof of the Main Lemma goes by
induction on this measure.

Size of types:

Size of terms:

Size of substitutions:

m(A[cr

m(T(o)

m(A*B

m(UA.B

m(U*A.B

m(M[o]

m( 1

m(f(a)

m(pair*AB(M,N)
m{XA.M

™(aPP [a\b(m,N)
m(X*A.M

m(H*A.B

m(aPP*a\b(m'n)

m(T : T => A

m(o o t

m((Af)

m(c7.

m((7 * T

m((M/A * B)

= m(A) +m(a)
= 2 + ot(ct)
= 1 +m(A) + m(B)
= 1 + m(A) + m(B)
= 1 +m(A) +m(B)

= m[M) +m(a)
= 1

= 2 + ot(ct)
= 1 + m(M) + m(A) + m{N) + m(B)
= 1 +m(A)+m(M)
— 1 + m(A) + m(B) + m(M) + m(N)
= 1 + m(A) + m(M)
= 1 +m(A) +m(B)
= 1 + m{A) + m(B) + m{M) + m{N)

= 0

= m(o) +m(r)
= 1 + m(M)
= m(o)
= m(a) +m(x)
= 1 + m(M) + m(A) + m(B)

Note that the measure 'ignores' all structural maps.

In order to relate explicit substitution to normal syntactic substitution, we must show that the equa¬

tions for substitutions a: T —> A in the explicit calculus are sufficient to implement syntactic substi¬
tution. For example, the equation l[w][(M)] = 1 corresponds to the substitution property x[M/y] = x

where x^y, while 1[(M)] = M corresponds to x[M/x] = M. In addition to the familiar equations for
substitution, we must manage the structural morphisms. As in the examples just mentioned, depending
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on the form of a structural map 5, the substitution (M) in the term 1 [5 o (M)] may or may not be vacu¬

ous. We must be able to transform the substitution 5 o (M) into a form that makes it possible either to

perform the substitution or to remove it if it is vacuous. We characterise such a special form of substitu¬
tion by the following judgement a: T A A. In this judgement, no structural map 8 is allowed to be 'in
the way' of the substitution (M), as is the case in 8 o (M).

+ t: r=> A AbAType TbM:A[r](Sub -Sub)

(Sub+-Let)

(t,M): T (A,x: A)

Tb M:A*B t: (x: A)*(y: B)
To (M/A *B): r A

a: T —»A AbAType T b A[al =£ Type
(Sub -Lift) —- — j~—

cr.: (T, x : B) —> (A, x: A)

(Sub+-*l) g: r^a h®bunch <i>n(ruA) = 0
(id* a) : <5 * T * A

(Sub+-*r) g: r->a t£b™®l<j»n(ruA)=0
((J* id): T*<1> —> A*4>

(sub*-str) t:f7>a (sub*-comp) °": a r:a^<p
t: T—> A toct: rA$

The judgement A is used to express substitutions in a form in which all of the structural maps have
been 'moved out of the way'. In general, a morphism A has the form =>—>... for zero or more —

Each morphism ^ contains either a substitution or a let as its main part.

Definition 6.5.5 (Main part). Let o: T A. It is a lifting via an iteration of (-) * id, id * (-) and (-).
of either o' o (M/A * B) or which we call the main part of o.

Our next goal is to show that each —>-substitution a can be transformed into a -^-substitution t,
which amounts to moving structural maps out of the way. Moreover, we show that the translation is
such that the measure does not increase, i.e. m(o) > tn(z) holds, and both substitutions denote the same

syntactic substitution o = x.

Some words are in order on the choice of ^ as a 'semi-canonical form' of substitutions. In standard

dependent type theory, substitutions can be brought into a simple normal form in which substitutions
can be built without the need for a composition rule, see [85, 48, 110]. In the presence of moiphisms of
the form (M/A * B): T (x: A) * (y: B) as well as the structural maps for *, however, such a simple
normal form does not appear to be possible. Indeed, in the proof of coherence for symmetric monoidal
categories [63] composites of the coherent isomorphisms have relatively complicated canonical forms.
Since these coherent isomorphisms are part of our structural maps, true canonical forms are likely to be
complicated.
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Lemma 6.5.6. For each o : T —> A we can derive cr: T —* A, where we consider (z,M) as an abbrevi¬
ation for T. o (M).

Proof. Straightforward induction. □

Justified by this lemma, we use the measure m for —» and —^substitutions. For example, m((z,M)) =

1 +m( z) +m(M). Also, we will sometimes write o i}. X'- T A or <7 jj. : F A, where x denotes the
unique syntactic substitution obtained by the translation in the lemma.

Lemma 6.5.7. For all o : T i A we have m(o) > 1.

Lemma 6.5.8 (Closure under bijective renaming). Let a be a bijective renaming.

1. If a: r A is derivable then so is a : F a —»A a.

2. If o : r A A is derivable then so is a: F a^Aa.

Moreover, the obtained derivations differ from the original ones only in the names of variables, but not

inform or size.

Proof. Immediate, all rules are closed under bijective renaming. □

Lemma 6.5.9.

1. If a: r A and bF = T Bunch and F A = A' Bunch then o: T' A'.

2. Ifo: r A A and bF = T Bunch and F A = A' Bunch then o: T' A A'.

Proof. The first point follows by induction on the derivations of o: T —> A and b T = F Bunch, and
point 2 is a consequence of 1. □

Lemma 6.5.10. For all a : T —» A and all z: A =>• one of the following is true:

1. There exists 8: T =>■ such that z o o = 8 and zoo = 8: T —»<E> hold; or

2. There exist 8: T =$■ T1 and p: T1 A <j>, such that Z o o = p o 8: T —><!>, m(o) > m(p) and
zoo = p o8: r —+ <J> all hold.

Proof. The proof goes by induction on the derivation of Z.

• The last rule is (=>-Bu-Conv). We know that F A = A' Bunch, z: A' =$■ <£>' and F <!>' = <t> Bunch
are derivable. Let o : T —> A. Then, by Lemma 6.5.9, o : T —> A', so that we can apply the
induction hypothesis to obtain one of two possible situations. First we obtain 8' such that the

diagram
+
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commutes and tog = 8': T —> <f>' holds. Using (=^-Bu-CONV), we also have <5: T => 4>, and
using (—+-Eq-Bu-Conv) also tog = 8: T —><3>. By Lemma 6.4.10.3, we also get to g =

5: r —> so that 1 is satisfied. Second, we obtain p and <5 such that the diagram

5' T

commutes, and m(o) > m(p) and tog = p 08: T —> <t>' hold. Using Lemma 6.5.9 we also get

p : 0 —> <t>, and 2 follows by conversion as before.

t is id. Satisfy 2 with p = g and 8 = id.

t is t" o t' : A => P => We apply the induction hypothesis to tl and g. There are two cases to
consider. First, we obtain 8' such that the diagram

commutes and t'og = 8': T —> P holds. In this case we let 8 = t" o 81. We getToa = 5:T—> P
by Lemma 6.4.10.4. Thus 1 holds.

Second, we obtain p' and 8' such that the diagram

5' T'

©—±^p
P

commutes, and m(a) > m(p') and t' o cr = p' o 8': T —> P hold. We can apply the induction
hypothesis to p' and t". There are again two cases to consider. First, we obtain 8" such that the
diagram

P

commutes and t" op' = 8": © —> P holds. Then we can satisfy 1 by letting 8 = 8" o 8'. Second,
we obtain p" and 5" such that the diagram
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commutes, and m{p') > m{p") and x" o p' = p" o 8": © —» 4> hold. We can satisfy 2 by letting
p = p" and 8 = 8" o 8'. We have X o o = x" o x' o a = x" o p' o 5' = p" o 5" o 5' = p o 5, and the
same for =. Finally, we have m{a) > m{p') > m{p).

• x is x' * x": A' * A" =><&'* <&". Case distinction on the last rule in the derivation of cr:

- cr is (a',M): r —> A, x: A. Impossible because of the form of the codomain.
- a is cr'.. Impossible because of the form of the codomain.

- cr is cj' * id: F' * A" A * A". We apply the induction hypothesis to x' and cr'. There are

two cases to consider. First, we obtain 8' making the following diagram commute.

r -A!

81

We can satisfy 1 by letting 8 = 8'* id. Second, we obtain p' and 8' for which

r

0'

A!

commutes, and m(o') > m(p') and x' o o' = p' o 5': T' —> <t>' hold. Hence

r'*A"

5'*t"

0' * <f>"

o'*id

p'*id

■A'* A"

x'tr"

<J>' ^ <J>"

The components of this diagram are typeable, since from the derivations for a and x we get

(r' U A') fi A" = (A' U <J>') n (A" U <t>") = 0 and because by Lemma 6.4.6 we have ©' C T',
<J>' C A' and <t>" C A".

We take 8 = 8'* x" and p = p' * id. We have x o a = (x' * x") o (a' * id) = ((x' o a') * id) o

{id * x") = ((p' o 5') * id) o {id * x") = (p' * id) o {8' * x") = p o 8. Furthermore, since struc¬
tural maps translate to the identity substitution, we get {x'*x")o {a1* id) = {p'oid)o
{8' * x"): r' * A' —»<f>' * <{>". Finally, m{o) = m(cr') > m(p') = m{p) holds.

- a is id * <y": A' * T" —> A' * A". Symmetric case.

- cr is cr'o {M/A*B) : T (x: A) * {y: B) => A. We take p = (xoa') o (M/A*B) and 8 = id.
The assertions then follow by associativity of o for = and s.

x is x't: {A',x: B) =$■ {<t>',x: A). Case distinction on the last rule of the derivation of cr:
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a is (o',M): r' -i- A', x: B. We know cr': P => A'. We satisfy 2 by taking p = (t'o o',M)
and 5 — id. We have to <7 = t'. o (cr',M) — (t' o cr',M) = p o 5. Note that each part of this
sequence is derivable. Furthermore, the assertion for = follows by Lemma 6.4.10.1 as both
cr' and t' are structural.

<7 is cr'.: (r',x: c) —> (A',x: B). We apply the induction hypothesis to t' and cr'. There
are two cases to consider. First, we obtain <5' making the following diagram commute.

T' —~r~ A'

We can satisfy 1 by letting 8 = 5'.. Second, we obtain p' and 8' such that

+
p ■A'

5' t7

©' Cj>'

commutes, and m(c') > m(p') and t'oa'sp'o5' hold. Take p = p'. and 5 = 5'.. We
have to a = t'. ocr'. = (t' o cr'). = (p'o 8'), = p'. o <5'. = p o <5. The assertion about = is
trivial as t'. o cr'. and (t' o cr'). have the same translation. Finally, we have m(o) = m(o') >
m(p') = m(p).

- cr is cr' * id: P * <J> A' * <I> or id * cr': A'. Impossible because of the form of
the codomain.

- The case where <7 is cr' o (M/A * B) is as above.

t is w. Case distinction on the last rule of the derivation of <7:

- (a',M): P A',jc: B. We satisfy 1 by letting 8 = a'. We have w o (a',M) = w o cr'. o

(M) = cr' o w o (M) = cr' o = a'.
- cr is a7.: F',;t: C —> A', x: B. We satisfy 2 by letting p = cr' and <5 = w as in

P,x: C—^ A',x: B
(J •

P •A'

Thus, toa = wo(j',=a'ow = po5. Moreover, w o a'. = cr' o w as, given a' x'> both
sides translate to ()oj' and x' ° () respectively. Finally, m(cr) = m(cr') = m(p).

- cr is ct' * id: P * <J> A' * <4> or id * a': <f> * P —* <E> * A'. Impossible because of the form of
the codomain.
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- The case where cj is o' o (M/A * B) is as above.

• T is unit. We have o: T A A. Satisfy 2 by taking p = a *o and 8 = unit.

• r is unit-1. Case distinction on the last rule of the derivation of o:

- a is (o',M) : F A', x: B. Impossible because of the form of the codomain.
- <7 is o',: (F', jc : C) —> {A',x: B). Impossible because of the form of the codomain.
- (o' * id): F * o —> A' * o. We satisfy 2 by letting p = a' and 8 = unit-1. With this choice

we have to cr = unit-1 o (ex' * id) = o' ounit-1 = po8. For =, we observe that, for a'
T o o and p o 8 translate to () o (%' o ()) and x! ° ()•

- (id *&). We satisfy 1 by letting 8 = unit-1 o (id*\). We have To a = unit-1 o (id* a') =

unit-1 o(id*\) = 8. The assertion about = follows by observing that for any two a, t: T—>o
it holds that a = t.

• T is swap. Case distinction on cr:

- (o',M): r ^ A, x: A. Impossible because of the form of the codomain.
- a is a'. \ F', jc : C—>A',x: B. Impossible because of the form of the codomain.
- (a' * id). Take p = (id * a') and 8 = swap.

• T is assoc or assoc-1. Similar to swap.

□

Lemma 6.5.11. For all a : T A A and all T: A A <J> there exists a derivation ofsome p : V —> such
that to a = p : T —>• <t>, m(o) > m(p) and To a = p \ T —rQall hold.

Proof. Straightforward induction on the derivation of o\ using Lemma 6.5.10, as each map —» may be
seen as being of the form =>—>... ^> for zero or more —>s. □

The following three lemmas all follow by straightforward induction on the derivation of a.

Lemma 6.5.12. For all a: T A A, Ah A Type, T h A[a] = B Type and x ^ r,A, there exists a

derivation of some p: r,;c: B ^ A,x: A, such that o.—p: t,x: B —> A, jc : A, m(o.) > m(p) and
a, = p : F, jc: B —> A, x: A all hold.

Lemma 6.5.13. For all a: T a and h <t> Bunch with 4>n (TU a) = 0, there exists a derivation ofsome

p: Aa*<I>, such that o* id = p : r*4> —»a*<F, m(o*id) > m(p) and o*id = p : r*<J> —> a*<F
all hold.

Lemma 6.5.14. For alio: T -F a and \- "T Bunch wi(/i<t>n(rUA) =0, there exists a derivation ofsome

p: <j»*r A<j)*a, such that id* a = p: cf>*r—> <t>* a, m(id * o) > m(p) and id*o = p: <t>*r —> <1>* a
all hold.
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Lemma 6.5.15. For all u: F —> A there exists a derivation ofsome p : T A, such that a = p: T —> <5,
m(a) > m(p) and o = p: T —> A all hold.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of a: T —> A. Case distinction on the last rule:

• (—>-Bu-Conv). Apply Lemma 6.5.9.2.

• (Sub-Str). Apply (Sub*-Str).

• (SUB-COMP). Apply induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.5.11.

• (Sub-*). The last rule is:

oily: T-+A Tilt: 4>P
(Sub-*) —— 0 = (ru A) n (4>uf)

o*T^x{^,/^}- r*3>-^A*P

By induction hypothesis, we have a': TAa and x': with a — a', t = t' , o = o', t = t',
m(a) > w(ct') and m(x) > m(t'). By the side-condition of (sub-*), we can use Lemmas 6.5.13
and 6.5.14 and combine the results using (Sub*-Comp). It follows from the definition of the
measure m and Lemma 6.4.10.8 that the combined map enjoys the required properties.

• (Sub-Lift). Apply induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.5.12.

• (Sub-Sub). Apply (Sub+-Sub) and precompose with id to get a A-map.

• (Sub-Let). Apply (Sub+-Let) and precompose with id to get a A-map.

□

Having shown that substitutions can be brought into a suitable form, we now give a series of inver¬
sion lemmas that will be used in the proof of the Main Lemma. The following series of lemmas provides
inversion principles for types and terms under substitution. In addition to the normal inversion, these
lemmas also show that if two types/terms have the same syntactic translation then so do the subterms
obtained by inversion. For example, if (fA.M)[o} and (AB.N)[t] are derivable terms with the same

translation, then so are M[o.} and A[t.].
First we state a lemma that allows us to restrict the number of cases we have to consider.

Lemma 6.5.16.

1. If T F A\a] JJ. A' Type is derivable and A is not of the form B[x], then there exists a derivation of
the same judgement that ends with an application of one of the rules (C-Ty), (*-Ty), (FLTy)
and (FF-Ty) followed by a single application of (Subst).

2. If TV- M[a] \\M' : A is derivable and M is not of the form A[t], then there exists a derivation of
the same judgement that ends with an application of (PROJ) or an introduction rule or elimination
rule, followed by an application of (subst) andfollowed by an application of (Ty-CONV).
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Proof.

1. Examining the rules, a derivation of T b A[cr] -IJ. A' Type must end in one of the rules (C-Ty),
(*-Ty), (TI-Ty) and (FT-Ty), followed by zero or more applications of (Bu-Conv), followed

by (SUBST), followed by zero or more applications of (bu-conv). We consider the case where
(FI-Ty) has been used. The other cases are similar. Since bunch conversion is reflexive and tran¬

sitive, we can assume that before and after (SUBST) the rule (Bu-Conv) is applied exactly once.

The end of the derivation thus has the following form.

(n-TY)
FL4.B -IJ. FLx: C.D Type. br = ABunch

fbu-convl —v ' Ah TL4. B 4 FLx: C.D Type <7 : <5-> A
CSUBSTl - —

Oh (rL4.S)[cr]U.(rLr: C.D) X Type h <t> = ¥ Bunch
(Bu-conv)

o h (TL4.B)[(7] j). (FLx: C.D) % Type

Then the following derivation has the required form.

h4> = 1P Bunch h T = A Bunch

: h = O Bunch >A hA = TBunch
; " y rh m.B^TLt: C.D Type cr : T'T(SUBST)

T* h (ITA.fi) [ct] jl (Fix: C.D) x Type

2. First, it is easily seen that (Bu-Conv) commutes with (Ty-Conv). Second, we note that
(Subst) after (Ty-Conv) can be transformed into (Ty-Conv) after (Subst), as ct: F —> A
and A b A = B Type imply T h A[<j] = B[a] Type. Like in the first point, we can assume that zero

or more applications of (Bu-Conv) can be made into exactly one application of (Bu-Conv).
We can therefore assume the derivation to end with an introduction or elimination followed by
a single application of (Bu-Conv), followed by (subst), followed by (Bu-Conv) and finally
followed by (Ty-Conv). The applications of (Bu-Conv) can be absorbed by the substitution,
as in the first case above.

□

Lemma 6.5.17. If TV- (Ai*A2)[<t] -JJ- C Type and T b [B\*B2)[x] IJ. C Type then there exist derivable
sequents b A\ IJ. C\ Type, b B\ -IJ. C\ Type, b A2 C2 Type and b B2 Jj- C2 Type.

Proof. By Lemma 6.5.16, each derivation must end in (*-TY) followed by (subst). Examination of
these rule applications gives us derivable judgements:

crJ|^:r-4A T : T-> 4>

b Ai JJ. A', Type b B{ JJ. B\ Type
b A2 JJ- A2 Type b B2 jj B'2 Type

C=(A\*A'2)x C = (B\*B'2) t;
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Hence, A\ x = B\ % and A'2 X — B'2 hold. By Lemma 6.4.6, the types A\, A2, B\ and B'2 do not contain
free variables, which implies A\ = B\ and A'2 = Bf □

Lemma 6.5.18. If T b (LL4i .A2)[o} JJ CType and TV- (nS) JJ CType then there exist derivable
sequents T b Aj [cr] JJ. C\ Type, F b B\ [t] JJ. Ci Type, T, x: A\[cr] b /Ljcr.] JJ Ci_ Type and T, x: Si [r] b
^2[t.] JJC2 Type.

The proof is similar to that of the next lemma.

Lemma 6.5.19. If T b (n*Ai.A2)[cr] JJ CType and T b (n*Si. S^JJt] JJ CType then there exist deriv¬
able sequents b A\ JJ C) Type, b B\ JJ Ci Type, T *x: A\ b A2[cr * id] JJ C2 Type and r*x: B\ b
B2 [f * id] JJC2 Type.

Proof. By Lemma 6.5.16, each derivation must end in (FF-Ty) followed by (subst), so that we have:

cr JJ Z: r —> A

b A) JJ Aj Type b B\ JJ B\ Type

A*x: Ai I— A2 JJ A2 Type <t>*x: B\ b S2 JJ S2 Type

C=(U*x:A\.Ai2)x C=(n*x: b\.b'2) t;

From (n*x: A\.A2) x = (n*x: B\.B2) 5, we obtain A', x = B\ £ a"d A!2 x{z/x} = S'2 £,{z/x} for some
fresh z. Let Ci = A\ and C2 = A!2 %{z/x}. By Lemma 6.4.5, we have A*z: A\ b A2 JJ A!2 {z/x} Type
and <F*z: B\ b S2 JJ B'2 {z/x} Type. Therefore, we get T*z: A\ b A2[o*id] JJA2 {z/x} x Type and
r*z: Si b B2[t * id] JJ S2 {z/x} 5, Type. Since z is fresh, we have A2 {z/x} x = A2 x{z/*} and
S2 {z/x} 5, = S2 1%{z/x}. Using A!2 x{z/x} — B2 {z/jc}, we get that both A2[ct*id] and B2[t*id]
translate to C2- Furthermore, by Lemma 6.4.6, neither A', nor B\ contain free variables, which implies
Aj =Aj x — B\ ^ =S',. Hence, the syntax translation of both A] and Bj is C\. □

Lemma 6.5.20. Let 5 : (x: A) * (y: S) (A, z: C) be a structural map such either that x = z or y = z

holds. If TV- 1 [5] [(M/A * B)] [cr] JJ R : C and T b 1 [5] [{AT/A * 6)] [t] JJ R : D then there exists Q such that
T b M[a] JJ Q : A*B and T b N[t] JJ Q : A*B.

Proof. We spell out the case where x = z holds. Since, by Lemma 6.5.16, there is a derivation of
r b 1 [8][{M/A *B)][ct] JJ R : C that ends in (Subst) followed by (Ty-Conv), we have derivations of
a JJ X - T —> T) and Ti b 1 [<5][(M/A*B)j JJSi : C' and Ti b C = C'[ct] Type and R = R\ x■ Using
Lemma 6.5.16 again, and doing analogous steps for the other derivation in the proposition, we get:

cr JJ ^: r-^Ti t JJ J;: T —> A|

T, b M JJ M' : A*B JJ A'*B' A, b N JJ N' : A*B JJ A"*B"
x: A *y: B b 1 [5] JJ x : C" x: A *y: B b 1 [5] JJ x : D"

T b C = C"[(M/A * S)] [a] Type T b D = D"[(M/A * S)][r] Type
B=x {rA',B>{M')/y}{lA,)B,{M')/x} X R = x {rA^B»{N')/y}{lA»,b»(N')/x} 5,
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Using (SUBST), we can therefore derive

T b M[cr] 1} M' % : (A*B)[ct] = (A*5), T b N[t] l}N' I; : (A*S)[t] = (A*B).

It remains to show that M' X — N' E, holds. This can be seen because we have lAi x Bi X(M' x) =
* {rA',B'(M')/y}{lA^BI(M')/x} X = R = x {rA^B"(N')/y}{lAllfi,,{N')/x} £, = lA,> ^ ^{N' £). □

Lemma 6.5.21. If T b (AA.M)[cr] 1J.F : C and T b (XB.N)[z] jjR : D then there exist E, F, S, T
and x such that Y b A[cr] Jj. S Type and T b B[r] JJ. S Type and Tb C = nA[<7].£'[g.] Type and Y b
D = nfi[r].F[T.] Type and T, x: A[<r] b M[o,] J]. T : £[cr.] and T, x: B[x\ b N[t.] Jj. T : F[t.] are all
derivable.

Proof. Using Lemma 6.5.16 as in the previous lemma, we get derivations of the following judgements.

+A T JJ. £ : r->

A b A JJ. As Type 4> b B JJ. Bs Type

A,x: AY M1} Ms : E <t>, x: B Y N Ij. Ns : F

Y b C = (nA.£)[a] Type TbD = (LIB. F)[t] Type

R = {lx-.AS.MS)X R={Xx: BS.NS) £

By (Ajc: As.Ms) X = R — (hx: BS.NS) we have As x — Bs £ and Ms X{z/X} — Ns % {z/x} for some

fresh variable z. Using Lemma 6.4.5, we get

A,z: AbMjjMj {z/x} : E <t>,z: BY N 1}NS {z/x} : F

Using (SUBST), we can derive

Tb A[a] jJ-Ai x Type T b £[t] JJ. Bs £ Type

T,z: A[a] Y M[a.} jj-mj {z/x} X ■ E\a.} Y,z: B[<c] Y 1V[t.] 1}Ns {z/x} £ : F[r.]

Since z is fresh and x does not occur in the codomain of a and t, we have Ms {z/x} A = Ms x{z/x} and
Ns {z/x} I; = Ns I; {z/x}. Therefore, letting S = AS X and T =MS x{z/x}, this completes the proof. □

The following lemmas are proved similarly.

Lemma 6.5.22. If TY (app^j^jA/i ,M2))[o] -IJ- R : C and T b (app[Bl]B2(Ari,A^2))[T] \}R \ D then there
exist S, T, U, V and x such that Y Y A\[<r] JJ. S Type and T b B\ [t] 1J. S Type and Y,x\ A\[a] b A2[o»] JJ-
T Type and Y,x: B\[t] b ^[t.] 4 T Type andYY M\ [cr] JJ. U : (TIAi.A2)[ct] and Tb M^o] jj- V : A\[ct]
and Tb Ni [t] 1} U : (FIB]. ^2) [t] and Y Y A^[t] JJ. V : B\ [t] are all derivable.

Lemma 6.5.23. If Y Y {X*A.M)[a\ JJ. R .C andYY (A*B.W)M 1}R : D then there exist E, F, S, T
and x such that Y A JJ. S Type and b B JJ. S Type and TbC = YVA.E[o*id\ Type and Fbfl =

Yl*B.F[x*id} Type and Y*x: A b M[o*id] 1J. T : E[o*id] and T*x: B b N[t*M] 4 T : F[x*id] are

all derivable.
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Lemma 6.5.24. IfT F (app^^jMi ,M2))[cr] JJ R : C and V F (appfBi]B2(Afi ,2V2))[t] JJ R : D then there
existS, T, U, V andxsuch that\~ A\ JJ S Type and F B\ JJ S Type and r F A2 [i<7 * (!, M2)] [cr] J]. T Type and
T h Bi[id * (!,AI2)] [t] JJ- T Type and T F M\ [^1 o cr] JJ U : (IPAi .A2)[7Ti °cr] and T F M2[tt2 o ff] JJ- V :

A\ [!p] and F F N\ \n\ o t] JJ- U : (n*Bi. ^2)[^1 °i] and F F 0 t] JJ V : B\[!f] are all derivable.

Lemma 6.5.25. 7/TF (pair^ Ai{M\,M2))[o] I}. R : A. andT\~ (pair^ B2(Ah ,2V2))M JJ R ■ B then there
exist S, T, A', B' and types F A\ JJ. A' Type, F A2 JJ A! Type, F B\ JJ. B' Type and F Bi JJ- B' Type, such that
T F A] * A2 = A Type and T F 61 * ZL = B Type and T F M\ \h\ o cr] JJ. S : A] [!p] and T F N\ [^1 o r] JJ- 5:
B\ [!r] and T F M2[7r2 0 o} JJ- T : A2[!r] and T F N2[#2 0 t] JJ T : Z?2['r] arc all derivable.

Proof. Using Lemma 6.5.16, we have r F Aj *A2 = A Type, T F B\ * B2 — B Type, a : F —> Ai * A2
and t: T —»<Jq *4>2, as well as, for all i £ {1,2}, F A,- JJ A( Type, F B, JJ B\ Type, A,- F M,- JJ Si: A,-[!Aj.]
and 3>, F Nj JJ 7]: B,}!^]. Moreover, R has the form pair*, A, (Si,Si) and also the form pair*, B, (7) ,22).
Hence, A( = B\ and S,- = 7) hold for all i £ {1,2}. The derivation of the required statements now follows
using substitution. □

Lemma 6.5.26 (Main Lemma).

1. If r F A JJ C Type and T F B JJ C Type then T F A = B Type.

2. If T\- M I}. R : A and T\- N Ij. R : B then T F A = B Type and T F M = N : A.

Proof. We establish both 1 and 2 simultaneously by induction on m(A) +m(B) and m(M) +m(N) re¬

spectively.

1. In general, A has the form A'[cri]... [<7„] for n > 0. We have F F A =A'[Woff| o ■ • ■ o a„] Type,
where the right hand term does not have larger measure. Hence, we can assume that A is A'[o]
such that A' does not have the form A"[cr']. We make the same assumption for B. Case distinction
on the type A'.

• A is T(a). We can assume A to be of this form since we have 7,(r)[a] = 7"(tocj). We know
that C has the form T(R 1,.. Since both A JJC and BJJC hold, the type B must have the
form T(t). Since T £ fA(A) for a unique pre-context A, we have a: F —> A and t: F —■> A.
For each structural map S: A =>• (<£>, .r: D), we can derive TF 1 [5] [c] JJ Rj : D[w][5][ct]
and tf 1[5][t] JJB,- : D[w][5][r] for some i £ {1. Because we have m(T(o)) =

2 + m(a)> \+m(a) — m( 1 [<5] [cr]), we can use the induction hypothesis on terms to get FF
l[5][cr] = 1 [<5][t] : D[w][5][<r] = D[w][5][t]. Since 8 was arbitrary, we can use Lemma 6.5.4
to obtain cr = t: F —> A. The case is completed by using (C-Ty-Cgr) to derive T F A =

T(a) = T(t) = B Type.

• A is (Ai*A2)[ct]. Then C has * as its outermost constructor, which implies that B must
be (Bi*B2)[t], By Lemma 6.5.17, we have derivations FA] JJ C\ Type, F B\ JJ Ci Type,
F A2 JJ C2 Type and F B2 JJ C2 Type. From the induction hypothesis, we obtain derivations
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of b A\ — B\ Type and b A2 = S2 Type. From this we derive b A1 *A2 = Si*S2 Type. By
rule (Subst) we obtain b (Aj*A2)[!r] = (#i*#2)[!r] Type. Using the substitution equation
(*-Sub), this gives Fb (Ai*A2)[!r] = (Ai*A2) = (Ai*A2)[cr] Type. With the corresponding
equation for (Si *£2). we have thus derived the required T b (Ai *A2) [crj = (Si *S2) [t] Type.

• A is (IIAi. A2)[cr]. Then C has alias its outermost constructor, which implies that S must
be (nSi.S2)[t]. By Lemma 6.5.18 we have rb Ai[cr] (1 Cj Type, Tb Si[t] JJ. Ci Type,
r, x: A1 [ct] b A2 [cr,] J[ C2 Type and F, jc : 61 [t] b S2[t.] JJ. C2 Type. The induction hy¬
pothesis yields T b Ai[cr] = Si[t] Type. Using this, bunch conversion, and the induction
hypothesis, we obtain T, jc: a1 [cr] b a2[cr.] = S2[t.] Type. By (FI-Ty-Cgr), we have
r b FL4i [cr].A2[cr.] = ns, [t].S2[t.] Type. Using (FI-Sub), we therefore get the required

Tb A = (nAi.A2)[a] = FTA] [cr].A2[o,] = US] [t].S2[t,] = (nSi.S2)[t] = B Type.

• A is (n*A,.A2)[a]. Then C has a Fl* as its outermost type constructor, which implies that S
must be (FPBi.S2)[t]. Lemma 6.5.19 yields b Ai JJ Ci Type, b Si JJ. Ci Type, T*x: Aj b
A2[c!*id] JJ.C2 Type and r*x: B\ b B2[x*id] JJC2 Type. The induction hypothesis provides
b Ai = Si Type. Using this, bunch conversion, and the induction hypothesis, we obtain
r*x: Ai b A2[cx *id\ = B2[x*id] Type. By (IF-Ty-Cgr), we have F b Yl*A\.A2[o * id] =

rrBi.B2[t*W] Type. Using (I1*-Sub) we get the required

Tb A = (n*Ai.A2)[(7] =n*Ai.A2[cr*id} = Yl*B\.B2{x*id] = (T¥B\.B2)[x} = S Type.

2. In general, M has the form M'[o1]... [cr„] for n > 0. We have M = M'[ido <j\ o • • • o cr„], where the
right hand term does not have larger measure. Hence, we can assume M to have the form M'[o],
where M' does not have the form M"[tT'j. We make a corresponding assumption for TV. Moreover,
if N has the form 1 [t] then we exchange M and N, so that we can assume that N does not have the
form 1 [t] unless M also has the form 1 [cr]. We proceed by case distinction on M.

• M is l[cr]. We have T b 1 [cr] JJ. R : A. Using Lemma 6.5.16, cr: TA, x: Ao and T b
A = Ao[w][cr] Type are derivable. By Lemma 6.5.15, there exists t : T A, x: Ao such that
Tb 1 [t] JJ. R : A and Tb 1 [cr] = 1[t] : A are derivable, and that m(l[cr]) > m( 1 [t]) holds. We
continue by case distinction on t.

- r is structural. In this case R is a variable, say x. In order for N to translate to a variable,
it must be of the form 1 [p]. We can assume p : T A <5, y: Bo. If p is structural then
y must be x, and we can use Lemma 6.5.1 to derive T b M = N : Ao = So, as required.
If p has a substitution or a let as its main part then we can consider the symmetric case

with p and t exchanged, so this case is handled by the following two cases.

- T is x" o t' JJ. x" 0 X'> where the main part of x" is a substitution (8,M'), i.e. x" is
{M"/y). By the form of the codomain of x, the map x" must be either (i) T"t, in which
case y ^ x, or (ii) (8,M'), in which case y = x.
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In case (i), we can assume that the domain of z" has the form A',x: Aq[t"]. Hence,
we have T b 1[t'] JJ-x x' '■ A as well asfhM=l[i] = 1[t".][t'] = 1[t'] : A. Since
R =x% —x {M"/y} %' =x%' and m(M) > m( 1[t]) = m(\[x")[z')) > m( 1[t']), we can

apply the induction hypothesis to get T b 1 [t'] = N :A = B, which implies F\- M = N :

A = B, as required.
In case (ii), we have M[z\ = 1[{<5,m') o t'] = M'[t']. The right-hand term has a strictly
smaller measure, so that we can apply the induction hypothesis.

- T is z" ot' %" o x', where the main part of z" is a let. In this case, x" must be

{rD',E'(Rl)/v}VD',E'{Rl)/u} f°r some R', u and v, and the let-free term R is of the form
x{rD',£'(/?')/v} {Id1,e'(R')/u} X' f°r some variable x. By the form of its codomain, z"
must be either (i) z'/m, in which case bothx/ u andx ^ v hold; or (ii) 8 o (M'/D*E), in
which case we have x = u or x = v. The case (i) is handled as in the above case where
the main part of z" is a substitution.
It remains to consider case (ii). Since R is either a variable or of the form Id'.e'(R')
or rDi Ei{R'), it follows that N must have the form 1 [p] where p: T (<t>,y: Bo).
We continue by case distinction on p. There are three possible cases. If p is struc¬

tural then R must be the variable y. But by assumption of (ii), we know that R is
either Id',e'(R') or rd',e'(R')■ Hence, we have a contradiction so that the case where p
is structural cannot occur. If p is p" o p', where p" has a substitution as its main
formula, then we can use the induction hypothesis as above. The remaining case is
where p is p" o p' JJ. 8," o and p" has a let as its main formula. Then must be

ird",e"{R")/v'}{Id",e"(R")/u'}- As in the case for z", there are two possible cases
for p", analogous to (i) and (ii). The first case is handled by the induction hypothesis
just as the case for (i) above. In the second case p" is 5' o {N'/F* G) and either y = u'
or y = v' holds. Without loss of generality, we may assume y = u'. We can assume

the choice of fresh variables to be such that u' — u and v' = v. Since the outermost

term in R is either I or r, this implies x = y. Let 8": (u: F)*(v: G) => (u: F). It
follows using (Str-Eq) that 1[5"] = 1[<5'] holds. Now we have b D jj. D' Type and
b F JJ. E' Type, since Lemma 6.4.4 gives us b D Ij. D" Type and b E JJ. E" Type and
from id,,e'{R") x' — R — b",e"(R") %' we 8et & — anc^ e' = e". By induction
hypothesis, we get b D = F Type, and similarly b E = G Type. By conversion, we then
have 8": (u: D)*(v: E) =$■ (u: D). Using (Str-Eq), we obtain 1 [5"] = 1 [5]. Using
(*-E-CGR) we moreover get (N'/F *G) = (N'/D*E), so that we have

T b M = 1 [8"}{(M'/D * £)][t'J : A T b N = 1 [5"][(N'/D * E)][p'} : B

By Lemma 6.5.20, we obtain an term S such that the sequents T b M'\z'] I) S : D*E and
T b Ab[p'] jj. S : D*E are derivable. We can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain
T b M'[z') =N'[p'] :D*E.
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The case is completed by noting Ml = \[5"][(M'/D*E)}[t'} = \[8"}[(M'[t']/D*E)] =

1 {8"}[(N'\p')/D*E)} = l[8"]{(N'/D*E)][p'} =N.

• M is /(cr). We can assume M to be of this form since we have /(t)[(t] = /(to cr). We
know that R has the form f(Ri,...,/?«). Since both M and N translate to R, and N can by
assumption not be of the form 1 [t] , the term N must have the form /( t). Since/€ 5T(A;Ao)
for a unique context A and type Ao, we have a: T —> A, F b A = Ao[cr] Type, t: T —> A
and Fb S = A0[t] Type. For each structural map 8: A => (<5>, x: D), we can derive F b
l[5][cr] JJ. Rj : D[w][5][cr] and T b 1[<5][t] JJ. Rj : Z)[w][5][t] for some i £ {1,... ,n}. Since
m(/(cr)) = 2 + m(a) > 1 +m(cr) = m(l [<5][cr]), we can use the induction hypothesis to

get rb 1[<5] [cr] = 1[<5][t] : £>[w][<5][cr] =D[w][5][t], Since 5 was arbitrary, we can apply
Lemma 6.5.4 to get a = t: T —> A. The case is completed by using (C-Tm-Cgr) to derive
T b M = f(a) = /(t) —N:A =A0[cr] = A0[t] = B.

• M is (AAo.Mo)[cr]. Since both MJj./? and A' ij.R, the term N must have the form (ASoWo)[t].
By Lemma 6.5.21, we have derivations of T b Ao[cr] JJ- S Type and T b Bq[t] Jj. S Type and
Tb A = (FIAo.C)[<7] Type and TbB = Type and T, x: Ao[cr] b Mo[cr.] Jj. T :

C[a.] and F, jc: B0[t] b N0[t,} JJ. T : D[t.].
Now, we have m((AAo.Mo)[cr]) = 1 +m(Ao) + w(Mo) +m{a), m(Ao[a]) = m(Ao) +m(d)
and m(Mo[<j.}) = m(Mo) + m(cr). We can therefore apply the induction hypothesis to ob¬
tain r b Ao[ct] = Bo[t] Type and, using (Bu-Conv) and the induction hypothesis, also
r,x: A0[cr] b M0[a.] =N0[t.] :C[cr.] = D[t.].
By congruence, substitution equations and transitivity, we get the required

rb A = (nA0.C)[cr] = (nAo[(j].C[(J.]) = (FIBo[t].£>[t.]) = (nB0.D)[t] =BType,

rbm = (AA0.M0)[c7] - (AA0[ct].Mo[(7.]) = (AB0[t]W0[t.]) = (AS0Wo)[t] = N :A.

• M is (app|A|]/l2(Mi ,M2))[a], Since both M JJ. R andN JJ.7/ the outermost term constructor in
R is an application, which implies that the term N must have the form (app[B[]52(Ni, A^)) [t].
Making use of Lemma 6.5.16, we obtain T b A = A2[(M2)][cr] = A2[cr.][(M2[cr])] Type and
r b B = #2[(Af2)][t] = B2 [t. ] [ (Af2 [t])] Type. By Lemma 6.5.22, there exist derivable judge¬
ments of the following form.

Fb Ai[cr] JJ-SType

T,x: A\ [0] b A2[cr.] Jj. T Type

Tb M,[cr] Jj- U : (nAi.A2)[<7]
T b M2[ct] Jj. V : Ai [cr]

T b Bx [t] JJ. S Type

T, x: B\ [t] b Z?2[t.] JJ. T Type
Tb Nx [t] JJ. U : (nS,.B2)[t]
r b A^2[t] 4 V : [t]

Each of these sequents has a type/term with smaller measure. We can therefore apply the
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induction hypothesis in conjunction with (Bu-Conv) to obtain:

Tl- A] [a] =Bi[t] Type V, x: Ai[a] b A2[ct.] = S2[t.] Type
r I- Mi [a] =A^i[t] : (LL4i .A2)[o) = LIAi [a].A2[cr.] TbM2[a] = N2[t] :Ai[cr]

These are precisely the premises needed for (11-E-Cgr), so that we get

r h aPP[a, [ct]]a2[ct.] (Ml [ff],M2[a]) = app[S][x]mu] (N\ [t],N2[t]) : A2[a.] [{Mi [a])].

By the equations for substitution, we get

rh (apPl/t.Mj^i.^))^] = (app[Bl]S2(Afi,Ar2))[T] :A2[<j.][(Mi[a])].

Finally, for the types we use congruence of substitution to get T b A = A2[<7.][(M2[(j])] =

S2[t.][<M2[(t])] =52[t.][(W2[t])] = BType.
• M is (A*Ao.Mo)[cr]. Since both M and N translate to R, the term N must have the form

(A*Bo.Aro)[T). By Lemma 6.5.23, we have derivations of b Ao JJ. S Type, b Bo JJ- S Type, Tb
A = (n*A0.C)[a] Type, Tb B = (n*fi0-O)[t] Type, T*x: A0 b M0[cr*M] JJ. T : C[o* id]
and r**: Bq b A'o[t*rcf] JJ. T : D[t*id\.
Now, we have m((A*Ao.Mo)[cr]) = 1 +m(Ao) + m(Mo) + m(a) as well as * id}) =

m(Mo)+m(o). We can therefore apply the induction hypothesis to get b Ao = Bo Type and
r*x: Ao b M0[o*id] = No[r*id\ : C[a *id] = D[z*id],
By congruence, substitution equations and transitivity, we get the required

r b A = (n*A0.C)[(j] = (n*A0.C[a* W]) = (:U*B0.D[z*id]) = (n*S0.D)[r] = B Type,

rb M = (A*A0.M0)[cx] = (A*A0.M0[(X*M]) = (A*B0.N0[z*id]) = (X*B0.No)[z} = N : A.

• M is (appuw(Mi,M2))[(7]. Since both M JJ- R and TV JJ. R hold, the term N must have
the form (appj'fi|jB2(JVi,yV2))[T]. Using Lemmas 6.5.24 and 6.5.16 we obtain the following
derivable judgements, in which we write a' for (id * (!,M2)) o <7 and z' for (id * (!,N2)) o z.

cr:T—t: T—>T2*A2

Tj bM, :n*A,.A2 LbiV! : ITS].B2

b Aj JJ. 5 Type bfiiJJSType

T b A2 [a'] JJ. T Type T b B2 [r'j JJ T Type
Tb Mj [ici ocr] JJ U : (ITA,.A2){ft\ oa] T b Nx [it\ ot] JJ. U : (n*B].B2)[ni or]
T b M2[7t2 o a] JJ. V : A] [!r] r b JV2[;r2 o t] JJ V :B\[!r]

Since each of these sequents has a type/term with smaller measure, we can use the in¬
duction hypothesis to obtain derivations of b Ai = fli Type, T b A2[a'] = Bi[z'} Type,
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T h (l\*A\.A2)[Tt\ o cr] = {U*Bx.B2)[tc\ o t] Type, T b N2[7t2 o ct] = N2[n2 ot] '■ A\[!p] and
r b M\ [k\ off] = N\ [fc\ o t] : (ITA,. A2)[7T] ° <r]. We notice that we have ii\ o ct' = K\ o ct
and ir2 ° ct' = (!,M2) o ct, and corresponding equations for x'. This gives us the equations

(II*Ai.A2)[Ai oct'] = (n*bi.b2)[ai [n\ 00'} =N\ [ic\ ox'] and 1[jt2oct'] = 1 [tt2°t'],
in which we omit contexts and types for readability. The assertion now follows using the
rule (IT-E-Cgr) and the substitution equation for app*.

• M is (pair^ijA2(M],M2))[CT]. Because N has the same syntactic translation as M, it must
have the form (pairj B (iVi,N2))[T]. Using Lemma 6.5.25, we obtain types b A] 4 A' Type,
b A2 4J- A' Type, b B\ JJ. B' Type and b B2 J) B' Type and the following derivable judgements:

The induction hypothesis yields b A\ = A2 Type and b B\ = B2 Type. This implies T b
A\*A2 = B\*B2 Type. Now note that m(M\ [7ti o ct]) + m(N\ [fc\ o t]) < m(M) + m(N) and
m(M2[7r2 0 ct]) + m(N\ [712 ot]) < m(M)+m(N) hold. Therefore, we can apply the induction
hypothesis to each of these pairs. Furthermore, we have the following chain of equalities.

T b A = A\*A2 Type

tb Mi[iix oct] jj-5: aj[!]
rb M2[7T2OCT] jlT :A2[!]

FbB = Bi *52 Type

rblVi[^oT] U-5:Bi[!]

rb7V2[^2 0-r]Dr:s2[!]

1 [ttj O (M[ct]/AI *A2)]
== 1 [ttj O (M/AI *A2) °ct]
= \[k\o (Mi *M2/A\ * A2) o ct]
= 1 [Tti o ((!,Mi) * (!,M2)) o ct]
= l[(!,Mi) 0^1 oct]
= M] [Tt\ o ct]
= N\ [^1 o t]
= l[7Ti o(N[ct]/AI * A2)]

substitution equation

since M is Mi * M2

by (*-/3)

by induction hypothesis

as for M

By similar reasoning, we obtain an analogous equation for M2 and N2. We can therefore use

(Inject) to conclude T b M[ct] = N[t] :A = B, as required.
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The Main Lemma extends to contexts in the expected way.

Lemma 6.5.27. If I- T JJ. <F> Bunch and b A JJ- <£> Bunch then b T = A Bunch.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of b T Jj. "J> Bunch.

• T is o. Then A too must be o and the assertion follows by reflexivity.

• r is T', x: A. Then $ is x: B, where b T' JJ <t>' Bunch and T' b A JJ B Type. Then A must also
have the form A',x: C, where b A' 4J- <T>/ Bunch and A' b C JJ B Type. By induction hypothesis
we have bT = A' Bunch. By (Bu-conv), this implies T' b C JJ B Type. By Lemma 6.5.26, we

furthermore have TbA=C Type. By (Bu-AEq) we get b (T', x: A) = (A',x: C) Bunch.

• r is r' * r". Then <P is <f>' * <P", where b T JJ. <J>' Bunch and b T" JJ. <t>" Bunch. Then A must

have the form A' * A" for b A' JJ. <!>' Bunch and b A" JJ. <t>" Bunch. By induction hypothesis we

get b F' = A' Bunch and b T" = A" Bunch. By Lemma 6.4.7 we can apply (Bu-MEq) to get the
required bT* T" = A' * A" Bunch. □

Having established the Main Lemma, we can now define the interpretation of BT in ES. Thanks to the
Main Lemma, this is essentially straightforward.

For the definition of the interpretation of BT in ES, we need to account for the contexts with a single
hole T0 in the system BT(*,L[,n*). We now introduce notation for that purpose.

Lemma 6.5.28. Let F'0 be a context with a single hole. For any b <J> JJ. r'(A') Bunch there exists a

unique A such that O is T(A) and b A JJ. A' Bunch.

Proof. By induction on the size of r'0. □

Definition 6.5.29. Given judgements b A JJ. A' Bunch, b F(A) JJ. F'(A') Bunch, b <I> JJ. <£>' Bunch and
c JJ- X : ^ ~* A satisfying rofl (AU<E>) = 0, we define a substitution T(ct) and a context-with-hole F[<t]0
by mutual induction on the structure of T0 as follows.

F(c)

F [a]o

o if To is O
r'{a)* id if ro is r'0 * r"
id * r"(cr) if rD is r'* r'0'
(F'(a)). if F0 is F'q, x: A

O if Fo is O
r'[a]o*r" ifr0isr'0*r"
r'*r"[cr]o if Fo is F' * F"
r'[cr]o,x: A[r'(cr)] if F0 is r'0,x: A

The next two lemmas are proved by straightforward induction.
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Lemma 6.5.30. Given judgements t- A JJ A' Bunch, b F(A) JJ T'(A') Bunch, b <4> JJ <t>' Bunch and
cr X'- <£ —> A satisfying T0 fl (AUO) = 0, we can derive b r[<7](<t>) JJ r'(<E>'){^} Bunch and T(a) JJ
X: r[a](<J>) —> T(A).

Lemma 6.5.31. Given judgements b a JJ. a' Bunch, b t(a) 4J. f'(a') Bunch, b <t> JJ<£>' Bunch, a: ¥ —>

and t: <£> —> a satisfying ro fl (*¥ u <t> u a) =0, we can derive b f[t o ct] (*p) = t[t] [<t] Bunch and
f(t o o) = r(T) o r[r] (cr): r[T o a] (¥) -> r(a).

We are now ready to give the interpretation of BT in ES. Of course, we need to assume that ES
contains enough constants and axioms to interpret the constants and axioms in BT. This requirement is
captured by the following definition, which states that for each constant in BT there exists a correspond¬
ing constant of the same name in ES.

Definition 6.5.32. Let 5bt and <^es be dependently typed algebraic theories in BT and in ES respec¬

tively. We say that and $es are compatible if the following conditions hold.

1. If T g ^BT(r) and bgs T' JJ. |T| Bunch is derivable, then there exists a derivable judgement bE§
r" JJ. \r\ Bunch with T g ^ES(r")-

2. If C g fX^(T\A) and bgs T' JJ. |F| Bunch T' bEs A' JJ. |A| Type are derivable, then there exist
derivable judgements bE§ F" JJ |F| Bunch and F" bE§ A" JJ. |A| Type with C g 5Es(r";A").

3. If T b A = B Type is in ^3j(r) and bEg F' JJ. |F| Bunch is derivable, then there exist derivable
judgements bEs T" JJ. |F| Bunch and T" bEs A" JJ. |A| Type and T" bEs B" JJ |B| Type such that
T" b A" = B" Type is in ^E|(r").

4. If T b M = N : A is in ^gj(r;A) and bE§ F' JJ |T| Bunch and T' bEs A' JJ |A| Type are derivable,
then there exist derivable judgements bEs T" JJ |F| Bunch and T" bEs A" JJ |A| Type and T" bEs
M" JJ \M\ : A" and T" bES N" JJ \N\ : A" such that T" b M" = N" : A" is in

That this definition is slightly more complicated than perhaps expected is due to the fact that the syntax

translation from ES to the let-free syntax is integrated with the typing judgement of ES. Since in the
formulation of a dependently typed algebraic theory we have made no derivability assumptions on the
contexts and types, a theory may contain constants for invalid contexts and types. In order to make it

possible to satisfy the existential statements in the above definition, the definition is such that one only
has to show existence for sufficiently well-formed contexts and types.

The next proposition gives the interpretation of BT in ES. To each judgement in BT we assign
a judgement in ES such that both judgements have the same translation in the let-free syntax. Lem¬
mas 6.5.26 and 6.5.27 show that if we assign two different ES-judgements to the same BT-judgement in
this way, then the two ES-judgements are provably equal. We may therefore speak of the interpretation
of each BT-judgement.
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Proposition 6.5.33 (Interpretation). Let ,:5bt rind be compatible dependency typed algebraic theo¬
ries in BT and in ES respectively and assume that the derivations in BT and ES are formed with respect
to these theories. Then the following hold.

1- If i~bt r Bunch then there exists a derivation of Fes T' JJ. |T| Bunch.

2. If T hjjx A Type then there exist derivations of I—es r' JJ- |T| Bunch and V Fes A' JJ- |A| Type.

3. If r 1~bt M : A then there exist derivations of Fes T' JJ- |T| Bunch, T' I—es A' JJ- |A| Type and
r h-Es M' 4 \M\ : A'.

4. If (~bt T = A Bunch then there exist derivations of Fes T' JJ. |T| Bunch, I—es A1 JJ- |A| Bunch and
I-es T' = A' Bunch.

5. If F hux A — B Type then there exist derivations of Fes T' JJ. |T| Bunch, V Fes A! JJ. |A| Type,
r hEs B' JJ- I# Type and T' FEs A' = B' Type.

6. If T I-bt M = N : A then there exist derivations of Fes T' JJ. |T| Bunch, T' Fes A' JJ. |A| Type,
r' FES M' JJ. \M\ : A', r (~es N' JJ. |7/| : A' and V h-ES M' = N' : A'.

Proof. The proof goes by simultaneous induction on the derivations in BT. We use unannotated se-

quents for judgements in ES. For brevity, we write syntax translations at any place in a judgement
as a short-hand for derivations of the parts with the corresponding translation. For example, we write
r' JJ. r F (D JJ. |A|) = (E JJ. |B|) Type as an abbreviation for the four judgements F T' JJ. |T| Bunch,
r' F D JJ. |A| Type, T' F E JJ. |£| Type and F'FD = £ Type.

We proceed by case distinction on the last rule in the BT-derivation, showing representative cases.

1. Terms.

• Type conversion. Suppose the last rule in BT is

r FBt M a r FBt a = B Type
(TY"CONV) —21 TFbTM^ —

By induction hypothesis we have

r JJ. |T| F M'JJ |Af| :CJJ.|A|, T" JJ. |F| F (D J1 |A|) = (E J1 |B|) Type.

By Lemma 6.5.27 we have FF' = T" Bunch. Using (Bu-conv) we get T' F D J1 |A| Type,
from which FFC = D Type follows by Lemma 6.5.26. Since using bunch conversion we

also have F' \~ D = E Type, transitivity implies FFC = £ Type. Using (Ty-Conv) we

obtain the required F' JJ. |F| F M' JJ. \M\ : E JJ. |B|.
• Substitution. Suppose the last rule in BT is

b F(A, x: A) Fbt N ■ B A FBT M : A
T(A) [M/x] FBT N [M/x] : B [M/x]
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with (AU {x}) nro = 0. By induction hypothesis we have <£> JJ |r(A, x: A)| hiV'| |7V| :

B'JJ |5| and A' J). |A| h M' JJ. \M\: A' JJ. |A|. The context <f> must have the form F(A", x: A")
where b A" JJ. |A| Bunch and A" b A" JJ. |A| Type. Using Lemmas 6.5.27 and 6.5.26, we

get b A' = A" Bunch and A' b A' = A" Type. We have the substitution (M') JJ. {\M\/x} : A' —>

A', x: A!. By Lemma 6.5.30, this map can be lifted to

r«Af» JJ. {\M\/x}: r[(M')](A') - I^A'.x: A')

Since the codomain of this map equals <f>, we can substitute N' along it to get

r[(M')](A') b Af'trW))] JJ. |A7| {\M\/x} : B'[T'((M'))] JJ. |B| {\M\/x}

Since, by Lemma 6.5.30, we have b r,[(M')](A') JJ. |T(A)| {|M|/x} Bunch and because
\N\ {\M\/x} = \N[M/x}\ and \B\ {\M\/x} = \B[M/x}\ and |T(A)| {\M\/x} = |r(A)[M/x]|
hold, this sequent is just as required.

• Projection. Suppose the last rule in BT is

(PRO,) rrl"°T,A7VPe.r, x: A bgT x : A

By induction hypothesis we have T' JJ. |T| b A' JJ. |A| Type. Applying the projection rule gives
the required T', x: A' JJ. |T, x: A| b 1 JJ. \x\ : A'[w] JJ. |A|.

• Constants. The definition of compatibility of dependently typed algebraic theories is such
that the induction hypothesis implies the existence of appropriate constants in ES.

• Li-Abstraction. Suppose the last rule in BT is

T, x: A bBT M : B
TbBT Xx\ A.M-.Ux: A.B

By induction hypothesis we have F" JJ. |F, x: A| b M' JJ. \M\ : C JJ. jfi|. By inversion, the
context T" must have the form T', x: A' where b T' JJ. |T| Bunch and T' b A' JJ. |A| Type.
We use (TT-I) to obtain V b AA'.M' JJ. Ax: |A|. \M\ : LIA'.C JJ. Tlx: |A|. |B|. Since we have
Ax: |A|. \M\ = |Ax: A.M| andTLx: |A|. |B| = |TLv: A.B\, this is as required.

• Li-Application. Suppose the last rule in BT is

r, x: A bBT B Type rbBxM:ILt: A.fl TbBxW:A
rbBT app{x.a]b(M,N):B[N/x\

By induction hypothesis we have

<J> JJ. |T, x: A| b £> JJ. |B| Type,
V JJ |r| b M' JJ. |M| : E JJ. |nx: A.B\,
T" JJ |r| b JV'JJ. |JV| :CJJ|A|.

Lemma 6.5.27 gives b T' = T" Bunch. By the definition of the syntax translation and in¬
version, must have the form r"',x: C' with V" JJ |F| b C' JJ |A| Type. Lemmas 6.5.27
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and 6.5.26 imply b F' = V" Bunch and T' b C = C' JJ |A| Type. Using bunch conversion,
we can derive r' b C JJ |A| Type and P, x: C b D JJ |5j Type. Using (II-Ty), we obtain
a derivation of the sequent T' b IIC.D JJ |ITr: A.B| Type. By Lemma 6.5.26, this implies
r'b£ = YIC.D Type. Using conversion, we can therefore derive

P bM'JJ \M\ : riC.DJJ |Ilx: A.fi|, P b N' JJ |W| :CJJ- |A|.

Using the rule (IT-E), we obtain F' b app[C]D(M',A''') JJ. lapp^jgjM, A)| : D[(A')]. Since
we can also derive T' b £>[(W)] JJ. \B[N/x] \ Type, this completes the case.

• IP-Abstraction. Suppose the last rule in BT is

F*x: A bBT M : B
rbBT k*x: A.M : IPx: A.B

By induction hypothesis we have F" JJ. |T*x: A| b M' JJ. |M| : C JJ. |£|. By inversion, the
context r" must have the form P *x: A' where b T' JJ |F| Bunch and b A' JJ |A| Type. We
use (IP-I) to obtain P b X*A!.M' JJ A*x: |A|. \M\ : IPA'.C JJ IPx: |A|.|B|. Since we have
A*x: |A|. \M\ = |A*x: A.M| and IPx: |A|. |Z?| = |IPx: A. B\, this is as required.

• IP-Application. Suppose the last rule in BT is

(II* El ^ * X' ^ '~BT ^ ^bBT M : IPx: A.B AbBjA:A
r*AbBTapp*^)s(M,A):S[A7x]

By induction hypothesis we have

<3> JJ |r*x: A| b DJJ jB| Type,
P JJ |r| b M' JJ |M| : E JJ |!Px: A. B\,

A'JJ|A|bJV'JJ|A|:CJJ|A|.

By the definition of the syntax translation and inversion, <E> must have the form r"'*x: C'
with b r'" JJ |F| Bunch and b C" JJ |A| Type. By Lemma 6.5.27 we obtain b F"' = T' Bunch,
so that by conversion we have T'*x: C' b D JJ |fi| Type. By rule (I1*-Ty), we obtain
r' b IPC'.D JJ |IPx: A.£| Type. Lemma 6.5.26 gives T' b E — IPC'.D Type. Since using
(Subst) we get A' b C"[1A/] JJ |A| Type, Lemma 6.5.26 implies A' b C'[!A<] = CType. Using
conversion, we can derive

PbM'JJ|M| : IPC'.D JJ |II*x: A.£|, A' b N' JJ \N\ :C'[!A/].

Using (II*-E) we get r'*A' b app*c,^d(M',N') JJ |app^./1)B(M, A)| : D{id * (!,#')]. Since we
have P*A' b D[id* (!,A')] JJ |£[A/x]| Type, this completes the case.

• *-Introduction. Suppose the last rule in BT is

FBt rf Type bBx A Type T bBx M : A A bBx N : B
r* A bBT pair*A<B(M,N) : A*B
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By induction hypothesis we have

b C JJ. |A| Type b D 4 |B| Type

r JJ- |r| b M' J||M| : E J). |A| A' 4 |A| b N' JJ. \N\ : F JJ |5|

Using Lemma 6.5.26 we obtain Lb£ = C[!] Type and A'bF = D[!] Type. Using type
conversion and (*-I), we can therefore derive the required

r * A' JJ. |T* A| b pak*C D(M',N') JJ. \pair*AB{M,N)\ : C*D JJ. \A*B\.

• *-Elimination. Suppose the last rule in BT is

r(z: A*B) bBT C Type
A bgx M:A*B

r(x:A*y: 5)[pairjjfi{x,y)/z] bBT N : C[pair^s{x,y)/z]
(*-E) : !

r(A)[M/z] bBT let M be x:A*y:B in N : C[M/z]
We can deduce ro fl {x,y,z} = 0 from the rule. The induction hypothesis provides us with
derivations of

4>JHr(z: A*B)|bC'jJ.|C|Type,
A' JJ. |A| b M' JJ. \M\ : A'*B' JJ. |A*B|,

^ JJ. |T(x: A*y: B)[pairA B (*,>>)/z]| b N' JJ. |JV| : D JJ. |C[pair^B(x,y)/z]|.

First, <t> has the form V(z: A"*B") where b A"*B" JJ. \A*B\ Type. Because of Lemma 6.5.26
and conversion, we can assume that A" is A' and B" is B'. Let o JJ. x '■ (x ■ A!) * (y: B') —>

z: A'*B', in which x is {Pair*A| |b|(x'3')/z}' t>e t'ie evident substitution. Because we have
ro fl {x,y,z} = 0, it can be lifted to

r(a)JJ-x: r/[cr](jc: A'*y: B') -+ T'(z: A'*&).

We have (M'/A'*B') Jl£ : A' ^(x: A')*(y: fi')>whereJ; is {r\Am(\M\)/y}{l\Am(\M\)/x}.
This map can also be lifted:

r'[o]((Ml/A'*B'))^$-.rl{o][(M'/Al*Bl)}(ti)^r'[G;}(x-.A'*y. B')

By (*-77), we have cro (M1 /A'*B') = (!A/,M'), so that using Lemma 6.5.31 and conversion
we get

r'[o]((M'/A'*B'))il!;:r'[(\A,,M')\(A')-+r'[<j}(x:A'*y:B').
Now we have b F' [ cr] (jr: A'*y: B') JJ. |T(x: A*y: B)[pa\r*A B{x,y) /z\\ Bunch, from which
we obtain b F[a](a:: A'*y: B') = Bunch by Lemma 6.5.27. Since <t> is F(z: A'*B'), we

can substitute C" along the map r'(<7) to get ¥ b C'jr^cr)] JJ. |C[pairA.B{x,y)/z)\ Type. By
Lemma 6.5.26, we get T1 b D = C'jr'jc)] Type. By substituting in this equation, we get

r'[(!A,,M')](A/)b D[r'[a]((A/7A'*fi'))] =C'[r'(a)][r'[c7]((M7A/*B'))] Type.
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Using r'((T) oF[cr]((M'/A'* B')) — T'(o o (M'/A1 * B')) and the rule (*-7j), we get

F[<!a,,M'>](A') I- D[r,[a}((M'/A'*B'))} = C'[r'((!A,,M'»] Type.

Therefore, by substituting N' along T'[<j\{(M'/A' * B')), we can derive

r[(!ASM'}](A,)byv/[r'[a]((M7A/*5/))]^l^l % : C[T/«!A,,Af'))].

Finally, the equations (|Af| £,) — |let M be x:A*y:B in N\ and r'[(!A/,M')](A') J1 |T(A)[M/z]|
and C'[r'((!A',M'))] JJ. \C[M/z] are straightforward to show. Therefore, the sequent that we

have just derived is as required.

2. Term equations.

• (Il-j3). Suppose the last rule in BT is

,n o, r,x:A\-mM:B T Fbt N ■ A~P>
rhBTappM)B(Ax: A.M,N)=M[N/x]:B[N/x]

By induction hypothesis we have F' 4J- |F, jc: A| b M' J1 \M\: B' JJ. |B| and T" (1 |F| h N' (1 |iV|:
A! JJ. |A|. The context V must have the form T'",x: A" where h F" JJ. |F| Bunch and V" F
A" JJ- |A| Type. Using Lemma 6.5.26, we can derive h T" = T'" Bunch and T" h A" =

A' Type. Hence, using (Bu-Conv), we obtain T", x: A' JJ. |T, x: A\ h M' JJ. \M\ : B' JJ. |Bj.
By substitution and (H-E), we have

F h M'[(N')} ^ |M[JV/x]| : B'[(JV')] JJ- \B{N/x}\,
r h aPP|4,]B,(AA'.M',N') 4 |appM)B(Ax: A.M,N)\ : B'[(JV')].

The case is completed by using (T1-/3) to get F h app[A/]B/(AA'.M',N') = M'[{N')]: B'[(A')].
• (*-77). Suppose the last rule in BT is

A Fgx M : A*B T(z: A*B) Fgx N : C
^

r(A) [Af/z] \-btN[M/z} = let M be x:A*y\B in (A,[pairAB(x,}')/z]) :C[M/z]
Since all contexts in this rule are assumed to declare each variable at most once, we have

A0 fl {x,y,z} = 0. The induction hypothesis yields:

A' JJ. |A| F M' JJ. |M| : D JJ- |A*fi|,

JJ- |F(z: A*B)\ F Af' JJ. |JV| : £ JJ. |C|.

The context <1> must have the form F'(z: A'*B') where h A' JJ. |A| Type and h B' JJ. |B| Type.
Using Lemma 6.5.26, we can show A' h D = A'*B' Type. Let

a JJ. {|pairA B(x,y)|/z}: (x: A')*{y: B') -> z: A'*B'

be the evident map. Since we have A0 fl {x,y,z}, this map can be lifted to

F'(cr) JJ. {|pair^B(x,y)|/z}: f>](x: A'*y: B') - F(z: A'*B').
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Furthermore, we have

V[a] ((M'/A' * fl')) 4 2: ^[a] [(Af/A' * B')] (A') — T [a] (x: A' * y: B'),

where x is {'•|a|,|b|(I^I)M{'|a|.I«|(IMI)A}- We have the equations [(M'/A> * fi')](A') =

r'[cyo (M'/A' *B')\(A') and + = T'(ao(M'/A' *B')). Write x as
an abbreviation for oo (M'/A' *B'). Using (Subst) we can derive

r,[T](A') F £[T'(t)]] JJ- |let M be x:A*y:B in {C\pair*A B{x,y)/z})\ Type, (6.2)

r/[r](A') h AI'[T(t)] JJ. |let M bex:A*y:B in (A^[pair^B(x,y)/z])| : £[r(T)], (6.3)
r,[(!,M')](A') h JV'[r«!,M'))] \N[M/z}\: £[T((!,W))] JJ \C[M/z}\. (6.4)

The terms in (6.3) and (6.4) correspond to the two terms in the equation (*-t)) above. It
therefore suffices to show that they are equal.
We have the following commuting diagram, in which we use the suggestive notation x*y

for the evident term. Notice that a = \,o(x*y) holds by definition.

(1 /A'*Bt)
u: A'*B'

<**y[(l/A'*Bf)\

■ x: A' *y: B'

(x*y)

u: A'*B',z: A'*B' ——(x: A'*y: B'),z: A'*B'(l/A'*B').K '

z: A'*B' ■z: A'*B'

Therefore, we have a o (1 /A' *B') = !. o ((jt*y)[(l/A' * 6')]), from which using (*-t]) we

get co (1 /A'*B') = !.o (1). Hence,

t = GO(M'/A' *B')
= go(1/A'*B')O(\,M')
= !. o (1) o

= !.o(l)o (\,M')
= !.o(!,M').o(l[(!,M')])
= !. o (M')
= (\,M')

Using this equality, we can derive that the two above statements are equal:

r[T](A')FJV'[r'(cro(M7A,*B,))]=JV,[r((!,M/))]:£[r((!1M'))]

If we look at the syntactic translations of these terms and types we see that they correspond
to the terms in (*-rj) above, so that the derived equation is as required. q
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6.6 Discussion and Further Work

In the proof that different derivations of the same sequent have equal interpretations (Lemma 6.5.26),
we have made essential use of the assumption that * is a strict affine symmetric monoidal structure.

However, it is reasonable to expect that, perhaps subject to some modifications, BT is also a sound theory
for an (affine) symmetric monoidal structure ®. The main obstacle in proving soundness in this case is to
show that different derivations of pairfB(M,N) and (let M hex: A ®y: B in N) respectively have equal
interpretations. This should be straightforward in the case where the type theory has strengthening.
Indeed, it appears that strengthening is needed to show soundness for the interpretation of the aX-
calculus of O'Hearn and Pym, in particular for showing that two derivations of the same judgement have
the same interpretation. For example, suppose we can derive x: A*y: BF M :C and x: A*u: DF M :C
and u: D*v: EF N :F and y: B*v: EF N : F but not x: AF M :C or v: EF N : F. Then we can derive
both (x: A*y: B)*(u: D*v: E) F M * N : C * F and (x: A* u: D)*(y: B*v: E)F M*N :C*F, and
using the structural rules we can transform the second sequent into the first one. There appears to be no

reason why the interpretations of these two derivations should be equal. With strengthening, on the other
hand, this is straightforward, since both sequents 'come from' (x: A) * (v: E)F M*N : C*F. This, of
course, is not a problem for the aA-calculus, since strengthening is easy to prove. For dependent types,

however, proving strengthening is quite complicated. Moreover, the strengthening property need not
even hold for all dependently typed algebraic theories, as we have observed in Chapter 4. We therefore
prefer to develop the interpretation for strict affine symmetric monoidal structures only, rather than
pre-conditioning the interpretation on the strengthening property.

Since the problems with showing soundness without the assumption that * is strict affine arise only
because of *-types, we believe that it is straightforward to show soundness of BT(l,£,n,n*) without
the assumption of strict affineness.

Regarding the technical development in this chapter, one may be dissatisfied with the presence of
the translation | — | to the let-free syntax. We have used it to define a translation from BT to ES. In
the next chapter we show that ES can be translated to BT by constructing a term model from BT. This
gives us the situation

BT <=» ES.

The presence of | — | in the translation from BT to ES suggests that it may be possible to refine this
picture to

BT <=> BT~ ES,

where BT_ is a type theory with affine projections A*B —» A and A * B —♦ B instead of let-terms. Not
only would such a refinement clarify the use of j — |, it could also be helpful in giving an algorithm
for deciding equality of BT~. As discussed at the end of Chapter 5, deciding equality in BT~ should
be simpler than in BT, since there are no commuting conversions in BT~. Showing an equivalence
between BT and BT~ would therefore help to simplify the treatment of equations in BT. We leave it as

future work to find out if it is possible to give a type theory BT~ such that the above situation holds.



 



Chapter 7

Completeness

In this chapter we show completeness of BT(*, l,£,n,n*) for the structure from Section 6.1 by con¬

struction of a term model. We give some direct consequences of completeness, such as unicity of typing
and that all commuting conversions are derivable. Suggested by these consequences, we observe further
properties of BT(*, 1,£, LI, FT), such as admissibility of substitution up to commuting conversion.

Unless otherwise stated, all the judgements in this chapter are made in system BT(*, l,£,FI,n*).

7.1 A Term Model

We use the syntax of BT(*, l,£,n,n*) to construct a (*, l,£,n,n*)-type category (Definition 6.1.1).
The main part of a (*, l,£,n,FT)-type category is afibration p: E —► B. We start this section by building
such a fibration from the syntax. To do so, we first define categories Bo and Eo of syntactic contexts
and types-in-context. Then we define categories B and E by identifying the objects in Bo and Eo up to

bijective renaming of variables in the contexts. With these ingredients we define a fibration p: E —> B.
The rest of this section is then devoted to showing that p has the structure of a (*, l,£,n,n*)-type
category.

Define a category Bo as follows.

Objects. The objects of Bo are derivable bunches b T Bunch, identified up to provable equality, i.e. if
b T = A Bunch then F and A are the same object.

Morphisms. The morphisms of Bo from T to A are the substitutions o: F —> A. Two substitutions a

and T denote the same morphism if o = T: T —> A holds.

The identity morphism is the substitution () and composition is given by composition of substitutions.
Lemma 5.5.4 shows that Bo is a category.

Next define a category Eq as follows.

205
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Objects. The objects are derivable types T I- A Type, identified up to provable equality, that is if we can

derive b T = A Bunch and r b A —B Type then TV- A Type and Ah B Type are the same object.

Morphisms. The morphisms from V h A Type to A h B Type are pairs (cr, M) of a substitution o: Y —> A
and a term F, x: A h M : B[o], where * is a fresh variable. We identify morphisms up to provable
equality, i.e. (cr,M) = (t,N) if cr = t: T—> A and r, x: A h M = N : B[o], and we identify
morphisms if they differ only in the name of the variable x, i.e. (c,M) = (<r,M[y/x]) for any

fresh variable y.

The identity morphism on T h A Type is given by the pair ((),x) where F, x: A h x: A. The composition
of maps (c,M): (rh A Type) —> (A h B Type), where F, jc : A b M : B[<r], and (t,N): (A h B Type) —>

(<3> b C Type), where A, y: BbiV: C[t], is defined to be the pair (Too,N[o)[M/y\), where Y,x\ A h
N[a][M/y\:C[T][o}.

Lemma 7.1.1. Eo is a category.

Proof. It is straightforward to show that ((},x) is a unit for composition. For associativity, suppose that
we have three morphisms (<7,M): (r b A Type) —» (A b B Type), where F,t:AbiW: #[<?], :

(A b B Type) —> (4> b C Type), where A, y: B\~ N : C[t], and (p,R): (<t> b C Type) —> (T1 b D Type),
where <t>, z. C b R : D[p). We can assume that x, y and z are fresh variables. By definition, we have

(p,R) o ((x,N) o (a,M)) = (po (to ct),/?[to o][N[o][M/y\/z)),

where T, x: A b o][N[o][M/y)/z] : D[p][to a}. On the other hand,

((p,/e) o (t,N)) o (a,M) = ((p o t) o ct,/?[t][A7z] [a] [M/y]),

where T,x: A b R[x][N/z][o}[M/y] : D[poT][cr], It remains to show that the two terms in these two

compositions are provably equal. By Lemma 5.5.5 and the definition of equality for substitutions,
we have /?[T][/V/z][cr][M/y] = f?[T][a][A[(T]/z][M/y]. Moreover, since y can be assumed to be fresh
for R, T and a, we can use the normal syntactic substitution lemma to obtain /?[T][CT][A^[cr]/z][M/y] =

7?[t] [ct] [A[crj [M/y\/z\■ But this shows that the two terms are equal, thus completing the proof. □

In the definition of the categories Bo and Eo we have not identified bunches up to variable renaming.
While this simplifies the definitions and makes it easier to show that Bo and Eo are categories, it makes
the definition of the categorical structure of Bo and Eo harder. For example, we would like to define a

monoidal structure * on Bo mapping two objects T and A to the object T* A. However, the context T* A
is not always defined, since v(r) and v(A) need not be disjoint. Another problem is that the definition of
the comprehension functor taking (r b A Type) to (r, x : A) depends on the choice of a fresh variable x.

To address these problems, we now take the quotient of Bo and Eo with respect to bijective variable
renaming. Another possible solution would be to assume a choice function that, for each object T,
returns a name that is fresh for T. Then we could define * such that T and A are mapped to T' * A,
where T' is given by replacing the variables in T with freshly chosen ones.
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We define the categories B and E by taking quotients of Bo and Eo. In the formulation of the
equivalence relation with respect to which the quotient is taken, we use bijective variable renamings a

and f3. We write T[a] for the action of the renaming a on T. Each renaming a can be made into a

substitution a: T[a] —> T in the evident way.

Objects. The objects of B are equivalence classes of objects of Bo under the equivalence relation ~

generated by T ~ r[a], where a is a bijective renaming of variables.

Morphisms. The morphisms of B from [r]^ to [A]^ are equivalence classes of morphisms of Bo under
the equivalence relation ~ generated by (cr: E —> A) ~ (a o a o/3: E[/3] —> A[a-1]), where a
and ft are bijective renamings of variables.

The category E is defined similarly to B:

Objects. The objects of E are equivalence classes of objects of Eo under the equivalence relation ~

generated by (T b A Type) ~ (F[a] b A [a] Type), where a is a bijective renaming of variables.

Morphisms. The morphisms of E from [r b A Type]~ to [A b B Type]~ are equivalence classes of mor¬

phisms of Eo under the equivalence relation ~ generated by ((o,M): (r b A Type) —>

(Ab SType)) ~ ((aoooj8,M[j3]): (E[j3] b A[j3] Type) -> (A[a_1] b S[a_1] Type)).

In short, the above definitions amount to the usual identification of contexts, types and terms up to

renaming of variables in contexts, as in e.g. [56, 48], As in loc. cit. we make the equivalence classes
in B and E implicit, i.e. we denote the equivalence classes by representatives only. Furthermore, it is

straightforward to show that we can always assume variable names in the representative to be fresh.

Lemma 7.1.2. B is a category and is equivalent to Bo.

Proof. By construction, B is just the quotient category Bo/R, where R is the category having the same

objects as Bo but as morphisms only bijective renamings. It is straightforward to show that R contains
at most one morphism between any two objects and that all its morphisms are bijections. Using this, it
is a standard result, see e.g. [70], that Bo/R is a category and that the evident functor Bo —> Bo/R is an

equivalence. □

A similar argument applies to E.

Lemma 7.1.3. E is a category and is equivalent to Eo.

Lemma 7.1.4. The category B has an affine monoidal structure given by the functor mapping two

objects F and A with FV (T") n FV (A) = 0 (which can always be assumed by the identification up to

bijective renamings) to T* A and mapping two morphisms o: F —> A and T: —» T with FV (T, A, c) n
FV ('f'.T, t) = 0 (which can always be assumed by the identification up to bijective renamings) to the
map (7 or: T * <6 —> A * Tf
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Proof. Because of the rule (Sub-Str), we can define the coherent isomorphisms as (}: (T * o) —» r,
(): (r*A) -> (A*r) and (): (r* A) * <t> —♦ T* (A * <I>). Naturality of these isomorphisms, the coherence
equations and functoriality of * follow using Lemma 5.5.7. □

Next we define a functor p: E —> B. It maps an object (r b A Type) in E to the object T in B and a

morphism (cr,M) in E to the morphism cr in B.

Lemma 7.1.5. The functor p defines afibration.

Proof. We have to show that, for each object (AbB Type) in E and each map a: F —> A in B there
exists in E a cartesian morphism (T I- A Type) —■> (A b B Type) over cr.

We show that the morphism (<j,x): (T b B[o) Type) —> (A b B Type), where F, jc: B[g] b x : B[cr],
is cartesian over cr. To this end assume maps T: <t> —> A and p: <& —> T satisfying cop = t, and
a map (t ,M): (<t> b C Type) —> (A b B Type) over t, where <t>, y: CbM: B[x\. We have to show
that there exists a unique map (p,N) over p, where <J>, z: C b N : B[cr][p], satisfying (cr,x) o (p,N) =

(t,M). If such a map exists then, by definition of composition, we must have 4>, z: C b x[p][N/x] = M :

fl[a][p] = B{t]. Since x can be assumed to be fresh, we have <t>,x\ B[cr][p] b x[p] =x : B[cr][p] by
Lemma 5.5.6. Hence, <t>, z: CbiV = x\N/x) = jc[p] [N/x) = M : B[o] [p] holds. This shows uniqueness
of (p,N). On the other hand, using <1>, z- CbM: B[t] = B[cr][p], we also have that (p,M) is a morphism
from $bC Type to V b B[o\ Type, which shows existence. □

Lemma 7.1.6. The fibration p becomes a split fibration if for cr: T —> A in B and (AbB Type) in Ea,
we choose the cartesian lifting cf(A b B Type) to be the morphism (<?,x) from (r b B[cr] Type) to

(AbB Type).

Proof. It is immediate that the lifting of the identity is the identity. The lifting of a composition a o % is
defined to be (cr o t,jc). The composition of the lifted maps (cr, jc) o (x,x), on the other hand, is defined
to be (cto x,x[o]). That this equals (cr o t,x) follows by Lemma 5.5.6. Note that we can assume x to be
sufficiently fresh. □

Lemma 7.1.7. The split fibration p has split fibred terminal objects.

Proof. We have to show that the split fibred functor p from the identity fibration id: B —» B to p: E —> B
has a fibred right adjoint 1: B —» E. Define 1 (F) = (Tb 1 Type) and l(cr: F —> A) = cf(l(A)). It is
evident that this defines a split fibred functor from id to p, i.e. that id = p o 1 holds and that 1 preserves

the splitting. The adjunction p -\ 1 with vertical unit and counit follows easily from the fact that F b M: 1
implies T b M = unit: 1. □

Lemma 7.1.8. The split fibration p has comprehension, i.e. the terminal object functor 1: B —> E has a

right adjoint { — } : E —> B.
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Proof. Define the functor { —} to map an object (FhA Type) in E to the object (F, jc : A) in B and
a morphism (<r,M): (r F A Type) —> (A I- B Type) in E, where T, y: A F M : B[cr], to the morphism
a o (M/x): (r, y: A) —> (A, x: B) in B, where in both cases x and y are some/any fresh variables. This
is well-defined because the objects and morphisms are identified under bijective renaming. Note also
that we can derive a: (r,y: A, x: B[cr]) —> (A,x: B) using (Sub-Lift) and (Sub-Str).

To show 1 H { —}, we define the unit of the adjunction 7jp == (unit/y): F —> (r, y: 1) for some/any
fresh y. It is routine to show that r\ is natural. For universality of Tj we have to show that, for all
<7: r —» (A, x: A) in B, there exists a unique cr®: (F F 1 Type) —* (A F A Type) in E, given by, say,

t: T—>A and T, y: lhM:A[i], such that a = to (M/x) o rjr: F—> (A, x: A) holds for some/any fresh x

and y. Suppose we have such a morphism cr" given by t and M. First, we show cr = t: T —> A. To
this end, we have to show that, for all contexts-with-hole $0 that declare only fresh names and all terms

<F(A) F R : C, we have (ct>0[o'])(r) F /?[cr] = B[t] : C[cr] = C[x\. Since t: T —> A, it is straightforward to
show that neither C[t] nor B[t] contain x ory as a free variable. We can use the equality a = to (M/x) o

rjr: r —» (A, x: A) for the term 4>(A, x: A) F R : C to give us (<T>0[cr])(F) F B[cr] = B[t] [M/x] [unit/y] :

C[<j\ = C[t] [M/x] [unit/y]. Since x and y are not free in /?[t] and C[t], this is just as required to give
us (<F0 [c]) (r) F = R[t] : C[o] = C[t}. Second, we show T, y: IF x[<j] — M : A [a]. Note that the
first point implies A[t] = A[<r]. By assumption, we have T F x[cr] = x[r][M/x][unit/y] : A[cr]. Lemma
5.5.6 gives T, y: l,x: A F x[t] = x : A, so that, by (subst-TM-cgr) and transitivity, we can derive
F F x[<r] = M[unit/y] : A [a]. Using (1-Eq) and (Subst-Tm-Cgr), we get T, y: IF M[unit/y] = M :

A [a], which allows us to conclude T, y: IF x[a] = M : A [a], as required. Hence, we have shown that
cr" = ((7,x[ct]) is the unique map of the required form. □

The above Lemma shows that the fibration p: E —> B admits comprehension. In [56, 10.4] it is shown
that a fibration with comprehension induces a comprehension category, i.e. a functor 3?: E —> B~ that
satisfies p = cod of? and that maps cartesian morphisms to pullback squares. This functor is defined
by mapping an object B in Ep to the map p{£b) '■ p\({B}) = {B} —> T, where Eb is the counit of the
adjunction 1 H {—}. In the present case, f?(B) can be described as the weakening (): (r, x: B) —> F.

Lemma 7.1.9. The split comprehension category with unit p H 1 H { —} has split products.

Proof. For an object (FF A Type) in Ep, define the functor : E^j —> Ep as follows. An object
r, x: A F B Type in Er^j is mapped to T F Fix: A. B Type and a morphism (id, (r, x: A, y: CFM:8))
is mapped to the morphism (id, (F, z. Ux: A.CF Ax: A.M[app(J..j4)C(z,x)/y] :FLr: A.B)). Functoriality
follows using the /3 and rj-equations.

For each object (r F A Type) in Ep, an adjunction n*A -H Fix follows by a standard argument. It
remains to show the Beck-Chevalley condition. It suffices to show that, for all cr: T —> A in B, all

objects (A F A Type) in Ea and all objects (A, x: A F B Type) in E{A}, we have o*YIaB =
and u*£a,b = £<rwhere Ea is the counit of the adjunction n*A H n^.
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For <7*1X4# = nCTM{cr}*5, we have to show

TF (FLc: A.B)[o] = (fly: A[<y].fl[<y][y/x]) Type,

where y is fresh. Notice that <7 may contain let-terms, so that the equation involves commuting conver¬

sions. However, we do not need to derive the commuting conversion, since (let M be x*y in Tlx: A. B) is
defined to be Tlx: (let M be;c*;y in A), (let M bzx*y in B), using which the equation becomes immediate.

For showing <J*Ea,b = we note that the vertical counit Ea.b '■ (T, x : A h Tlx : A. B Type) —>

{T,x:A\~B Type) is given by A, x: A,y: Tlx: A.B F app^^y,*) : B, where we can assume x and y
to be fresh for <7. Hence, we need to show

T,x: A[o],y: (FLr: A.B)[o] F (appM)B(y,x))[<7] = app{x:A[CT))s[(T](y,x): B\o]
As an aside, we remark that the normal way of stating the Beck-Chevalley condition does, of course,

follow from that equation:

aPP(xA)B(M,N)[cr} = appM)fi(y,x)[(M/y) o (N/x) o cr]
= aPP(x:A)B(y>x)[(M/y) OGO A)]
= app (x-.A)B{yix)[a ° (MW\/y)° <^[<y]A>]
= aPPM[CT])B[<7]{y,x)[(M[<J)/y) o (Af[cr]/*)]
= aPPMM)B[a](M[°'].Af[<7])

The proof goes by induction on the substitution cr. The cases for composition and normal substitu¬
tion (M/x) are straightforward. The interesting case is where <7 has the form (M/u: C* v: D). As we

observed in the proof of Lemma 5.5.5, in this case there exist derivable judgements h T = F" Bunch,
T" {<t>0[(N/u*v)]){T') and <J>(u: C*v: D) :>= A, and that we have T' \~ N : C*D. We can therefore
derive

s A, x: A h B Type
(Cong) — —

<F(n: C*v: D),x: A F SType
(4*0 [(z/m: C*v: D)])(z: C*D),x: (let z be mv in A) F let z be mv in B Type

Writing <t>'0 for (4>0[(z/m: C* v: £>)]) and A' for (let z be mv in A) and B' for (let z be mv in B), we can

use this to derive

C*D),x: A',y: Tlx: A'.B' F apP(X\A')B'(y>x) : B'.
Using the rules (*-#) and (*-j3), and by noticing A'[M/z] = A [cr] and B'[M/z\ = B[o), we obtain

^'[M/zKn, ■*: A[<x], y: Tlx: A[ct].#[ct] F appM[a])B[(Jj(y,;t) = let M be mv in wpp{x.A)B{y,x): B[o}
Because of F" > (<t>0[(M/u: C*v: D)])(r'), we can use (Cong) to replace $?'\M/z\(T') by F" in this
sequent. Because of F r = T" Bunch, we can further replace F" by T. Since the right-hand side of the
equation is just app(v:/4)B(y,;ic)[<7], the case is completed by using symmetry of equality. □
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Lemma 7.1.10. The split comprehension category with unit p ~\ 1 H { —} has split strong sums.

Proof. For an object (r h A Type) in Ep; define a functor La ■ E^j —> Ep as follows. An object r, x: A h
B Type of Ep^ is mapped to Th Ex: A. B Type and a morphism (id, (r, x: A, y: Ch M : B)) is mapped
to (id, (r,z:Lx: A.Ch pair(;c.A)s(fst(x:A)c(z))M[fst(^.A)c(z)/x][snd(^:A)c(z)/y]): Ex: A.B)). Functorial-
ity follows using the j3 and Tj-equations.

For each object (r h A Type) in Ep, an adjunction E^ H n*A is easily verified, and the Beck-Chevalley
condition follows as in the previous lemma. Finally, the sums are strong because the /3 and T]-equations
for E-types make the following two maps mutually inverse.

(PairM)s(^T)/z): (r,x: A,y: B) -> (T,z: Ex: A.B)
(fct(x:A)B(z)/x) O (snd(x.A)B(z)/x) ■. (T, z: Ex: A. B) -> (r, x: A, y: B)

□

Lemma 7.1.11. The split comprehension category with unit p H 1 H {—} is a split closed comprehension
category.

Proof. It has products and strong sums by the previous two lemmas. The base category B has a terminal
object, namely the empty context. It remains to show that the comprehension functor &: E —> as

defined above, is full and faithful. To show that & is full, consider a morphism in B^ between objects
that are in the image of P?, as given by the following commuting square.

(r, x: A) —x-*- (A, y: B)

0 0

We have to show that this morphism is in the image of the comprehension functor { —}. By the iden¬
tification of morphisms up to bijective renaming, we can assume both x and y to be fresh for T, A
and a. By definition of { —}, it suffices to show t = a o (M/y): (r, x: A) —» (A, y: B) for some term
F,x:AhM: Z?[cr]. Because the square commutes, we have T, x: A I- B[o] = B[ t] Type. Hence, we

get T, x: A h yfr] : B[a], Take M = y[r]. Lemma 5.5.9 gives T = (z/y) o o o (y[t]/z) : (r,x: A) —>

(A, y: B) for some/any fresh variable z. It is straightforward to show by induction on <r that a =

(z/y) ° o o (y/z): (T, y: fl[cr]) —> (A,y: B) holds, since both y and z are fresh for o. This gives
ao(y[x}/y) = (z/y) o CTo (y/z) o(y[T]/y): (r,x: A) -> (A,y: B) and thus oo(y[x\/y) = (z/y) ° o o

(y[r]/z): (r,x: A) —> (A,y: B). Therefore, we have t = co(y[T]/y): (r,x: A) —* (A,y: A), as re¬

quired.

For faithfulness of suppose that (a, (r, x: AhM: S[a])): (Th A Type) —> (A h B Type) and
(r, (r, x: Ah N : B[t])) : (rh A Type) —> (A h B Type) are mapped by & to the same morphism, which
means that we have a = t : T —> A and o o (M/y) — to (N/y): (r, x: A) —> (A, y: B) for some/any
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fresh variable y. To show (cr.M) = (t,N), it suffices to show T, x: A \- M = N : fi[cr] =fi[t]. But
from o o (M/y) = To (N/y): (T, x: A) —> (A, y: B) we obtain T, x: A I- y[cro (M/y)} = y[To (N/y)] :

B[<7] = B[t], making use of the fact that y is not free in B[o] or B[x\. The equality M = N then follows
using Lemma 5.5.6. □

Lemma 7.1.12. The split comprehension category with unit p H 1 H { —} has strong LI*-types.

Proof. For objects T and A of B, define the functor FI^: Er,(x: —> Er as follows. An object T *x: A F
B Type in Ep*^: is mapped to T F IPx: A. B Type and a morphism (id, ((r*x: A), y: C h M : B)) is
mapped to the morphism (id, (T, z: IPx: A.Ch X*x: A.M[app*r/^c(z,x)/;y]: IPx: A.B)). This term is
derivable by the following derivation

(T*x: A),y: ChM:B
(Weak) -

((T,z: U*x: A.C) *x: A), y: CP M: B
(Subst)

n*x: a.C)*x\ A f M[app*A]c(z,x)/y\ :B
(n*-i) —v ;

T,z-.ll*x: A.CP X*x\ A.M[app*(x.A)c(z,x)/y\:TTx: A.B
In the inference step for substitution, we use that y ^ FV(B) holds and that the following is derivable.

r,z: U*x: A.CFz-.l\*x\ A.C x:Ahx:A
(T, z: n*x: A.C) *x: A \- app'^^jz^): B

Functoriality follows using the ]3 and T]-equations.
To show that this defines strong IP-types, we have to give a natural isomorphism between Er(£, njjC)

and 1/(T*A)(ns*A,TZc) and prove the stronger Beck-Chevalley condition from Definition 2.5.12.
To give the natural isomorphism, it suffices by Lemma 2.5.8 to give, for all T and A in B and all B
in Er„(j. Ay a morphism £a,b '■ kU"ab * (•*: A) —» TCb in B/(T*x\ A), such that £a,b is natural in B and, for
each morphism m: He * (*'■ A) —> % in B/(T*x: A), there exists a unique morphism X*m\ C —> II^B
in Ep satisfying £A b ° ({A*m) * (x: A)) = m. Define

A o F

&a,b = (app*xa)b(y,x)lz)- (r,y: n*x: A.B)*x: A —> (T*x: A),z: B.

Note that tiu\b '■ (E, y: IPx: A.B) —> T and Kb : (T*x: A), z. B —> T*x: A are both given by (), so
that ea.b becomes a morphism in B/(T*x: A).

We verify naturality of £a)b- Let a : (T F C Type) —> (T F B Type) be a morphism in Ep. By
definition of E, this morphism is uniquely determined by a term T, u: CFM:fi. For naturality of £aib, it
then suffices to show (M/z) o (app*x.A)c(v,x)/u) = (app*{x.A)B(y,x)/z) ° (X*x: A.M[app*(x.A)c(v,x)/u]/y)
of type (F, v: n*x: A.C) *x: A —> (T*x: A), z: B. Since u and y are fresh for the codomain of these two

morphisms, it follows immediately that the first morphisms equals (M[app(vA^c(v,x)/u\/z) and second
morphism equals (app*r/1jS((A*x: A. M\app(x.A^c(v,x)/u\) ,x)/z), both of the same type. It follows using
]3-equality that both substitutions are equal.

Finally, the strong Beck-Chevalley condition is given exactly by the rule (IP-E-Cgr+). □
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Lemma 7.1.13. For any two objects (b A Type) and (I- B Type) in E over the empty context, the
map (pair^ g(x,y)/z): {b A Type}*{b B Type} = ((x: A) * (y: B)) —» (z: A*B) = {b A*B Type} is an

isomorphism.

Proof. Its inverse is given by (z/x: A *y: B): (z: A*B) —> (x: A) * (y: B). □

Lemma 7.1.14. The ajfine symmetric monoidal structure * on B is a strict ajfine monoidal structure.

Proof. Let T and A be an objects of B. The canonical projections out of T * A are given by weakenings
(): r * A —> L and (): T * A —> A. We have to show that these two maps are jointly monic. Because
of the isomorphisms (x: A, y: B) = (z: £*x: A.B) and (x: A) * (y: B) = (z: A*B), we can assume that
both r and A consist of one declaration only, say T is (w: C) and A is (v: D).

Because 27 is full and faithful, as shown in Lemma 7.1.11, any morphism a : <1> —> (x: A) corre¬

sponds uniquely to the term b x[a] : A. With the isomorphism (pair£ D (u,v)/z): (w: C) * (v: £>) —>

(z: C*D), this implies that a morphism a : —> (w: C) * (v: D) corresponds uniquely to the term
<t> b (pairj D(«,v))[a] : C*D. Likewise, Tt\oa and 712 ° cr correspond to the terms <t> b u[a] : C and
<t> b v[<t] : D respectively. Therefore, to show that the projections are jointly monic, it suffices to show
that <i> b (pair^D(«,v))[cr] = (pairf D(u, v))[t] : C*D holds for any two substitutions a and x of type
<t> —> (u: C) * (v: D) that satisfy <I> b u[o) = u[x) : C and 'J' b v[c] = v[t] : D. By the rule (INJECT), it
suffices to show the two equations

<J> b let (pair^oj"; v))[cr] be u:C*v:D in u = let (pair£]D(w, v))[t] be u\C*v:D in u.C
b let (pair^-0(m, v))[cr] be u:C*v:D in v = let {jp&\r*CD(u, v))[t] be u:C*v:D in v : D.

By straightforward induction on o, we can derive the following equation.

4> b let (pair£D(M,v))[a] be u:C*v:D in u = (let pair£ D(u,v) be u:C*v:D in u)[o] = u[o] : C

Corresponding equations hold for the other let-terms. Hence, the assumptions <f" b u[a] = u[x] : C and
b v[ct] = v[t] : D suffice to prove the required b (pair^d(w, v))[cr] = (pair^- £,(«, v))[t] : C*D. □

Putting all the above lemmas together, we obtain:

Proposition 7.1.15. The syntax of BT(*, l,L,n,n*) defines a (*, 1,E, Y\,Y\*)-type category.

Finally, we obtain the following completeness result.

Proposition 7.1.16 (Completeness). For any dependency typed algebraic theory 27 in BT(*, l,E,n,n*),
the following two statements hold.

• If both r b A Type and Lb B Type are derivable in BT(*, 1 ,L, n, n*) and have the same inter¬
pretation in all (*, 1,E, n,II*)-models for Sf, then T b A = B Type is derivable.

• Ifboth r b M \ A and Fb A:A are derivable in BT(*, 1 ,£, n,n*) and have the same interpreta¬
tion in all (*, 1 ,E,n, Tl*)-models for 27, then T \- M = N \ A is derivable.
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We are being slightly imprecise in the statement of this proposition, since the notion of a (*, 1,£, n,n*)-
model has, strictly speaking, been defined only for theories in ES. It should be clear, however, how to
use the interpretation from the previous chapter to extend the definition of a model to theories in BT.

Proof. Using Proposition 7.1.15 we obtain that the syntax of BT(*. l,£,n,n*) forms a (*, l,L,n,n*)-
model for Sf. Now, if two terms (respectively types) receive the same interpretation in all models for .57,
they must in particular have the same interpretation in the term model. The derivability of the asserted
equations follows from this by the definition of the interpretation in the term-model. □

We remark that a stronger form of completeness is likely to be true, namely that there is an equivalence
between categories of BT-theories and categories of (*, l,£,n,n*)-models, as in e.g. [99]. However,
due to type-dependency, verifying all the details becomes rather involved. Since, at present, we do not

have an application for such a stronger completeness result, we confine ourselves to the weaker above.

7.2 Consequences of Completeness

In this section we consider some consequences of completeness. We observe that the type of each term is
unique up to provable equality. Moreover, we show that any two terms differing only up to commuting
conversion of *-lets are provably equal. These direct consequences of completeness suggest ways of
dealing with some of the problems described earlier. In particular, in Section 7.2.3, we will see how
substitution can be shown to be admissible up to commuting conversion.

7.2.1 Interpretation in the Term Model

We start by spelling out the interpretation of BT(*, F £, IT. n*) in the term model. This interpretation is
essentially the identity, as formulated in the following lemma. It should be clear how, from a dependently

typed algebraic theory ^bt in BT(*,l,£,n,n*), we can define a compatible algebraic theory ^s
in ES, when ES is intended to be modelled in the term model constructed above.

Lemma 7.2.1.

• If l~bt T Bunch then there exists a derivation of Fes T' JJ. |r| Bunch, such that the interpretation
°f h"ES r' Bunch in the term model is the object of B given by Fbt I Bunch.

• If T 1~bt A Type then there exist derivations of Fes T' JJ- |F| Bunch and F' Fes A' Jj. |A| Type,
such that the interpretation of r' Fes A' Type in the term model is the object of Er given by
r Fbt A Type.

• If r I-bt M ■ A then there exist derivations of Fes T' ]]• |F| Bunch and T' Fes A' -([ |A| Type
and T' Fes Id' JJ. \M\ : A', such that the interpretation of F' Fes 37' : A' in the term model is the
morphism of Ef given by the pair (id, (T, u: 1 Fbt M : A)), where u is afresh variable.
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Proof. The existence of derivations in ES follows just as in the proof of Proposition 6.5.33. By examin¬
ing that proof, it follows that the judgements in ES constructed there have an interpretations in the term

model that differs from the original judgement only up to bijective renaming of variables. The assertion
then follows, since the objects and morphisms in B and E are identified up to bijective renaming. □

Corollary 7.2.2.

• The interpretation of Put T Bunch in the term model is the object of B given by I~bt T Bunch.

• The interpretation of T bjjy A Type in the term model is the object of Ep given by T b]j'i A Type.

• The interpretation of T Pbt M : A in the term model is the morphism of Ep given by the pair

{id, (r, u: 1 Pbt M : A)), where u is a fresh variable.

7.2.2 Commuting Conversion

Having observed the interpretation in the term model to be essentially the identity, we can now show
that any two terms (respectively types) differing only up to commuting conversion are provably equal.
By commuting conversion, we mean equations such as

(let R be x*y in app(M,./V)) = app(let R be x*y in M,let R be x*y in N).

Such equations are most economically expressed using the translation to the let-free syntax | — | from
Chapter 6. We say that two terms (respectively types) M and N are equal up to commuting conversion
if \M\ and |N| are syntactically equal.

Proposition 7.2.3. The following hold in BT(*, l,E,n,IT*).

1. If Fb A Type and Tb B Type and |A| = |B| then FbA = B Type.

2. If T b M : A and T b N : B and \M\ = \N\ then T b A = B Type and T b M = N : A.

Proof. We consider the second point, the first point follows similarly. From Lemma 7.2.1, we obtain
judgements T' fj |T| bES M' Ij. \M\ : A' Jf |A| and F" lj |T| bES N1 -IJ. \N\ : B' JJ. \B\ whose interpretations
in the term model are given by {id, (T, u: 1 Pbt M '■ A)) and {id, (T, u: 1 Pbt N '■ B)) respectively,
where u is a fresh variable. Using Lemma 6.5.27 we get bE§ T' = T" Bunch, which by (Bu-Conv)
implies T' bEs N' : B'. Since, by assumption, we have \M\ = |2V|, we can use Lemma 6.5.26 to obtain
T' bEs A' = B' Type and T' bEs M' =N': A'. By soundness of the interpretation (Proposition 6.4.13) in
the term model, this implies that A' and B' as well as M' and N' have the same interpretation. Hence, we

have T bBT A = B Type and T, u: 1 bbt M = N : A. Since u is fresh, substituting (unit: 1) for u gives
the required F bar 34 = N : A. □

Corollary 7.2.4. If TP M : A and Tb M : B then Tb A = B Type.
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7.2.3 Admissibility of Substitution

In the discussion of the bunched type theory with *-types in Chapter 5, we have noted that the pres¬

ence of parameter contexts in rule (*-E) makes the substitution rule (subst) non-admissible. In this
section we show how (subst) can be made admissible up to commuting conversion. We do this by
showing BT(*, l,£,n,II*) to be equivalent to a type theory BT~ in which the rule (*-E) is replaced
by a rule (*-E') without parameter contexts, and for which substitution is admissible. Although this
is not strictly speaking a consequence of completeness, the definition of BT~ is suggested by Proposi¬
tion 7.2.3.

The type theory BT~ is defined as BT(*, l,£,n,n*) without the rules (Subst), (*-E), (*-E-Cgr),
(*-j3) and (*-T|), but with the following rules instead.

A1~M:A*B T*x:A*y\B\- $: £_—
T * A h let M be x:A*y:B in J*

(*-e'-cgr)

(*-/3')

(*-7?')

hAi=A2Type Ah M\ — Mi : A\*B\
I-Z?i = B2 Type r*x: A\*y: Si f- ^

T* A b let Mi be x:A\*y:B\ in ^ — let M2 be x\A2*y'B2 in J?

rt-M\A Ah N:B $«:A^:fih/
<I> * r* A h (let pair^s(M,N) be x:A*y\B in JfC) = {JfC [M/x] [A^/y])

A h M : A *5 f *z: A*BbX
r*Ah JT [M/z} = let M be x:A*y:B in (7XC [pair\tB(x,y)/z})

h T Bunch h A Bunch |r| = |A|
(Bu-CC)

(Ty-CC)

(Tm-CC)

h r = A Bunch

rhAType ThSType |A| = \B\
r h A = B Type

r h M : A T\-N:A \M\ = \N\
rh M = N:A

In these rules, ^ ranges over arbitrary judgements, as defined in Chapter 4, and ,X ranges over

(A Type) and (M: A). The above rules for *-types differ from the rules in Chapter 5 mainly in that
they do not contain parameter contexts. Because JC ranges over both types and terms, the above rules
include both let on terms and types. Thus, the let on types is now a primitive notion and not defined as

in BT. The basic properties established in Chapter 4 continue to hold for BT~".
We have already shown in Section 5.4 and Proposition 7.2.3 that all the rules of BT~ are admis¬

sible in BT. It may be the case that the rules (Ty-CC) and (Tm-CC) are also admissible in BT~.
However, Proposition 7.2.3 does not imply this, since its proof takes place in BT and may therefore
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make use of rules such as (Subst) and (*-e), which are not available in BT-. Likewise, the argument
of Section 5.4, showing that let on types is admissible in BT, does not apply to BT-. For instance,
the assumptions on the contexts in (*-E') prevent us from transforming (let z be x*y in Ylu\ A.B) into
Ida: (let z be x*y in A), (let z be x*y in B), as the latter would not be a valid type.

Clearly, any derivation in BT- can be transformed into a derivation in BT. In the rest of this
section we show that show any derivation in BT can, up to commuting conversion, be transformed into
a derivation in BT-.

Lemma 7.2.5. The rule (Subst) is admissible for BT-.

Proof. By induction on derivations. The case for (*-E') is straightforward, since any substitution in T* A
must be either completely inside T or inside A. In either case, we can use the induction hypothesis. □

Having shown admissibility of substitution, it just remains to show admissibility of the rules of BT for
*-types. These rules are admissible in the following sense.

Definition 7.2.6. A rule

n i- J\ ... r„ h jn
rh j

is admissible up to commuting conversion if, whenever the premises are derivable, then there exists a

derivable sequent T' h with |r'| = |T| and \a?\ = Here, we extend | — | to judgements by
|A Type| = (|A| Type) and \M: A\ = (\M\: |A|) and \A = B Type| = (|A| = |J5| Type) and \M = N: A\ =

(|M| = |A7|: \A\).

We start by showing that (*-E) is admissible up to commuting conversion. Informally, the idea is
simple. We treat the let-terms in (*-E) as explicit substitutions and push them inside the structure
of the terms until we reach a situation where they can be introduced using just (*-E'). For exam¬

ple, the term (let z be x*y in (x,z)), which is not derivable using just (*-E'), is transformed into
(let z be x*y in x,z), which is derivable using just (*-E'). Note, however, that this pushing inside of
let-terms is not determined by the term alone and may depend on the derivation. For example, if we

have (let z be x*y in M*N) where neither x not y occur in M or N, then it depends on the derivations
of M and N whether we continue with (let z be x*y in M)*N, with M*(let z be x*y in N), or if we leave
the term as it is. If we have the strengthening property, then this non-determinacy disappears. Without
strengthening, we need the rules (Bu-CC), (Ty-CC) and (Tm-CC) to obtain that the non-determinacy
makes no difference.

Lemma 7.2.7. In BT- the following rule is admissible up to commuting conversion.

Ah M:A*B T(x: A*y: B) h J
(let M be x*y in ro)(A) h let M be x*y in Jf

In this rule J* ranges over C or N: C or C = D or N = R: C.
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Proof. We show that the following rules are admissible up to commuting conversion.

x:A*y:B^A T(A) = <J> (- Bunch
F (let z be x*y in ro)(z: A*B) Bunch

x\A*y:B>?= A T(A) = 4> <5 F

-x,y<£v(Y0)

■x,y^v(ro)
(let z be x*y in ro)(z: A*B) F let z be x*y in J?

The assertion of the lemma follows by substitution of M for z.

The proof goes by simultaneous induction on the derivations of h <J> Bunch and <I> F J?. For ei¬
ther rule, the case where the context A is congruent to the empty context is trivial, since weakening
with z: A*B gives a sequent as required. Using this, we can assume that A is either (x\ A) or (y: B)
or (x: A) * (y: B). We continue by case distinction on the last rule in a derivation.

• (Bu-empty), (Bu-Add), (Bu-Mult) are straightforward uses of the induction hypothesis. We
do the rule (Bu-Mult).

, I- <t> Bunch F Bunch
(Bu-Mult) , ^ ,t. „—b<I)*T Bunch

Assume T(A) = ($* VF) with x: A*y: B A and x,y gro. We distinguish two cases. First, all
variables of A occur in either <t> or VF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the variables
of A occur in <J>. Then there exists TJ, with x,y £ r'0 such that r'(A) = <£> holds. We can there¬
fore apply the induction hypothesis to the left premise to obtain a sequent F T"(z: A*B) Bunch
with |(let z be x*y in r(,)(z: A*B)\ = |r"(z: A*B)\. Using rule (Bu-Mult), we can derive
F F"(z: A*B) Bunch. Since T(A) = = r'(A) *T, this context is congruent to a context
of the required form. This shows the assertion.

The second case is where both v(<t>) n v(A) fL 0 and v(*P) n v(A) 0 hold. Without loss of
generality we may assume that A is (x: A) * (y: B), that x occurs in <£> and that y occurs in Tf
Because we have T(x: A*y: B) = this implies the existence of F satisfying r(x: A*
y: B) = T' * {x\ A) * (y: B). Since (let z be x*y in (T' * 0))(^: A*B) = T1 *z: A*B, this implies
(let z be x*y in ro)(z: A*B) = T(z: A*B). Since we have F r'*z: A*B Bunch, we also have
F T(z: A*B) Bunch, which implies the assertion.

• (Weak).

<&'(<*>") F /■ <f>" F C Type(Weak)
<F'(<1>", u: C)F /

Assume T(A) = <5>'(0", u: C) with x: A *y: B A and x,y 0 ro. There are three possible cases.

First, all the variables of A are declared in <£>". In this case, we have <f>" = *F"(A) for some T"
with x,y £ We can apply the induction hypothesis to get derivations of r'(z: A*B) F Jf'
and r"(z: A*B) F C' Type such that we have |(let z bejc*y in 4>'(xf/"))(z: A*B)\ = |F'(z: A*B)|,
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|letzbex*y in J\ = \J'\, |(letz bex*y in ^'0')(z: A*B)\ = |r"(z: A*B) \ and |letz bex*y in Cj =

\C'\. Since | - | preserves the structure of contexts, and by making use of rule (Bu-CC), we can

show that there exists a context-with-hole r'0" such that F r'(z: A*B) = r"'(r"(z: A*B)) Bunch
holds. Hence, we can use (Weak) to make the judgement r"'(r"(z: A*B), u: C') h c/', which
is as required.

The second case is where all the variables of A are declared in 4>'. In this case, we only apply the
induction hypothesis to the left premise. We can then use (Weak) to weaken with u: C, which

yields a sequent with the required property.

The final possible case is where u is either x or y. In this case, the context <I>" must be structurally

congruent to the empty context, so that the sequent we obtain by using the induction hypothesis
for the left premise is as required.

The other structural rules are immediate, since the hypothesis T(A) = <£> in the rules includes all
structural rules except weakening.

(SUBST-TY-CGR), (SUBST-Tm-CGR). These rules follow from the induction hypothesis by a

similar case-distinction as in (WEAK).

(Bu-Conv). This rule follows using the induction hypothesis and (*-E'-Cgr).

(Proj).

4> I~ C Type
(Proj)

<t>, u: CY- u.C

Assume F(A) = (<f>, u\ C) with x: A*y. B A and x,y g ro. If u is neither x nor y, then T(A)
is (r'(A), u: C) with T'(A) = <F. We can use the induction hypothesis to obtain T"(z- A*B) h
C' Type with |(let z be x*y in F'0)(z: A*S)| = |r"(z: A*S)| and |let z be x*y in C\ = |C'|. Then
r"(z: A*B), u: C' h u : C' is derivable and satisfies the assertion. If u is either x ory, without loss
of generality u =x, then we must have <J> = o, since T(x: A*y \ B) can be obtained from (<!>, x: A)
by weakening and the structural rules, which is possible only if is congruent to the empty
context. Since x,y ^ T0 and F(A) = (3>, x: A), we furthermore have A = (x: A) and ro = O-
Therefore, the sequent z: A*B h let z be x:A*y:B in x : A, which is derivable using (*-E'), satisfies
the assertion.

(Ty-Conv), (Ty-Eq-CONV). We consider (Ty-Conv).

<P\- M : D D = C Type
(Ty-Conv) <t>\- M :C

Assume T(A) =4>withx: A*y: B A andx,y ^ F0. The induction hypothesis for the left premise
gives r'(z: A*B) I- M' :D' with | (let z bex*y in ro)(z: A*B) \ = |F'(z: A*B)|, |let z bex*y in M\ =

\M'\ and |let z be x*y in D\ = \D'\. The other premise yields r"(z: A*B) h D" = C" Type with
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|(let z be x*y in ro)(z: A*B)\ = |F"(z: A*5)|, |let z be x*y in D\ = \D"\ and |let z be x*y in C\ =

|C"|. Using rules (Bu-CC) and (Ty-CC), we get T'(z: A*B) I- D' = D" — C" Type, so that we

can apply (Ty-Conv) to derive r'(z: A*B) b M' : C", which is as required.

(Ty-Refl), (Ty-Sym), (Ty-Trans), (Tm-Refl), (Tm-Sym), (Tm-Trans) follow from the
induction hypothesis and the commuting conversion rules (Bu-CC), (Ty-CC) and (Tm-CC).
We consider (tm-trans).

N <&b M = N:C $blV = /):C(Tm-Trans)
4>b M = P:C

Assume T(A) = <i> withx: A*y: B > A andx,y ^T0. The induction hypothesis gives r'(z: A*B) b
M'=N': C and T"(z: A*B) b N" = P': C" with |(let z be x*y in ro)(z: A*B)| = |r'(z: A*B)\ =

|F"(z: A*B)|, |let z be x*y in M\ = \M'\, |let z be x*y in Af| = |7V'| = |A/"|, |let z be x*y in R| = |P'|
and |let z be x*y in C| = \C'\ = \C"\. We obtain T'(z: A*B) b N" =P' :C' using (Bu-CC), (Ty-
CC) and the conversion rules. By validity, we have T'(z: A*B) b N' :C' and T'(z: A*B) b N" : C',
from which we obtain r'(z: A*B) b N' =N" : C' by (Tm-CC). Using (Tm-Trans), we get

r'(z: A*B) b M' =P' : C', which is as required.

• (C-Ty), (C-Tm), (C-Ty-Cgr), (C-Tm-Cgr), (Ty-Eq-Ax), (Tm-Eq-Ax). These rules fol¬
low from the induction hypothesis, using the fact that, for a closed type b C Type, the equation

T(z: A*B) b let z be x*y in C = C Type is derivable in BT_. We consider (C-Tm).

<J>bM:C x: C b D Type ^

(C-Tm) / e S7[x\ C; D)
b f(M) : D[M/x}

Assume T(A) = with x: A *y: B A and x,y £ T0. From the induction hypothesis, we obtain
r'(z: A*B) b M' :C' with |(let z bex*y in ro)(z: A*B)| = |F'(z: A*B)\ and jlet z bex*y in M\ =

\M'\ and |let z be x*y in C| = |C'|. Since x: C b D Type is derivable, validity implies that
so is b C Type, and by weakening also T'(z: A*B) b C Type. Since C is closed, we have
|let z be x*y in C| = |C|. Hence, we can use (Ty-CC) to get T'(z: A*B) b M' : C. Finally,
with rule (C-Tm) we can derive F(z: A*B) b f(M') : D[M'/x], which is as required.

• (1-Ty), (1-1), (1-Eq) are immediate consequences of the induction hypothesis.

• (n-TY), (n-I), (n-E), (n-TY-CGR), (n-I-CGR), (n-E-CGR) (n-j3), (n-rj). These rules fol¬
low from the induction hypothesis, making essential use of the commuting conversion rules (Bu-
CC), (TY-CC) and (Tm-CC). We do the case for (n-E).

4>, u: C b D Type <&\- M :Tlu: C.D b N:C
® h aPP(u:C)D(M,N) '■ D \N/U\
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Assume T(A) = <t> with x: A*y: B > A andx,y ^ ro. The induction hypothesis gives T'(z: A*B) b
M': E, r"(z: A*B) b N': C' and r"'(z: A*B), u: C" b D" Type with |(let z bex*y in T0)(z: A*B) \ =

|r'(z: A*Z?)| = |r"(z: A*5)| = |F"'(z: A*fi)|, jlet z bex*y in M\ = \M'\, (let z be x*y in N\ = |A'|,
|let z be x*y in (I1h: C.D)| = |£|, |let z be x*y in C| = |C'| = |C"| and |let z be x*y in D\ = \D"\.
Using (Bu-CC), we obtain b T'(z: A*B) — F"(z: A*B) = r'"(z: A*B) Bunch. By definition
of | — |, we have |£| = |riw: C".D"\. Using (Ty-CC), we obtain from this r'(z: A*B) b E —

Uu\ C".D" Type. By conversion, this gives r'(z: A*B) b M': ITw: C".D". Using (Ty-CC), we

obtain I^z: A*B) b C" = C' Type, which by conversion yields r'(z: A*B) b N' : C". Hence,
we can use the rule (Il-E) to derive F'(z: A*B) b app,N') : D" \N'/u\. By definition
of | — |, this sequent is as required.

• The cases for E-types are similar to that for n-types.

• (ir-TY), (n*-I), (n*-E), (n*-E-CGR). We spell out the case for (n*-E).

C\~ D Type <P\- M :U*u: C.D b N : C
(D "E)

•D^bapp^^Atf.AfJtD^/w]

Assume T(A) = (4>*T/) withx:A*y: B ^ A and x,y £ ro. We distinguish two cases. First, all
variables in A occur in either or Tb We do the case where the variables of A occur in <f>.

Then there exists r'0 with r'(A) = and x,y 0 r'0. We can apply the induction hypothesis
to the two left premises to get F"(z: A*B) * u: C' b D' Type and r'"(z: A*B) b M' : E with
|(let z be x*y in rvQ)(z: A*B)\ = |F"(z: A*B)\ = |F"'(z: A*fi)|, |C| = |C'|, |let z be x*y in D\ =

\D'\, jlet z be x*y in M\ = \M'\ and |let z be x*y in n*u: C.D\ = |£|. By (Bu-CC) we have
b r"(z: A*B) = r'"(z: A*B) Bunch. We have |£| = |FI*a: C'.D'|, by definition of | — | and be¬
cause both C and C are closed types. Hence, by (Ty-CC) and conversion we can derive the
sequent r"(z: A*B) b M' : n*«: C'.D'. By similar reasoning we obtain b N : C'. We can

therefore use (n*-E) to derive r"(z: A*B) * T1 b app*^u.c^D,(M',N) : D' [N/u]. Up to structural
congruence =, the context in this sequent is as required, so that we can apply (CONG) to complete
the case.

The second case is where v(<f>) n v(A) ^ 0 and v(xfJ) n v(A) ^ 0 hold. Without loss of generality we

may assume that A is {x\ A) * (y: B), that x occurs in <f> and that y occurs in T. By the structural
congruence T(x: A*y: B) this implies that there exists V satisfying r(x: A*y: B) =
C* (x: A)*(y\ B). Therefore, we can apply the rule (*-E') followed by structural rules to obtain
a sequent of the required form.

• (*-E')> (*-E'-CGR), (*-)3'), (*-*]') all follow similarly to (n*-E).

• (Ty-CC), (Tm-CC) follow from the induction hypothesis.
□
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Note that the rules (Bu-CC), (Ty-CC) and (Tm-CC) are used essentially in the above proof, for

example in the case for (TI-E).

Lemma 7.2.8. In BT the following rule, in which 7X7 stands for either (A Type) or (M: A), is admis¬
sible up to commuting conversion.

Ah M-.A <i>h N:B F{x: A*y: B)\-7X7
r(A * <I>) h let M*N be x*y in 7X7 = 7X7[M/x\ [N/y]

Proof By induction on derivations, similar to the previous lemma. We sketch the case where the last
rule in the derivation of T(x: A *y: B) h 7X7 is

r * *: A h B Type <t>\- M :Tl*x: C.D Th N : C
( "E)

d>^happ IX.C)D(M,N):D[N/x]

As in the above proof, we consider two cases. The first case is where both x and y are in T1 or both
are in In this case, we can apply the induction hypothesis, and the assertion follows by congruence.

The remaining case is where one of a: and y is in <f> and the other is in Tfi As above, then we have
<t>* *P = T' * (x: A) * (y: B). In this case, we can apply rule (*-/3'). □

Lemma 7.2.9. In BT~ the following rule, in which 7X7 standsfor either (A Type) or (M: A), is admis¬
sible up to commuting conversion.

Ah M:A*B r(z:A*B)hJT
T(A) h 7XC[M/z) = let M be x*y in 7X7[x*y/z\

Proof. By induction on derivations, similar to the previous lemma. □

The above lemmas show that the rules of BT are all admissible up to commuting conversion in BT~.
Since in both BT and BT~ commuting conversions are provable equalities, by Proposition 7.2.3 and
rules (Ty-CC) and (Tm-CC), this implies that BT and BT~ are essentially equivalent. Since BT~~
does not have the rule (subst), translation of derivations in BT to BT~ amounts to elimination of
substitution.



Chapter 8

Freefrom Types

Having defined and studied a bunched type theory with IP-types, our next goal is to extend it with
£*-types. Recall that IP and £*-types are essentially given by a fibred adjunction H Wa H for
each A. When we introduced n*-types in Chapter 4, we did not need to give a syntax for Wa, since
the adjunction Wa H can be captured completely by a one-to-one correspondence between maps

in Er(l,n^fi) and Er*/j(l — Wa\,B), as is explained in Section 2.5.2. For the adjunction Ejj H Wa,
however, such a characterisation is not available. To give a syntax for £*, we need a syntax for Wa.

In this chapter we introduce syntax for working with Wa. The type corresponding to WaB is writ¬
ten B*(n'a\ In the intended model with names, it consists of all the elements of B that are free from the
names in the value denoted by N: A. We call the type B*(NA^ a freefrom type.

Although the semantics justifies freefrom types B*^NA^ for open types B, at present we only have
a good syntax for closed freefrom types, by which we mean types B*(N'A) in which both B and A are

closed. Since the formulation of IP-types rests on freefrom types, this is a significant restriction on the
type theory. In particular, we do not expect that the completeness result from the previous chapter can

be generalised to the extensions of the type theory that we consider from now on. In the second half of
this chapter we discuss some possibilities for lifting the restrictions on freefrom types.

8.1 The System BT(*, l,L,n,rT,5*(M:A))
8.1.1 Syntax

We extend the syntax of BT(*, 1,£, IT FT) as follows.

Types A \ A*{ma)
Terms ::=••• | M*m | let M be : A*(ma) in M \jomAAA{M,M)

223
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FV(B*(~n'a)) = FV(B) UFV{N) UFV(A)

FV(M*n) = FV{M) UFV(N)

FV(letM be x*y: B*(NA) in R) = FV{M) UFV{B,{NA)) U (FV(R) \ {x,j})

FV(jomA B C(M,N)) = FV(A) UFV(B) U FV(C) U FV(M) UFV(N)

8.1.2 Rules for Closed Freefrom Types

The rules marked with t are discussed in more detail in the next section.

Formation

FA Type F B Type A F N : A
(FF-TY) — —

A F B<N:A) Type

Introduction

F A Type F B Type T\~ M \B AFN\A
T * A F M*n : B*W'a)

Elimination

r(x: A,z: B*(xA)) F CType
AFM: B*(NA) r(y: B*x: A)\y*x/z] F R : C\y*x/z]

(FF-E) —

r(A) [N/x] [M/z] F let M be : B*(NA^ in R : C[N/x] [M/z}

Congruences

(FF-Ty-Cgr) hAi:=A2Type FRi=52Type A\~Ni=N2:Ai
A I- = B2*{N2'A2) Type

(FF-I-Cgr) hai=:A2TyPe F B\ — B2 Type rFMl=M2:Bl AFN]=N2:Al
T * A F Mi *Wl = M2*"2 : Bx >

F Ai =A2 Type
F B\ = B2 Type

A F TVj =N2-.A\ r(x:Ai,z: fli*(*:Al)) F C Type
AFM, = M2:Bl*(~N^ T(y: B\*x: A\)\y*x/z\ F R\ = R2 : C[y*x /z\

(FF-E-CGR)
let Mi he v**- R, *(^1^1) jn /?,

F(A)[N\/x][Mi/z\ F y ■ . ' :C[Nx/x][Mx/z]
= let M2 be y : R2 1 2 2; in R2
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Equations

(FF-/3)

ri-M:B <P(x: A,z: B*(x:A>) F CType
Ah N :A <S>(y:B*x:A)\y*xlz)hR:C\y*x/z]

(FF-rj)

<&(r * A) [N/x\ {M*n/z\ h let M*n be : B*(NA) in R = R[N/x] [M/y] : C[N/x) [M*N/z]

AI-M:B<N:A) T{x: A,z: B<x:^)h R:C

(FF-Inject)

Join rules

T{A)[N/x][M/z] F R[N/x][M/z] = let M bey**: B*(NA) in R\y*x/z] : C[N/x}[M/z\

r Ih M: B*(N:A) TI- R : B<N'A^>

T F (let M be y**: B<N:A^ in y) = (let R be y**: B<N'^ in y): B

T F M = R : B<na^

, rFMiB*^' ThN:C*{RA)
(FF-JoiN)f

(FF-Join-EqI) t

FF jomA BC(M,N): (fixC)*'^'

T FM:r<M) r F AC C*(/?:/1)

(FF-JOIN-EQ2)

TF (let joinA ^C(M,AQ bey**: (BxC)t{RA) in fst(y)**) =M: B<R:A^>

r F M : g*(*:A> T F Af: C*(fi:A>
TF (let join^ B C(M, A) bey**: (BxC)*{RA) in snd(y)**) = A^: C<R:A)

8.1.3 Discussion

We have chosen not to annotate the introduction terms M*N with types, as this makes the presentation
more readable. The price to pay for this simplification is a slight loss of generality. For the soundness
argument we have to extend the proof of Lemma 6.5.26 with freefrom types. In the case for M*N, we

must, in essence, show F Fes M*N = M'*N : B*^N:A^ = B'*^N A ' from the induction hypotheses F Fes
M = M' : B = B' and T Fes N = N1: A = A1. If all we have is a rule corresponding to (FF-Ty-Cgr),
then we cannot derive the B*^N:A^ = #'*</v 4 ' from the type equations B = B' and A— A! in context T.
If we annotate the terms M*N with the types B and A then we can get the additional hypotheses Fes
B = B' Type and Fes A—A! Type, just as in the case for pair\B(M,N) in Lemma 6.5.26. With these
additional assumptions, the required equation follows easily. Without type annotations, we can still
get the additional assumptions if the semantics has the additional property that, for all closed types

(Fes A Type) and (Fes B Type), it holds that (r Fes A — B Type) implies (Fes A = B Type). Since this
property holds in the split fibrations constructed in Chapter 3, we prefer to omit the annotations on the
introduction terms, thus trading generality for readability. We remark that the same argument can be
used for omitting the type annotations on the terms pair^ B(M,N).
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The rules for closed freefrom types look quite similar to those for *-types. Indeed, the following
proposition shows that the rules for *-types are derivable from the rules for closed freefrom types. This
proposition is a syntactic version of Proposition 2.5.18.

Proposition 8.1.1. The rules for *-types are derivable from the rules for closed freefrom types.

Proof idea. We can implement *-types using freefrom types by means of the following definitions.

A*5d=E.r: A.B*(xA)

pair^(M,A0 = M*N
let M be x:A*y:B in N d= let snd(M) be y*x: fl*(fst(M):A) in N

□

If we assume extensional identity types, then we can also show the converse. When referring to ex-

tensional identity types, we assume standard rules such as the ones shown below (plus appropriate
congruence rules). See [47] for more information on identity types.

,T ^ . TPM:A r I— TV: A /T T. TPM:A(ID-Ty) ttx; (Id-I)
rbM^iV Type F b refl(M) : M M

TP M~AN Type TP p\M ~AN
(Id-Defeq) —— tt—; (Id-Uni)TPM=N\A TP p = refl(M) \M~AN

Proposition 8.1.2. The rules for closed freefrom types can be derived from the rules for *-types if we

assume extensional identity types and the following constants and equations.

x\ B*A,y: C*A,p: k2(x) ~a it2{y) b}a)b.c(p,x,y) : (BxC)*A
x: B*A,y: C*A, p: fc2(x) ~A n2(y) P ny(fABC{p,x,y)) = (7ri(x),7Ti(y)) : BxC
x: B*A,y: C*A,p: n2(x) ~A n2{y) b n2{]ABC{p,x,y)) = h2(x) : A

Proof idea. Define freefrom types as follows.

b*(N-.A) def Lp . B^A (N _

def
(pair^(Af,(V),refl(AI))

let M be y**: B*{N'A) in R = let fst(M) be y:B*x:A in R

In the definition of M*N above, A and B are the unique types (b A Type) and (b B Type) such that M: B
and N: A. Such unique types exist because of Corollary 7.2.4 and the assumption that (T b A = B Type)
implies (b A = B Type) for all (b A Type) and (b B Type).

As a representative example, we show that (FF-t]) is derivable. With the above translations, the

assumptions of this rule are A b M : (Lp: B*A.N ~ 7C2(p)) and T(x: A, z. (£/?: B*A.x ~ n2(p))) b
R : C. From this we get A b fst(M) : B*A and r(i<: B*A, z'. {Tp. B*A.tc2(u) ~ it2{p)))[n2(u)/x\ P
R[k2{u)/x] : C[it2{u)/x}. It follows by substitution that the term R[it2(u)/x\ [(w,refl(7T2(w)))/z] has type
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C[jt2(k)/x] [(w,refi(7r2(w)))/z] in context F(w: B*A) [7t2(w)/x] [(M,refl(^(«)))/z]. We can apply (*-77)
to get the equation

fi[7T2(fst(M))/x] [(fst(M),refl(^2(fst(M))))/z]
=let fst(M) bey:fi*x:A in R [n2(^\T*BA(y,x))/x] [(pair^(y,jt),refl(^2(pairg]i4(y,A:))))/z].

From now on we omit the context and type for brevity. By 7t2(pairg A(y,x)) = x, the right-hand side
can be simplified to (let fst(M) be y*x in /?[(pairg)j4(;y,x),refl(x))/z]). Notice that this term is just
the encoding of (let M be y*x: B*^NA^ in R [y**/z]). For the left-hand side, we have (7T2(fst(M)) = N)
and refl(7f2(fst(M))) = snd(M), by (ID-DEFEQ) and (Id-Uni). The term on the left-hand side therefore
equals R [N/x] [(fst(M),snd(A/))/z], which using (£-77) is equal to /? [iV/jc] [M/z\- Hence, we have shown
the required equation R [N/x] [Af/z] = let M be y*x: B*(N:A^ in R \y*x/z].

The rules for join are derivable using the constants assumed in the statement of the proposition. □

Extensional equality appears to be necessary in the above proposition. For example, for closed freefrom
types we can derive the equality (let M be y*x: inx) = N by (FF-tj), but from the encoding of
freefrom types using *-types in the above proof, the most we seem to be able to get is an inhabitant of
the propositional equality type (let M be y*x: B*^NA^ in x) ~ N.

The rules for join deserve comment. Their existence is due to the restriction to closed freefrom
types. Because of this restriction, the other rules are not a complete syntax for the functor Wa. One
important property of Wa not available without the join rules is that Wa is a fibred functor. We outline
what this means by considering the non-split version of Wa in the non-split codomain fibration. Given
two closed types B —> 1 and C —> 1, the square below is a pullback.

71-)

BxC—~-^C
J

B-t—1

The map (B x C) —> 1 corresponds to the closed type (B x C). By definition, WA takes this square to the
square below. Moreover, since Wa is a fibred functor this square is again a pullback.

(BxC)*A-^—^C*A (8.1)
J

7T| *A \*A

B * A ———1 * A
\*A

Now, as explained in more detail in Section 8.3 below, the maps B*A^> 1*A, C*A —> 1*A and
(B x C) *A —> 1 *A in this diagram correspond (up to A = 1 *A) to the types (x: A h B*^xA'> Type),
(x: Ah C*(xA) Type) and (x: Ah (fix Type) respectively. That the square is a pullback then
amounts to the type-theoretic property that, for any two terms T h M : B*(ra^ and F h N : Ct(R:A), there
exists a unique term fh7: (fix (jy(R:A) whose components consist of the parts of M and N. Note
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that the superscript in the types of M and N must be the same, since in order to apply the pullback to

morphisms m: T —> B* A and n: T —» C * A corresponding to the terms M and N, they must satisfy
(! *A) om = (! *A) on. In the Schanuel topos, the existence of the term./ amounts to the important fact
that a pair (x,y): B xC is fresh for some z: A if both x is fresh for z and y is fresh for z- The converse

follows by functoriality of *.

The rules for join make available the information that the square (8.1) is a pullback. The term

)oma b c(M,N) in (FF-JOIN) corresponds the term J described just above. The reason we have to
assume the constants 'join' is the restriction to closed freefrom types. With a formulation of open

freefrom types, the rules for join become derivable, see Section 8.4.2.2 below.

8.2 Examples

To give some example derivations with closed freefrom types, we show that rules which use freshness
in the style of FreshML 2000 [87] are derivable. These derivations demonstrate why the constant 'join'
is needed in practice. They also show the restrictions on closed freefrom types, since the derived rules
are less general than those of FreshML 2000.

We consider typing rules in the style of Figure 2 of [87], We use the following abbreviation.

r,x: S*(W:A) F (| x) d= let x be u*v: S*(W:A) in u*v : B*A

Abstraction We derive the following rule, similar to the abstraction rule of [87].

T F c : C x\: Ai, ...,xn: An,x: A\-M : B {r F x,-: A,*(c:C'}i<,-<„
r F R : (A -> B)*ic-C)

The term R, that we are about to derive, essentially amounts to Ax: A.M.

This rule is less expressive than the corresponding FreshML 2000 rule, because if A*^c:C^ is a type
then A, must be a closed type. To express freshness assumptions as in FreshML 2000, we would, for
example, also need to allow Aj to be of the form A^*1^.

To derive this rule we start with the following derivation, in which we abbreviate the substitution

(^l (z)Ai) o • ■ ■ o (jtn(z)/xn) by a.

xi: A i,..., xn: An, x: A F M : B
x\: Ai,..., xn: A„ F Ax: A.M : A —> B

(xi: Ai, ...,x„: A„)*(e: C) F (Ax: A.M)*C: (A -> B)*(c:C)
(z: At x • • • x An) * (c: C) F (Ax: A.M[a})*c : (A -> fi)*(c:C)

c: C,u: (Ai x ■ • • xA„)*'lC' F let u be z*c in (Ax: A.M[o])*c : (A —> B)*^c'C^
From the assumptions T F x,: A,*'c:C' for 1 < i < n we can derive

TF join(xi,...,x„) : (Ai x ••• xA„)*(c:C),
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where we use a suggestive notation for iterated join. The derivation is completed by weakening with F
and substituting with c and the join-term.

Application

r I- M : (A —> fi)*(c:C) r b N : A*<c:C)
rb R : B*{c:C)

We derive a term R corresponding to the application of M to N as follows:

x: A —> B,y: A b xy : B
r b M : (A —> B)*^c'C) rbAr:A*(c:C> (x: A —> B,y: A) * (c: C) b (xy)*c:

r b join(M.A^) : ((A -> B) x A)*(c:C) (p: (A —> Z?) x A) * (c: C) b (?n (p) n2(p))*c : fl*(c:C)
F b let join(M,ZV) be p*c in (m{p) n2(p))*c : fi*(c:C)

The such derived term R is, up to the presence of freefrom-terms, just the application of M to N.
Abstraction for —^-functions

(xi: A), ...,xn: An)*x: A b M : B {rb xt: A,-*(c:C)}i<,<„
T b R : (A -* B)*{c:C)

This rule can be derived by using IP -introduction and join as for Fl-abstraction above.

Application for —*-functions

r b M : (A -* b)*{IN:A*C) FbiV: A*(c:C>
Tb /?: B*(c:C)

We start the derivation of the term R as follows.

x: A -* B *y: A\~ x@y : B

(x: A —* B*y: A)*(c: C) b (x@y)*c : B*b:C)
(x: A —* B) * (y: A *c: C) b (x@y)*c :

(x: A —* B) * (z: A*C) b let z be y*c in (x@y)*c:
z: A*C, u: (A —* b)*^zA*c^ b let u be x*z in let z be y*c in (x@y)*c :

r, »: (A —K ^ )et u be ^ in let z bg y^c in (x@yyc , b*(7C2(IN):C)
T b let M be x*z in let z be y*c in (x@y)*c :

To complete the derivation, we show T b c = tc2(| N) : C. To this end we note the following equations
of terms of type C in context c: C, z: A*b;C).

c = let z be y*c: A*^c:C' in c by (FF-77)
= letz bey*c: A*^c:C^ in (lety*c be w:A*v:C in v) by (*-/3)
= letz bey*c: A*^c:C' in (let (lety*c bey*c: A*(c,c' iny*c) be u:A*v:C in v) by (FF-/3)
= let (let z be )'*c: A*^c:C^ in y*c) be u:A*v:C in v by (FF-77)

By substitution we obtain F b c = iz2{[ N) : C. This gives = B*(c:C\ so that we can use type
conversion to complete the above derivation.
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8.3 Interpretation

In this section we give the interpretation for closed freefrom types. For the particular models constructed
in Chapter 3 this is in fact not necessary, since these models are equivalent to codomain fibrations
and therefore have extensional equality, so that soundness follows at once from Proposition 8.1.2. We
nevertheless spell out the interpretation here, both with an eye to generalisations to open freefrom types
and to include the possibility of non-extensional models. Since the rules are incomplete and likely to

change, we will be less formal than in Chapter 6.

Assume a (*, l,£,n,n*)-type-category. We write p: E —> B for the underlying fibration and denote
the associated comprehension functor by { —}: E —* B. We write * for the strict affine monoidal struc¬
ture on ®. In addition, we assume a monoidal weakening structure WA (Definition 2.5.15) on this given
structure. For the interpretation of closed freefrom types, we only need to make use of the monoidal
weakening functors W{A} '■ Ei —>• Ej*^} for objects A of Ej.
Formation The interpretation of the premises of the type formation rule

F A Type F B Type A F N ; A
1 "

A F B*(N:A^ Type

amounts to an object A in B, objects A and B in Ei and a morphism N: A —► {A} in B. The type B*(NA)
is interpreted as the object N*u*W^AjB of E^, where u: {A} —> 1 * {A} is the canonical isomorphism.

By definition of we have an isomorphism k^A}.B such that the following diagram commutes.

{u*W[a]B} ^^ {B} * {A}

{A} jj-*- 1 * {A}

Since u is an isomorphism, so is {w}, and it follows that fA)B = ^{a},s ° {"}'s a'so an isomorphism. To
simplify the notation, we write FA for the functor u*WiA\. Notice that FAB is just the interpretation of
F*r: Ab fi*(xA) Type. With the notation FAB, the isomorphism fAp fits in the following diagram.

{FaB} ^ {£} * {A}

*fab

'{A}
The isomorphism fA$ will be the interpretation of the introduction and elimination terms for freefrom
types. Informally, f^xB represents the substitution (y*x/z) ■ (y: B*x: A) —> (x: A,z. B*^X'A^) and fAp
represents the let-term (let z be y*x in —): (x\ A, z: B*^X'A">) —> (y: B*x: A).
Introduction The introduction terms are interpreted using and substitution. The assumptions in

(FF-I)

M,8 '

F A Type F B Type T F M \ B A F A : A
T * A F M*n : B*(na)
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amount to objects A and B in E) as well as maps M: T —> {/?} and N: A —> {A} in B. The term in the
conclusion of the rule is interpreted as the unique map M*N making the following diagram commute.

T*A-
M*N

{fl}*{A}

{(7t2°{M*N))*FAB}

(8.2)

mfaB} —=*. {FaB}
{M*N} ^ J j {*2} 1 j

n(n2°{M*N))* FaB

r* a -
M*N

\rAt

{fi}*{A}-

kfab

k2
{A}

Note that K2°{M *N) =Wojr2 holds. This implies that (icj ° (M * N))*FAB is equal to (N o K2)*FaB,
which is just the interpretation of F* A b B<N'A^ Type.

A succinct way of describing the interpretation of M*N is by reindexing x: A, z: B*(x:A^ b z '■ B

along fAB, the result of which corresponds to the term y: B*x: A b y*x : B*(x:A\ and then reindexing
this term along M*N, which amounts to substituting M fory and N for x. The above diagram is nothing
but an explication of this description.
Elimination The elimination terms are interpreted using fA<B and substitution. We consider the special
case without parameter context:

(FF-E)
a b M : B*{N:A)

x: A, z: B*(x:A) b CType

y: B*x: A b R : C\y*x/z]
A b let M be y*x: B<N:A) in R : C[N/x) [M/z]

The type (x: A, z: B*(x:A) b C Type) is interpreted as an object C of Ej/^g}. Since the definition of y*x
is such that {^2} °y*x — fAB holds (see Diagram 8.2), we know that (y: B*x\ A b C\y*x/z] Type) is
nterpreted as (fA B)*C in E^y*^}- The term R is therefore given by a map of type 1 {b}*{a} * (/a,b)*C

in E{B}*{/\}-
The term M uniquely corresponds to a section, as given by the left triangle in the diagram below.

The rest of this diagram commutes by definition.

M
{N*FaB} {FAB} {£} * {A} (8.3)

We interpret the term (let M be y*x: ;n ^ as the morphism (fA,B 0 {^} oM)*R of type 1a —>

(fA.B 0 {N}°M)*(fAlB)*C = (fAlBo fAtB° {N}°M)*C = ({N}oM)*C in Ea- Note that the codomain of
this map is the interpretation of the type C[N/x][M/y], as required by the above rule.

In short, the interpretation of (let M be y*x: Bin R) is given by reindexing R along fA,g to get
x: A, z: B*(x:A' b fABR:C and then substituting N forx and M for z.
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The general case of (FF-E) with a parameter context ro follows by lifting the map /a.b o {N}oM
in the context-with-hole ro and substituting along the lifted map.

Equations The equations follow because /a.b and falb are mutually inverse. We start with the f5-
equation.

(FF-/3)

rb M -.B <t>{x: A,z\ B*(xA]) h CType
A b A : A 4>(y: B*x: A)\y*x/z)F R\C\y*x/z]

4»(F * A) [///jc] [Af^/z] b let M*n be y*x: B*^ in R = R[N/x)[M/y\ \ C[N/x][M*N/z)
We consider first the case where <F0 is O- Since A and B are both closed types (otherwise there would be
no valid context containing B*(xA^ as on the right), they correspond to objects of Ei. The terms M and N
therefore amount to maps M: T—> {5} and Ab A —> {A}. The interpretation of T* A b M*N : B*(N:A) is
given by a section M*N: T* A —> {(N o 7t2)*FaB} of z(nok2yfab- The term (let M*N be y*x: in R)
is interpreted as (/a,b°{Nok2)oM*n)*R. Now we have:

Ia,b ° {N o 7^2} ° M* = fa,b°{n2°(M *N)}oM* since = tc2°(M*N)
= Ia.b 0 {^2} 0 {M * N} oM*n p is a split fibration, { — } a functor
= fA,B°fa.b°(m*n) by diagram (8.2)
= M*N

Therefore, the interpretation of (letM*N bey": B*(W:A) in R) is (M*N)*R. But since (M*N)*R is also
the interpretation of R[N/x][M/y), this shows the j3-equation. The case where <t>0 is not O follows by
lifting this special case in the context-with-hole 4>0.

We come to the T]-equation.

AbM:B*(^) r(*: A,z: B<X'^)\-R:C
(FF-tj) ! 7—r

r(A)[N/x}[M/z] b R[N/x\[M/z] = let M be y": B<NA^ in R\y*x/z\ : C[N/x][M/z]

Again, we assume that T0 is O- this case, R corresponds to a map 1 —> C in E^g}. Then, the term
y: B*x: A b R\y*x/z] : C[y*x/z] is interpreted as (/^g)*^- The term (letM bey": B*(N:A^ in f?[y"/z])
is therefore interpreted as {/a,b 0 {At} o M)*(fAlB)*R = (/^"g ° Ja,b 0 {N} 0 M)*R = {{N} oM)*R. But
the term ({N} oM)*R is just the interpretation of R[N/x\[M/z\, thus showing the T]-equation.

It remains to show the equation (FF-lNJECT).

(FF-lNJECT)

rb M:B<n'V rb r-.b*^
r b (let M be y": B*^ in y) = (let R be y": B*(NA*> in y): B

r b M = R : B*{N:A)

The interpretations of the terms M and R are uniquely determined by sections M: T —> {N*FaB} and
R: T —> {N*FaB} of Kn*fab■ The equation (let M be y": B*(NA^ in y) — (let R be y": B*(NA^ in y) in
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this rule is interpreted as the equation (fA]B o {N}oM)*y = (fA,B ° {Ar}oR)*y, in which y is the unique
morphism making the following diagram commute.

W*{A} (8.4)

Note that by definition of reindexing (fA)B ° {ZV} oM)*y = (fA)B ° {^} °R)*y implies yo(fAB o {N} o

M) =y°{fA,B°{N}oR).
We have to show M = R. Since the diagram

{N*FaB}

kn*fab

j.a,b°{n}
W*{A}

112

{A}

(8.5)

is a pullback, and since both M and R are sections of Kn*fab, it suffices to show fAo {N} o M =

j.a,b 0 {n}oR. Since * is a strict affine monoidal structure, the map (ri\,7c2): {5} * {A} —> {ZJ} x {A} is
a monomorphism. Therefore, it suffices to show 7T, o fA B o {N}oM = TCi o fAtB o {N}oR for both i = 1
and i = 2. For i = 1, we use the equation y o (fAB o {N} oM) = yo (fAB o {N} o R) established above.
Since we know from diagram (8.4) that K\ = {T} oy holds, post-composing this equation with {T} yields
the required ii\ ofAtBo {N} o M = ic\ o fA)B o {N} o R. For i = 2, we calculate as follows:

^2 °fA,B°{N}oM = No kn»faB°M
= N

= no 71^-fab°R
= ^2°fA,B°{N}oR

by diagram (8.5)

since M is a section of Kn*fab

since R is a section of Kn*fab

by diagram (8.5)

Hence, we have shown M = R, as required.
We omit the details for the interpretation of 'join', which we have already sketched in the previous

section.
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8.4 Towards Open Freefrom Types

Let us now examine how the syntax for closed freefrom types can be generalised to open types, and
let us discuss the difficulties associated with it. We know precisely the semantic structure we want to

capture with open freefrom types, namely the fibred functor Wa. For the purpose of this discussion, we

consider just the special case of the codomain fibration on the Schanuel topos S. In this special case,

the functor Wa : S~* —> S~* maps Kb'. B —> T to % * A: B*A —> T*A. Open freefrom types should be
a syntax for this functor. The main difficulty in giving such a syntax for Wa is how to account for the
substitution behaviour of Vl^, i.e. how to integrate in the syntax that Wa is a fibred functor.

To begin with let us consider possible choices for type formation. Since Wa maps %: B —> F to

Kb*A \ B*A —> r*A, a natural choice for an (unsubstituted) type formation rule would be

„ FA Type T F B Type
(FFO-TY) 'f yv

Fm: Ah B*^ Type

The type A must be closed since it corresponds to an object of S. Annotating the type wjt|1 the
variable x is necessary to keep track of substitutions in x. Some evidence that annotating B*^xA^ with x

is also sufficient to give a sound syntax is that, by pullback-preservation of Wa, there is an isomorphism

(cr *A)*WaKb = WaO*Kb■ This isomorphism states that substitution in the fl-part of B*^xA^ can be
defined as usual. Without strengthening, however, it does not appear to be quite enough for showing
soundness, in particular that different derivations of the same sequent have the same interpretation.
Nevertheless, we can rely on the following special property of Wa in (the split fibration equivalent to)
the codomain fibration of Schanuel topos to show soundness:

a: T—>A*x:A AhflType T F B\o] = C[t] Type
t: T—+<J>*x:A <J>hCType t h jc[<t] = x[t\ : a

Fh (S*M))[ct] = (c*M))[t] Type
This property is similar to the additional property that strong IF-types have over normal TP-types. It
makes it straightforward to show by induction on the size of the type that two derivations have the
same interpretation, as in Lemma 6.5.26. In the split fibration for the Schanuel topos, constructed in

Chapter 3, this property follows from Proposition 2.5.17. With this special property, we can also show
soundness of the following type formation rule

, P A Type T h B Type
(FFo-TY ) F ^F

r,r: Ah B<x:^ Type

Semantically, the type in the conclusion amounts to io(tzb*A) : B*A —> T*A >—> Tx A.
It makes a difference whether we choose (FFo-Ty) or (FFo-Ty')- If we choose (FFo-Ty) then *-

elimination on types can no longer be shown to be admissible as in Section 5.4. For example, for a type
of the form z '■ A*B h let z be x*y in B(x)*^yA^ Type, we cannot push the let further in the subterms. With
(FFo-Ty'), on the other hand, then we can derive z: A*B h B(let z be x*y in x)*^let z be x*y in yAl Type,
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so that we can expect the admissibility argument from Section 5.4 to go through. Another difference
between (FFo-Ty) and (FFo-Ty') that plays a role in the formulation of the other rules is that the rule

(FFo-Ty) enforces stronger constraints on the contexts. With (FFo-Ty) we can derive Tb B*(N:A^ Type
only if the variables in B and N are separated in the context F. By this we mean that T is, up to structural
congruence, of the form A(<F * T1) and both Obfi Type and ^ h N : A are derivable. We will exploit
this separation information in the next section below. With the rule (FFo-Ty'), however, we do not get

any separation information.

To give terms for open freefrom types, it is reasonable to use the isomorphism

{WAB} ^ {5} *A .

r *a

This isomorphism is part of the definition of a monoidal weakening structure in Section 2.5.2.2. In the
codomain fibration it is in fact the identity. In terms of the syntax, kA.B is an isomorphism between the
contexts (T* x: A), z: B*^x:A' and (T, y: B)*x\ A for all types b A Type and F b B Type. Introduction
terms correspond to the inverse of this isomorphism. This inverse may be understood as the substitution

(y*x/z): (r, y: B) * x: A -> (T * x: A), z: B<x:A).

It gives rise to the (unsubstituted) introduction rule

/T7r TN A TyPe r h B TyPe^ ' ( A \

(F,y: B)*x: AFy*x :B<x:^
It is straightforward to close this rule under substitution, and we expect that soundness of this rule can

be shown by adding a further rule in the spirit of (INJECT).

The main problem with open freefrom types lies in the formulation of an elimination rule. Given
the above isomorphism, we would like to add an (unsubstituted) rule of the following form.

••• (r,y: B)*x: AF R : C[y*x/z]
(FrO-E)

(r*x: A),z: B<x:^ b let z bey": B^x:A) in R:C

Although this rule is very appealing, it is problematic because it is not straightforward to close it under
substitution. An instance of this rule that is closed under substitution should have the form

Ab M:B<N:A*> (r,y: B)*x: AT R:C[y*x/z\
(FFO-E-SUBS) 1 ' J

A b let M be y": Bin R : C\M/z)
But what should the context F be? Clearly it cannot be A itself. Suppose T were A. The above rule would
bind N to x, thereby separating A from N. But since A is a term in context A, we could therefore sepa¬

rate N from itself and this is not possible for all terms N. But perhaps we can somehow obtain T from A?
To some extent, this is possible if we choose (FFo-Ty) as the type formation rule; see below for more
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detail. In general, however, for example when we choose the rule (FFo-Ty'), it is not straightforward to
obtain a context r from a. For example, with (FFo-Ty') we can derive z. A*B h C(7i2(z))"l7tl {:Z,A ] Type
for any typex: B b C(x) Type, and it is not obvious from the context?:: A*B which context T we should
choose.

A trivial solution to giving an elimination rule that is closed under substitution is by using explicit
substitutions.

Ab M-.B*(n'a) Ab B = B'[o) Type
cr:A—>T*x:A A b N = x[o] Type
FbB' Type {T, y: B') *x: A \~ R : C\y*x/z]

A b let M with a be (r,y: B')*xA in R : C
There are several possible variants of this formulation with explicit substitutions. Instead of making
the substitution cj a premise of this rule, the type formation rule for freefrom types could be changed
so that <7 becomes part of the type B*(NA\ In another direction, it is not necessary to record the full
substitution a in the term of the conclusion. Since * is strict affine, it should be enough just to record the
list of terms x\ [cr],..., jc„ [ct] , jc[ct], where x\,...,xn are the variables declared in T. We also note that a,

as used in the above rule, is similar to the slices of Gabbay & Cheney [37],

At present we do not think that any of the formulations with explicit substitutions leads to a good
formulation of freefrom types, since working with the terms and the associated equations is extremely
complicated. The examples in [83] illustrate this point for a simply typed modal A-calculus. Further¬
more, the theory of dependent types with named variables and explicit substitutions, as worked out
in [109, 32], still appears to have some issues [88], At present we do not know how to deal with explicit
substitutions in the bunched dependent type theory in such a way that the theory remains manageable.

Coming back to the attempt of formulating a rule (FFo-E-Subs) that is closed under substitution,
we note that if we choose (FFo-Ty) as the type formation rule for open freefrom types, then it is
possible to obtain a context T in (FFo-E-Subs) from A. With the rule (FFo-Ty), the judgement A b
g*{N:A) Type can on]y be made if A has, up to structural congruence, the form <f>(r * T1) and T b B Type
and b N : A are derivable. Note, however, that this decomposition of A need not be unique. We can

use the decomposition of A into F and in the rule (FFo-E-Subs) as follows.

$(r*y)b^:fW r b 5 Type b N:A (r, y: B) *x: A b R : C\y*x/z\
<£>(T **F) b let M be y": B<NA^ in R : C[M/z]

This elimination rule appears weaker than some of the other possible rules. For example, we cannot use

it to eliminate elements of (let M be x*y in B*CV:A)); recall from the above discussion that *-elimination
on types is not admissible with (FFo-Ty). In a formulation with (FFO-Ty'), on the other hand, the type

(let M be x*y in B*(NA^) would be provably equal to (let M be x*y in 5)*^et M be x*y in A'"4\ Therefore,
a freefrom elimination rule for such a formulation would effectively allow us to eliminate elements of

(let M be in B*(A^)). With (FFo-Ty), no such argument appears to be possible. It remains to be
seen whether or not the above rule is nevertheless complete, or at least sufficient for practical purposes.
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8.4.1 A Formulation of Open Freefrom Types

In this section we give a possible formulation of open freefrom types for the Schanuel topos.

Formation

(FFO TV) h A TypC r F S Type A b N : A

Introduction

Type

TX F A Type Th M:B AhiV:A
(FFo-I) —

T*Ab M*N : B*(N:A^

Elimination

(FFO-E)

The Type (r*x: A),z: B*{x:A) b CType
A\- N :A 4>(r*A)b M: B*(N:A) (r, y: B) *x: A b R : C[y"/z]

4>(r * A) b let M be y": B<N'A"> in R : C[N/x\ [M/z]

Congruences

(FFo-Ty-Cgr) hA'=A2TyPe TblVi =yy2:Ai rbfli=g2Type
Tb 5i*(wi:A>) =B2*{n2'A2) Type

rFFo-T-Crnt ^ A Type r b M, = M2 : B Ab N,=N2:A
r*AbiWi,"i= M2*Nl : B*^

b Ai — A2 Type A\~N\=N2:AX
TbSi = B2 Type 4>(r^A)bM| = M2:BX*{N^)

(:r*x: Ai),z: Si*(jr:4|>b CType (T,y: Bl)*x: A, b /?, = R2 : C[y"/z]
(FFO-E-CGR)

<t>(r*A) b let Ml be y*x: B^:A') in R{ = let M2 bey": B2*{N2'A2) in R2 : C[N/x\[M/z\

Equations

(FFO-/3)

(r**: A),z: B*(x'a) b CType
r b M : S A b A : A (T,y: B) *x: AT R : C\y*x/z\
r*Ab letM*w bey": B<N:A) in R = R[N/x]\M/y} : C[M*N/z]

(FFO ) rhSTyPe Ah N'A <t>(r*A)biW:B,|M) (r *x: A), z: B*^x:A^ \~ R : C( 0 ??)
<t>(T*A) FR[N/x][M/z] = letMbey": B*^ in (R[y*x/z}) : C[N/x][M/z]
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ThB Type
A \~N:A

4>(T*A)b
<t>{T* A) \-R : B*^

<t>(r * A) F (let M be y*x: B*(N'A) in y) = (let R be y*x: B*(N:A) in y) : B
(FFo-Inject)

<t>(T*A)\- M = R:B<n'a*>
As we have noted in the previous section, the formulation of the rule (FF-Ty) is such that *-elimination
on types is no longer admissible. Therefore, we now make the admissible rules (*-E-Ty), (*-E-Ty-
Cgr), (*-/3-Ty), (*-t]-Ty), (*-E+) from Chapter 5 primitive rules. Note that the soundness argument
for BT(*, l,£,n,rr) from Chapter 6 goes through without complication with these rules made primi¬
tive. In fact, it would also be sensible to formulate a version of (FFo-E) on types, but for the present

purposes this is not necessary.

8.4.1.1 Discussion

For brevity, the elimination rules are formulated without parameter contexts. Using *, If and IP-types,
it can be shown that rules with parameter contexts are admissible; see Sections 4.3 and 5.6 for more

information.

The main weak point of the above formulation of open freefrom types is the elimination rule. The
problem is that in (FFo-E) there may, up to structural congruence, be many choices of the contexts T
and A. The choice of contexts is not reflected in the term. This makes the term (let M be y*x: B*<N'A^ in R)
hard to understand, since it does not tell us which variables x is fresh for. Furthermore, given a derivable
term it is not immediately clear how to construct a derivation for it. In Section 8.4.2.2 below we give an

example illustrating this problem of having many choices in the rule (FFO-E).

Open freefrom types can help to simplify the rules for IT-types. When we introduced *-types in
Chapter 5, we had to strengthen the congruence rule for IP-types to (IP-E-Cgr+), in order to be able
to show completeness of the theory. With open freefrom types it should not be necessary to strengthen
this rule. In essence, (FT-E-cgr+) allows us to conclude app*r/^g(M,x)[cj] = app^.A)g/(N,Y)[T] from
M[c} = A[t] and x[o] = x[t]. We sketch how it should be possible to do this with open freefrom types:

= let [M*x)[g] be u*v: (IPx: A.B)[o,]*''):'<7'''4' in u@v by commuting conversion
= let (AP)[t] be u*v: (IPx: in u@v see below
= let (A*a:)[t] be u*v: (IPx: A.B,)[t]*'j:'t''/1' in u@v premises of (IP-E-Cgr+), injectivity of II*

Before we show the third step in this chain of equations, we point out that a formulation of open freefrom
types with (FFo-Ty) does not appear to be quite sufficient for these equations. In the above equations,

aPP(x:A)s(MP)[CT]
= (let M*x be u*v: (iPx: A.B)*(x[A) in w@v)[cr] by (FFO-/3)

= (let N*x be u*v: (ITx: A.B')*M) inu@v)[r]
= aPPM)B'(W,*)W

by commuting conversion

by (FFO-J3)
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there appears the type (FTx: which to form we need (FFo-Ty'). The third step follows
because we can show (AT*) [a] = (N**)[t] using the rule (FFo-Inject). By this rule, it suffices to show
(let (M*'l)[cr] be u*v in u) — (let (IV**) [t] be u*v in u). Note that, because of the assumption x[ff] = jc[t],
the types of (M*x)[o] and (IV**) [r] have the same superscript, as required by (FFo-Inject). The
required equation can be shown as follows.

We do not spell out the interpretation of the above rules for open freefrom types in the Schanuel
topos, but remark that the problem that (FFo-E) admits many different derivations of the same sequent

can be dealt with by using Lemma 2.5.13. The rest of the interpretation is a straightforward generalisa¬
tion of that for closed freefrom types.

8.4.2 Examples for Open Freefrom Types

We give some examples of what can be done with the rules for open freefrom types from Section 8.4.1.

8.4.2.1 Nested freefrom types

We derive an isomorphism c*^zA*B^ = let z be x*y in (C*(*:A')* y'B^ for closed types A, B and C. From
left to right, we derive:

let (M*x)[o] be u*v in u = (let M** be u*v in «)[cr] by CC

by (FFO-/3)

by assumption

as for (M*x)[o\

= M[o]
= N\t]
= let (JV")[t] be u*v in u

u: C F u:C x: Ah x : A

u: C*x: A h n** : C*(*:A)

u: C*x: A*y: Bh (u*x)*y : (c*(*;A))*(*:B)
u: C* z: A*B h let z be x*y in (w**)*'v: let z be x*y in (C*^xA)) ^

z: A*B, v: C"Aj:A*fi' h let v be u*z: c*(z:A*s' in (let z be x*y in (u*x)*y) : let z be x*y in (c*^-4)) *^'B'
In the other direction, the derivation goes as follows.

u.Chu.C x: A*y: B h x*y : A*B
u: C*x: A*y: Bh u*x*y : C*[x*yAtB^

(x: A,v: C*(xA))*y: Bh Mx : c^x*yA*B">
(x: A*y: B), w: (c*M))*(y:B) h M2 : C*(x*yA*^

z: A*B, w: let z be x*y in (c*C*:4)j*ffis) |_ ^ . ]ej. z x^y jn £*(x*y.A*B)
z: A*B,w: let z bex*y in (c*(xA))*(y'B> h : C*(zA*B)
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The terms in this derivation are:

Mi = let v be u*x: C,{xA) in u*x*y

M2 = let w be v*y: (C*^xA^) ' in M\
Mt, — let z be x*y in Mo

The last step in the derivation follows by type conversion, since, for a closed type C, we have the
equation (let z be x*y in c*^x*yAtB>) = C<zA*B\

8.4.2.2 Deriving the rules for join

For closed types A, B and C, we derive a term

x: A,y: B*(xA\z: C*{xA) F J : (B x c)*{xA)

that satisfies the equations for join. The derivation goes as follows.

u: B,v: CF (u,v) : B xC *2: Ah *2: A

(u:B,v: C) *x2: A F (u,v)*X2 : {BxC)*{x2'A)
(u: B*x1: A), z: C<x^ h letz be : C*^ in (w,v)**2 : (B x C)*(j:':A)

x: A,y: B<xA\z: C<xA>> h let y be u*x1: B*{xA^ in let z be v"2: C*^ in (u,v)*x2 : (BxC)*{xA)
In this derivation we have made implicit use of the derivable equation (let R be y*x: E*^:F) in x) = Q.
For example, to use the rule (FFO-E) in the second step of the derivation, we must bring the type

(.B x C)*(Xl'A> in the form D[v*X2/z] for some typeD. We can take D to be (B x c)*(let zbea ■ c (2 ' in bA\
With the equation (let R be y*x: in x) = Q, it follows that D[v*Xl/z\ is derivably equal to

(B x C)*^X2'A\ as required for the conclusion of the second step in the derivation.

The above derivation is an example in which we have to guess the contexts T and A in (FFo-E).
The second step in this derivation is an instance of the rule (FFo-E) in which F and A are chosen

appropriately. A bad choice of T and A at this point could give, for example, the following instance
of (FFO-E).

v: C*x2: Ah (u,v)*X2 : (BxC)*(x2'A)
(u: B*x,: A), z: C<xfA) h let z be v"2: C*^ in (u,v)"2 : {B x c)*(x'A)

The premise of this rule instance is clearly not derivable.
We check that the equation (FF-JOIN-EQl) is derivable with this definition. Since we have the

substitution rule (Subst), it suffices to derive the equation

let (let y be u**1: B*{xA^ in letz be v"2: C*(X[A) in (u,v)*x2 ) be p*q: (BxC)*{xA) in fst(p)*9 =y

(8.6)
in contexts: A,y: B*^xA\z~. C*(xA\
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We start by showing the following commuting conversion

let (let z be C<x^ in (u,v)*X2) be p*q: (BxC)*(xiA) inist(p)*q
= let z be v«2: C<x^ in (let (u, v)*Xl be p*q: (BxC)*(x2'A) in fst(p)*i?)

in context (w: B*x\ : A), z: C*^Xl'A\ This equation can be derived in the following two steps.

let (let z be v*Xl: in (k,v)**2) be p*q: (fixC)*^i:A) in fst(p)*q
= let z be : C*{x>A) in (let (let v**2 be v**2: C*(-*i:4) in (u,v)*Xl) be p*q: (BxC)*{x2'A) in fst (p)*q)

by (FF0-77)
= let z be v**2: C*(v';A) in (let (u, v)*"2 be p*q: (BxC)*{xrA] in fst(p)*9)

by (FFo-j3) and (FFo-E-Cgr)

Using commuting conversions such as (8.7), we can derive the required equation (8.6) as follows.

let (lety be u*Xi : in letz be v"!: C*^A^ in (u,v)*Xl) be p*q: (BxC)*'1'14' in fst(p)*<?
= lety be n"1: B*(xA) in letz be v,IJ: C*^A) in let (u,v)*x2 be p*q: (BxC)*{xA) in fst(p)*q

by commuting conversion such as (8.7)
= let y be u*Xl: B*(xA] in let z be v**2: C*(jc':A) in fst«w, v))**2

by (FFO-/3) and (FFo-E-Cgr)
= let y be w"1: B*{xA) in let z be v"2: C*(xyA) in uXl

by (E-/31), (FFo-I-Cgr) and (FFo-E-Cgr)
= lety be : B<xA) in ««'

see below

= y

by (FF0-77)

The step before the last one can be seen from the following derivation.

u: B I- u : B X2'. Ah X2 : A
u: B*x2\ Ah u*X2 : B*^:A)

(u: B*x2: A), z: C*{X2'A) h «"2 :

(u: B*xx : A),z: C,(j':4) h «W| = let z be v«2: C<x^ inn"2 :

We believe this example illustrates well the point that it can be hard to understand the let-terms for
the above formulation open freefrom types, especially when looked at without a typing derivation.
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8.5 Further and Related Work

The most obvious point for further work is the restriction to closed freefrom types. That this is a real
restriction can be seen on the examples in this chapter. For example, FreshML 2000 is simply-typed, so

that one might expect to get away with closed freefrom types. However, without nested freefrom types

(A*(n:N))*^m N' we cannot derive the full rules. We could address this by using instead of
the nested freefrom type, but for this to work we then also have to extend the rules for closed freefrom
types along the lines of the rule below. Such a reformulation appears to be rather awkward.

F C Type FhM: B*^ A \-R:C
(FF-I) —

r*Ab M*n : B*(NtR'A*c)

Another example of a situation where closed freefrom types are not enough is Atkey's A-calculus for
resource separation [5], This calculus uses contexts with specific freshness assertions. Although closed
freefrom types can be used to represent such contexts, they are most likely not enough to make the rules
of [5] admissible.

Giving a A-calculus for resource separation, such as those in [87, 5, 80], is not an easy task. Perhaps
the fact that a good formulation of open freefrom types type systems would subsume such calculi means

that finding such a good formulation really is a hard problem.

On the other hand, the categorical formulation of freefrom types could hardly be simpler. In the
codomain fibration on the Schanuel topos it is just the functor mapping /: S —> T to / *A: B*A —> T*A.

It is possible that the problem with open freefrom types appears just in our particular formulation
of the type theory with bunches. Perhaps a different kind of context structure should be investigated,

possibly in the spirit of modal and linear type systems [10, 83, 7]. For example, Pfenning and Wong [83]
give a simple term calculus for the modal logic S4 that works without explicit substitutions by making
use of special context stacks. In contrast, earlier systems, such as [11], were quite complicated because

they contain explicit substitutions.

Another possibility is that the formulation of freefrom types with explicit substitutions is not as

unmanageable as it appears. The main difficulty of the formulation of freefrom types with explicit sub¬
stitutions is that working with the equational theory becomes very complicated. However, we conjecture
that in the Schanuel topos it is not even necessary to look at the term constructors for freefrom types
when checking equality. It appears reasonable that for equality checking all terms for freefrom types
can be removed and the equality be checked on the resulting simple terms. But working this out remains
for future work.
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Simple Monoidal Sums

Having introduced freefrom types as a (somewhat restricted) syntax for the functor WA, we can now

formulate rules for simple monoidal sums Y.*A.
In this chapter we introduce E*-types based on our formulation of closed freefrom types. We re¬

call from the introduction that E*-types are non-standard sum types, just as n*-types are non-standard
product types. In the Schanuel topos, the elements of L*x: A.B are pairs M.N of elements M\ A and
N: B[M/x] such that the names in M are hidden in the pair M.N. This name-hiding may also be un¬

derstood as name-binding, in the sense that the identity of the bound name in an a-equivalence class is
hidden. Indeed, the elements of type L*n: N.B, where N is the type of names, represent a-equivalence
classes of elements of B with respect to a single name. We will study the special case of E*-types of the
form E*«: N.B in the shape of H-types the next chapters. Therefore, we do not give examples of the
use of E*-types in this chapter, referring instead to the examples for H-types in the following chapters.

9.1 The System BT(*,

9.1.1 Syntax

We extend the syntax of BT(*, with the following types and terms.

Types A ::=••• | L*x: A.A
Terms ::= • • • | bind(X:A)a(M,M) | let M be x.x: E*x: A. A in M

FV(L*x: A.B)=FV{A)U(FV{B)\{x})

FV(bmd{x:A)B(M,N)) = FV{A) U (FV(B) \ {x}) UFV(M) U FV{N)
FV (let M be x.y: Vx: A.B in N) = FV (M) U FV (L*x: A. B)U {FV (N)\{x,y})

243
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9.1.2 Rules for Simple Monoidal Sums

The rules marked with t are discussed in more detail in the next section.

Formation

r *x: Ah B Type
(E -TY)

TF £*x: A. B Type

Introduction

Elimination

t x: Ah B Type YhM\A YhN:B\M/x\
(£*_I)t — i 1—L

rh hmd{x.A]B(M,N) : (E*x: A.B)*{ma)
def

Abbreviation: M.N — let bind^:/i)B(M,A) bey" iny.

. Th M : £*x: A.B (Y*x: A),y: Bh N :C<xA)(T*-FI+ —1 ; r h let M be x.y: £*x: A. B in N : C

Congruences

(EM-CGR)T

h Ai = A2 Type F* x: M h_ Bx = B2 Type1 '
rh £*x: A\.B\ = £*x: A2.B2 Type

FAi=A2Type YhMx—M2:Ax
x: Ai h Bi = B2 Type Yh Nx = N2 : Bx [Mx/x\

rh bindMl)Bl(M1(M) =bindM2)B2(M2,AI2): (£*x: AX.BX)*{M

FAj=A2Type Y F M\ — M2 : £*x: Ai. Bx
Y*x: Ax h Bx = B2 Type (F#jc: Ai),y: Bxh Nx = N2 : C*{xAi)

(T*-E-Cgr)
r h let Mi be x.y: £*x: AX.BX in Nx = let M2 be x.y: £*x: A2.B2 in N2: C

Equations

f x: Ah B Type Yh M :A YhN:B[M/x\ x: A,y: B h R : C*^(E*-j3)T
r h let bind{x-A)B(M,N) be u*v: (£*x: A.B)*(ma) in (let u be x.y in R)*v = R{M/x][N/y] : c*WA)

. FCType x:AFBType YhM:L*x:A.B z: Y.*x: A.Bh N :C
(£*_„)'

r h N[M/z] — let M be x.y in (let bind(x,y) be z*x: (£*x: A. B)*^"4' in N*x): C
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9.2 Discussion

The rules for £*-types are similar to the standard rules for weak E-types, as in e.g. [56, §10.1], The
only real difference is that freefrom types appear in the rules for £*. The use of freefrom types can

be explained with the informal view of the elements of £*-types as pairs with hidden names. The
introduction rule (£*-I) lets us form an element of £*x: A. B from a pair of terms M: A andN: B[M/x].
The so formed element of E*x: A.B, however, is not just the pair (M,N), but it is the pair (M,N) with
all the names of M hidden. This name-hiding information is made available by the freefrom type in the
introduction rule (£*-I). The term bmd^x:A^B(M,N) amounts to an element M.N of £*x: A.B together
with a proof that this element is free from the names in M.

The freefrom type in the elimination rule (£* -E) can also be explained with this view of the £*x: A.B
as a type of pairs with hidden/bound names. An element M of the type £*x: A.B represents a pair with
hidden/bound names. In order to access the components of this pair, we must deal with the hidden/bound
names. As is common practice according to Barendregt's Variable Convention, we choose them freshly.
This is formalised by the rule (£*-E), which allows us to match M against the pair x.y in the term

(T*x: A),y: BhiV: C*^x:A\ The context of this term contains the information that x is fresh for F,
i.e. that all the hidden names are chosen freshly. Of course, we must make sure that the choice of fresh
names has no side effect. This is the purpose of the freefrom type c*^x:A\ which guarantees that N
denotes an element of C that is free from the newly chosen names in x. Therefore, none of the hidden
names can be revealed by the £*-elimination.

The presence of freefrom types in the £*-rules is also explained by the categorical structure of
simple monoidal sums. There is a freefrom type in (£*-I) because the term x: A,y: B\- bind(v:i4)g(x,y):
(£*x: A.B)*(xA^ corresponds to the unit rjg: B —> WALAB of the adjunction LA ~\WA. There is a freefrom
type in (£*-E) because this rule derives from the adjoint correspondence of ~L*A H WA, as shown below.

(T*x:A),y:B\-N:C<x'A) B-^WAC in Er^
(E "E)

r,z: £*x: A.B h letz be x.y: £*x: A. B in AFC Z\B-> C in Er
The equations for £*-types are complicated by the presence of freefrom types. However, the

freefrom terms in the equations (£*-/3) and (£*-77) are there only to use the functoriality of WA. For nor¬

mal weak £-types, such terms for WA are not necessary, since in this case WA agrees with the weakening
functor. Indeed, if we replace the freefrom terms in (£*-/3) and (£*-77) by weakening, i.e. remove all the
freefrom terms, then we obtain instances of the standard j3-77-equations for weak £-types. Semantically,
the equations for £* derive from the triangular identities for the adjunction £^ H WA.

It is important to note that the restriction to closed freefrom types has an impact on the expressivity
of £*-types. The freefrom type in the conclusion of (£*-I), for instance, can be formed only if £*x: A.B
is closed. We must therefore make the assumption x: Ah B Type in this rule. Another point where the
restriction to closed freefrom types has an effect is in the equations (£*-/3) and (£*-17). For the terms
on both sides of the equation in the conclusion of (£*-)3) to be typeable, we must restrict the context
of R to (x: A,y: B). We expect this to be a severe restriction with regards to provability of equations.
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The above informal explanation of the elimination rule (E*-E) may help to understand why in

Chapter 3 the type L*x: A.B is constructed as a certain quotient of Ex: A.B. Defining a function
/: (X/~) —> Y out of a quotient type is equivalent to defining a function g: X —> Y on the repre¬

sentatives such that the choice of representative does not matter, i.e. that x ~ x! ==> g(x) = g{xJ) holds.
The elimination rule (E*-E) allows us to define a function out of the quotient E*x: A.B by defining it on

representatives. Given an equivalence class AT in Ex: A.B, we can assume a representative x.y of M and
use it in the definition of a function to C. The freefrom type ensures that the choice of representative
does not matter. We also remark that in [56, §11] Jacobs constructs quotient types using a certain left
adjoint. The definition of L* as a left adjoint may well fit into that framework.

Some words are in order on why there are strong TP-types but no corresponding strong IP-types.
Why do we not need a rule like (TT-E-cgr+) for the terms bind(x;/1)B(M,A^)? The reason is the restric¬
tion to closed freefrom types. The above IP-rules with closed freefrom types are such that we can form

bind(r/1)g(M,TV) only if L*x: A.B is a closed type. This makes it unnecessary to assume a rule similar
to (TT-E-Cgr+). Indeed, if we restrict app*rAjB(M,7V) so that IPx: A.B must be a closed type, then
(TP-E-Cgr+) becomes admissible. This can be shown by using (inject) together with the equality

app*x.A^B(M,N) = (let M*N be f*x in app^.AjB (/,*)), which can be derived only if TP*: A.B is closed.
A similar argument applies to bind^^M,/^). This explains why the restriction to closed freefrom
types makes strong IP-types unnecessary. Moreover, if we have open freefrom types then we do not
need to assume IP-types to be strong either, since open freefrom types make rules like (IP-E-Cgr+)
derivable, as discussed in Section 8.1.3.

A general point that should be noted is that for closed types A and B, the types L*x: A.B and A*B
are not in general isomorphic. This is in contrast to E-types for which there always is an isomorphism
Ex: A.B = A xB. An example showing that L*x: A. B and A*B are not always isomorphic is given by

EJjN and N * N in the Schanuel topos. Informally, the object EJjN contains the a-equivalence classes of
a name with respect to one name, i.e. an element of Ej(,N is either a bound name or an unbound name. It
can therefore be seen that E^N is isomorphic to 1 +N, see [72] for a proof. Hence, there cannot be an

isomorphism between Ej^N and N * N.

9.3 Interpretation

The interpretation of E*-types is based on the adjunction L*A H Wa in the same way the interpretation of
weak E-types is based on the adjunction E^ H nA.

Formation The type formation rule

r*x: A h B Type
(E*-TY)

T I- L*x: A.B Type

is interpreted by an application of the functor E*. The interpretation of the premise of this rule amounts
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to an object B of Ep^j, where A is an object of E], The type £*x: A.B is then interpreted as the object

^{a}B °f ®r-
Introduction

I) x: A I- B Type FhM:A Th N:B[M/x]
Th bind{rA)B(M,N) : (£*x: A.B)*(m'a)

The interpretation of the premise x: Ah B Type gives us an object A in B and an object B in . We
interpret the term (r*x: A),y: B b bind(x./4)B(x,y): (£*x: A.B)*^ by the unit : B —>
of the adjunction Ejj^ H W{Ay The general interpretation of hmdy:A^B(M,N) follows from this by sub¬
stitution. The restriction to closed freefrom types makes soundness straightforward to show. To show
soundness as in Chapter 6, we need to show that (bind^:i4)B(M,A^))[a] = (bind(x;/i)B(Af',JV'))[t] follows
(essentially) from M[o] =M'[t] andA'fc] = /V'[t]. With the restriction to closed freefrom types, this fol¬
lows from (Inject) together with the equation hind^x.A^B(M,N) — (let M*N be u*v in bind(v:<4)B(«, v)),
which holds because we can form bind(^:i4)B(M,A?) only when the type £*x: A.B is closed.
Elimination The premises of the elimination rule

FbM: £*x: A. B (r*x: A),y: BhN:C*^
(T*_EJ —v 7 rh let M bex.y: £*x: A.B in N : C

amount to objects A and C of Ei, an object B of Er*{A}. a morphism M: lp —^\A}B 'n and a
morphism N: B —> !pC in Ep*^}. Here, we write !p for the unique map of type F —> 1. By adjoint
transposition for the adjunction E^, H we obtain a morphism —»!fC in Ep. We take
this morphism to be the interpretation of the term T, z: £*x: A.Bh let z be x.y: £*x: A.B in N :C. The
interpretation of (let M be x.y: £*x: A.B in N) follows by substitution of M for z, i.e. is given by
N" oM: lp —A^C. For reference in the interpretation of the equations below, we recall that the adjoint
transpose is defined to be £(i*c) °^\A}^' where e is the counit of the adjunction Ej^j H W{Ay
Equations The j3 and Tj-equations derive from the triangular identities for the adjunction
We first consider the following special case of (£*-/3).

x: Ah B Type x: A, y: B h R : C*(xA)
(£*-B) — —

x: A, y: B b let bind(r/t)B(x,y) be u*v: (£*x: A.B)*^xA^ in (let u be x.y in R)*v = R : C*'-04'

The general case of the rule (£*-/3) follows from this special case by substituting M for x and N for y.

The premises of the above rule amount to objects A and C of Ei, an object B of E^j and a morphism
R : B —> W[A)C in We write short £* for £|Aj and W for W{Ay The equation in the conclusion of
the rule holds because the following diagram in Ep^ commutes for all objects F in B. In fact, we only
need the case where F is the terminal object 1, but we state the general case in order to make it easier to
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see how to generalise it to open freefrom types.

WC

The square commutes by naturality of j], and the triangle is one of the triangular identities for £* H W.
The map Wee o WL*R o rin this diagram corresponds to the left term in the above equation.

This can be seen by observing that t]b corresponds to bind(r/1)B(x,y) and £c°£*B corresponds to
(let u be x.y in R). The use of freefrom types in the whole term amounts to the functoriality of W.

For the r\-equation we also consider the unsubstituted case only. The general case follows by sub¬
stitution.

(£*-77)
I-C Type jc : A b B Type z: L*x: A. B b N : C

z: L*x: A.B b N = let z be x.y in (let bindfoy) bez«: (L*x: A.B)*{x'a) inN*x) :C

The premises of this rule amount to objects A and C of Ej, an object B of and a morphism
/V: L*[a]B
following diagram in Er commutes for all objects T of B

^ C in Ei. We write short £* for £|Aj and W for W{Aj. The equation holds because the

L*WC

The square in this diagram commutes by naturality of £, and the triangle is one of the triangular identities
for the adjunction L* H W.

9.4 Simple Monoidal Sums with Open Freefrom Types

In the above rules for £*-types, we have had to make restrictions to ensure that all freefrom types are

closed. If open freefrom types are available then these restrictions can be relaxed easily, and £*-types
can be formulated by the following rules. We omit the straightforward congruence rules, recalling from
the discussion on Section 8.1.3 that with a good formulation of open freefrom types it is not necessary

to assume non-standard congruence rules as those for strong fl*-types.
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Formation

Introduction

(1*0-1)
F*jt: Ah B Type Ah M : A T * Ar*Ah N :B[M/x\

r*Ah bindM)B(M,A) : (L*x: A.B)
Elimination

(£*0-E)
Fh C Type Th M: £*x: A.B (T*x: A),y: Bh N : C*^

r h let M bex.y: L*x: A.BinN :C

Equations

(£*0-j3)

ThC Type A h M : A
T*x: Ah B Type T*AhN: B[M/x] (r*x: A),y: B h R : C*(xA)

T*Ah letbindM)S(M,iV)be«-: (£*x: A.B)*{ma) in (let u bex.y in R)*v ^{M:A)
= R[M/x][N/y]

ThC Type Th M:L*x:A.B T, z: Z*x: A.B h N : C
(S O-J?) -SS 7—T

r*Ah N[M/z] = let M be x.y in (let bind(x,y) be z*x: {L*x\ A.B)*^X' ' in N*x) : C

9.5 Related and Further Work

As for related work, we are aware of only one type system containing a multiplicative version of S-types,
namely FreshML 2000 with its abstraction types. In other work on multiplicative typing, as discussed in
Section 4.5, only multiplicative function spaces and types similar to our *-types are studied. This does
not cover £*-types, since *-types are not a special case of 27-types, as discussed in Section 9.2 above.

For future work, we believe that finding simpler formulations for £*-types is most important. Due
to the dependency of £*-types on freefrom types, this also requires finding a simpler formulation for
freefrom types. But perhaps it is also possible to find a formulation of £*-types without freefrom types,

possibly by using some external logic to establish freshness assertions rather than building these into the
types via freefrom types. It would also be an interesting to find out is what the simplest possible type

system containing usable £*-types should be. Given our fibred formulation of £* and the rules in this
chapter, it appears likely that such a type-system should have dependent types of some form.

A more modest goal would be to find out whether £*-types, which are a monoidal version of weak
£-types, can be generalised to a monoidal version of strong £-types. For this we would have to find a

certain isomorphism (r*x: A), y: B —> T, z: £**: A.B, and this would require to relax the rule (£*0-E)
so that C is allowed to depend on at least the term bind(x,y).



 



Chapter 10

Categories with Bindable Names

In this chapter we now come to studying names and name-binding. The aim of this chapter is to give
definitions that capture the concepts of names and name-binding. The main focus lies on capturing the

concept of binding. The importance of binding is often emphasised in the literature. Miller & Tiu [73],
for example, view binding as the central concept of their theory. Pitts [86] also emphasises the role
of names as 'Names of entities that may be subject to binding by some of the syntactical constructions
under consideration.' In this chapter we propose a general categorical definition of the notion of binding,
as well as a more specialised notion of bindable names.

Our definition of binding is best explained by looking at the informal practice of working with in¬

equivalence classes of syntax terms. As explained in the introduction, abstract syntax involving variable
binders is usually defined by first defining the raw syntax in which bound variables are concretely named
and then taking the quotient of the raw syntax with respect to a-conversion, i.e. with respect to renaming
of bound variables. However, when working with the abstract syntax, one does not normally use the
a-equivalence classes. Instead, one works with concrete representatives of the a-equivalence classes.
It is well-known that some care is required with the choice of the representatives, namely that the names

chosen for the bound variables must be sufficiently fresh. This practice of working with freshly named
instances of a-equivalence classes rather than with the equivalence classes themselves is known as the
Barendregt Variable Convention (BVC), defined as follows in [9].

2.1.12. CONVENTION Terms that are a-congruent are identified. [... ]
2.1.13. VARIABLE CONVENTION If M\,... ,Mn occur in a certain mathematical context
(e.g. definition, proof) then in these terms all bound variables are chosen to be different
from free variables. [... ]
2.1.14. MORAL Using conventions 2.1.12 and 2.1.13 one can work with A-terms in the
naive way.

The success of informal work using the Barendregt Variable Convention suggests that it really does
not matter whether we work with an a-equivalence classes or whether we work with freshly named in¬
stances. Some formal justification for this is provided by the work of Vestergaard and Brotherston [116].

251
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The basis of our categorical definition of binding is that there is no essential difference between
working with a-equivalence classes and working with freshly named instances. We want to formalise
that working with a statement containing a bound variable is essentially the same as working with an

instance of the statement at a fresh variable. First we need to define what we mean by variables and
freshness. For the moment, we take a rather minimal approach to variables and freshness. We assume

a category with an object V, which is thought of as the object of variables, and a monoidal structure ®,
where r ® V is thought of as a context T with an additional fresh variable. Next we need to define what
we mean by statements containing a bound variable and the instantiation of such a bound variable. To
this end, consider the internal type theory of a category with V and ® as above. A binding operation
should allow us to go from a statement in a context with an additional fresh variable T® V to a statement

in context T by binding of the additional variable. In other words, we should be able to go from B/T® V
to B/r. On the other hand, if in context F we have a statement with a bound variable then we should be
able to instantiate it with a fresh variable. Since we can view a statement without a bound variable as

one with a trivial binding, we should also be able to go from B/T to B/T® V. The intuition of binding
and instantiation dictates that these two transitions should be inverses of each other. Furthermore, if,

by analogy with the BVC, we want constructions with a bound variable to be essentially the same as

constructions with the specific instances, we should require the two transitions to form an equivalence of
categories. We make such an equivalence the definition of binding: We require an object V, a monoidal
structure ® and a certain equivalence of the slices B/T and B/T® V for all F. In this chapter, we

investigate some consequences of this definition and construct concrete instances of it.

10.1 Binding Structure

Our definition of binding is this:

Definition 10.1.1. A category with binding structure is a triple (B, ®, V) of a category B with pullbacks,
a monoidal structure ® on B and an object V of B, for which the functor Wy defined by

B/(-®V) B

WV: /

B®V

f®v

r®v

is an equivalence of fibrations.

The requirement that B has pullbacks is necessary for the codomain fibration to exist. Note that in order
for Wy to be an equivalence of fibrations it must necessarily be a fibred functor.

The content of this chapter revolves around the definition of a category with binding structure, which
is why we have given this definition up front. However, even though the discussion in the previous sec¬

tion should give a first idea of how this definition can be understood, we still have to give a formal
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justification as to why it captures binding. In the rest of this chapter we work towards this aim by
investigating the abstract properties of categories with binding structure and by constructing concrete
instances of these categories. We start by reformulating the definition of categories with binding struc¬
ture in terms of more familiar constructs.

Proposition 10.1.2. The following are equivalent.

1. The functor Wy is an equivalence of the fibrations.

2. The functor Wy has both a fibred left adjoint £® and a fibred right adjoint II® and there exists a

vertical (with respect to the codomain fibration) natural isomorphism i : £® —»II® such that the

triangles
r1

WyL® — ^ WyU® LfWy ^ — H.®Wy

commute (note that this amounts to the four equations id = 7] o e' o Wyi, id — e' o Wyi o 77, id =

£ o i~' 077' and id = iT1, oTj' oe). Here, 77 and £ are the unit and counit of the adjunction £® H Wy,
and t]' and e' are the unit and counit of the adjunction Wy H Ft®.

3. There exists a functor H: Gl( — <g> V) —> cod that is both fibred left adjoint andfibred right adjoint
to Wy. Moreover, the equations t]~J — e' and £ = t]' hold, where 77 and £ are the unit and
counit of the adjunction H H Wy, and 77' and e' are the unit and counit of the adjunction Wy H H.

Proof.

1. =*> 2. All the fibrations on base B and the fibred functors between them form a 2-category Fib(B).
It is a general 2-categorical fact that if Wy is an equivalence then it has both a fibred left adjoint
£®: G/(— cg>V) —> cod and a fibred right adjoint II®: Gl(—®V) —> cod such that the unit and
counit of both adjunctions are isomorphisms. Since both unit T]' and counit £' of the fibred
adjunction Wy H II® are isomorphisms, it follows that £,_1 and t]'~] are the unit and counit of
a fibred adjunction II® H Wy. The result now follows by uniqueness of adjoints. Define i =

£no : £® -> YjfjWyTly —> 11^. It follows from naturality and the triangular identities
for the two adjunctions that the triangles in the proposition commute. For example, we have

e' o Wyio 77 = e' oWy£n<s o Wv£®(£,_1) ° t] by definition
= e! o Wy£no o tlwvYi<3 0 £,_1 by naturality of 77
= £' o £/— by triangular identity

= id.
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2. => 3. Let H =f E® (just as well H =f II® is possible). With this definition we get a fibred adjunc¬
tion H H Wy with unit 7] and counit e, as well as a fibred adjunction Wy H H with unit o r]' and
counit e' oWyi. The required equations are now exactly given by the commuting triangles.

3. => 1. By assumption, both 7] and £ vertical isomorphisms, which implies that Wy is part of a fibred
adjoint equivalence.

□

The proposition connects a binding structure with the simple monoidal sums E® and simple monoidal
products n® studied in previous chapters. It shows that binding is just a special property of E® and np.
We will use the description of binding in terms of simple monoidal sums and products to add binding to

type theory. An intuitive description of the meaning of the triangles in the proposition is given for the
Schanuel topos in Section 10.3.1 below.

It should be clear that the above proposition allows us to generalise the concept of binding structure

to fibrations other than the codomain fibration. Once we have explained Wy, E® and II® for a fibration,
the proposition gives us a notion of binding structure for that fibration. Furthermore, while in the
definition of binding structure we have taken the codomain fibration, which corresponds to the internal
language of the category, it should be possible to take other fibrations, such as subobject fibrations. If,

def def
for example, we take the subobject fibration over the Schanuel topos and take V = N and <s> = *, then
the resulting binding structure amounts to the freshness quantifier of Gabbay & Pitts.

We consider some consequences of the definition of binding structure.

Proposition 10.1.3. In any category with binding structure (B,0,V), the functor — 0 V has a right
adjoint V —° —. Furthermore, if B is cartesian closed then the monoidal exponent V —o — has a further
right adjoint.

Proof. The existence of the right adjoint V —o — follows in the same way as monoidal closure follows
in the proof of Proposition 2.5.6, since the functor - can be written as the lower composite in the
chain below.

FT© .1 ty |* ^

b * T
; B/l c t _ B/(l 0 v) c t ^ B/l < t ^ B

as wv & as

The functor V —o — is then taken as the upper composite in this diagram. If B is cartesian closed then the
codomain fibration has simple products, which implies that we have an adjunction !* H IT. Furthermore,
we have II® = E® H Wy. From these two facts, if follows that the functor V —° — has a further right
adjoint, given by upper row in the diagram below.

^ Wy n, s

B 7^ B/1 B/(1®V) 1/1 E
9* n® '* =lly

□
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Any category with binding structure (B,®>, V) has a quantifier similar to the freshness quantifier of Gab-
bay & Pitts. To see this, consider the subobject logic of B, i.e. the subobject fibration sub: Sub(B) —> B.
Since Wy is a fibred functor it preserves pullbacks, which implies that Wy preserves monomorphisms.
Therefore, Wy restricts to a fibred functor

Proposition 10.1.4. For any category with binding structure (B,<g>, V) there exists a fibredfunctor 1/1 of
type (— <g> V)* sub —» sub that is both fibred left andfibred right adjoint to Wy : sub —> (— ®V)* sub.

Proof. Since n® is a right adjoint it preserves the terminal object and monomorphisms. In particular,
for a monomorphism m: A^-> r®V, the action of n® on the morphism in B/(r®V) in the diagram on

the left below gives a morphism in B/f as in the diagram on the right below.

Therefore, n® maps any object m in B/(r® V) that is given by a monomorphism to an object in B/r
that is also given by a monomorphism. By £® = II®, this also holds for £®. Hence, both £® and n®
restrict to endofunctors on Sub(B). We write 3® and V® for the restrictions.

Since the morphisms between two subobjects in Sub(B) are in one-to-one correspondence with mor-

phisms in B^ between monomorphisms representing the subobjects, it follows that the fibred adjunc¬
tions £® I- Wy F n® between cod and Gl(— ® V) restrict to fibred adjunctions 3® b Wy \~ V® between
sub and (— ®V)*sub.

From the natural vertical isomorphism £® = n® it follows that we have a natural vertical isomor¬
phism 3® = V®. Since the fibres of sub are partial orders, this implies 3® = V®, and we write 1/1 for this
functor. □

Spelling out the proposition in non-fibred terms, we get that, for each object T in B, there is a functor
1/1: Sub(F®V) —> Sub(T) that is both left and right adjoint to Wy: SubfT) —> Sub(T<g>V) and that
satisfies the Beck-Chevalley condition l/l(w® V)* = u*l/l for all morphisms u in B.

The monoidal exponent V —o — and the quantifier 1/1 are very well-behaved.

Sub(B) (-®V)*Su£(B)

B

A r

Proposition 10.1.5. Let (B,®,V) be a category with binding structure that has finite products, finite
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coproducts and that is cartesian closed. Then, for all objects A and B in B, there are isomorphisms

V -o 1 =*1

V —o (Ax B) = (V —o A) x (V —o B)
V -oO S 0

V-o (A + B) ^ (V —o A) + (V -o B)
V (A => B) 2* (V —o A) => (V —o B),

in which V — is the monoidal exponent from Proposition 10.1.3. Moreover, these isomorphisms are

natural in A and B.

Proof. The first four cases follow immediately from Proposition 10.1.3, because the functor V —° —

has both left and right adjoint and therefore preserves limits and colimits. For the last case, note

that II®: B/(l <g> V) —» B/l must preserve all exponents that exist in B/(l <g> V), since n® is an equiv¬
alence of categories. By the definition of V —° — in the proof of Proposition 10.1.3, the object V —o

(A => B) is defined to be LI® !*(A =£- B), where !: 1 <g> V —> 1 is the terminal map and where we have left
implicit the isomorphism B/l = B. It is a standard result, see e.g. [57, Lemma 1.5.2], that !* preserves

exponents, i.e. the exponent (!*A) => (!*B) exists in B/(l ®V) and is isomorphic to \*(A => B). This
gives us natural isomorphisms

V —o (A => B) = II®!*(A B)

^n^((!*A) ^ (!*£))
2! (nf !*A)) => (n^!*B)
^(V-o A)=>(y-^B),

thus completing the proof. □

Proposition 10.1.6. In any coherent category with binding structure (B,®,y) the following equalities
ofsubobjects hold.

l/IT = T

l/l(<p A i/r) = (l/l«p) A (1/1V7")
l/l J. = J.

H (<pvv) = (l/I<p) V (1/1 y/)
1/1 (<p D V) = (l/l«p) 3 (1/1V^)

Proof. By 1/1 H Wy A 1/1 and because Sub(F) is a partial order, the unit (p < 1AWytp of the right adjunction
and the counit V\Wy(p < (p of the left adjunction imply (p = \AWy(p for all (p in Sub(r). Dually, we get

if = Wy 1/1 i/r for all y/ in Sub(Y<S>y). Therefore, the units and counits of both adjunctions are isomor¬
phisms, which means that Wy and l/l constitute an equivalence of the categories Sub(T) and Sw^Tigiy).
The assertion follows since an equivalence always preserves limits, colimits and exponents. □
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Proposition 10.1.7. Let (B,®, V) be a category with binding structure. For each object A there exists a

map r\' making the following diagram commute.

(10V) xA

1 ®V
!®V >A)0V

Proof. In essence, the map 7]' is the unit of the fibred adjunction E® H Wy, the left triangle commutes

because the unit of a fibred adjunction is vertical, and the right triangle commutes because the left
triangle in Proposition 10.1.2 commutes. Given this, the rest of the proof is little more than unwinding
of definitions.

Without loss of generality we assume £® = n® and that the isomorphism i: £® —> n® from Propo¬
sition 10.1.2 is the identity. Write 77' and e' for the unit and counit of £® H Wy, write 77" and e" for the
unit and counit of Wy -\ n® and write 77'" and e'" for the unit of the adjunction Ej A !* in which ! is the
terminal map !: 1 ® V —> 1. In the rest of the proof we make the isomorphism between the categories B
andB/1 implicit.

By construction of V —o — in Proposition 10.1.3, we have (— 0 V) = £1 Wy and (V
and the counit £ of the adjunction

-) = n®r
> V H V —o — is e'" oE]£". Therefore, the right-hand triangle in

following diagram in B/l commutes by definition. The left-hand triangle commutes because the left
triangle in Proposition 10.1.2 commutes.

_///

(10.1)

Ei !*A

Now let A be an object of B/l. We unfold the type of the unit 77': !*A —> Wy£®!*A in B/(l ® V). Notice
that its codomain is Wy(V A). The map 77' therefore fits in the following commuting diagram.

(1®V) xA > A) ® V

10V

This gives the left triangle in the diagram of the proposition.
It remains to show that the right triangle in the triangle of the proposition commutes as well. Since £1

acts by post-composition on objects and as the identity on morphisms, the map £077' in B can be
identified with the map eoEit?' in B/l. By the diagram (10.1), this equals £'". Finally, the counit £"'
is easily be seen to be the second projection (1 ® V) x A —> A. We have therefore shown the equality
£ 077' = 7Ti : V x A —> A, which is just what is required to make the right triangle of the diagram in the
proposition commute. □
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Given the above propositions, it might be interesting to ask for an axiomatisation of a category with
binding structure (B,<g>, V) in terms of only the monoidal structure ® and the monoidal exponent V —o —.

At present, we do not know of such a restatement of binding structure in terms of the monoidal structure.

Perhaps the closest to such a restatement is Menni's axiomatisation of binding [72] that we discuss in
the next section. On the other hand, we prefer the definition of binding structure in terms of fibrations
as it is both concise and has a natural intuitive explanation.

10.2 Categories with Bindabie Names

In the definition of a category with binding structure (B,®,V) we have made very few assumptions
on V and eg), allowing V to be an arbitrary object and <g) to be an arbitrary monoidal structure. As a

consequence, V and <g> need not correspond to the intuition of an object of variables and a freshness
relation. For instance, the triple (B, x, 1) is a trivial binding structure for any cartesian category B.

In this section we define categories with bindabie names as those categories with binding struc¬

ture (B, *,N) in which the object N is like an object of names and the monoidal structure * is like a

freshness relation for those names. The axioms for names and freshness are derived from the properties
of the Schanuel topos S, as it has been argued convincingly by Gabbay & Pitts [38] that the object N and
the monoidal structure * in § capture a good notion of names and freshness. In essence, we require the
object of names to be a decidable object and * to be a binary relation extending the inequality relation
on N in a reasonable way.

Definition 10.2.1 (Category with Bindabie Names). A category with bindabie names is a category with
binding structure (B,*,N) satisfying the following additional properties.

1. B is a coherent category.

2. The monoidal structure * is a strict affine symmetric monoidal structure and, for each monomor-

phism m: B >—> T, the following square is a pullback

B* N *-B
J

m*N

r*N-

3. For the object N, the canonical inclusion i: N * N >—* N x N is the complement of the diagonal
5:N«NxN.

We emphasise that the puipose of this definition is to axiomatise names and freshness, not just to ex¬

clude trivial instance of categories with binding structure. There are interesting categories with binding
structure, such as (SetsF>, <g>,X) discussed in Section 10.3.3, which could not be reasonably called a

category with bindabie names. Furthermore, the definition is by no means forced. It can be varied to
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include more or less information about the properties of names. For example, in the Schanuel topos it
should be possible to use swapping to add more information about names.

In the rest of this section we explain the axioms in the definition of bindable names and consider
some of its consequences. The requirement for B to be a coherent category is there to give us a rea¬

sonable internal logic in which we can state and work with the properties of names. The assumptions
on * form a useful set of properties of freshness. That the monoidal structure is strict affine, i.e. that
all canonical maps A* B A x B are monomorphic, makes available that the monoidal structure is a

binary relation in the subobject logic. The additional pullback corresponds to the intuition that an ele¬
ment b of B is fresh for some name n in N if and only if n is fresh for m(b) E V. This corresponds to

Proposition 3.3.5.2 in Chapter 3. Finally, the third point of the definition relates the object of names and
the freshness relation by declaring that two names are different exactly when they are fresh.

We state some properties of the object of names.

Proposition 10.2.2. The following are true in any category with bindable names (B,*,N).

7. The following square is both a pullback and a pushout

0 *• N
j

8

r '
N*N —p*- N x N

2. The morphism [5, i]: N + (N * N) —> (N x N), where 8 is the diagonal map and i is the canonical
inclusion for *, is an isomorphism.

Proof.

1. By assumption, the subobjects r and 8 complement each other. By definition, this means that their
intersection is 0 and their union is N x N. The assertion then follows as in [57, Prop. 1.4.3],

2. By the first point, using the fact that the pushout under 0 is a coproduct.

□

Proposition 10.2.3. In any category with bindable names (B, *,N), the object N is an infinite object in
the following sense: For any number ofgeneralised elements x\,... ,xn : F —* N there exists an epimor-

phism p: A -» F and a generalised element y: A —> N such that, for any i with 1 < i < n, the equaliser
ofy and x, o p is 0.

Proof. First we show that, for each object T, the projection it\: T*N —* T is an epimorphism. Since B is
a coherent category it has images, i.e. each morphism / factors into a cover c followed by a monomor-

phism i. The subobject classified by i is called the image of /. A cover is a map with the property
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that, whenever c = moc' holds for a monomorphism m, then m must be an isomorphism. In a regu¬

lar category each cover is an epimorphism. The image of /: A —> B can be constructed by applying
the existential quantifier 3/: Sub(A) —* Sub(B) to the true proposition T^, i.e. the terminal object
in Sub{A). To show that h\: r*N —> T is an epimorphism, it suffices to show that its image is the
true proposition, since then K\ factors into an epi followed by an isomorphism. Therefore, it suffices to
show Tp < 3^, (Tp»n). To show this we observe that, by the diagram in Definition 10.2.1.2, we have an

equality of functors jc\ = Wn : Sub(r) —» Sub(T *N). By uniqueness of adjoints and Proposition 10.1.4,
this implies l/l = 3^, = V#, . Using this and adjoint transposition, we get

Jtj*Tp — Tr^jsj < Tp*N in Sub(T*N)
Tr<V^,(Tr*N) in Sub(T)
Tr < 3^,(Tr,N) in Sub(T)

which completes the proof that ft\: T * N —» T is an epimorphism.
To show that N is an infinite object, suppose we are given elements x\,...,xn: T —> N. Define p

to be the map ic\: T*N -» T, which we have just shown to be epimorphic, and let y be the second
projection it2: T*N —» N. To show that, for 1 < i < n, the equaliser of y and x, op is an initial object, it
suffices to show that

*1
0 » N*N 2 N

Ki

is an equaliser diagram. This is the case because if we have any map u: X —»T* N equalising y and Xj o p

then (xt * N) o u equalises 7ti, 7T2: N * N —» N, so that using the above equaliser we get a map from X to
0, and in a coherent category this implies that X is also initial, see [57, Lemma 1.4.1], That the above
is an equaliser follows from the pullback in Proposition 10.2.2.1, since, for any map u: X —> N*N with
ii\ o u = hi o u, we have !om = 5o(^om),so that the pullback gives the required map X —> 0. □

The previous proposition can also be formulated in the coherent logic of B. That N is an infinite object
then means that the following sequent, in which we write x#y for the proposition represented by the
canonical monomorphism A* B >—> A x B, holds for all n > 0.

x\: N,..., xn: N | T L 3y: N. (x\#y) A • • • A (xn#y)

Proposition 10.2.4. A topos with binding structure (B,*,N) is a category with bindable names ifand
only if the following two conditions hold.

2'. The monoidal structure * is a strict afftne symmetric monoidal structure such that the functor

(—) * N preserves pullbacks.

3. The morphism [5,1]: N + (N* N) —> (N x N), where 5 is the diagonal map and 1 is the canonical
inclusion for *, is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Condition 1 in the definition of bindable names is satisfied since any topos is a coherent category.
For condition 2, we have to show that, for any monomorphism m: B >-» T, the diagram in point 2 of the
definition of bindable names is a pullback. Since B is a topos, for any monomorphism m: B >—> r there
exists a characteristic map % such that the following square is a pullback.

Since the functor — * N preserves pullbacks, the left square in the diagram below is a pullback as well.

!JJ*N !|,N
B* N >■ 1 *N

J

true*Nm*N

r*N-
Z*N *i

■Q.

We show directly that the square on the right in this diagram is also a pullback. To see this, as¬

sume /: r —> £2*N and g: T—» 1 with it\ of = trueog. As the pullback mediator h: T —» 1 *N,
we can take h = (!& * N) of. Since g =!r, by the universal property of the terminal object, it suffices to
show (true * N) o h — f. This follows from the equations

iti o (true*N)oh = 7C\ o (true* N) o (!n *N) of = trueo\a o it\ of = trueo!r = K\ of

it2 o (true *N)o/i=^2° (true * N) o (! * N) o f = it2°f

by using the fact that (it\, iif): Tt*N >—» Q. x N is monomorphic. Showing uniqueness is straightforward.
To show that the diagram in point 2 of the definition of bindable names is a pullback, we have to

show that the left square in

B* N '-+B

m*N

r*N- . - yK J X

is a pullback. By the pullback lemma, it suffices to show that the outer square in this diagram is a

pullback. But since both %ot\ = it\ o (#*N) and !Bo^ =lltN o (!fl *N) hold, we have already shown
this above. This shows the diagram in point 2 of the definition of bindable names to be a pullback.

Finally, the third condition in the definition of categories with bindable names holds because in a

topos coproducts are disjoint. □

In any category with bindable names (B,*,N), the functor (—) *N has, by Proposition 10.1.3, a right
adjoint which we denote by N —* (—). The quantifier l/l from Proposition 10.1.4 can in a category with
bindable names be expressed in terms of ordinary quantification.
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Proposition 10.2.5. For a category with bindable names (B,*,N) there is a fibred functor 1/1 of type

(— *N)* suba —» subb that is both fibred left and fibred right adjoint to the fibred functor jfcf of type

subb —»(— * N)* sub-a given by reindexing along the projection 7t\: (—) * N —» (—).

Proof. By Proposition 10.1.4 and the equality VPn = 7t\, which follows from the diagram in Defini¬
tion 10.2.1.2. □

We end this section by relating categories with bindable names to Menni's axiomatisation of bind¬
ing [72]. First, it is easily seen that the functor — * N and the natural transformation it\: (—) * N —» (—)
form a 1/I-relation in the sense of [72], meaning that (—) *N preserves pullbacks, that, for all objects T,
the map ii\ : Sub{Y) —> Sub(T *N) is an isomorphism and that the map (! *N,7fi): T*N—> (1 *N) x T
is a monomorphism. The following proposition therefore shows that Menni's binders, corresponding to
the map A in the proposition, are implied by our definition.

Proposition 10.2.6. Let (B,*,N) be a category with bindable names. For each object A there exists a

map A: N x A —> (N —* A) such that there exists a map r\': N x A —> (N —* A) * N making the following
diagram commute.

N x A

(N^A)xN — (N —* A) * N —A

Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 10.1.7 using the fact that * is a strict affine monoidal
structure. We use Proposition 10.1.7 to obtain rj' and define A = ii\ o t}'. □

Menni observes that there is a relation between so-called pre-binders and a right adjoint to N —* (—).
The precise role of this right adjoint nevertheless remains 'slightly mysterious'. With our definition of
binding structure, the right adjoint arises naturally from the isomorphism = IT^. We have seen in
the proof of Proposition 10.1.3, that the monoidal exponent N —* (—) can be regarded as a special case

of 11^, and that it therefore follows from njj = H Wn that N —* (—) has a right adjoint. Moreover,
it can be seen from the construction of the right adjoint to N —* (—) in Proposition 10.1.3, that the
right adjoint can be expressed in the syntax of the type theory. It maps a type (h B Type) to the type

(h Tin : Type).
Having shown that any category with bindable names implies Menni's binders, it is natural to ask if

the converse is also true. In a boolean topos, this is indeed the case. Let B be a boolean topos with an

object N and a strict affine monoidal structure *. In terms of this data, Menni's definitions of l/l-relation
and binders amount to the properties stated in Propositions 10.2.5 and 10.2.6 in addition to (—) *N
preserving pullbacks. In the rest of this section, we show that this structure is enough to make (B,*,N)
a category with bindable names. We remark that Menni only makes use of a special case of the monoidal
structure *, namely the functor (—) * N.
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Lemma 10.2.7. Let B be a boolean topos, let N be an object of B and let * be a strict affine sym¬

metric monoidal structure such that — * N preserves pullbacks. If (B,*,N) satisfies the properties in
Propositions 10.2.5 and 10.2.6, then (B,*,N) is a category with binding structure.

For the proof of this lemma, we use two sub-lemmas.

Lemma 10.2.8. Under the assumptions of Lemma 10.2.7, the morphism 77': NxB^(N-*B)*N is
an isomorphism with inverse (it2, e): (N —* B) * N —> N x B.

Proof. The equation (7C2, e) °T]' = id holds because the diagram in Proposition 10.2.6 commutes. Menni
shows that (7C2,e) is a monomorphism [72, Lemma 4.1]. Because of (K2,e) ot)' = id, we have (tc2,e) o

tj' o (tc2,e) = (tc2,e). Since (tt2,£) is mono, this implies tj' o (tC2,c) = id, and thus the assertion. □

Lemma 10.2.9. Under the assumptions ofLemma 10.2.7, for each morphism f: B —► T* N, there exists
a morphism g: C —> F such that f and g * N are isomorphic as objects of B/(T * N).

Proof. Let /: B —» T * N and write f as an abbreviation for 7T,- o / for i = 1,2.

Menni shows in [72, Lemma 5.6] that, for each map h: N x B —> T for which in the internal logic
of B the sequent n: N, b: B | T h n#h(n,b) holds, there exists a unique map A:: [N -* B) —> T satisfying
h = ko A. Here, A: N x B —> (N —■* B) is the map from Proposition 10.2.6.

Let h be the partial map classifier of {{f2,B),f\) as in the square in the diagram below. We show
that n:N,b\B\T\~n# h(n,b) holds. In a boolean topos we can assume to be T + 1, see e.g. [57,
Lemma 2.4.6], Hence we can assume (3y.h(n,b) = Kq (7)) V (h(n,b) = JC2(unit)). We continue by case

distinction. In case h(n,b) = Kq(7), we know 7= f\(b) and n = f2(b) since the square in the diagram
below commutes. Since the codomain of / is F*N, we get 7= f\(b) # faib) = n, which implies the
required n # JCj (7) = h{n,b). In the case where h(n,b) = holds, n # h{n,b) is trivial since 1 is
the unit of (—) * N, so that (n # unit) holds for arbitrary names n.

Having shown the property n: N, b : B \ T h n # h(n,b), [72, Lemma 5.6] provides us with a unique
map k making the diagram below commute.

(N -* B)

Let the maps e and m shown in the above diagram be the epi-mono factorisation of A o (f2,B). It follows
straightforwardly that k o m: C —> Fx factors through T]r- F —> Tj_, say via a map g: C —> F.
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We show that / and g * N are isomorphic as maps of B/r* N. We start by showing the existence of
(necessarily unique) maps u and v as in the two diagrams below.

fl

Nxfl

■C*N

m*N

C*N -

m*N

(N —* fl) * N (N-rfl)*N-

>-B

</2,B>

Nxfl

(10.2)

V' ' (*2,e)

Note that we assume (—) * N to preserve pullbacks, so that it must preserve monos. The existence of u

follows because we can use an argument as in the proof of Proposition 10.2.4 to show that the following
square is a pullback.

C*N
'' J

m*N

(N —* 5) * N •

C

(N —* S)

Since m o e = A o (f2,B) =i|or]'o we can use the pullback to show that r/' o (/2, A) factors
through m * N. This implies the existence of the map u.

def
For the existence of v, we define v = ^° (jfe, e) ° (m * N). We have to show that the so defined v

makes the square commute. By definition nj ° {f2,B) o v = 7T2 ° (tc2,s) o (m * N) holds. It therefore
suffices to show ri\ o (/2,S) ° v = it\ o (fC2,e) o (m*N). For this it suffices to show /2 oeo (m*N) = h2.
Expressed in the internal language, this amounts to

c: (N B), n: N | c#n, 3b: B.c— (/2(b).ti) F f2(c@n) = n. (10.3)

In this sequent we write (—)■(—) for the term A(—, —). In order to prove this sequent, we first show the
following sequent.

c: (N -* A) | B.c = f2{b).b h V\n.f2(c@n) = n (10.4)

By using the existential rule on the left and the replacement rule for equality, it suffices to show the
equation Vn.f2((f2(b).b)@n) = n. Since /2(A) is fresh for (/2(A).b), we can use the existential view
of 1/1 with /2(A), and it suffices to show /2((/2(A).A)@/2(A)) = /2(A). This follows directly from the
equation {n.x)@n =x, which is available since the diagram in Proposition 10.2.6 commutes by assump¬

tion. With (10.4), showing (10.3) is straightforward. In (10.3), we can now assume \An. f2{c@n) = n.

Because we have c# n, we can use the universal view of 1/1 and instantiate it with n. We have therefore

shown the existence of a map v making the right-hand square in 10.2 commute.

By Lemma 10.2.8, 7]' and {jc2,e) are mutually inverse, which implies that u and v are mutually
inverse. To show that u and v constitute an isomorphism between the objects / and g * N of B/(r* N),
it just remains to show f = (g*N)ou. Since * is strict affine, it suffices to show TCjO f = jp o(g*N)ow
for i = 1,2. This follows straightforwardly from the definitions of u and g. □

ProofofLemma 10.2.7. We have to show that VVn : B~

/ * N: A*N—>r*Nisan equivalence of the fibrations cod:

— *N), defined by mapping /: A —> T to
"

—> B and (— *N)*cod: B/(— *N) —> B.
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By Lemma 2.2.9, it suffices to show that Wn is a fibred functor between these fibration, that Wn is full
and faithful, and that it is essentially surjective. That Wn is a fibred functor follows directly from the
assumption that (—) *N preserves pullbacks.

Next we show that Wn is faithful. For this, it is enough to show that (—) *N is faithful. Since we have
assumed the property stated in Proposition 10.2.5, we can show as in the proof of Proposition 10.2.3,
that the affine projection h\: A * N —> A is an epimorphism for all objects A. Suppose now that we have
u,v: A —> B with n*N = v*N. By naturality of it\, this implies uott\ = %\ o(w*N) = h\ o(v*N) = vo7fi.
Since Jt\ is epi, we get u = v. Hence, (—) * N is faithful and therefore so is Wn.

To show that Wn is full, let (w, v) be a map in B/(—*N) between objects that are in the image of Wn,
that is a commuting square of the following form.

A*N —5*N (10.5)

/*N S*N

r*N —A*N
v*N

We have to find a map u': A —> B such that both u = u'*N and gou' = vo/ hold. We use unique choice,
available in any topos [56, §4.9], to construct u'. Unique choice allows us to construct a morphism from
a functional relation. The functional relation we use to construct u' is given by the proposition

Vx: A.Bly: B. V\n.fi\(u{x,n)) =y, (10.6)

which we now show holds. We have to establish the sequent

x: A | Tb 3 !y: B. I/In. K\ («(x, n)) = y.

We make use of Proposition 10.2.5, which gives us that l/l is both an existential and a universal quantifier.
By using the universal nature of l/l, it is trivial to prove l/ln. T. Using the existential elimination on this
formula, we obtain a fresh name, i.e. we reduce the goal to

x: A, m: N | x# m F 3!y: B. V\n.Tt\{u{x,n)) = y.

We instantiate y with 7t\(u(x,m)). Hence, it remains to show

x: A, m: N | x# m F l/ln. 7Ti(w(x,n)) = ii\ (u(x,m)) (10.7)

and

x: A, m: N | x# m F Vy: B. (l/ln.TC\(u(x,n)) = y) => 7Ti(w(x,m)) =y. (10.8)

For the first sequent, we observe that we have the following derivation in the internal logic.

(l/l 3 R) x: A,z: B,m: N | x#m, z#m, K\{u{x,m)) = zF 7ti(u(x,m)) = z
^ x: A, z: B, m: N | x# m, z# m, h\ (u(x,m)) = z F l/ln. h\ (n(x,n)) = z

x: A, m: N | x# m, 7t\(u(x,m)) # m, 7C\(u(x,m)) = Ki(u(x,m)) F lAn.fc\(u(x,n)) = 7C\(u(x,m))
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But = ft\{u{x,m)) is trivial and 7C\{u{x,m)) # m holds because so does fC2(u(x,m)) = m,

since the above diagram commutes, and because the codomain of u is £*N. Hence, the sequent (10.7)
follows from the conclusion of the derivation. For the sequent (10.8), it suffices to show

x \ A | T b 1/1 m. V\n.Ti\{u{x,n)) = K\(u{x,m)).

By the universal nature of H, it suffices to show

x: A, m: N | x#m h l/ln. 7t\ (u(x,n)) = 7t\(u{x,m)).

But this is just sequent (10.7), which we have already shown above. Therefore, we have shown se¬

quent (10.6), which allows us to use unique choice to define a map u': A —> B. Finally, that u = u' * N
holds now follows from the definition of u! and because diagram (10.5) commutes. Since (—) *N is
faithful and diagram (10.5) commutes, we also obtain gou! = vof. This shows that Wn is full.

It remains to show that Wn is essentially surjective. But this we have already shown in Lemma 10.2.9.
□

Lemma 10.2.10. Let B be a topos, N be an object of B and * be a strict affine symmetric monoidal
structure such that — *N preserves pullbacks. If (B,*,N) satisfies the properties in Propositions 10.2.5
and 10.2.6, then [5, t]: N + (N * N) —> N x N is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3 of [72], □

In a boolean topos Menni's binders therefore give rise to a category with bindable names.

Proposition 10.2.11. Let B be a boolean topos, let N be an object of B and let * be a strict affine
symmetric monoidal structure such that — *N preserves pullbacks. If (B,*,N) satisfies the properties
in Propositions 10.2.5 and 10.2.6, then (B,*,N) is a category with bindable names.

Proof. By Proposition 10.2.4, using Lemmas 10.2.7 and 10.2.10 □

10.3 Instances

In this section we give particular examples of categories with binding structure and categories with
bindable names. Most importantly, we show that the categories constructed in Chapter 3 are categories
with bindable names.

10.3.1 The Schanuel Topos

The Schanuel topos § becomes a category with bindable names when we use the monoidal structure

for freshness * and the object of names N as defined in Chapter 3. Although this is already implied by
Proposition 10.2.11, we show it directly in terms of the structure defined in Chapter 3. The direct proof
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can be generalised to Asss(P). First we describe informally what the binding structure means in the
Schanuel topos and how it relates to the work of Gabbay & Pitts. By Proposition 10.1.2, the binding
structure (§,*,N) amounts to a vertical natural isomorphism i: EJ, —>> FIJ, making the triangles below
commute.

vfne^ ^wNn*N e^ipn ^

Id Id

One way of understanding this situation is as a propositions as types generalisation of the freshness
quantifier. Under the propositions as types reading, E^ reads as 'there exists a fresh name' and reads
as 'for all fresh names'. The freshness quantifier arises because these two propositions are equivalent,
so that the isomorphism E^ = Tl^j can be understood as a propositions-as-types version of it. Indeed, we
have seen in Proposition 10.2.5 that the restriction of E^ and to subobjects yields just the freshness
quantifier. However, this description does not explain the commuting triangles. Since the subobject
fibration is a fibred preorder, commutativity of the triangles is trivial for the freshness quantifier.

A second way of understanding the above situation, which does explain why we want the triangles
to commute, is by viewing both E^ and as representations of a-equivalence classes. Recall that the
elements of type E*rc: N. A are pairs n.x in which the name n is hidden. The elements of type FPn: N. A
are partial functions defined just on fresh names. As observed in [38], both pairs with hidden names

and partial functions defined just on fresh names represent a-equivalence classes. The types E*n: N.A
and n*n: N.A should therefore be isomoiphic. But this is only part of the story. We also have the intro¬
duction and elimination terms for both types, and it is natural to ask what happens if, for example, we

first introduce an element of E^, use the isomorphism, and then use the elimination of n^. Explaining
this is the purpose of the two commuting triangles above. Using a somewhat sloppy notation in which
we omit the terms for freefrom types wherever possible, and in which we assume i to be the identity
(which we can always do), we explain the triangles informally. The equations e' oW^iorj = id and
Wjsji ot]oe' = id of the left triangle can be read as n.(x@n) = x and (m.y)@m = y, where x is a function
in n*n: N.A, m is an arbitrary name, n is some/any name fresh for x, and y is an element of A. The
left triangle thus corresponds to forms of /3 and 7}-conversion for the mixed use of (E*-I) and (IT*-E).
These equations appear in [38]. Notice that the equation n.(x@n) = x implies that each function in
n*n: N.A is uniquely determined by its value at a single fresh name. The right-hand triangle expresses

that binding a name n in some x for which n is already fresh results in a constant function in n^. The
syntactic equivalent of E^WnA in the left corner of the right-hand triangle is E*n: N. (A*(":N'). Its ele¬
ments correspond to pairs-with-hiding n.x in which the name n is fresh forx. The counit £ maps n.x tox,
which makes sense only because n is fresh for x. The unit r\' maps x to the constant function X*n: N.x.
The triangle thus states that, whenever n is fresh forx, the pair n.x is effectively the same as the constant
function X*n: N.x.

Proposition 10.3.1. The Schanuel topos (§, *,N) is a category with bindable names.
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Proof. We use Proposition 10.2.4. The properties 2' and 3 have already been shown in Chapter 3. It
remains to show that (S,*,N) is a category with binding structure. In Chapter 3 we have constructed
simple monoidal sums ££} and simple monoidal products . By Proposition 10.1.2, it therefore suffices
to exhibit a vertical isomorphism that makes the two triangles there commute. We will show this for the

split fibration from Section 3.5.2, which is equivalent to the codomain fibration. We use the notation
from Section 3.5.2 of Chapter 3.

First we define a natural isomorphism j: [N](—) —■» (N -* —). Using the internal language of S,
we define js{[n,x]) to be X*m \ N. (m n) -x. That this definition is independent of the choice of rep¬

resentative follows from Gabbay & Pitts' characterisation of the elements of [N]fi, reproduced here
in equation (3.7). The inverse of jB maps / € (N —* B) to [n,f@n\ where n is some fresh name. It is
straightforward to show that this defines an isomorphism, by using the fact that the functions in (N —* B)
are uniquely determined by their value at a single fresh name, and by using the characterisation of [N]£
from Lemma 3.3.28. For naturality, let g: B —> C be a map in S. Then jc° ([N]g) maps [n,x](N]B to
A*m: N. (m n) ■ g(x), while (N —* g) o jB maps [«,x][n]b to X*m\ N.g((m n) ■x). By equivariance of g
both maps are equal.

Next, we recall the definitions of the objects LjJj((p): T x [N]B —> Q. and n^(<p): F x (N -* B) —> Q.
for an object <p: (T * N) x B —* Q. over T * N.

EjSj(<p)(y,c) Vn € N. Vfi € B. (n # (y,c) A (n,b) G c)
def

(p(Y,n,b)

nn(<P)(7,/) ^ Vn € N. «# (y,/) =» <p(Y,n,f@n)

Using the definition of the isomorphism j, we obtain an equivalence

^(9)(y,c) ^ n*a(<p)(yjb(c)).

Hence, we get a vertical isomorphism iv of the objects and n^((p) as in the following diagram.

{£jy(<P)} ~ ^ {nN(<p)}

mn^(V)

Fx

KX

N}B rxjB
Fx (N -*B)

id

That this defines a natural isomorphism i: £^ —> follows analogously to the naturality of j.
We come to verifying that the two triangles from Proposition 10.1.2 commute. First we show that

the following triangle in S/(T* N) commutes.

WNi
WnEJj
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It suffices to check wn' o 77 o e' = id and e' o wn' o rj = id. After expanding the definitions, these
equations amount to the equations n.(f@n) = / and (n.x)@n — x, known from [38]. We spell out
the details. For the first equation, let (y,n,f) £ {Wn^^)}. We have e'((y,n,/)) = (y,n,/@n),
T}({y,n,f@n)) = (y,n,[n,/@n]lN]B) and Wsi9((y,n,[n,f@n]^B)) = (y,n,A*m: N.(m n)-{f@n)).
Since (y,n,f) £ {Wn^^)}, the definition of Wn implies that n is fresh for /. Hence, (mn) ■ f = f
holds for any fresh name m. Therefore, we can use equivariance and r\-equality for the monoidal expo¬

nent to get the following equations:

A*m: N. (m n) • (f@n) = A*m: N. ((m n) ■ n) ■ n)
= X*m \ N,f@m

= f

This shows the first equation. For the second equation, let (y,n,x) £ {<p}. Then we have T]((y,n,x)) =

(y,n, [n,*][N]fl) and Wsiv((y,n, [«,jc][n]b)) = (y,n,X*m: N. (m n)-x) and e'((y,n,A*m: N. (m n) -x)) =

(y,n,(X*m: N. (m n) -x)@n). But we have (X*m\ N.(m n) -x)@n — (n n) x = x, which shows the
second equation.

To show that the triangle in S/T

'iVu
^ S n^WN

Id

commutes, it suffices to check iwN = T]' o e and e o oi)' = id. For the first equation, let (y,c) £
{Z^WnV}- Then we have e((y,c)) = (y,b) where c = [«,^][n]b such that n is fresh for y. Notice
that n must also be fresh for b since (y,c) is in {E^WnV}- Furthermore, r\'({y,b)) — (y,X*m: N.b) and
iiyN((y,c)) = (y, X*m: N. (m n)-b). Since n is fresh for b, we have X*m: N.(mn)-b — X*m\ N.b, which
implies the first equation. For the second equation, let (y,x) £ {t/r}. Then, T]'((y,x)) — (y, X*n : N.x) and

i'^((y, A*n: N.x)) = (y, [m, (X*n: N.x)@w]|n]b) where m is an arbitrary fresh name. By j3-reduction,
we obtain i^((y,A*«: N.x)) - (y, [w,x][N]B). Finally, we have e((y, [w,x][NjB)) = (y,x), as required.

□

It is worth summarising the structure we get from this proposition in relation to the structure constructed
in [38], The functor N -* (—) corresponds to the abstraction set of [38]. To work with N —* (—) we can

use the units and counits of both and 11^, which corresponds to the dual view of abstractions sets
in [38] as pairs with name-hiding and as partial functions. How these two views interact is explained
by the two commuting triangles, which make available equations similar to those in [38], Furthermore,
we have also seen that the binding structure of the Schanuel topos implies the existence of the freshness
quantifier 1/1. Finally, Propositions 10.1.5 and 10.1.6 show that our axiomatisation implies the remark¬
able properties of 1/1 and N —* (—) that have been shown in [38].
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The binding structure (§,*,N) is not the only binding structure in the Schanuel topos. We can

generalise the above proposition from names N to name-like objects. In the rest of this section, we

define name-like objects as the objects with essentially simple transitive action and we show that for
such objects A the triple (S, *, A) is a binding structure.

Definition 10.3.2. An object A of § has transitive action if, for any two elements x and y of A, there
exists a permutation n such that n-x = y holds.

Lemma 10.3.3. Let A be an object of § with transitive action. For any two elements x and y ofA, there
exists a permutation n that satisfies n -x = y and 7t(n) = n for all n £ supp(x) U supp(y).

For the rest of this section, we choose, for any two elements x and y ofA, a permutation nXy that satisfies
%xy ■ x = y and xx,y(n) = n for all n £ supp(x) Usupp(y). We make this choice for convenience: It
simplifies the presentation, as we do not have to introduce the permutations nXJ explicitly. We remark,
however, that we make the choice for convenience only, and that the development in the rest of this
section can be carried out without it.

Definition 10.3.4. An object A of § has an essentially simple action if, for all x € A, any two permuta¬

tions 7t and x that satisfy n-x — x-x also satisfy Vn G supp(x). n(n) = x(n).

The objects with essentially simple transitive action have a simple characterisation. Define induc¬
tively N*° = 1 and N*A = N* for any k > 1.

Lemma 10.3.5. For each k> 0, the object Ntk has essentially simple transitive action.

Lemma 10.3.6. Any non-empty set A with essentially simple transitive action is isomorphic to N*k for
some k> 0.

Proof. Let A be a non-empty set with essentially simple transitive action. Because the action on A is
transitive, the support of all its elements must contain the same (finite) number of names. Let k be this
number, i.e. k > 0 is such that Vx € A.k — |supp(x)| holds.

We define a map i: A —> N*A. Let x be an arbitrary element of A. Let n\,... be the names in

supp(x) in some arbitrary order. Define i(n-x) = (n(n\),..., 7r(n*)), where tz is an arbitrary permuta¬
tion. This assignment is functional, since from the assumption that the action on A is essentially simple,
we obtain that k-x — x-x implies that k(n) = x(n) holds for all n e supp(x), and thus i(n-x) = i(x-x).
Furthermore, i(y) is defined for all y € A, since the assumption that the action on A is transitive yields
that, for all y G A, there exists a permutation n satisfying n-x = y. Finally, the assignment is equivariant
by definition. Hence, the assignment defines a morphism i: A —> N*A in S.

An inverse to i can be defined by mapping (m\,... ,m^) G N*A to n-x G A, where n is an arbitrary
permutation satisfying n(ni) = m,- for all i G {1,... ,k}. This assignment is functional since n is com¬

pletely determined on supp(x). Since equivariance is straightforward to show, we have thus defined a

morphism i~x: N*A —> A in S. Checking thatis inverse to i is routine. □
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We remark that in the functor category presentation of S, the objects of the form Nik are precisely the
representable sheaves.

Proposition 10.3.7. The triple (S, *,A) is a category with binding structure whenever A is a non-empty

set with essentially simple transitive action.

In the proof we use the following three lemmas.

Lemma 10.3.8. Let A be an object of S with essentially simple transitive action. For all f,g £ (A —* B),
if there exists x £ A such that both (/, g) # x and f@x = g@x hold, then f = g holds.

Proof. Let x e A with (f,g) #x and suppose f@x = g@x. For any y £ A with (f,g) #y, we have/@y =

f@nXty-x = nXty ■ (f@x). The last step holds because both x and y are fresh for /, and so nx,y • f = /
holds. Likewise, we get g@y = KXyy ■ (g@x). Since using f@x = g@x, this implies f@y = g@y, we
have therefore shown that / and g agree on all arguments y that are fresh for them both. By definition
of (A —* B) as £/ ~ in Section 3.3.1,/ and g therefore denote the same element of (A —* fl). □

Next we consider the structure of the set [A]fl, as defined in Section 3.5.2. Recall that [A)B is defined
as a quotient of Ax B with respect to an equivalence relation ~j/l jB. The following lemmas are special
cases of the results in Section 3.3.2 for objects with essentially simple transitive action.

Lemma 10.3.9. IfA has essentially simple transitive action then the following equivalence holds for
all x,y € A and all b,b' £ B.

(x,b) ~[a]s (y,b') <=> supp(y) fl (supp(b) \ supp(x)) = 0 A kX)yb = b'

Proof. By Lemma 3.3.28, we have

(x>b) ~[/ijb (y,b') <=> 3k. i\/n £ supp((x,Z?)) \ supp(x). k(n) = n) A k ■ (x,b) = (y,b').
It therefore suffices to show that the right-hand sides of the two equivalences imply each other. That

supp(y) fl (supp(£>) \ supp(x)) = 0 A nX)y ■ b = b' implies 3k. (Vn £ supp((x,i>)) \ supp(x). k{n) =

n) A k • (x, b) = (y, b') is straightforward, since we can use kxj for k. In the other direction, we observe
that supp(y) H (supp(b) \supp(x)) = 0 holds, since k-x = y implies supp(y) = 7r(supp(x)) and k is the
identity on supp((x,b))\supp(x). It follows from the fact that the action on A is essentially simple that k
and kXy agree on supp((x,b)). This gives kx<y ■ b = b', thus completing the proof. □

Lemma 10.3.10. Let A be an object of S with simple transitive action, and let B be an arbitrary object
of S. Then any element c £ [A]B is the graph of a partial function f £ (A => BjJ with the property

Vx£A.f#x /(x) / -L. Moreover, for all (x, b) £ c and y £ A, f #y implies f(y) = Kx<y ■ b.

Proof. Let c £ [A]B. To see that c is a functional relation, suppose (x,b) £ c and (x,b') £ c. Since c is an

equivalence class of ~[/qs, this implies (x,b) ~[^]b {x,b'). By Lemma 10.3.9, this implies Kx,x-b — b'.
Since KXyX must be the identity, this gives b = b', thus showing that c is the graph of a partial function.
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Let / € (A => Z?j_) be the partial function whose graph is c. To show the equivalence asserted in
the lemma let x £ A. From left to right, assume f # x. We have to show that there exists b £ B such
that (x,b) £ c. By definition of [A]S, we know that c is not empty, say c = \y,b']~^B. Since supp(c) =
supp(b') \supp(y) by Corollary 3.3.30 and since supp(/) = supp(c), we know that both x and y are fresh
for c. Hence, 7rJVC • c = c. However, the permutation action is defined pointwise on equivalence classes,
so that we have c = • [y,b']~WB = [%f • y, jty^ ■ &']~WB = [x, %c ■ b'}~[A]B. Hence, (x, • b') £ c,
showing the required f(x) ^ _l. For the direction from right to left, assume f{x) ^ x, i.e. there exists a

unique b £ B such that (x,b) £ c. We have to show f # x. But this follows from supp(/) = supp(c) =

supp(&) \supp(x). □

ProofofProposition 10.3.7. The proof goes analogously to that of Proposition 10.3.1. This time, we

have to find an isomorphism j: [A](—) —» (A —* —). Like in Proposition 10.3.1, it is possible to define
it using internal language of s. To complement the use of the internal language there, we spell out the
isomoiphism explicitly here. Recall the definition of A —* B\

E = {/ e (A =» B±) | \/a £ A. a# f <=> f(a)^±.}

~={(f,g)<£ExE\\/a£A.a#(f,g) =» f(a)=g(a)}

(A -* B) = E/ ~

By Lemma 10.3.10, any element c £ [A]B is the graph of a partial function in E.
We define jg '■ [A]B —> (A —* B) to be the function mapping c £ [A]B to the equivalence class under ~

of the partial function in E whose graph is c. We have shown in Lemma 10.3.10 that each c £ [,A\B is
indeed the graph of a partial function. We show that jg is an isomorphism. Its inverse jgl is given by
mapping [/]^ £ (A —* B) to [x,/(*)](a]b> where x £ A is an arbitrary fresh value. Note that such an x £ A
exists since A is non-empty. Moreover, f(x) A. holds because of / £ E. Independence of the choice
of representative can be seen as follows. Suppose [/]~ = [g]^ and let x £ A be fresh for / and y £ A be
fresh for g. We have to show [jc, /(jc)][a)b = b>£Cy)][A]B- Let z £ A be fresh for / and g.

[*>/(*)] [a]b = M*,z-(/M)][a]b by Lemma 10.3.9
= [z,f(ttx,z ■ *)][a]b since both x and z are fresh for /
= [z>/(z)][a]b by definition of nXtZ
= [z,g(z)][a]s since /(z) = s(z) by / ~ g
= b.sMW as for/

This shows that j~f1 is well-defined.
Given [x,b\ £ [.A]B, applying first jg and then jgX gives [y,nx,y ■ b] for some y with supp(y) fl

(supp(^) \supp(x)) = 0. This is the case because supp([jc,&]^[/l]B) = (supp(&) \supp(x)) holds by Corol¬
lary 3.3.30, and 7s([^,^]~[A|B)(y) = nx,y -b holds by Lemma 10.3.10. Since both x and y are fresh
for [x,b]~yqB, we have nx>y ■ [x,b\„WB = [x,b\^B. By definition of the action this gives %x,y • [*>£]~WB =
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[7ixj • x,JtXty • b\~Wg = {y,nXy-b\~[A]B. Hence, we have jgl o jB = id. Given [/]^ G (A -* B), applying
first jg1 and then jB gives [g]^ G (A —* 5) satisfying g(y) = nXJ • f(x), where x and y are some fresh
elements of A. Since the elements of (A —* B) are uniquely determined by their value at a single fresh
argument (Lemma 10.3.8), for jB o j~1 = id it suffices to show f(y) = nx<y ■ /(x). But this is immediate
since we have nx>y • f = f using freshness.

The rest of the verifications are just as in Proposition 10.3.1. □

For the empty set 0, which trivially has essentially simple transitive action, the proposition is not true.
This can be seen by observing that [0] 1 is empty while (0 -* 1) contains one element.

Whilst any non-empty object A with essentially simple transitive action makes (S,*,A) a category
with binding structure, the triple (§,*,A) is a category with bindable names only if A is isomorphic
to N. If A = 1, we have A*A=AxA, so that 1: A* A >—> Ax A cannot be the complement of the
diagonal. If A = N*k for k > 1, then 1: A * A >—» A x A is also not the complement of the diagonal, since,
for m^n, the two elements (m,n\,... ,n*) and (r,n\,... ,nf) of N** are different but not fresh for each
other, i.e. not in N*k *N*k.

It may be possible to lift the assumption that the action on A be essentially simple. However, if we

just assume that A has transitive action, then the elements of [A]B are not always functional relations.
For example the action on the object ^(N), consisting of sets of exactly two names, is transitive
but not essentially simple. The equivalence class [{m,n},n\ in [^2(N)]N contains both ({m,n},n)
and ({m,n},m), and so is not a functional relation. By making choices (of names), it may be possible
to generalise the above propositions to objects like ^(N). We leave the details for further work.

It may be the case that the binding structures (§,*,N**) follow from the binding structure (§,*,N)
by use of isomorphisms such as n*m: N.n*n: N.B(m,n) = Yl*p: N * N. B{ic\ (p), It may be
simpler to obtain the binding structures (S,*,N*':) in this way, but the details remain to be worked out.

We end this section by observing that, as a consequence of Proposition 10.3.7, the characterisation
of the monoidal closed structure (A —* B) from Section 3.3.1 can be simplified if A is an object with
essentially simple transitive action.

Proposition 10.3.11. IfA is an object of S with essentially simple transitive action and B is an arbitrary
object of S, then we have the following isomorphism.

(A -* 6) = {/ G (A => Bx) I Vx G A. (f#x ««=> fix) / J_)
A(f#x => supp(/) =supp(/(x))\supp(x))}

Proof. The case where A is the empty set is trivial. Assume A non-empty. Consider the monomorphism
m: (A —* B) —> (A => #x) from Proposition 3.3.15. First we show that if / = m(c) then

VxGA. (f # x <=> f(x) ^ ±)
(1Q9)

A(f#x ==> supp(/) =supp(/(x))\supp(x)).
Let x G A. That (m(c) # x <*=*> m(c)(x) / _L) holds follows from Lemma 3.3.19. For the implication
(m(c)#x => supp(m(c)) = supp(m(c)(x))\supp(x)) supposem(c)#x. Hence, we havem(c)(x) J_.
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By definition of m in Proposition 3.3.15, there exists g £ c such that g(x) = m(c)(x). By definition of
the equivalence class c, this also implies g # x. By construction of the isomorphism j in the proof of
Proposition 10.3.7 above, we have (x,g(x)) € j \c). By Corollary 3.3.30, we get supp(y'_1(c)) =

supp((x,g(x))) \ supp(x). Since monomorphisms leave the support of all elements unchanged, we

have supp(m(c)) = supp(c) = supp(y'_1 (c)). Thus, we have supp(m(c)) = supp(g(x)) \ supp(x). Since
m(c)(x) =g(x), this implies supp(m(c)) = supp(m(c)(x)) \supp(x), thus showing that m(c) satisfies the
required formula.

On the other hand, suppose / G (A => Bf) satisfies (10.9). We show that f = m{[f]~) holds, where ~

is the equivalence class used in the definition of (A —* B). By Lemma 3.3.18, w([/]~) has minimal
support among all the elements of [/]^. Moreover, as shown in Proposition 3.3.20, there can be at most
one element of [/]^ with minimal support. Therefore, to show f = m{[f]~) it suffices to show supp(/) =

supp(m([/]^)). Since both / and m([/]~) satisfy (10.9), we have supp(/) = supp(/(x)) \supp(x) and
supp(m([/]^)) = supp(m([/]^)(x)) \ supp(x) for all x £ A that are fresh for both / and [/]~. Since A is
non-empty, such an x exists. By definition of m, w([/]^)(x) = f{x) holds for such x. Using this we can

conclude supp(/) = supp(m([/]^)), and thus / = m([/]^).
In conclusion, we have shown that the set of partial functions satisfying (10.9) is isomorphic to the

image of m: (A —* B) >—> (A => Bx), and this shows the claimed isomorphism. □

10.3.2 The Readability Category Asss(P)

Proposition 10.3.12. The realizability category (Asss(P),*,N) is a category with bindable names.

Proof. To show that (Asss{P), *,N) is a category with binding structure, we check that the isomorphism
jb ■ [N]B —► (N —* B) in the proof of Proposition 10.3.1 is an isomorphism in Asss(P), i.e. that j and its
inverse are realizable.

For realizability of j, recall that j([n,x\) is defined to be A*m\ N. (m n) -x. Since the realizers of
an equivalence class are defined by ||[n,Jt]|| = U(m,y)&[n,x\ ll(mi>')ll' suffices to realize the mapping
(n,x) >—> A*m: N. (m n) x. But given (n,x), there exists a realizer r of Am: N. (m n) x, since the per¬

mutation action is realizable. It then follows that r realizes A*m: N.{mn)-x too.

For realizability of , recall that y_1 ([/]~) is defined to be [«,/(«)] where n is a name fresh for /
(and therefore for [/]~). Again by the pointwise definition of the realizers of equivalence classes, it
suffices to realize the mapping /1-> (n,f(n)). But this is straightforward, since using support approxi¬
mations we can always generate a fresh name n.

For the binding structure it just remains to check that the two triangles from Proposition 10.1.2
commute. Since this is a property of the underlying sets, it follows just as in 10.3.1.

Since Ass^P), as any quasi-topos, is a coherent category, it just remains to verify points 2 and 3 in
Definition 10.2.1. For point 2, we have to show that, for each monomorphism m: B >—> T, the following
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square is a pullback.

B*N ■

J

m* N

r*N ■

B

*1

We know this to be true in S. Therefore, for any two maps /: C —> V * N and g\ C —> B in Asss(P)
with h\ of — mog, there exists a unique map of the underlying sets u: |C| —> |B*N| = |5| * |N| such
that |/| = |m*N| o |u| and |g| = \n\ | o |w|. Since the identity of morphisms in Asss(P) is completely
determined by the identity of their behaviour on the underlying sets, it suffices to show that u is realized.
But if r and s are realizers of / and g respectively, then Ax.pair (fst (s x)) (snd (r x)) is a realizer of u.

Finally, for point 3, that i: N * N >—♦ N x N is the complement of the diagonal follows by construction of
pullbacks and pushouts in Asss(P). □

10.3.3 Species of Structures

We give an example of a non-trivial category with binding structure that is not a category with bindable
names. This example comes from the combinatorial theory of species of structures [12]. The theory of
species of structures, introduced by Joyal [58], uses functor categories to study the kinds, or species,
of structure that can be put on a set of labels. Since terms with free variables are a special kind of
labelled structure, it should not be too surprising that there is a connection between species of structure
and functor category models of abstract syntax with binding such as those in [30] and [49], Indeed,
Tanaka [107] uses the category of species to model linear binding.

The underlying category is the presheaf topos Setsp where P is the category of all finite sets with

bijective functions between them. The objects of P are thought of as sets of labels, and a presheaf A is
a species of structure in the sense that it assigns to each set of labels S in P a set of structures A(S) over

these labels. The category Setsp carries a monoidal structure <g> defined as follows.

(A®B)(S) = {(Si,a,S2,b) |aeA(Si), b€B(S2), SinS2=®, SiUS2=S}

("®v)(s,us2)((S\,a,S2,b)) = (Si,uSl(a),S2,vs2(b))
An object X of a single abstract variable is defined by

[ S if 5 is a singleton,
X(S) = {

[ 0 otherwise.
We note that, for an element (S\,a,S2,n) & (A®X)(S), the sets Si and S2 are uniquely determined
as S2 = {n} and S\ = S \ {«}. We will therefore omit the sets Si and S2, writing just (a,n) for the
elements of sets of the form (A®X)(5). The object (A®X) may be thought of as consisting of the
elements of A together with a fresh variable.

The monodial structure <g> is an instance of Day's tensor and X is the representable presheaf on a

singleton. We refer to [107, 108] and [12] for detailed discussions of the motivation of these definitions.
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Proposition 10.3.13. The triple (Sets', ®,X) is a category with binding structure.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.9, a fibred functor is an equivalence if and only if it is full and faithful and
essentially surjective on objects.

First we show that Wx is a fibred functor from the codomain fibration on Sets to Gl(— ®X). This
means that if the square on the left is a pullback then so is the square on the right.

A®X

f®x

C®X

u<g)X

v<8>X

B®X

D®X

(10.10)

Since pullbacks in presheaf categories are taken pointwise, it suffices to show that, at every stage S, the
right square is a pullback in Sets. By the definitions of the tensor ® and the object X, the elements
of (B®X)(S) are pairs (b,n) where n £ S and b £ B(S\ {«})• Such a pair is mapped by (g®X)s to

(8s\{n}(b),n). It therefore follows that any two elements b' £ (B®X)(S) and c' £ (C®X)(S) satisfying
(g ®X)s(b') = (v<S>X)s(c') must be of the form b' = (b,n) and c' = (c,n) for some name n £ S and
some elements b £ B(S\ {n}) and c £ C(S\ {«}) satisfying v5\{„}(c) = gs\{„}(&). Since the square
on the left is a pullback, there exists a unique element a £ A(,S\{n}) satisfying "s\{„}(a) = b and
fs\{n}(a) — c- Therefore, the element a! — (a,n) £ (A®X)(S) is the unique element of (A®X)(S) such
that (u®X)s(a') = b' and (/®X)s(a') = d. This shows that the right square is a pullback.

To show that Wx is faithful, it suffices to show that — <g> X is faithful. To this end consider u, v: A—> B
and suppose u®X = v®X. By definition of the morphism action of — ®X, this implies = Vs\{n}
for all stages S and all n £ S. Since each stage can be written as S \ {n} for some n, this implies the
required u = v.

For fullness of Wx let («,v) be a map in SetsF/(— ®X) between objects that are in the image of Wx-
Such a map amounts to a commuting square of the following form.

A®X

f®x

C®X

B®X

v®X
D®X

To show that Wx is full, we have to find a map w: A —> B such that u = w®X and gow = vof hold.
By definition, an element of (A®X)(S) is a pair (a,n) where n £ S and a £ A(S\ {«}). Because the
above square commutes, this pair is mapped by us to an element of (B®X)(S) of the form (b,n) where
b £ B(S\{n}). Using this, we define the natural transformation w by w$(a) = b where b is the unique
element of B(S) such that «5u{n} maps (a,n) to (b,n) for some name n £ S. We verify that this is well-
defined, i.e. does not depend on the choice of name. Let m and n be two names not in S. We have to

show uSU{n}((a,n)) = uSu^((a,m)). We know that uSu^((a,n)) must have the form (b,n) for some b.
It suffices to show «su{m}((aim)) — (b,m). This equation can be shown by the following calculation, in
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which we write [m/n]: (5U {m}) —> (5U {n}) for the bijection that maps m to n and all other names to
themselves.

This shows that u is well-defined. Naturality of w follows from the naturality of u. That u = w<8)X holds
follows directly from the definition of w. The equality gow = vof follows because —®X being faithful
implies that the diagram on the left in (10.10) commutes whenever the diagram on the right does.

It remains to show that Wx is essentially surjective, i.e. that each object in Setsp/(— ®X) is isomor¬
phic to an object in the image of Wx. Let /: A —> T®X be an object in Setsp/(r®X). We have to find
an object g of Setsp/r and an isomorphism i such that the following triangle commutes.

Let 8A be the presheaf defined by 5A = Setsp(y{7?j},A), where m is an arbitrary name. By the Yoneda
lemma, for any stage S and any name n not in S, we have an isomorphism 5A(5) = A(5U {«}). For n^S
and a € A(5U {«}), we write n.a for the element of 8A(S) given by this isomorphism. Let B be the
subobject of <5A defined by B(S) = {n.a \ n £ S A a e A(5U {«}) A fsu{n}(a) — (7in)}- Define a map
g': B®X —> r®X by g's((n.a,m)) = fs([m/n\- a), where [m/n]: (S\ {n}) U {m} —* S is the bijection
mapping m to n and all other names to themselves. By naturality of /, this definition of g's is such that
any pair (n.a,m) is mapped to a pair of the form (y,m). As in the above argument showing that Wx
is full, we can define a map g: B —> T satisfying g' = g®X by letting gs(n.a) = y. Finally, we define
i: A —* B®X by is(a) = (n.a,n), where n is given by fs{a) — {y,n). With these definitions, the above
triangle commutes. Furthermore, i is an isomorphism with inverse i~x {{n.a,m)) = [m/n] a. □

That Setsp is not a category with bindable names follows immediately because ® is not affine. A unit I
for ® is defined by 7(0) = {0} and 7(5) = 0 for all 5^0, while a terminal object 1 of Setsp is defined
by 1(5) = {0} for all 5. Moreover, the object X could not reasonably be called an object of names, as,

for example, the diagonal X —> X x X is an isomorphism.

The binding structure in the above proposition identifies the structure that Tanaka [107] uses to

represent syntax with linear binders. The functor X —o (—) that is obtained from the binding structure

by means of Proposition 10.1.3 is just the shift functor 5 satisfying (5A)(S) = A(5U{n}) for any

name n not in 5. We describe the binding operation T]': (1 ®X) x A —* (X —oA)®X that we get from
Proposition 10.1.7. By unfolding definitions, it follows that there is an isomorphism 1 ®X = EX, where

"su{m}({a,m)) = "5u{m}([w/"]' <«,«)) by definition of the action on ®

by naturality of u

by assumption

by definition of the action on ®

= {m/n\-usu{tl}((a,n))
= [m/n] ■ {b,n)
= {b,m)

r®x
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EX is defined by EX(S) = S. The map r\' thus amounts to a map of type EX x A —> (X —° A) ®X.
It maps a pair (n,x) £ (EX x A)(S), where n £ S and x £ A(S), to a pair (n.x,n) £ ((X —o A)®X)(S),
where n.x £ (X —° A)(S\ {«}) is the element which under the isomorphism (X —o A)(S\ {n}) = A(S)
corresponds to x. For example, if A is the presheaf of (linear) A-terms as in [107], then (n,x) is a pair
of a term x and a variable n, and n.x is the a-equivalence class of x with respect to n. The map rj' is
therefore just like the familiar binding operation in the Schanuel topos. In [107, 90], the emphasis is on

viewing X —o (—) as a right adjoint to — <8>X, corresponding to the TI0-part of the binding structure.
The £®-part of the binding structure, however, does not appear explicitly in [107]. Still, Tanaka uses

the fact that X —o (—) has a right adjoint to obtain that X —° (—) preserves colimits. The existence of
this right adjoint is a consequence of the above binding structure, as we observed in Proposition 10.1.3.
The substitution monoidal structure studied in [107, 90, 108] and also in [30] does not, however, appear

to be immediately related to our binding structure. This is most likely due to a conceptual difference,
since we study the properties of binding and names, while in loc. cit. the properties of substitution for
syntax with variable binders are studied.

10.4 Non-instances

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of categories that are frequently being used to model abstract

syntax with binders but that are not instances of our definition of binding structure.

Fiore, Plotkin & Turi [30] and Hofmann [49] model abstract syntax with variable binders in the

category SetsF, where F is the category of finite sets and all functions between them. The monoidal
structure used there is the cartesian product x and the type of variables V is the presheaf V(S) = S. The
triple (SetsF, x,V), however, is not a category with binding structure. This emphasises the point that
a category with binding structure contains more structure than just a representation of a-equivalence
classes. The category SetsF is very well-suited for representing a-equivalence classes and working
with substitution. It therefore supports the convention 2.1.12 of the BVC, given at the beginning of this

chapter. For many applications, supporting just this convention is sufficient, and SetsF can be used as

a simple semantics for such applications. The conventions 2.1.13 and 2.1.14, however, are not satisfied
by SetsF. In the internal language of this category, working with a-equivalence classes is not the same

as working with specific instances of these classes. The reason for this is that subobjects must be
closed under arbitrary renamings, and so in particular under non-injective ones. This problem has led
Hofmann [49] to give a model of the Theory of Contexts [51] in which the terms are interpreted in SetsF
but the logic is interpreted in Sets1, where the category I is the restriction of F to injective functions.

To see that (SetsF, x, V) is not a category with binding structure, note first that, for the cartesian
product, the simple monoidal sums and products are isomorphic to the normal sums and products,
that is we have ££ = Ly and Fly = ny. It can then be seen that there is no isomorphism Ly = ITy
because we have (£yF) = (V x V) and (nyV) = (F => V) = (1 +F), see [30], and, at stage {x},
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this gives (V x V)({*}) = {(*,*)} ^ { KTi (o) , K2(jc)} = (1 + V) ({*}). Intuitively, the reason why SetsF
fails to have binding structure is that is does not have a good binding operation v.x, that is a morphism

(—).(—): V xA —> (V => A) satisfying reasonable conditions for binding. Suppose we had such an

operation in Sets\ For different variables v and w we would expect v.v to be different from v.w. The
isomorphism (F => V) = (1 + V) is such that the term v.v should correspond to the left summand in
1 + V and the term v.w should correspond to the right summand. However, in SetsF all maps must be
natural with respect to all functions in F, in particular those functions that identify v and w, and this
would imply v.v = v.w.

Another category used frequently to model variable binders is the functor category Sets1, where I
is the category of finite sets with injections, see e.g. [49, 31]. The presheaf of variables V is defined
by V(S) = S. The monoidal exponent V —* (—) used to model variable binders arises by considering
the monoidal structure * on Sets1 that is given by lifting of the disjoint sum monoidal structure on I by
means of Day's construction [27],

The following two lemmas show that this monoidal structure * is not well-behaved enough to make

(Sets1,*, V) a category with bindable names.

with morphism action defined by A(/)(l) = 1, A(0 >—> 0)(2) = 2 and A(0 5)(2) = 1, where 5^0 and
/ is an arbitrary injection. For any variable*, the set (A * V)({x}) defined by the above coend contains at
least two different elements, namely those given by the equivalence classes [id: 0 + {*} >—» {*}, 1,x] and
[id: 0 + {*} >—* {x},2,x[. That these equivalence classes do not coincide can be seen by observing that
V(0) = 0 implies that the set I (Si +S2, {*}) x A(5j) x V(S2) is non-empty if and only if Si is empty. The
set (A x V)({jc}), on the other hand, contains just one element, namely (l,x). Hence, there can be no

monomorphism from the set (A* V)({*}) to (A x V)({*}). Since monomorphic natural transformations
are pointwise monomorphisms, the map A * V ->Axf cannot be monomorphic. □

The next lemma shows that Proposition 10.2.5 does not hold in Sets1.

Lemma 10.4.2. In Sets" the quantifiers 3^, and V^, along it\ : ( —) * V —* ( —) do not agree.

Proof. The equality of quantifiers 3^ = V*, holds if and only if the functor 7^*: Sub{A) —> Sub{A * V)
is an isomorphism of posets for all objects A, see [72, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2]. To see that is not always

(A*S)(S)= I(Si +S2,S) xA(Si) xfl(S2)

Lemma 10.4.1. There exists an object A in Sets" for which the canonical map A *V —> A x V is not

monomorphic.

Proof. Let A be the presheaf defined by

A(S) =
{1,2} ifS = 0,
{1} otherwise,
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an isomorphism in Sets-, consider the object A defined by

A(S) =
0 if 5 = 0,

{1} otherwise,

with morphism action defined by A(/)(l) = 1 for all injections /. We show that h\ cannot be monomor-

phic. Since pullbacks are taken pointwise, we have, for any subobject m of A and any stage S, the
following pullback.

k;B(S) ^ B(S)

jf, ms ms

(A*V)(S)—-*A(S)
wis

The set (A* V)({x}) is empty, since, because of A(0) = V(0) = 0, the set I (Si +S2, {*}) x^(5i) x V(S2)
in the coend definition of * is empty. By the above pullback, this implies n\B({x}) — 0. Now consider
the two subobjects id: A >-> A and m: fin A, where

B(S)
0 if |S| < 1,
{1} otherwise,

and m is the evident inclusion. These two subobjects of A are mapped by ir.\ to the same subobject
of A * V. This is so because the subobjects differ only in their value at stages S with 151 = 1, and we

have seen above that, at such stages, 7r,* takes both subobjects to the empty set. This shows that k\ is
not monomorphic and thus implies the assertion. □

The counterexamples in the above lemmas arguably show that the presheaves in Sets1 do not quite model
the intuition that the elements of a presheaf A at stage S consists of all the elements whose free names

are contained in S. The counterexamples violate the following two reasonable requirements. First, if we

take two different elements whose free names are contained in S and consider them as elements with

more names S + T then they should still be different. Second, suppose we have an element M whose
free names are contained in S + {x} and which has the property that, for all sets T of new names and all
elements y GT, we have M — \y/x\ ■ M at stage S + {*} + T. Since this means that in M we can replace
the name x with an arbitrary new name without changing M, it is reasonable to require that the free
names of M are contained in S alone. The two reasonable requirements that we have just sketched can

be enforced by restricting to the subcategory of Sets1 consisting of sheaves with respect to the atomic
topology on Iop. The resulting category is equivalent to the Schanuel topos.

Although the above two lemmas show that (Sets",*,V) is not a category with bindable names, it
could still be a category with binding structure. However, the only description of the monoidal struc¬

ture * we have is the above coend. This description is hard to work with, which makes proving or

disproving that (Sets1,*,^) is a category with binding structure quite complicated. This is another
reason for preferring the Schanuel topos to Sets1: the monoidal structure * is much easier to work with.
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As in the case for SetsF, that Sets" is not a category with bindable names is not a problem for
applications that need only part of structure of a category with bindable names. In Sets1, a-equivalence
classes can be represented using II* and subobjects need only be closed under injective renaming. This
is sufficient for many applications, e.g. as in [49],

10.5 Further Work

One obvious direction for further work is to look for more instances of categories with binding structure
and with bindable names. One likely candidate is a version of the Schanuel topos in which the countably
infinite object of names is replaced by an uncountable one and in which elements are allowed to have
countable support. This category has an object of infinite streams of pairwise distinct names, as studied
in [36]. Since this object has essentially simple transitive action, it is reasonable to expect it to form
part of a binding structure. There are many other categories that may also be categories with binding
structure or with bindable names, such as the categories of containers of Abbott et al. [1] or the domain
theoretic categories of Shinwell & Pitts [101].

Beyond looking for more instances, we think that the general theory of categories with binding
structure deserves further study. An interesting question is whether it is possible to freely add binding
structure or bindable names to a given category. For example, it may be the case that the Schanuel topos

can be constructed by freely adding bindable names to the topos of sets. Perhaps the construction of the
models in Chapter 3 can serve as a starting point for such a free construction. Apart from theoretical
interest, such a construction would have interesting applications. For instance, if we could add bindable
names to the term model of a dependent type theory, then the interpretation of our type theory in this
model would amount to a translation of the bunched type theory with names into normal type theory.

Another interesting direction for further work is to study how categories with bindable names relate
to FM-style approaches that are based on swapping. In the next chapter we give some evidence that
categories with bindable names contain a swapping operation. However, we are not yet able to prove all
the equations such a swapping operation should satisfy. For further work, we ask the question whether
or not any category with bindable names contains a natural transformation o : (N x N) x (—) —» (—)
that satisfies the following equations for all generalised elements m,n: N, x: A and y: B.

aA((m,m),x) =x

aA((m,n),x) = oA({n,m),x)

aA((m,n),aA((m,n),x)) =x

Oti((m,n) ,m) — n

aAxB((m,n),(x,y)) = (oA((m,n),x),aB((m,n),y)
° t(NxN),/t = ^2 : (N x N) *A —> A

In the Schanuel topos and in Asss{P), a can be defined by the swapping action oA((m,n),x) — (m n) -x.



 



Chapter 11

Type Theory with Names and Binding

In the chapter on categories with bindable names we have shown how name binding can be expressed
in terms of simple monoidal sums L* and products IP. On the basis of this definition, we now extend
the syntax of the type theory with constructs for names and name-binding. We add a type of names and
also hidden-name types, which make available the structure of categories with bindable names.

11.1 Names

First, we extend the type theory with a type of names N having decidable equality. We write short BTN
for the resulting type theory BT(*, 1 ,E,n,rP,£*(M:'4),L*,N).

(N-TY)
b N Type

(ifeq-I)

(ifeq-THEN)

rbF:NxN r,n:Nl-M:A[(/i,n)/p]
r, p: NxN b A Type T, q: N*N b N :A[i(q)/p\

T b ifeq P then n.M else q.N : A[P/p]

Tb/PN T,n: N b M : A[(n,n)/p]
F, p: NxN b A Type T, q: N*N b N : A{i(q)/p]

(ifeq-ELSE)

Tb ifeq {R,R) then n.M else q.N = {M[R/n}) : A[(R,R)/p]

rb Q : N*N F, n: N b M :A[(n,n)/p\
r,p: NxN b A Type T, q: N*N b N\A[i{q)/p}
r b ifeq i(Q) then n.M else q.N = {N[Q/q}) : A[i(Q)/p\

We write short (ifeq P then M else TV) for (ifeq P then n.M else q.N) if n 0 FV(M) and q # FV(N)
hold. We omit the evident congruence rules.

283
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11.1.1 Example

To give an example for the use of comparable names, we define a function that removes a name from a

list of names. It type is
b remove : Y\n \ N. LN —» (LN*'n:N^),

where (b LN Type) is an inductively defined type of lists of names. The freshness information in the
type of remove already contains the information that the name n does not appear in the result list. In
Section 12.1 we make essential use of the freshness information in the type of remove when we define
a function that computes the free variables of a term. There the freshness information will be needed in
order to apply rule (£*-E).

The type LN is defined inductively with two constructors

b nil: LN, b cons : N —> LN —> LN,

and the standard recursion principle

T, x: LN b A Type
T b M : A[nil/x]
rbW: nn: N. Fly: LN.A[y/jc] —* A [cons n y/x]

(LN-Rec) 7 ——
Tb reca(M,N) : Tlx: LN.A

with the standard equations.

The term remove is defined by induction on its second argument. In the recursion principle for LN
we take the type A to be (n: N b LN*(":N' Type), omitting the unused variable x. Given the empty list
as argument, (remove n) should return the empty list. Therefore, we define the base case by the term in
the conclusion of the following derivation.

b N Type
b nil: LN n: Nbn:N

o*n: Nb nil*" : LN*(":N)
n: N b nil*" : LN*(":N>

Given the argument (cons m y), the function (remove n) should return (cons m (remove n y)) if m^n
holds and (remove ny)iim = n holds. Of course, the terms in this informal explanation are not typeable,
because the type of remove contains a freefrom type. We start the precise derivation of the recursion
step from the root as follows.

n: N, m: N, y: LN, r: N b M : LN*(fst«r'r»;N) -> |_N*(snd«r-r»;N)
n: N, m: N,y: LN,?: N*N b N : LN*^1^'^) -> LN*(*'(<?):N)

n: N, m: N, y: LN b ifeq (n,m) then r.M else q.N : LN*(fst^n'm^:N) —> LN*(snd^n,m^:N)
n: N, m: N, y: LN b ifeq (n,m) then r.M else q.N : LN*(":N' —> LN*(":N)

n: N, m: N b Ay: LN. ifeq (rt, m) then r.M else q.N : LN —> LN*(":N' —> LN*(":N)
n: Nb Am: N.Ay: LN.ifeq (n,m) then r.M else q.N : N —> LN —> LN*(";N' —> LN*(":N'
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The term M corresponds to the case where n = m and N corresponds to the case where n ^ m. As
described informally above, M should be the identity.

M = Xh: LN*(fst«r'r»:N)./n

We come to the definition of N. Because there are derivations

m: N b m : N n: N b n : N

m: N*n: N\-m*n : N*(":N)

(m: N*n: N), h: LN*(":N) b m*n : N*(":N) (m: N*n: N), h: LN*(":N) b h : LN*(fl:N)
(m: N*n: N),h: LN*(":N> bjoin(m*n,h): (NxLN)*(":N)

and

m: N, x: LN b cons mx: LN n: N b n : N

(m: N,x: LN) *«: N b (cons mx)*11: LN*(":N)

we can use (FF-E) to derive

(n: N*m: N), li: LN*(":N) b let join(m*",/i) be (.m,x)*n in (cons mx)*" : LN*(":N)
n: N *m: Nb Xh: LN*(":NAlet join(m*",/z) be (m,x)*n in (cons m r)*" : LN*'":N) —> LN*("n)

(for convenience we use the pattern (m,x) rather than projections in this term). We write N' as an

abbreviation for the term in the conclusion of this derivation. The term N' is essentially the definition
of N, we just have to put it in the right context. This can be done as follows.

n: N * m: N b N' : LN*(":N) -> LN*(n:N>
n: N * m: N b N': LN*(Al («*m);N) —> LN*(7t> ("*m):N)

q: N*N b let q be mm in N' : LN*(A' -> LN*(*'
n: N,m: N,y: LN,q: N*N b let q be mm in N' :

We define N to be the term in the conclusion of this derivation.

With these definitions of the base and recursion cases for the definition of remove, we have

n; Nb rec(LN,(„;N))(nil*", Xm: N. Ay: LN.ifeq (,n,m) then r.M else q.N) : LN —» LN*(":N)
b Xn: N. rec(LN,(„:N))(nil*", Am: N. Ay: LN. ifeq (n,m) then r.M else q.N) : Tb?: N. LN —> LN*'";N^

and we define remove to be the term in the conclusion.

To give an example of an evaluation of remove, we show the simple equation

m: N*n: Nb (remove n (cons m (cons n nil)) = (cons m nil)*" : LN*'":N'.
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In context m: N *n: N, we have the following chain of equations,

remove n (cons m (cons n nil))
= (ifeq (n,m) then r.M else q.N) (remove n (cons n nil)) by defn. and rec-eqn.

= (ifeq (n,m) then r.M else gW) (nil*") see below
= (ifeq i(n*m) then r.M else q.N) (nil*") by (*-/3)
= (N[n*m/q]) (nil*") by (ifeq-ELSE)
= (let n*m be n*m in N') (nil*") by defn.
= N' (nil*") by (*-/3)
= (Ah: LN*'":N\ let join(m*",/t) be (m,x)*n in (consmx)*") (nil*") by defn.
= let join(m*",nil*") be (,m,x)*n in (consmx)*" by (FI-/3)

Now we show that, also in context m: N *n: N, the equality join(m*", nil*") = (m,nil)*" holds. Note that
both sides are typeable. We show this equality using the rule (FF-lNJECT), whose applicability can be
seen as follows.

let join(m*",nil*") be z*": (N x LN)*^" n' in z

= let join(m*",nil*") be z*" : (N x LN)*^",n' in (fst(z),snd(z)) by (L-rj)
= (let join(m*",nil*") be z*" in fst(z),let join(m*",nil*") be z*" in snd(z)) by CC
= (m,nil) by (FF-Join-EqI/2)
= let (m,nil)*" be z*" : (N x LN)*^" n'in z by (FF-J3)

Since using (FF-lNJECT) we obtain join(m*",nil*") = (m,nil)*", we can continue the calculation of
(remove n (cons m (cons n nil))) = (cons m nil)*" as follows.

letjoin(m*",nil*") be (m,x)*n in (consmx)*"
= let (m, nil)*" be (m,x)*" in (cons m x)*" by congruence

= (cons m nil)*" (FF-/3)

As this is the required value, it just remains to show the equation (remove n (cons m nil)) = nil*" that
we have used above. We calculate as follows.

remove n (cons n nil)
= (ifeq (n,n) then r.M else q.N) (remove n nil) by defn.

We use the equation (remove n nil) = nil*", which is immediate by definition.

= (ifeq (n,n) then r.M else q.N) (nil*")
= (M\n/r\) (nil*") by (ifeq-THEN)
= nil*" by defn. and (11-/3)
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We have thus shown the asserted equation.
The definition of remove demonstrates a number of features of the type theory. First, the derivation

of n: Nh nil*" : LN*(":N) shows that a closed constant is provably fresh for any name. Second, the
constant join is used essentially in the derivation. As a consequence, we have to deal with the equations
for join in order to establish equations of remove. In the above example, we have made essential use

of (FF-lNJECT) in order to obtain join(m*", nil*") = (w,nil)*". Since semantically the rule (FF-lNJECT)
amounts to the monoidal structure * being strict affine, this further motivates our focus on strict affine
monoidal structures in the definition of the type theory. Lastly, the definition of remove shows how
freefrom types can be used to establish a freshness property inductively. We could not have defined the
term remove of that type without using freefrom types to establish a freshness assertion inductively.

11.2 Interpretation

For the interpretation of names we assume the structure of a category with bindable names. Furthermore,
in order to be able to work with the isomorphism [5,i]: N + (N*N) —» N x N from Proposition 10.2.2,
we assume that the semantics models strong binary coproducts [56, §10.5]. Strong binary coproducts
can, in a fibration equivalent to a codomain fibration, be constructed from universal coproducts + on the
base category [56, §10.5], We have shown in Chapter 3 that both the Schanuel topos and Asss(P) have
this structure.

The type N is interpreted by the object of names in the category with bindable names. For the
interpretation of the term ifeq, we make use of the isomorphism [<5,2]: N + (N * N) —> N x N. This map

corresponds to the substitution

(unpack z as (JCj (n) in (n,n),Kz(q) m i(q))/p): (z: N + (N*N)) —> (p: NxN),

in which we use the notation of [56, §10.5] for binary coproducts. Write now R(z) for the term

(unpack z as (K\(n) in (n,n),K2(q) in i(q))) in this substitution. The equations for binary coprod¬
ucts give us R(Ki(n)) = (n,n) and /?(Ko(<7)) = i(q). The interpretation of the rule (ifeq-I) is then given
by the following derivation.

r, n: N I- M : A[(n,n)/p\ F, <7: N*N h N : A[i{q)/p]
r,p: NxN FA Type T,n: N P M : A[R(K] {n))/p\ T,q\ N*N P N : A[R(K2(q)) /p\

r, z. N + (N*N) h unpack z as (fq (n) in M, K2(q) in N) \A[R{z)/p]
r, p: NxNh ifeq P then n. M else q.N : A

The last step in this derivation is given by reindexing along the inverse of [5,/]. This means, that the
term (ifeq P then n.M else q.N) is defined as the term (unpack z as (jq (n) in M, K2{q) in N)) reindexed
along [5,i]_1. With this definition it is straightforward to establish the equations for ifeq.
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11.3 Hidden-name Types

The main feature of a category with bindable names is the definition of name-binding in terms of an

equivalence of fibrations. In Chapter 10, we have seen that this equivalence amounts to a certain iso¬
morphism ;: ZjJj —♦ n^. In this section, we present hidden-name types as a syntax for this isomorphism
and thus for name-binding.

Because of the isomorphism, the elements of £*n: N.A (respectively TVn: N.A) can be viewed both
as pairs with hidden names, i.e. elements of £*n: N.A, and as partial functions defined just on fresh
names, i.e. elements of n*n: N.A. Hidden-name types make available this dual view. The elements of
the hidden-name type Hn.A may be viewed both as elements of £*n: N.A and YVn: N.A. This duality
of H-types is implemented by giving them the rules from both £^ and TIJj.

We write BTN(H) for the type theory BTN with hidden-name types, as defined by the following
rules and equations.

11.3.1 Rules for Hidden-name Types

Formation

r* n: N b A Type
(H-Ty)

rb Hn.A Type

Introduction

T* n: N b M : A
(H-I-IT)

(H-I-E*)

rb AHn.M:Hn.A

n:NbAType TbM:N T\-N:A[M/n]
rb bind^M.AO : (Hn.A)*(M:N)

Elimination

(H-E-IT)

(H-E-E*)

*Ab appfn]A(M,N) :A[N/n\

Tb M : Hn.A (T*n: N),x: A b N :
Tb let M be n.x: Hn.A in N : B

The isomorphism i: £j^ —» nj^ is built into the terms of these rules. For example, we can interpret
Hn.A as £*n: N.A. Then, the terms bind"^(M,A^) and (let M be n.x: Hn.A in N) are interpreted
as the corresponding terms for £*-types, while the terms AHn.M and app"^(M,iV) are interpreted as
i-1(A*n: N.M) and app^.N^(i'(A/),iV) respectively. Just as well, we can interpret Hn.A as n*n: N.A,
but then the isomorphism is built into the terms for £*.

In categorical terms, this definition of hidden-name types corresponds to the definition of a functor H
with fibred adjunctions H H Wn AH in Proposition 10.1.2.
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11.3.1.1 Equations for Hidden-name Types

The equations for hidden-name types must explain the behaviour of the introduction and elimination
terms. When looked at in isolation, the terms coming from IP (respectively £*) should behave as they
do for TP-types (respectively £*-types). Therefore, we add the equations from both IP and £* to the

equations for H-types. We refer to them as (H-/3-IT), (H-77-HF), (H-/3-E*) and (H-r]-£*) but do
not repeat them here. Furthermore, hidden-name types allow the introduction and elimination terms

from IP and £* to be mixed. Therefore, we have to add equations explaining such mixed use of IT
and £*. These interaction equations are precisely what the commuting triangles in Proposition 10.1.2
amount to.

Interaction Equations

Equations from the left triangle in 10.1.2

n: NbA Type FPAPN rTM-.A\N/n1
(H-/3-£*FP) l—!—L

r P let bind (A, A4) be x*n in x@hn = M :A[N/n]

«: N P A Type TPAPN T h M : (Hn.A)*{N'N)
_yj _22*n+) —— -

FP M = bindH(Ar,letMbeP" inx@Hrc) : (Hn.A)*(yV;N)

Equations from the right triangle in 10.1.2

P A Type FPM:A
(H-6-FPE*) rr-^

T P let A n.M*n be n.x inx — M:A

PA Type rPM:Hn.A*(":N'-7i-ri x )
r P M = AHn. (let M be n.x in *)*" : H«.A*(":N)

We remark that if we forget about freefrom types, (H-/3-£*IP) and (H-T]-E*n*) amount to the equa¬

tions (n.x)@n =x and n.(x@n) = x, which appear as (43) and (47) in [38].

Equations from the naturality of i: E^ —> nj^
Finally, we add the following equation deriving from the naturality of the isomorphism i.

PPM: Hn.A (F*n: N),x: A \~ N : B (V* n: N), y: B P R : C<"'^
(H-nat)

r P let (A n.N[M@\\n/x\) be n.y in R = let M be n.x in R[N/y\ : C

Adding an equation for the naturality of i appears to be necessary, as functoriality of H is available in
the syntax in two seemingly unrelated ways, namely both with the TP-view and the E*-view of H-types.

We remark that (H-Nat) is not the most natural way of stating the naturality of the isomorphism. A
more natural choice would be the following equation.

TP M: Hn.A n:NPSType (r*n:N),r:APiV:S
(H-nat ) —

FP Ah«.A[M@h«A] = (let M be n.x in bindH(/z,A)) : Hn.B
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Even though this rule is more natural, the rule (H-Nat) is more useful in applications. It is likely that,
due to the restriction to closed freefrom types, the rule (H-Nat) is not derivable from (H-Nat')- Note,
for example, the assumption n: N i- B Type in (H-Nat'). Ideally, we would like to replace it with the
more general T * n: Nhfl Type, but then the right-hand side of the equation would not be typeable.
With open freefrom types, however, rule (H-Nat) would be derivable as follows.

let (?iHn.N[M@}in/x]) be n.y in R
= let (let M be n.x in bindH(n,n)) be n.y in R by (H-Nat')
= let M be n.x in (let bindH(n,N) be z*n in (let z be n.y in R)*n) by CC
= let M be n.x in (R[N/y\) by (H-/3-E*)

It is interesting to note that a freefrom type appears in the commuting conversion step.

11.3.2 Interpretation

The only rule whose interpretation is not yet given in the above discussion is the rule (H-Nat). We
sketch its interpretation here. We consider the special case of the rule where M is a variable z. The
general case follows by substitution. The interpretation of the premises of (H-Nat) yields morphisms
N: A —> B and R: B —> WnC in E]-»n- Consider the following diagram in Ep.

L^WnC C

i i

The composite of the top row is the adjoint transpose of RoN: A —> WnC, and so corresponds to the
term (let z be n.x in f?[N/y]). Consider the composite ecoEj^of-1 0oi. The map £c°I.^R corre¬

sponds to the term (let u be n.y in R). Since the map n^TV corresponds to the term X*n: N.Af[z@n/x],
and by the definition of the terms for H-types, precomposing ec°I.^R with t-1 oTI^Noi amounts to
substituting )^n.N[z@\in/x] for u in (let u be n.y in R). Hence, the composite corresponds to the term

(let (\Hn.N[z@Hn/x\) be n.y in R). Since the diagram commutes by naturality of i, this shows the
equation (H-Nat).

11.3.3 Examples

We give examples to illustrate the use of hidden-name types.

11.3.3.1 Unique choice of fresh names

In the first example, we derive a term for the unique choice of fresh names. By the choice of fresh names

we mean that given a term M that makes use of a fresh name n, we can form a term new n.M, whose
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denotation is obtained by first choosing an arbitrary fresh name for n and then taking the value of M.
Since we want our type theory to be free of side-effects, we must make sure that the choice of the fresh
name n has no effect, i.e. we consider unique choice of fresh names only. This absence of side-effect can

be ensured using freefrom types. An introduction rule for unique choice of names can be formulated as:

r b A Type r*n: N b M : A*(":N>
T b new n.M : A

Essentially, this rule appears in the type system of FreshML 2000. It can be derived by the following
derivation, in which we make essential use of the fact that H can be viewed both as E* and as TP.

(H-I-m r*•: NI- unit: 1 (WEAK) r,.:Nh«:4«
rb AHn.unit:Hn. 1 (r*n:N),n: lbM:A'(":N'

(H-E-E*) 77
r b let (AHn. unit) be n.u in M : A

We take (new n.M) as an abbreviation for the term in the conclusion of this derivation.

Semantically, the unique choice of new names is essentially given by the counit £4 : HWnA —> A of
the adjunction H H Wn, which corresponds to the term z: Hn. (A*(":N)) b let z be n.x in x : A. We shall
see below that (new n.M) is provably equal to (let (AHn.M) be n.x in x).

We derive some useful equations for new. The first equation states that the term (let M be n.x in N)
can be implemented using new.

r b M : Hn. A (T* n: N), x: A b N :
r b let M be n.x in N = new n.N[M@\\n/x) : B

This rule corresponds the computational intuition, as realised by Asss(P), that (let M be n.x in N)
first instantiates the a-equivalence class M at a fresh name n, then binds the result to x and finally
computes N. The rule follows directly from (H-Nat):

TbM: Hn.A

F*n: N b unit: 1 T* n: N b M@en : A
Tb AHn.unit: Hn. 1 (r*n: N), u: 1 b M@Hn : A (r*n: N),x: A b N : B*^

r b let (AH«. (M@Hn)[(AH«.unit)@H«/i<]) be n.x in N = let (AH«. unit) be n.u in N[M@t\n/x\ : B
r b let M be n.x in N — let (AHn. unit) be n.u in N[M@\\n/x\ : B

T b let M be n.x in N = new n. N[M@^n/x) : B

As a special case of this equation, we obtain the equality (new n.M) = (let (AHn.M) be n.x in x).
Next, we derive an equation that states that new behaves like a choice of fresh name. This means

that, given M of type the term (new n.M) of type A denotes the A-part of M.

F*n: NbM:A"(":N)
r* n: NbM = (new n.M)*" :A*(n:N>
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First, using (H-77-E*!-!*), we derive:

r*n: NbM:A*<":N>

n: Nh Type r*n:Nbn:N r*n: N b (AHn.M)*" : (Hn.A*(":N>)
r*n: Nh (AH«.M)*" =bindH(«,let (AHn.M)*" be**" in*@Hn) : (HmA*(":N>)

*(n:N)

t{n:N)

By (FF-/3), (H-/3-II*) and congruence, the right-hand side of this equation equals bindH(n,M). Using
this, the required equation can be shown as follows.

(new n.M)*" = (let (AHn.M) be n.x in *)*"
= let (AHn.M)*" bey*" in (lety be n.x in*)*"
= let bindH(n,M) be y*" in (let y be n.x in *)*
= M

special case above

by (FF-/3)
above equation

by (H-/3-E*)

It should be said that the derivation of this equation has a very simple semantic correspondence. It
follows from the commuting triangle

WN£
WNA

Wn 'Wn

wNn^wN

in which i, e and e' are defined as in Section 10.1. Similar triangles commute for the other units and
counits. It can be shown that if either of the two triangles in Proposition 10.1.2 commutes then so does
the triangle above. In the syntax, this is reflected by the fact that the equation M = (new n.M)*n can be
derived using the rule (H-T]-Z*n*), as shown above, but it also follows easily using (H-/3-FFE*).

Another equation for new states that vacuous choice of a fresh name has no effect.

F A Type T b M : A
r b new n. (M*") = M : A

This equation follows immediately from (new n. (M*") = let (AHn.M*n) be n.x in *), which we have
shown above, together with equation (H-/3-IPE*).

As a final equation for new, we show that the abstraction AHn. M can be implemented using new and
the E*-view of hidden-name types. Given F*n: A b M : B, where B is a closed type, the equation

AHn.M = new n.bindH(n,M)

is derivable. Such an implementation of AHn.M has been used by Gabbay, who in [36] frequently
uses (new n.bindH(n,M)) to the effect of a lambda-abstraction. But note that AHn.M is simpler than
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(new «.bindH(«,A/)), since it does not require a proof that the choice of the fresh name has no effect.
The equation can be shown as follows:

AHn.M = let (AHn.M) be n.x in (let bindH(«,x) be z*n in z*n) by (H-rj-£*)
= let (AHn.M) be n.x in bindH(rc,x) by (FF-77)
= new n.bindH(n,M) see above

11.3.3.2 Extensionality of hidden-name types

Because of the isomorphism £Jj —> Flj^, on which hidden-name types are based, the functions of type
Yl*n: N.A are completely determined by their value at a single fresh name. Making essential use of
the interaction equations for hidden-name types, we show functional extensionality of Hn.A, and thus
also of n*n: N. A. We construct an equality proof p as in the following sequent, in which denotes a

standard intensional identity type, see e.g. [47].

(/: Hn.A,g: Hn.A)*m: N, e: (/@Hm) (g@H'w) P ■ f -Hn.A g

The proof p is constructed by the following calculation.

let f*m be x*m in x by (FF-/3)

—(Hn.A) let bindH(m,let f™ be y*m in y@\\m) be x*m in x by (H-77-£*lT)
—(Hn.A) let bindH(m,/@n"i) be x*m in x by (FF-/3)
—(Hn./t) let bindH(m,g@Hw) be x*m in x using assumption e

—(Hn.A) S as for /

Except for the step in which assumption e is used, these equations are in fact definitional equations.
A direct consequence of the above sequent is the following principle of functional extensionality.

(/: Hn.A,g: Hn.A, It: Hn.(f@Hn) (g@Hn))*m: Nb q : / ~(h„.a) g

Even though the name m is not mentioned in the types of this sequent, it is used essentially in the term q.

The obvious way of getting a sequent that does not mention the name m is to use the unique choice of
fresh names to choose m freshly. But to do so we would have to show that q has type (/ —(Hn./t)

and this is an open freefrom type.

11.3.3.3 Name-replacement and swapping

Another example of what we can do by mixing the two views of H as L* and n* is a generic name

replacement. Suppose we have a term M of closed type A and a name n and we want to replace the
name n by a fresh name m in the value denoted by M. This name replacement can be implemented by
the term (n.M)@m. In words, we first bind the name n in M and then instantiate the result at the fresh
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name m. The intuition for binding and instantiation suggest that (n.M)@m denotes the term M with n

replaced by m. Formally, however, hidden-name types are just syntax for the structure of a category

with bindable names. So, is it justified to think of (n.M)@m as M with n replaced by ml In this
section we argue that this is the case, by giving examples that indicate that (n.M)@m behaves like such
a replacement.

We start by looking at the case where M is a name n, and derive the equation (n.n)@m = m. Let T
be a context and assume a name T F n : N. In context T we can derive the following equations of terms

Since (n.n) = (AHm.m) follows by definition of the abbreviation M.N, we have just shown the rule

T\-n.n = AHm. m : Hn. N

The required equality (n.n)@\\m = m is now a direct consequence of this rule. Another consequence is
that we can show (n.n) = (m.m) for any two names rbn:N and T h m : N.

By almost exactly the same argument, we can also derive the equation

This shows that, for different names n and m, we have (n.m)@r = m.

Having shown that, on names, (n.M)@m behaves like a replacement operation, we give an exam¬

ple to show that if M is non-primitive then it is possible to move the renaming operation inside the
subterms. We consider the case where M is a pair (x,y), and we show the equation (n.(x,y))@m =

((n.x)@m,(n.y)@m), which would be expected of a name-replacement. We begin by deriving the fol¬
lowing rule.

To this end, we first show that, under the assumptions of the rule, the following equation is derivable.

of type (Hn.N)*'" N'.

by (H-/3-FT)

by (FF-/3)

by (H-T]-rn*)

Fb«:N

n: N*m: N h n.m = AHn.m : Hn.N.

h A Type h B Type TFniN T h j: : A ThyrS
r h n.(x,y) = AHm. ((n.x)@\{m, (n.y)@\\m) : Hn. (A x B)

rh bind(«,(x,y)) = letA be (u,v)*" in (AHm. (u@nm,v@nm))*" ■ (Hn.A x

The term J used in this sequent is defined below.

J = join(bind(n,x),bind(n,y))
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We show this equation by the following calculation in context T.

bind(rc, (x,y))
= bind(«, (let bind(«,x) be u*n in w@h«,let bind(ra,y) be v*" in v@h«)) by (H-/3-ETT)
= bind(n, (let J be (u,v)*n in «@hfl,let J be (u,v)*n in v@h«)) see below
= bind(n,let J be (u,v)*n in (u@un, v@h«)) by CC
= bind(let J be (u,v)*n in n,let J be (u,v)*n in (m@h«, v@h«)) by (FF-t])
= let J be (u,v)*" in bind(n, (u@\\n,v@\\n)) by CC
= let J be (w,v)*n in bind(«, (AHm. («@h"!,v@h"i))@hn) by (H-/3-FF)
= let J be (k,v)*" in bind(rc,let (Ahw. (u@um, v@hm))*" be z*n in z@h«) by (FF-/3)
= let7be (u,v)*n in (AHm. {u@\{m,v@wm))*n by (H-t]-E*FI*)

The second step in this chain is valid because (FF-JoiN-EQl) gives us the equation

r b (let J be (u,v)*n in u*n) — bind(n,x) : (Fln./\)*^'N',

using which the we have

let bind(u,x) be u*n in u@un
= let (let7 be (u,v)*n in u*n) be u*n in u@\\n by above eqn.

= let J be (u,v)*n in (let u*n be u*n in «@H«) by CC
= let J be (w, v)*n in m@h« by (FF-^3)

We have thus shown the equation

r b bind(rc, (x,y)) = let J be (u,v)*" in (AHm. (u@um,v@yim))*n : (Hn.A x

The rule that we set out to show is a consequence of this equation:

n.(x,y) = let bind(n, (x,y)) be z*n in z by defn.
= let (let J be (w,v)*" in (AHm.(«@hm,v@h»t))*") bez*" in z by above eqn.

= let J be (u,v)*n in (let (AHm. (u@yim,v@yim})*n be z*n in z) by CC
= let J be (u,v)*" in (AHm. by (FF-j3)
= AH/?t. ((let J be (u,v)*n in (let J be (u,v)*n in v)@hm) by CC
= AHm. ((let bind(«,x) be «*" in (let bind(«,y) be v*n in v)@hm) as above
= AHm. ((/u)@h"t, (n.y)@nm) by defn.

The above examples make it reasonable to expect that the operation taking M to (n.M) @m gives rise
to a kind of name-replacement operation in any category with bindable names. Due to the restriction to
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closed freefrom types, however, it is likely that not all equations that we expect to hold for (n.M)@m
are derivable. Furthermore, the above examples show that even derivations of simple equations can be
quite tedious.

Gabbay and Pitts have argued [38, 86] that name-swapping enjoys better properties than name-

replacement. They argue that it is better to consider name-swapping (m n) ■M, which can be formed
regardless of whether or not m and n are fresh for M, as opposed to (n.M)@m, which can be formed
only if m is fresh for n.M. As should be expected, such a swapping (m n) ■ M can be derived using
name-replacements (Shinwell's FreshML 2000 used to contain such a definition as an example). In the
rest of this section, we define such a swapping function for closed types A.

n: N, m: N,x: A P swap(n,m,x) :A

We start by comparing the names n and m. If they are equal then swapping should have no effect, so we

let swap(n,m,x) be x. If they are different, then it suffices to define a term S as in the following sequent.

(n: N*m: N),x: A P S : A

Informally, the term S can be described as "new r.(r.(n.((m.x)@r)@m))@n". Notice that from this
informal description it is not immediately obvious that all the uses of @ are valid, i.e. that the names

that are applied are provably fresh for the respective bodies. A proof of this freshness information will
be contained in the term S, whose derivation we start as follows:

(n: N*m:N*r: N),x: A*<r:N> F S': A*<rN)
((n: N*m: N),x: A) * r: N h S'[x*r/x\ :A*(r:N)

(n: N *m: N),x: A b S=f new r.S'[x*r/x] :A

For the definition of S' we define two terms:

(n: N *m: N *r: N),x: (Hr.A)*(m*r:N*N) F "x@r" : A*(m:N)
(n: N* m: N * r: N), x: A*'r,N' I- "m.x" : (H/n.A)*^m*r'N*N'

These terms intuitively amount to application (x@r) and binding (m.x) but in order for them to have
the types shown in the above sequents, they need to contain book-keeping constructs that rearrange the
freshness information appropriately. The term "x@r" is defined by the judgement

(n: N*m: N * r: N), x: (Hr.A)*^m*r'N*N' h let x be z*p in (let p be u*v in (z@hv)*") : A*^m,N\

which is easily seen to be derivable. The term "m.x" is defined as the term in the conclusion of the
following derivation.

(n: N * m: N), x: Ah bind(m,x) : (Hrn.A)*'mN' (m: N * z '■ Hm. A) * r: N h z*m*r ■ (Hm. A)*(m*r-N*N'
((n: N* m: N), x: A) * r: N h let bind(m,x) be z*m in z*m*r; (Hm.A)*'m*r N*N^

(.n: N*m: N*r: N), x: A*'r:N' h letx bex*r in (let bind(m,x) be z*m in z*m*r): (Hm.A)*'m*r'N*N'
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We are slightly imprecise in the last step of this derivation. In this step we use the elimination of
open freefrom types for notational convenience. Making use of the internalisation of contexts and join,
this step can be simulated by (a more complicated) derivation using only closed freefrom types.

Using the defined terms "x@r" and "m.x" we can define S'. Write F as an abbreviation for the
context (n: N*m: N*r: N),jc: A*(r:N). The term that amounts to (r.(n.((m.x)@r)@m))@n is now

defined by successive substitution.

r b "m.x" : (Hot. A)*(m*r:N*N^
Th "x@r"["m.x"/x] :A*(m:N)
Th "n.x"["x@r"["m.x"/x]/x] : (Hn. A)*(n*m:N*N)
Th "x@m"["n.x,,["x@r"["m.x"/x\/x\/x] : A*(":N)
rh "r.x"["x@m"["n.x"["x@r"["m.x"/jc]/jc]/x]/x] : (Hr.^)*(r*n N*N)
T h "x@n"["r.x"["x@m"["n.x"["x@r"["m.x"/x]/x]/x]/x]/x] : A*(r:N)

We let S' be the term in the last sequent.

It is straightforward to show that in the Schanuel topos and in the realizability category Ass${P)
the interpretation of swap is indeed the swapping function. We conjecture that, in any category with
bindable names, swap satisfies equations that make it a swapping action, cf. Section 10.5.

11.3.3.4 Freshness for hidden-name types

We end the section on hidden-name types with an example that we can only derive using open freefrom
types. We define a term M of the following type

n: N,x: Hm. (A*(":N)) h M : (Hm.A)*(":N),

where A is a closed type. Informally, the term expresses that in order for n to be fresh for y of type

H/?;.A, it suffices for n to be fresh for all the values y@m. For abstract syntax, this comesponds to the
fact that a name is fresh for an a-equivalence class if it is fresh for all freshly named instances of that a-

equivalence class. Flaving such a term M is useful for defining elements of freefrom types by structural
recursion, see Section 12.1.3 for an example.

Recall from Section 8.2 that open freefrom types can be used to derive a term Nb(z) that fits in the
rule below.

F B Type

m: N,n: N,z: h NB{z) : (£*(n:N))*(m:N)
We use this term in the following derivation, in which we write R for 7V(Hm (bindH(m,x)*").
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(m: N, x: A) *n: N b bind^m,*)*" : ((Hm.A)*'mN^) '
(m: N,*: A)*n: N\-R: ((Hm.A)*(":N))*(m:N)

(m: N *n: N),y: A*<n:N> b letybex*" in R: ((Hm.A)*(',:N))*('":N,
{n: N * m: N), y: A*'":N' b let y be x*n in R : ((Hm.A)^"'N')

n: N, z: Hm. (A*'":N') b let z be m.y in let y be x*n in R : (Hm.A)*'",N'
Informally, the above derivation amounts to the following reasoning. An element of Hm. (A*(";N') can
be viewed as a pair m.y, where m is a fresh name and y is an element of From y we get an

element x of type A that is fresh for n. Now consider m.x. Since both m and x are fresh for n, it must be
that case that m.x is also fresh for n, i.e. m.x is an element of type (Hm.A)*'"N'. Moreover, m is fresh
for m.x, so that the choice of the original fresh name m does not matter.

In the above derivation, we have used only the £*-view of hidden-name types. Open freefrom types
are needed to use the ^'-elimination rule and to derive Nnm.A(z). We do not know if it is possible to

give a corresponding derivation using only the IP-view of hidden-name types.

Going from (Hm.A)^"'N' to Hm. (A*(":N)), on the other hand, is possible using only the IP-view
of hidden-name types. This direction is given by the following term, which furthermore can be derived
using only closed freefrom types.

n : N, x: (Hm.A)*("'N' b let x be y*n in AHm. (y@nm)*" : Hm. (A*^" n')

11.4 Swapping

Categories with bindable names, from which the all our type constructs for names and binding are

derived, are based on freshness, i.e. the monoidal structure *. In contrast, in FM set theory and related
work the central primitive is name-swapping. In this section we discuss informally how swapping fits
into the type theory.

Even though in Section 11.3.3.3 we have given some evidence that categories with bindable names

contain a name-swapping operation, at present we do not know whether the general swapping oper¬

ation (mn) -M is modelled by any category with bindable names (although we conjecture that it is).
Nevertheless, the intended models from Chapter 3 are all constructed using permutation actions and so

contain a swapping operation.

Swapping can be added to the type theory as a special restricted kind of explicit substitution, as is
done in [112] and [16].

r b m : N T b n : N T b A Type
(Swap-Ty)

(Swap-Tm)

Tb (mn) - A Type

r b m : N r b « : N Tb/?:A

r b (mn) R : (mn) - A
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Bunches are useful for the formulation of the equations for swapping. For instance, bunches are used in
the following two equations, which state that swapping two fresh names has no effect.

„ . T FA Type Ahm:N AFrc:N
(Sw-Ty-Fresh)

(Sw-Tm-Fresh)

T*Ab (mn)-A=A Type

Th M:A Ahm:N A h n : N

T * A F {mn)-M = M \ A

On the other hand, bunches also complicate the formulation of the other equations for swapping. In
addition to equations for swapping on names, the reader may expect equations such as (m n) ■ (M,N) =

((m n) ■M,{m n) ■N) that amount to pushing swapping inside the term structure. Such equations work
well for the additive types, but they do not work for the multiplicative types. For example, for *-types
one may expect the equation (m n) • (M*N) = {{m n) ■ M)*{{m n) -N). We cannot take this equation,
however, because the term on the right-hand side is not typeable. This can be seen by noting that M*N
is typeable only if M and N do not share free variables. Nevertheless, it is possible to give equations for
swapping for the multiplicative types. For example, one equation for *-types could be:

FA,5 Type FFM:A AFlV:fi rFm,«:N
F* A F {mn) ■ {M*N) = {{m n) -M)*N : A*B

Although such equations are not very easy to work with, a formulation of them is at least possible.

Other issues with the formulation of swapping include the interaction of swapping and freshness.
For instance, we would expect the equation A*r: N. A*m: N. (r n) ■ [m n) x = A*r: N. A*m: N.{mn)-x
to be derivable. Intuitively, this equation should hold because swapping the name n with a fresh name m

in some term x gives a term {mn) ■ x that is fresh for n, and so swapping n with the fresh name r

in {m n) x should not have any effect. However, we cannot immediately use the rule (Sw-Tm-Fresh)
to derive this equation, since we cannot satisfy its freshness assumptions. One possibility of nevertheless
obtaining the equation is to relate swapping to hidden-name types. For all M: Hn.A, we can add the
equation {n.M)@m = (m n) - M. Since, by the formulation of hidden-name types, we do know that n is
fresh for (n.M), we can use this equation to obtain that n is fresh for [m n) ■ M whenever m is fresh. This
allows us to derive the desired equation.

Swapping nevertheless has some interesting applications. For instance, we can derive the equation
(x:A,n: N) * m: N F n.x = m.{{m n) ■ x) : Hn. A, which further justifies the use of Hn. A as a representa¬
tion of a-equivalence classes. The derivation makes essential use of the equation {n.M) @m = {m n) ■ M.

Another example of what can be done with swapping is that swapping can be used to define certain

open freefrom types. The definition of freefrom types from swapping is based on the idea from FM set

theory that a name n is fresh for a term x if and only if {m n) -x = x holds for all fresh names m. This
can be captured by the following definition.

TFn:N T*m: NF(mn)-A=A Type
PF A*(":N) =f (Lx: A.YTm: N.{mn)-x~Ax) Type
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The assumption F*m: N P (mn)-A—A Type is needed to ensure that both x and (m n) ■ x have type A,
as is required for (m n) x x to be a type. This assumption could be lifted if we were to use, for
instance, John Major (JM) equality [66] instead of standard identity types, since with JM equality it is

possible to state equations between terms of different type.

With the definition of freefrom types from swapping, interesting terms can be defined. For instance,
it is possible to derive the rules (FF-JOIN), (FF-JoiN-EQl) and (FF-JOIN-EQ2) that we had to assume

for closed freefrom types. If we further assume the following principle of uniqueness of identity proofs

(UIp, T \~ p\a~Ab r F q:a~Ab >

rhUIP(/?,9) : p —(a~Ab) 1

which is discussed in depth in [50], then more interesting examples can be derived. For instance, we

can strengthen the functional extensionality for H-types from Section 11.3.3.2 and derive a term

/: Hn.A,g: Hn.A,h: Hn.(/@Hn)~/i (g@H«) H M : /~(Hn.A) g-

Using this term, it is then possible to obtain a term

n: N,x: Hm. (A*(n:N)) h N : (Hm.A)*(n:N),

see also Section 11.3.3.4.

However, the definition of freefrom types from swapping also has limitations. For instance, to define
an isomorphism

n: N, m: N h (A*(":N>) *(m:N) - (A'<":N>)'*(n:N) Type,
it appears to be necessary to assume the identity types ~ to be extensional. To see this note that an

element x of type consists of an element x': A together with proofs

e\: n*r: N. (r n) • x' x',
ei : ITV: N. (r m) -x' ~a

e3: nV: N.{rm)-e\ ~(n.r: NTrnJ-V^) el-

We want to give an element of whose A-part is x'. For this, we have to give proofs

f\\ n*r: N. {rm)-x' ~Ax',

f2: Fl*r: N\r n)-x' ~Ax',
h : n*r: N,{rn)-f\ —(n*r: N.(r /l-

The first two inhabitants f\ and f2 follow immediately from the assumptions. In order to give an ele¬
ment /3, however, the two subterms (r n) ■ f\ and f\ must have definitionally equal types, since preposi¬
tional equality (and also JM equality) can only be introduced for elements of the same type. We therefore
have to show that the types ((r n) ■ n*r: N. (r m) -x' x') and n*r: N\r m)-x! x' are equal defini¬
tionally. The first type is provably equal to n*r: N. (r n) ■ (r m) ■x! ceA (r n) -x!. The assumptions e\, e2
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and e-$ are enough to show that the terms (r m) ■x', (r n) ■ (r m) -x! and (r n) -x' are all propositionally
equal to xl. But we do not get definitional equality, and there appears to be no reason why the types of
(r n) ■ f\ and f\ should be equal. If, on the other hand, we assume the identity types to be extensional,
i.e. if we assume that propositional equality implies definitional equality, then the equality of the types
of (r n) ■ f] and f\ follows at once, and we can define the term easily.

In conclusion, while rules for swapping can be added to the type theory, the presence of multiplica¬
tive types makes their formulation a good deal more complicated than perhaps expected. The examples
for swapping, while interesting, also demonstrate that one is quickly lead to making strong assumptions
on the type theory, such as extensional identity types.

11.5 Related Work

Type systems with names and binding have been proposed by Pitts & Gabbay [87] and Cardelli, Gard¬
ner & Ghelli [16], Pitts & Gabbay [87] introduce FreshML 2000 with a type system that contains names

and abstraction sets. This type system is related to our type system with hidden-name types, since ab¬
straction sets and the operations on it are, semantically, a special case of hidden-name types. However,
the type systems are not directly comparable, due to the different handling of freshness assumptions.
Also, since Pitts & Gabbay's aim is to define a type system for a ML-like programming language, they
consider the evaluation of programs but not the equational theory of the type system.

In [16] Cardelli et al. propose a language for the manipulation of trees with hidden names and give a

type system for it. They introduce types of the form Hn.A with rules that correspond roughly to our rules
for n*-types. They also use a form of bunched contexts and integrate swapping in their type system.
The work of Cardelli et al. has directly influenced our work, in particular regarding the use of bunches.
However, we do not know if there is a precise formal relation between the two systems. For example,
Cardelli et al. represent names as constants while we work with names as variables. Furthermore, the
type system of Cardelli et al. is formulated in a different setting, closer in spirit to type systems for the
7T-calculus, e.g. [118], than to our system.



 



Chapter 12

Examples

Having added hidden-name types to the type theory, in this chapter we give some simple examples of
their use for abstract syntax with variable binders. Using the untyped A-calculus as a running example,
we first define functions such as substitution and the function returning the free variables of a term.
We then encode a typing judgement for the simply-typed A-calculus and implement the evaluation of
well-typed terms.

Throughout this chapter we will make extensive use of inductive types. Since we have not justified
the use of inductive types in general, we shall justify their use in this chapter on a case-by-case basis.

12.1 Untyped A-calculus

We define the syntax of the untyped A-calculus inductively. The inductive type Lam of A-terms and its
constructors are given by the following constants. The inductive type Lam of A-terms and its construc¬
tors are given by the following constants.

b Lam Type

b var: N —> Lam

b app : Lam —> Lam —> Lam

b lam : (Hra. Lam) —> Lam

The associated recursion principle is:

r, x: Lam b A Type
r b M : n«: N.A[var n/x]
rbAbns: Lam.n?: Lam. A[s /x] —> A[t/x] —> A[app s t/x]
r b R : lis: (Hn. Lam). (Hn.A[s@n/x\) —> A[lam s/x}

(Lam-REC)
Tb recA(M,N,R) : Ux: Lam.A

303
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The behaviour of the recursion constants introduced by this rule is specified by the equations below. In
the rules for these equations, we abbreviate rec/i(M,A',/?) by rec and write ' for the premises of the
above rule (Lam-Rec).

TI-n:N

T I- rec (var n) = M n: A[var ti/x]

r I- 5-: Lam T F t: Lam

TF rec (app st)=N st (rec s) (rec t): A[app s t/x]

rFs:Hn.Lam

T F rec (lam s) = R s (AHn. rec (j@Hn)) : A[lam s/x]
The recursion principle and its equations are what one would expect when viewing the H-types in the
inductive definition of Lam as the function space IT. We justify the recursion principle semantically in
Section 12.1.4 below.

We use H-types to represent a-equivalence classes. This gives us two ways of working with them:
as partial functions n* and as pairs-with-hiding L*. For example, there are two ways to represent the

untyped A-term (An.m n). Using the n*-view, it can be represented by

m: Nh lam (AH«.app (var m) (var n)) : Lam.

This representation is in the style of Weak Higher Order Abstract Syntax. Using the £*-view, the same

term can also be represented by

m: N*n: Nh lam (n.(app (varm) (varn))): Lam.

Note that we need an additional fresh name n in order to form this term. The L*-representation is like
the representation of syntax in FM-theory. Using H-types, we can thus encode syntax both in WHOAS
and in FM-style—at the same time.

Of course, both representations of the term should be equal, since they represent the same object-
level term. This is indeed available in the theory, since, along the lines of the argument in 11.3.3.3, we

can show the equality

m: N*n: N F (n.(app (var m) (var n))) = AHn.app (var m) (var n) : Hn. Lam.

The point that syntax can be represented in the styles of WHOAS and FM, and that these styles can

be mixed, is further illustrated in the next two sections in which we give examples for functions that can

be defined for Lam.

12.1.1 Substitution

As a first example of a recursively defined function, we define capture-avoiding substitution.

F subst: Lam —» N —> Lam —> Lam
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The application (subst s nt) is intended to denote the result of substituting the term .r for the name n in
the term t. The recursion steps are given by the following definitions.

d&f
M = (Am: N.ifeq (m.n) then x else (var m))

x: Lam, n: N h
: rim: N.Lam

cjef
N = (As: Lam. At: Lam.Afi,: Lam.A/r,: Lam.app hs h,)

x: Lam, n: N h
: Lam —> Lam —> Lam —» Lam —» Lam

/?fef(As: (Hn.Lam). Afij: (Hn. Lam).lam hs)
x: Lam, n: N (-

: (Hn. Lam) —> (Hn. Lam) —> Lam

Given these definitions, we can use the recursion principle to define substitution.

dcf
I- subst = Ax: Lam.An: N.reciam(M,N,R) : Lam —> N —> Lam —> Lam

The so defined term satisfies the following equations.

subst u n (var m) = ifeq (m,n) then u else (var m)
subst u n (app s t) = app (subst u n s) (subst u nt)

subst u n (lam s) = lam (AHm. subst u n (,s@h»i))

This definition of substitution uses only the view of H as the function type n*. It is close to definitions
in Weak Higher Order Abstract Syntax.

In their work on FM set theory, Gabbay & Pitts [38] emphasise the view of binding in terms of the
abstraction set, corresponding to the £*-view of H in our terminology. In particular, in [38] substitution
is defined using only the operations of the abstraction set. By viewing H as £*, we can also give a

definition of substitution in this style. The recursion cases for variables and application are given as

before by the terms M and N above. For the A-binder, we now take the following recursion step.

R' =f (As: (Hn. Lam). Xhs: (Hn. Lam),
x: Lam,n: Nh new m. let bind(m,hs@nm) be y*m in (lam y)*m)

: (Hn. Lam) —> (Hn. Lam) —» Lam

If we define subst by Ax: Lam. An: N. rec\_am(M,N,R') then it satisfies the following equations.

subst u n (var m) = ifeq (m, n) then u else (var m)
subst u n (app s t) = app (subst u n s) (subst u n t)

subst u n (lam s) = new nr. let bind(m,subst u n (s@h'm)) be y*m in (lam y)*m

By the equations for new from Section 11.3.3.1, we further have:

subst u n (lam s) = let x be m.x in (let bind(m, subst unx) be y*m in (lam y)*m)
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This uses only the £*-view of H and corresponds to a definition in the style of FM.

Having given two definitions of substitution, it is natural to ask if they define the same function.
It is not hard see by unwinding the semantic interpretation that both define the intended substitution
function. Furthermore, the two definitions are provably equal, which can be seen by the following chain
of equations.

new m. let bind(m, subst u n (j@h»i)) be y*m in (lam y)*m
= let (AHm.unit) be m.v in let bind(m, subst u n (s@nm)) hey*m in (lam y)*m by defn.
= let (AHm. subst u n (j@h"i)) be m.x in let bind(m,x) be y*m in (lam y)*m by (H-Nat)
= lam (AHm.subst u n (j@h»i)) by (H-T]-£*)

Generalising the FM-style definition of substitution, we show that the following FM-style recursion
principle is derivable.

F A Type
TF M : N —> A

T F IV : Lam —> Lam —> A —> A —> A

r F R : Hn. Lam -> A -> (A*(n:N))
TF rec'A(M,N,R) : Tlx: Lam.A

The restriction to closed types A is necessary for the type (A*(":N') to be well-formed.
When one compares this recursion principle to the corresponding one in FM set theory [38, Corol¬

lary 6.7], one finds that instead of a term R of type Hn.Lam —> A —» (A*'":N'), the FM recursion
principle requires one to give a function /: N —> Lam —> A —> A that satisfies the freshness property
l/ln. Vf: Lam. Vx: A./(n,f,x) # n. In the above recursion principle, the type of R includes the freshness
property that / must satisfy. Semantically, if we have in FM set theory a function / satisfying the
freshness property, then we can construct a term R of type Hn. Lam —> A —» (A*^";N^) from it.

The rec'-equations for the var-case and the app-case are the same as for rec. The equation for the
lam-case, in which we abbreviate rec'A(M.N.R) by rec', appears below.

FFi: Hn. Lam

T F rec' (lam s) = let s be n.x in (R@un) x (rec' *) : A
This equation formalises that in the recursion case for a binder we use a form of pattern-matching.
The a-equivalence class s is matched against a pair n.x of a fresh name n and the instance x of the

a-equivalence class 5 at the name n.

The recursion principle rec' can be defined from rec as follows. Suppose we have terms

FFM:N-+A

T F IV : Lam —> Lam —> A —»A —> A

T F R : Hn. Lam -+ A —* (A*(n:N)).
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We need to define a term

Tb rec'A(M,N,R) : Tlx: Lam.A.

To this end, define the following term.

T I- R' =f As: (Hn. Lam). At: (Hn.A).new n. (/?@h«) (^@h«) (?@h«) : (Hn. Lam) —» (Hn.A) —> A

Note that the freefrom type in the codomain of R is essential for R' to be typeable; see the rules for new

in Section 11.3.3.1. Define recA(M,N,R) to be recA(M,N,R'). From the equations for rec, it follows
immediately that the required equations for the var and app-cases hold with this definition. For the lam-
case, the corresponding equation for rec gives:

rec' (lam 5) = new n. (R@\\n) (s@h«) (tec' (s@Hn))

We have the following series of equations:

rec' (lam s) = new n. (R@\\n) (s@\\n) (rec' (s@h«)) by defn.
= let (AHn.unit) be n.u in (R@nn) (j@h«) (rec' (s@h«)) by defn.
= let (AHn.s@h«) be n.x in (R@un) x (rec' x) by (FI-Nat)
= let s be n.x in (R@nn) x (rec' x) by (n*-Tj)

Hence, the term rec' satisfies the required equations.

12.1.2 Free Variables

As a second example of a recursively defined function, we define a function that computes the free
variables of a term. To represent the set of free names, we use an inductively defined type (h LN Type)
of lists of names, as defined in Section 11.1.1. We assume appropriately defined terms

b singleton : N —> LN

b union : LN —» LN —► LN

b remove : Tin: N.LN -> (LN*(n:N))
with the expected meaning. By defining

b M = (Am: N. singleton m) : Tim: N. LN
Hpf

b N = (As: Lam.Ar: Tam.Xhs: LN.A/r(: LN.union hs ht) : Lam —> Lam —» LN —> LN —> LN
dpf

b/? — (As: (Hn. Lam). A/z^: (Hn. LN). new n.remove n (hs@n)) : (Hn. Lam) —> (Hn. LN) —> LN,
dcf

and by letting b fv = reC[_u(M,N,R): Lam —> LN, we obtain a function fv that satisfies

fv (var n) = singleton n

fv (app s t) = union (fv s) (fv t)
fv (lam s) = new n. remove n (fv (s@n)).
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The recursion case for the lam-binder is another example where a freefrom type is essential for typeabil-
ity. The term (new n. remove n (fv (s@n))) is typeable only because of the freefrom type in the type
of remove. The intuition is that, when given the argument (lam ,y), the function fv picks a fresh name,

computes (s@n) and then removes the fresh name from the result. Since our language does not have
side effects, the definition of fv must contain the information that the choice of the name n does not

affect the outcome of the computation. This information is contained in the freefrom type.

Again, there are other possibilities for defining the function fv. For example, we can define fv so that
it satisfies the following equations.

The last equation is another example where it is useful to mix the two views of H as £* and n*. In effect,
in this equation we take a function and pattern-match it against a pair. That the two ways of defining fv
result in provably equal functions can be shown in the same way as for substitution.

To give an example of an evaluation of fv, we show the following simple equation.

fv (var n) = singleton n

fv (app s t) = union (fv s) (fv t)
fv (lam s) — let (AHn. (fv (s@n)) be n.x in (remove n x)

n: N F (fv (lam (AHm. app (var n) (var m)))) = cons n nil: LN

To see that this equation holds, first note that we have

n: N*m: N h (fv (app (var n) (var m))) = cons n (cons m nil) : LN,

as is not hard to show. In Section 11.1.1, we have shown the equation

n: N *m: Nh remove m (cons n (cons m nil)) = (cons n nil)*'" : LN*(m:N'.

The required equation can therefore be calculated as follows.

fv (lam (AHm. app (var n) (var m)))
= new m. remove m (fv (app (var n) (var m)))
= new m. remove m (cons n (cons m nil))
= new m. (cons n nil)*"1
= cons n nil

by defn.

using above eqn.

using above eqn.

see Section 11.3.3.1

12.1.3 Recursion over Term Contexts

The Theory of Contexts [51] features recursion not only for terms but also for term contexts, i.e. terms
with holes. In our setting, this corresponds to induction principles over Hn. Lam and Hrc.Hm. Lam etc.

We consider the recursion principle over Hn. Lam, looking at a simplified form with closed types.
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T\-M:A D-/?:A-»A-»A

I-A Type rbJV:N->A Th S: (Hn.A) -» A
Tb rec\A(M,N,R,S) : (Hn. Lam) —> A

The equations for this principle, in which we write reel for reelA(M,N,R,S) and in which we omit the
typing assumptions, are as follows.

reel (AHn.varn)=M
reel (AHn.varm) = Nm n^=m

reel (AHn.app (s@hh) (r@n«)) = R (reel s) (reel t)
reel (AHn.lam (^@h«)) = S (AHm.recl (AH«.i@H«@H"i))

For the derivation of such a recursion principle, we need a term

n: N, jc: Hm. (Lam*(":N')b O : (Hm. Lam)*'"'N'
satisfying the equation

n : N, x: Hm. (Lam*^":N^) b (let O be y*n in y) = (AHm. let be y*n in y) : Hm. Lam.

In Section 11.3.3.4, we have shown how open freefrom types can be used to derive such a term. We now

assume that we have such a term.

We start the derivation of reel from the bottom, i.e. we define reel as the term in the conclusion of

the following derivation.

(r*n: N),x: Lam b Q : A*(n:N>
T, z: Hn. Lam b let 2 be n.x in Q.A

r b A2: Hn. Lam. let 2 be n.x in Q : (Hn. Lam) —> A

We note that the assumption that A be a closed type is needed for being able to form the type
We define Q by normal recursion over x: Lam.

In the base case, in which x represents a variable (var m), the term Q should be given essentially
by (if m = n then M else N). But note that the type of Q is A*'":N\ so that we also have to establish a
freshness property. We define a suitable term using ifeq. In order to deal with the dependencies of the
freefrom types, we first define a term of the following form.

(T*n: N), m: N b ifeq (n,m) then r. Qe else q. Qd : A*^nN^ —> (N —> —> A*'"N'
This term is then applied to M*n : A*^":N^ and N*n : (N —> to obtain the required term. We write
r' for (r*«: N), m\ N and A'(n) for A*(":N) -> (N -> A)*(":N) -> A*(":N).

The branch of the equality test in which the names are equal is given by the following term.

«:Nbft d= Ay: A*(n:N).Ax: (N -> A)*(":N).y : A*(n:N) -> (N A)*(":N) -> A*(n:N)
The term for the branch where the names differ is given by the following derivation.
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(,n: N*m: N),x: (N —>A)*'"N' bjoin(x,m*n) : ((N -»A)xN)''",n'
(y: (N —»A), m: N)*n: Nh(ym)w :A*(":N>

(n: N*m: N),x: (N —> A)*'"'N' b let join (x,m*n) be (y,m)*n in (y m)*n : A*'":N'
(n: N * m: N) b Ax: (N —»A)*^n'N\let join(x,m*n) be (y,m)*n in (y m)*n : A*(n:N)

(n: N *m: N),y: A*'n:N' b Ax: (N —»A)*^'N). let join(x,m*") be (y,m)*n in (y m)*n : (N —> A)*'" N' —> A*(":N'
n: N * m: N b Ay: A*(":NA Ax: (N —> A)*'"'N\ let join(x, m*") be (y,m)*n in (y m)*n : A'(n)

Let Qd be the term in the conclusion of this derivation. With these definitions of Qe and Qd, we have:

n\ N*m: Nb Qd \A'(n)
n: NE Qe :A'(n) q\ N*N b let q be mm in Qd : A'{h\ (q))

r', n: N b Qe : A'{n) T', q : N*N b let q be mm in Qd : A'(n\ (q))
r' b ifeq (n,m) then r. Qe else q. Qd : A'(n)

Since we can make the judgements

(r*n: N), m: N b M*n ;A*(n:N)
(T*n: N), m: N b N*n : (N -> A)*(n:N),

we can therefore derive

r* n: N b Xm: N. (ifeq (n,m) then r. Qe else q. Qd) M*n N*n : Ylm: N.A*("'N\

We write M' for this term. It is the case for a variable in the recursive definition.

For the recursion case of an application (app s t), we simply use the induction hypothesis. Using a

suggestive notation for (defined) ternary join, we have

(r*«: N), hs: a*(m:N\ h,: A*'":N^ b let join(/?*",/riS,/zr) be (u,v,w)*n in (u v w)*n : A*'";N^.

Writing Qa for this term, we have

r*n: Nb Xs,t: Lam.Xhs,h,: A*{n:N).Qa : Lam -> Lam ->A*(":N) -> A*(":N) -»A*(":N>.

This term is the application case of the recursive definition. We write N1 for it.

It remains to do the case for a lambda abstraction (lam s). For this case we need the term 0 that
we have assumed. The reason for this is that the recursion hypothesis gives us an element of type
Hm. (A*(":N)), and using the term S: (Hn.A) -»Awe would like to obtain an element of type A*'n:N'
from it. We can do this using the term O, since it allows us to go from Hm. (A*(":N)) to (Hm.A)*'"'N'.

(r*«: N),x: Hm.(A*(":N») b let join(S*",0) be {u,v)*n in {uv)*n :A*(":N)
Writing <2/ for the term in this sequent, we have

F*n:NbAs: (Hn.Lam).Ax: (Hm. (A*(n;N))). Q, : (Hn.Lam)-* (Hm. (A*(n:N))) ->A*(',:N).
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This term is the case for the lambda-binder in the recursive definition. We write R' for it.

Having defined the three cases for the recursive definition, we can define Q to be the following term.

(r*n: N),jc: Lam b rec^n^^M',N' ,R')) x :

This completes the definition of the recursion principle.

12.1.4 Soundness of the Recursion Principle

In this section we justify the recursion principle for Lam semantically. We start with the special case of
the recursion principle in which T is the empty context.

Consider the endo-functor F on the Schanuel topos defined by

F{X) d= N + (X x X) + (N —* X).

It is well-known, see e.g. [49, 38, 30], that F has an initial algebra [var,app,lam]: F(Lam) —> Lam. As
suggested by the notation, the type Lam and its constructors are interpreted by this initial algebra.

It remains to interpret the recursion principle (Lam-REC). In the premises of (Lam-REC), we have
a type x: Lam b A Type, and we write A(s) as a short-hand for A[s/x], Furthermore, we have (up to

unique correspondence) terms of the following types.

n: N I- M : A(var n)
s: Lam, t: Lam b N : A(s) —> A(f) —> A(app s t)

si (H«.Lam),/z: (Hn.A(s@n)) b R : A(lam s)

It is straightforward to see that these terms correspond uniquely to a morphism u making the following
diagram in S commute. Note that we are now viewing the H-type as a n^-type.

N + (£p: LamxLam.A(fst(p))xA(snd(p))) u
*-Ls: Lam.A(j)

+ (Ls\ N —* Lam.n*«: N.A(^@n))
N+ 7tl +71]

F(Lam) ^ Lam
[var,app,lam]

We now show that the object in the upper left corner of this diagram is isomoiphic to F(Ls: Lam. A(j)).
To this end, we first have an evident isomorphism

Hp: LamxLam.A(fst(/?))xA(snd(/?)) = (E^: Lam.A(i)) x (Lt: Lam.A(r)).

Furthermore, there is an isomorphism

Hs: N -* Lam.n*/?: N.A(s@rc) = N -* (E?: Lam. A(t))
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corresponding to a version of the type-theoretic 'axiom of choice'. From left to right, this isomorphism
is given by the term

s: N —* Lam, /: Yl*n: N.A(.s@«) F X*n\ N. (s@n,f@n) : N-* (£5: Lam.A(s)),

and from right to left by the term

/: N-*(£r: Lam.A(f)) F (A*n: N.fst(/@n),A*n: N.snd(f@n)) : Ls: N-*Lam.n*n: N.A(j@«).

From these two isomorphisms, it follows immediately that the top left corner in the above diagram
is isomorphic to F(Ls: Lam.A(.s')). The morphism u making the above diagram commute therefore
corresponds uniquely to a morphism u' making the following diagram commute.

F(Ls: Lam.A(.y))

F(KI)

F(Lam)

Ls: Lam.A(s)

Lam
[var,app,lam]

The initial algebra [var, app, lam] now gives us a morphism R making the diagram below commute.

[var,app,lam]
F(Lam)

F(R)\
F(Ls: Lam.A(j))

F(ni)

F(Lam)

Lam
I

I R

v
■ Ls: Lam.A(i)

K\

Lam
[var,app, lam]

The uniqueness part of initiality gives us n\ oR = id, so that R corresponds to a term s: Lam h rec : A(s).
That rec satisfies the recursion equations follows because the upper square in the diagram commutes.

The general case of the recursion principle, in which T is not necessarily empty, can be reduced to
the above special case. Given T, x: Lam h A Type and T h M : Yin: N. A(var n) etc., we apply the above
special case to x: Lam I-fly: [rj-A Type and F An: N. Ay: \T\.M n : Yin: N.Fly: [_rJ .A(var n) etc.

12.2 Simply-typed A-calculus

Having defined the syntax of the untyped A-calculus, we now consider a typing judgement for it. As an

example, we consider Curry-style typing [8], for which we can use the syntax of the untyped A-calculus
as it is. We then represent the evaluation of well-typed terms.

12.2.1 Typing Judgement

Object level types are encoded using an inductive type with two constructors:

F Ty Type F t : Ty F => : Ty —> Ty —> Ty
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For convenience we use infix notation, writing (t =>• t) for ((=t> t) t). We omit the standard induction
principle and its equations.

Object-level contexts are represented by an inductive type with the following constructors.

b Ctx Type b empty : Ctx b snoc : Ctx —> N —* Ty —> Ctx

We write c[n: a] as an abbreviation for (((snoc c)@n) a). The recursion principle is:

F, c: Ctx b A Type
T b M : A [empty/c]
Tb TV : flc: Ctx.FI/z: A.n*n: N.Ylb: Ty.A{c[n: b})

(Ctx-REC)
Fb reC/j(M,AI) : Flc: Ctx.A(c)

Notice the use of —* in the constructor snoc. It formalises the common convention that each variable

may be declared at most once in each context, i.e. that we can write c[n: a] only if n is fresh for c. It
appears as though such an inductive definition of Ctx is not directly available in Fresh O'Caml.

To show that the use of —* is valid, we justify the inductive definition of Ctx semantically in the
Schanuel topos. The constructor snoc corresponds uniquely to a map of type snoc: (Ctx*N) x Ty —> Ctx.
Consequently, we define the inductive type Ctx as the initial algebra of the functor

FX = 1 +((X*N) xTy).

This functor has an initial algebra because, being built from 1 + ( —) and the left adjoints (—) x Ty and
(—) * N, it preserves colimits, so that its initial coalgebra can be constructed in the usual way as the
colimit of the finite iterations of F on 0. To justify the recursion principle, we observe that, for any

map u making the lower square in the diagram below commute, there exists a unique map R making the
whole diagram commute.

[empty, snocl
F(Ctx) —— U- Ctx

I

F(R) I R

V

F(Ls: Ctx.A(x)) —^-T.s: Ctx.A(x)

F(KA) ka

F(Ctx) — —Ctx
[empty,snocj

Hence, to justify the special case of the recursion principle (Ctx-REC) where T is the empty context, it
suffices to show that the terms M and N correspond uniquely to a map u as in the diagram. By definition
of F, it can be seen that u corresponds to two maps in §~\ namely Mq: 1 —> nA over empty: 1 —> Ctx
and No: 7t^yW^nA —> %A over snoc: (Ctx*N) x Ty —> Ctx. These two morphisms correspond to maps
M: 1 —> empty*7T^ in S/l and N\: n^W^A —> snoc*itA in S/(Ctx*N) x Ty. By adjoint transpose, the
latter corresponds to N: Ka —> n^ntySnoc*^ in S/Ctx. A standard argument then shows that these two
maps M and N amount to the terms of the same name in (Ctx-REC). The general case of (Ctx-REC)
where T is not the empty context can be reduced to the present case, as in Section 12.1.4.
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Using the recursion principle we can define an append function o on contexts.

b o : Ctx —> Ctx —* Ctx

c: Ctx h c o empty = c : Ctx

c: Ctx* ((d: Ctx*n: N), a: Ty) b co (d[n: a]) = (cod)[n: a]: Ctx

With the definitions of object-level terms, types and contexts, we can formalise the Curry-style
typing judgement for simply-typed A-calculus. Informally, this typing judgement is given by the three
rules below, which are subject to the usual side-condition on variable names.

r \~s:a=>b rbt:a T, n: a b t@\\n : b
r, n: a, Ah n\a Tbapp.sr:fi Y b lam t: a =>■ b

These rules for the typing judgement for simply-typed A-calculus are captured by the following induc¬
tive type (HT stands for 'Has Type').

c: Ctx, x: Lam, t: Ty b HT(c,x,t) Type

There is one constructor for each typing rule:

I- htproj: FIc: Ctx.Hn.na: Ty.ITaf: Ctx. HT(c[n : a] od, var n,a)
I- htapp : nc: Ctx.n.s,r: Lam.na,£>: Ty. HT(c,s,a => b) —> HT(c,f,a) —> HT(c,app s t,b)
b htlam : nc: Ctx.nt: (Hn. Lam).na,fi: Ty.Hn. HT(c[w : a],t@n,b) —» HT(c, lam t,a=$> b)

The resulting induction principle is:

r, c: Ctx, t: Lam, a: Ty b A(c,t,a) Type
TY-M-.Ylc-. Ctx.Hn.ria: Ty. IVd: Ctx. A(c[n: a] od,var n,a)
Tb iV : FIc: Ctx. TIs-, t: Lam.ria,fi: Ty. A(c,s,a => b) —> A(c,t,a) —> A(c,app s t,b)
Tb R : lie: Ctx.rif: (Hn.Lam).FIa,fi: Ty.Hn. A(c[n\ a],t@n,b) —»A(c,lam t,a => b)

Tb recA(M,N,R): FIc: Ctx.Ilr: Lam.na: Ty.HT(c,t,a) —»A(c,t,a)
This induction principle is slightly less general than possible, because we have omitted possible HT-

assumptions for brevity.

12.2.2 Evaluation

To give an example of how this induction principle can be used, we define the evaluation function for
well-typed terms. To this end, we first define a decoding of object-level types, i.e. elements of the
inductive type Ty, to actual meta-level types.

a: Ty b El (a) Type

a: Ty, b: Ty b El (a =>b) = El(a) -> El (b) Type
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For our purposes, we do not need an equation for El(t), the decoding of the type of individuals, since
our object-level A-calculus has no operations specific to individuals. The universe EI(jc) has the evident
interpretation in the Schanuel topos. We extend the definition of El to contexts. In a slight abuse of
notation, we use the constant El both for types and contexts.

c: Ctx I- El(c) Type

h El (empty) = 1 Type

(c: Ctx*n: N),a: Ty F El(c[n: a}) = El(c) x El(a) Type

We define an evaluation function for well-typed terms

I- eval: Tic: Ctx.Fir: Lam.Ida: Ty.FLr: HT(c,t,a). El(c) —> El(a)

by induction on the typing statement HT(c,f,a).
The most complicated case is the base case. We need to define an appropriate projection function

El(c[n: a\od) —» El(a). Note that the domain of this type is (up to associativity) definitionally equal
to El(c) x El(rz) x El(tf). We define the following projection term by induction on d.

F P : Yld: Ctx.ITrc: N.FFc: Ctx. Ida: Ty. El(c[n: a] o d) —+ El (a)

The base case of this inner induction on d is a term of the following type.

Fempty: n*n: N. Id*c: Ctx.Ida: Ty. El(c[n: a] oempty) —> El(a)

Since we have the definitional equalities c[n: a] oempty = c[n: a] and El(c[w: a]) = El(c) x El(a), type
conversion allows us to make the following definition.

Pempty =f : N.A*c: Ctx.Aa: Ty.Ap: EI(c)xEI(a).snd(/?)

For the recursion step of the inner induction we must define a term /snoc of the following type

F Psnoc : rId: Ctx.Id/;: A(d).U*m: N.Ylb: Ty.A{d\m: b}),

where we use the abbreviation

A{d)= n*n: N.n*c: Ctx.na: Ty.EI(c[n: a]od) -> El(a).

Now, we have the definitional equality

El(c[n: a] o (d[m: ft])) = El((c[n: a) o d)[m: b\) = El(c[n: a] od)xE\(b).

Therefore, Psn0c must return an element of type El(c[«: a] od) x El(fc) —» El(a). The induction hypoth¬
esis h provides a function El(c[n: a] od) —> El(a). Hence, we define P$noc so that it precomposes the
function from the induction hypothesis with the first projection. The term is:

/snoc = Ad: Ctx. A/z: A (J). A* m: N. A b: Ty. A*n: N. A*c: Ctx. Aa: Ty. Ax: El(c[n: a] od) x El(i>).
(((h@n)@c) a) (fst(jc))
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With the definitions of /empty and Psnoc> the term P is defined by applying the recursion principle for Ctx
to /empty and /snoc-

)- p =frec(/emPty;/snoc) : nd: Ctx.n*n: N.n*c: Ctx.Ida: Ty.EI(c[«: a]od) —> El(a)

To complete the definition of the term defining the base case for eval, we have

((d: Ctx *n: N) * c: Ctx), b: Ty b (((P d)@n)@c) b : El(c[«: b}od) —> El(i>)
((c: Ctx *n: N) *d : Ctx), b: Ty b (((P d)@n)@c) b : E\(c[n: b] od) —» El(b)

(((c: Ctx *n: N), a: Ty)*d: Ctx), b \ Ty b (((P d)@n)@c) b : El(c[n: b] od) —> El(fr)
((c: Ctx*n: N), a: Ty)*d: Ctx b (((P d)@n)@c) a : El(c[n: a] od) —> El(a)

Therefore, if we define

M =f Ac: Ctx. AHrc. Aa: Ty.A*d: Ctx.(((Pd)@n)@c) a

then we have

b M : nc: Ctx.Hrc.ria: Ty.nV: Ctx.EI(c[n: a]od) -> El(a).

We take this term as the base case of the definition of eval.

In the case for application, the induction hypothesis lets us assume terms of type (El(c) —> El (a b))
and (El(c) —> El(a)), and we have to define a term of type (El(c) —> El(fr)). Because of the definitional
equality El(a => b)) = (El(a) —> El(b)), we can use meta-level application to define the required term.

Hence, we define the term

rb N : nc: Ctx.m,/: Lam.n<2,b: Ty. (El(c) -> E\(a=>b)) ->(El(c) -» El(a)) -> (El(c) El(/>))

for the application case by

dpf
TV = Ac: Ctx. As, f: lam.Xa,b: Ty.A/: (El(c) -» El (a => b)). Ag: (El(c)-»EI(a)).Ajc: El(c).(/c) {gc).

In the case for A-abstraction, the induction hypothesis lets us assume (El(c[«: a\) —» El(fr)) and
we have to define a term of type (El(c) —> El(a =>■ b)). Using the definitional equalities El(c[n: a]) =

(EI(c)xEI(a)) and El(a =4> b)) = (El(a) —► El(fc)), we can use meta-level A-abstraction for this definition.
Hence, we define the term

TbP:nc: Ctx. II/: (Hn. Lam).na,/>: Ty.Hn. (El(c) x El(a) E\(b)) -> (El(c) -> (El (a =t> b)))

for the A-binder case by

R d= Ac: Ctx. A/: (Hn.Lam).Aa,6: Ty.AHn.A/: (EI(c)xEI(a) -> E\(b)).?ix: EI(c).Ay: El (a).f (x,y).

Having defined the terms M, N and R, we define the evaluation function using recursion,

b eval = rec(M,N,R): nc: Ctx.nr: Lam.na: Ty. HT(c,f,a) -> (El(c) —> El(a))

It can be seen that, semantically, this implements the intended evaluation function.
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12.2.3 Limitations

We have shown that simple properties of simply typed A-calculus, such as the typing judgement and
evaluation, can be encoded as types in the type theory. It is natural to ask how much of the standard
reasoning about the A-calculus can be encoded in a propositions-as-types fashion? Unfortunately, the
current restriction to closed freefrom types severely restricts such propositions-as-types reasoning.

There is a simple reason that makes propositions-as-types reasoning harder than, say, reasoning in
Nominal Logic or the Theory of Contexts. In Nominal Logic or the Theory of Contexts, one can always
choose an arbitrary fresh name. Since in both logics any proposition that is true for some fresh name

is also true for any other fresh name, a fresh name can be chosen arbitrarily without affecting the truth
of the current proposition. In contrast, in type theory the particular choice of a fresh name may well
have an effect, for example in (new n.n: N). Hence, in type theory we must prove that the choice of
a fresh name does not matter. Since we use freefrom types for this purpose, the restriction to closed
freefrom types limits our ability to pick fresh names in propositions-as-types reasoning. In effect, we

can generate fresh names only for closed propositions, since if A is a type representing a proposition
then (new n.M: A) can only be formed if M is of type A*'rt:N\ and this freefrom type is only available
if A is closed.

Furthermore, the restriction to closed freefrom types limits the use of £* as a propositions-as-types
existential quantifier expressing 'for some fresh x: A'. This is the case because the introduction rule for
£*-types allows us to form elements of L*x: A.B only if E+x: A. B is closed.

To give a concrete example of the restrictions, let us consider the type HT(c,7,a). In the inductive
definition of this type we have formalised the following introduction rule for functions.

T, n: a\~ t@\\n \ b
T h lam t :a=> b

This rule assumes the judgement T, n: ah 7@h« : b for some fresh name n. As shown by McKinna &
Pollack [69], it should be equivalent to formalise the following rule, which makes the same assumption
for all fresh names.

V*n: N. (T, n: aht@Hn:b)
Th lam t :a=> b

This rule can be formalised by replacing the constructor htlam with the following constructor htlam'.

h htlam': He: Ctx. nr: (H/7. Lam). Via,b: Ty. (Hn. HT(c[n : a\,t@n,b)) —> HT(c,lam t,a => b)

We would expect both definitions to be provably equivalent, but a derivation of their equivalence requires
open freefrom types. Suppose we have an element x of type

Hn. HT(c[n : a],t@n,b) —> HT(c,lam t,a => b),

and we want to define an element y of type

(Hn. HT(c[n : a],t@n,b)) HT(c,lam t,a => b).
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Intuitively, this element y should be given by (Az: HT(c[n : a],t@n,b). new n. {x@n) z). This term,
however, is not typeable since we must show that the choice of n does not matter, i.e. that the subterm
((x@n) z) is of type HT(c,lam t,a =>■ Even to form this type we need open freefrom types.
The other direction also requires open freefrom types, this time because we need to use binding on

terms of open type. With an open version of the rule (H-I-L*), we can define x from y by letting x be
AHn.Az: HT(c[n : a],t@n,b).y (n.z).

It is possible to side-step some of the issues that we have just sketched. The problem that with
closed freefrom types we cannot obtain sufficient freshness information for the effect-free choice of
fresh names can be addressed even without a good formulation of open freefrom types. The main

problem in giving a formulation of open freefrom types is to find a good elimination rule. Even if we

cannot find a good elimination rule, it is still possible to assume suitable constants that provide sufficient
freshness information for practical puiposes. In the definition of y from x above, we must be able to
find an element of HT(c,f,a)*^"'N' for any fresh name n and any element of HT(c,f,a). This amounts to

finding a term

pure: Hn.HT(c,r,a) —> HT(c,f,a)*'"'N'.

The term pure has an interpretation in the Schanuel topos. It expresses that the elements of HT(c,f,a)
contain no more names than the terms c, t and a together. We call a type for which the Schanuel topos

models such a term a pure type. The pure types include all propositions, that is types interpreted by
a monomorphism in the codomain fibration on §. The fact that all propositions are pure is the rea¬

son why names can be chosen without restriction in Nominal Logic. We believe that it is possible to
add to the type theory a set of pure-constants that identifies a useful range of pure types. Although
not all inductive types are pure—the type Lam, for example, is not—it should nevertheless be possible
to give sufficient syntactic criteria on the constructors of an inductive type to infer purity. For exam¬

ple, the constructor htlam' defines a pure type because is takes arguments c: Ctx, t: Hn.Lam, a,b\ Ty
andx: (Hn. HT(c[n : a],t@nn,b)) and the support of these arguments is contained in the support of c, t, a

and b, which are just the free variables of the result type HT(c,t,a => b). Note that the hidden-name
quantifier in the type of x removes n from the support. Similar simple arguments work for the other
constructors of HT. Hence, just by looking at the inductive definition of HT we can see that it is sound to

assume the term pure, by means of which we can side-step some problems with closed freefrom types.

Of course, much better than giving criteria for the semantic existence of the term pure would be to

derive it. The natural way of defining pure is by induction on its second argument. A problem with
doing this is the fact that the variable n in the type of pure is quantified by a hidden-name type H.
Because of this, we cannot directly use the induction principle, which would have a conclusion of
type Fie: Ctx.nr: Lam.ria: Ty.Hn.HJ(c,t,a) —> HT(c,t,tf)*'"'N\ If n were quantified by a normal
dependent product, then we could just exchange it with c, t and a and use the induction principle.
Since n is quantified by H and thus assumed to be fresh for c, t and a, this commonly used exchange
trick is not available. Instead, the only way of deriving the term pure by induction appears to be to
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transform pure into a function of type (in informal notation) lie: Ctx.Ilt: Lam.IIa: Ty.HT(c,r,a) —>

rin: N*((c>''a):CtxxLamxTv). HT(c,r,a)*^"'N^ for which the induction principle can be used. However, such
an inductive definition clearly requires non-trivial manipulation of open freefrom types.

The issue that there are different induction principles whose equivalence would be very desirable but
which we cannot show also appears for the type Lam. In Section 12.1.1 we have shown that for closed

types we can derive a FM-style induction principle from the normal induction principle. If we want to

generalise this to open types, the some/any nature of H-types makes us expect three induction principles
with the following respective A-binder cases:

: Tbc: (Hn. Lam), n/?: (Hn.A(x@n)).A(lam x)
ri- Ri: FLk\ (Hn. Lam).Hn.A(x@n) —> (A(lam x)*("'N^)
r\~R3 :Hn.FLv: Lam.A(x) —> (A(lam (n.x))*'n'N')

The equivalence of the first and the second term can be seen just as for HT above. The second and the
third term should be equivalent since H is part of an equivalence and therefore distributes over products.
To show the equivalence of R3 and R3, it suffices to show an isomorphism

TF (Hn. (Tlx: A.B)) = (FLc: (Hn.A). (Un.B[x@Hn/x})) Type, (12.1)

because we have n.(x@nn) = x. We can derive the direction from left to right without the need for open

freefrom types. It is given by the term

Ay: (Hn. (FLr: A.B)). Ax: (Hn. A). AHn. (y@nn) (x@nn).

In the other direction however, we need the elimination for open freefrom types. This direction is given
by the following term, in which we abbreviate the type FLv: (Hn.A). (Hn.B[x@\\n/x)) by C.

Ay: C. AHn. Ax: A.let bindH(n,x) be z*n : (Hn.A)*^"'N^ in (yz)@H«

Showing that these two terms do indeed define an isomorphism again requires non-trivial manipulation
of open freefrom types. Nevertheless, we should point out that for sufficiently closed types A and B the

isomorphism (12.1) is derivable.
It is already evident from the work of McKinna and Pollack [69], that being able to show the equiv¬

alence of these different induction principles is important for applications. The practical difference
between the different induction principles can be seen by observing that if we had used the definition
of HT with htlam' instead of htlam, then we could not have defined the evaluation function in the pre¬

vious section. The reason for this is that in the induction case for the A-binder, we would have had to

define a term of type

(Hn.HT(c[«: a],r@H«,&)) —> (El(c) —► El(a))
and the only way of doing so would have been to define an element of

HT(c[n: o\,t@Hn,b) ((El(c) -> EI(a))*(n:N))
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and choose the name n freshly. For this we would need open freefrom types; and we cannot assume

a purity constant either, since the type El(c) —> El (a) is not pure. Indeed, the freshness of n from
the element of (EI(c) —> El(a)) is not trivial. It would have to be established as part of the inductive
definition. In contrast, with the inductive definition of HT using htlam, we do not have choose fresh
names. However, the problem of finding fresh does of course not just disappear. It is simply shifted
into the definition of HT. Whereas with htlam' we can construct an element of HT without supplying

any name, we do need to supply a name to construct an element of HT using htlam. In other words,
the names required for the definition of eval are already contained in the element of HT. This illustrates
again that showing the equivalence of the two induction principles comes down to being able to generate

fresh names.

Another way of dealing with the problem of fresh name generation is by encoding in the type theory
a name-allocation monad, as used in [103], [100] and [21], Such a monad can be implemented as the

type T{A) =f Ek: Nat. N** —* A, where N*° = 1 and N*i+1 = N* N**. The operations on T can be
defined as described in [103]. However, having to carry around such a monad is likely to be awkward.

12.3 Conclusion

The examples in this and the previous chapter show that even with closed freefrom types interesting
examples with names can be defined in the type theory. The examples are comparable to those defined
in the modal type theory [98]. However, the examples also show that for serious applications, a gener¬

alisation to open freefrom types is necessary. Since, effectively, all the restrictions we have encountered
were due to the absence of open freefrom types, there is reason to hope that lifting this restriction will
be enough to enable full-scale applications.
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Conclusions and Further Work

13.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we have developed a dependent type theory with names and name-binding. Its main new

features for programming and reasoning with names and binding are simple monoidal sums L*, simple
monoidal products 11* and their common special case of hidden-name types H. As a semantic basis
for this type theory we have developed a categorical formulation of name-binding. In this categorical
formulation, £*, n* and H arise naturally from an equivalence of fibrations that may be understood as a

formalisation of Barendregt's variable convention. The categorical structure captures directly a number
of important FM constructions for working with names and binding. Based on the categorical structure,

we have defined a type theory that is in propositions-as-types correspondence to Nominal Logic. We
have seen that its definition is not just a matter of appealing to the Curry-Howard isomorphism. The
new concept of freefrom types, to which L* and n* are intimately related, appears

The syntactic formulation of freefrom types is one of the main limitations of the type theory pre¬

sented in this thesis. In the examples we have frequently encountered the limitations of our current
formulation of closed freefrom types. But we have also seen that in each of these cases the limitation is
due only to the syntactic restriction that freefrom types be closed. With open freefrom types, which we

have explained categorically, each of these problems can be addressed. On the other hand, even with the
restriction to closed freefrom types, our type theory is similar in expressivity to the modal type theory
of [98]. Indeed, the complications in generalising closed to open freefrom types appear comparable
to the complications in generalising modal type theory to dependent types [76], We see our precise
categorical formulation of freefrom types as a first step towards the solution of the problems with them.

Nevertheless, we do believe the development in this thesis makes a case that £*, n* and H are good
concepts for integrating names in type theory. Their categorical definition can be seen as a formalisation
of Barendregt's variable convention, they are the essence of a number of important constructions in FM

theory, and their use for syntax integrates both WHOAS-style and FM-style work.

321
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The categorical definition of H by an equivalence of fibrations not only formalises naturally the
informal practice of using interchangeably a-equivalence classes and their freshly named instances, it
also characterises directly a number of important constructions for working with names and binding.
The direct characterisation allows us to focus on the essential properties of the constructions for names

when designing a type theory. This is desirable since constructing the structure for names and binding
concretely can be a laborious task, as the length of Chapter 3 illustrates. The categorical definition of this
structure allows us to abstract away these details and concentrate on its intrinsic properties. Furthermore,
due to the increased generality, we can transfer our work with names and binding to other contexts, such
as the context of realizability.

To summarise, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• The definition of bunched dependent type theory with novel multiplicative products IT, freefrom
types and multiplicative sums £*.

• A categorical semantics for the type theory, including soundness for the interpretation in a class
of fibrations and completeness for the fragment of the type theory with n* and *-types.

• A categorical formulation of FM-style constructions for names and name-binding in terms of an

equivalence of fibrations. The construction of concrete models of this structure: the Schanuel
topos, a realizability version of the Schanuel topos and the species of structures.

• A type theory with names and hidden-name types using which one can work with syntax both in
WHOAS-style and FM-style at the same time.

We believe the work reported in this thesis can serve as a firm foundation for further work on type

theory with names and binding.

13.2 Further Work

The work reported here represents the first steps towards a dependent type theory with names and
binding—much remains to be done. In addition to the many specific directions for further work dis¬
cussed in the respective chapters, we mention some directions for this work as a whole.

We have left open many meta-theoretical questions about the type theory, the most important being
whether type-checking and definitional equality are decidable. This is an interesting question, especially
with the interaction equations of H-types. While we believe it to be essentially straightforward to show
decidability of type-checking for the fragment with IT, * and freefrom-types, going beyond that appears

to be harder. To get a better view of the problem, we should look for simplifications of the type theory.
The restriction to closed freefrom types is the main factor restricting the use of the type theory. An

important goal for further work is therefore to find a good formulation of open freefrom types. Finding
a simple formulation of (an equivalent of) freefrom types is also the key to simplifying the type theory,
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since the let-terms associated to freefrom types are one of main factors contributing to the complexity
of the type theory.

Even without a good solution to the formulation of open freefrom types, it is possible to side-step
the problems with them by using a dependently sorted predicate logic. By this we mean using a separate

first- or higher-order logic on top of the type theory, as described in [56]. Such a logic would contain
a freshness quantifier l/l, which is available by Proposition 10.2.5. It would be a variant of Nominal

Logic, and its formulation would be similar to the sequent calculus of Cheney [20, 22]. The problem
with freefrom types disappears in such a logic. The pullback in Definition 10.2.1.2 implies that for all
propositions T h (p : Prop there is an equivalence T*x: A F <p JL tp*(x:A\ so that freefrom propositions
can simply be dropped.

When looking for a real solution to the problems with freefrom types, we should keep in mind that
the problems with them may be just an artifact of our formulation using bunches. While bunches were

very important for identifying the semantic structure in Chapter 10, it is possible that other formulations
lead to a simpler type theory. For instance, bunches are more general than they need to be for their
application to names, being based just on a monoidal structure with some properties. Perhaps we should
look for a formulation that uses more of the structure available in categories with bindable names. One

possibility for such a formulation would be to assume a universe of propositions T F Prop, modelled
by the subobject logic in the Schanuel topos, and to work with freshness propositions E I- M#N : Prop
instead of bunches. This would render freefrom type superfluous, thus solving the problem and greatly
simplifying the type theory. On the other hand, there are likely to be new problems. For instance, in the
formulation of the rule (F*-I) one would encounter a version of the slices in [37], which are likely to be

problematic. The details remain to be worked out.

Last but not least, to assess the practicality of the type theory, we should try it. To make it feasible
to assess how practical the approach is, there needs to be a prototype implementation.

/ wish to God these calculations had been executed by steam.
— Charles Babbage, 1821
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